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"0 wonderful music, that can so
astonish amusic lover"
Introducing the intensely exciting new loudspeakers from
Soliloquy.
Share with us our enthusiasm and dedication to producing
superior home audio loudspeaker systems. Speakers that are
compatible with avariety of music lover's interests.
Dedicated to those with alove affair for low power, triode tube
amplifiers...to rock-crushing surround sound video enthusiasts.
Soliloquy speakers are designed to produce ahuge sound stage and an intoxicating
midrange to say nothing of the tight tuneful bass.We invite you to audition and
experience the Soliloquy sound at an authorized Soliloquy dealer.
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"0, from this time forth let the music
be heard from Soliloquy loudspeakers
High Fidelity Loudspeaker Co.
2613 Discovery Dr. •Bldg A •Raleigh, NC 27616 •(919) 876-7554 •Fax (919) 876-2590
e-mail: info@solspeak.com
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his is offensive!" muttered usually mild-mannered Malcolm
Omar Hawksford, who was sitting 1
1, xt to me. "I'm leaving." The good
professor was right. One thousand or so
attendees at the 103rd Audio Engineering
Society Convention, held at the end of
September in New York, were being subjected to truly terrible sound. The irony
was that the sound was that of 2- and 5channel recordings made with 24-bit resolution and a96kHz sampling rate, being
played over a colored PA system to
demonstrate the future of audio, in the
form of DVD-Audio.
Of course, it wouldn't be right to draw
any inferences from this. It was wrongheaded on the part of the DVD Forum
member companies to attempt apublic
demonstration under such adverse circumstances. And smaller, more sensibly
arranged demonstrations for showgoers
were to follow. But ashiver did run down
my back: If such amajor mishap can occur
on such an important occasion, what else
might have been overlooked by those
involved in designing the music carrier to
take us into the first decade of the next
century? Particularly considering that the
DVD Forum's Working Group 4(WG-4)
has been working hard to allow for all
possible eventualities in their recommendations for DVD-Audio.
Since its inception in December 1995,
WG-4 has been working with the three
organizations that represent the worldwide record industry — RIAA, RIAJ, and
IFPI — to develop the DVD-Audio specifications. These were unveiled at the same
convention' and include: support for pure
audio, with additional-value content such
as text, video, and graphics data; high-quality audio and multichannel capability;
compatibility with DVD-ROM; maximum data rate equal to or less than 9216
megabits/second, with the possibility of
lossless compression allowed for, "navigation" features that would allow the directory information to tell the hardware
the contents of the disc (192kHz sampling
and Sony DSD are included among the
definitions); and copy protection.
Of particular interest to audiophiles are
the audio parameters: support for 44.1/
88.2kHz and 48kHz/96kHz sample
rates; quantization of 16, 20, and 24 bits;
1This information is based on my notes taken at the
presentations. The 1ND-Audio specification is expected to be finalized by I
kcernber 31, 1997.
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oped from first principles aset of specifications for amedium that would be capable of, in his words, "for the first time,
delivering every sound to which ahuman
ear can respond: sufficient dynamic
range; sufficient bandwidth; sufficient linearity; suitable channel coding; and sufficient channels."2
Among Bob's conclusions are that an
882kHz or 96kHz sampling rate is higher than necessary to capture the full bandwidth of perceptible sound. A rate of
58kHz would be sufficient, he calculated.
Regarding dynamic range, assuming a
peak playback level of 120dB spl means
Why would
that 20-bit linear-PCM words should be
sufficient, provided that no further operanyone introduce
ations were performed on the data. And if
noise-shaping and pre-emphasis were
awhole new medium
used, taking advantage of the greater
ultrasonic bandwidth in which to move
just to satisfy
audio-band noise, 14-bit words would be
sufficient to provide full resolution. Given
the demands of maybe
that lossless compression or "packing" is
now feasible, the data rate that can be
one million audiophiles
inferred from the above conclusions
means that aDVD-Audio disc could be
worldwide?
capable of storing six channels of information, each of which would have sufficient bandwidth and resolution to be
Also coincident with the New York
audibly transparent to all listeners at all
AES Convention, Sony and Philips gave
times with all types of music. (In an AES
demonstrations of their proposal for the
workshop on the audio implications of
future of audio: "Super Audio CD." This
DVD, Bob Stuart emphatically made the
12mm "hybrid disc" meets the WG-4
point that he does "not think there is currequirements but features a"Red Book"
rently a lossy compression scheme to
data layer that, to an existing CD player,
which we can entrust our music.")
makes the disc appear to be aregular CD.
Judging the preliminary DVD-Audio
But asecond, semitransparent, DVD-like
and Sony/Philips Super Audio CD prolayer can be read by ashorter-wavelength
posals by Bob's criteria, the first has the
laser. This layer has the capacity to carry
capability of meeting his requirements with
multichannel, high-quality sound data lossdata space to spare. But as commercially
lessly packed in Sony's DSD format, which
attractive as Super Audio CD is—particuis a2.82MHz one-bit data stream (see previous issues of Stereophile). The beauty of larly regarding the single-inventory implications for the record retailer —and as well
this proposal is that just one disc caters to
past and future: the disc is both backward- presented as Sony's demonstrations were
in New York, the data rate does not appear
and forward-compatible, which will enorhigh enough to guarantee audible transmously increase its chances for commercial
success. (Why would anyone introduce a parency for multiple channels under all
circumstances to all listeners.
whole new medium just to satisfy the
So which, if either; will take audiophiles
demands of maybe one million audiointo the next century —DVD-Audio or
philes worldwide?)
Super Audio CD? An can offer is that most
So, has anything been left out of these
useless of answers: "It all depends..."
S
two proposals? It appears not, but apaper
presented in New York by Bob Stuart of
Meridian, who is also chairman of the lob2See J.R. Stuart, "Coding Methods for High Resolution
hying group the Acoustic Renaissance for
Recording Systems," Preprint 4639, 103rd Audio
Engineering Society Convention, New York.
Audio (ARA), gives pause for thought.
September 1997. Available from the AES, 60 East 42nd
Rather than assume anything about existStreet. New York, NY 10165-2520. Tel: (212) 661-8528.
ing technology and practice, Bob develFax: (212) 682-0477. Internet http://wwwaes.org

and up to six channels, with the possibility for reduced resolution and/or sample
rate on some channels as long as neither
parameter changes for any one data
stream. A two-layer, 8.54GB DVD-Audio
disc, for example, could offer three channels of 96/24 and two of 48/20 and play
for 78 minutes. And while a separate
stereo mix is envisaged, if the producers
wish to omit this from a DVD-Audio,
information will be included so that a
player could automatically derive the
stereo mix from the multichannel data.
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If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.
•

111-A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.

•
- CARY, NC 2751 I - 919.481.4494
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DVX8000 MULTIMEDIA HOME THEATER
Experience DVD movies, DVD-ROM gaming, even the
Internet with intense sound and graphics. DVX8000
manages and enhances your entire home theater set-up.
Video line doubler, 3-D graphics accelerator and audio
Dolby Digital is atrademark of Dolby Laboratones Licensing Corp.

DVX8000

technology by Marantz® (including Dolby Digital). All
integrated with powerful multimedia PC functionality It's
entertainment to the extreme. Available at select dealers. For
more info on Philips Extreme Home Theater call 1-888486-6272 or visit us at www.mmhometheater.com
01991 Philips Electronics North America Corp.

"The Servo-15 Rules!"
-Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide

"The Servo-15 will do things that no other
subwoofer I've heard will, especially play
very loud and clean at the lowest
frequencies...extraordinary deep —
bass output...prodigious and
extended...for clean bass to
lower than you can heir
and louder than you can
stand, the Servo45 hués.
-Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide

4 1
1 oh years of design expertise and astate-of-the-art in-house R&D
IV facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the
world's finest subwoofer, regardless of cost! The result is the Paradigm
Reference Servo-I5... ahighly advanced patented design using
revolutionary new Closed-Loop-Servo technology. This spectacular new
subwoofer system singlehandedly redefines high-end bass performance.
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And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of
music, it is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially
now with the arrival of digital AC-3 and DIS.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer
and experience this astonishing new reference standard in subwoofers for
yourself
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Two penn'orth
Editor:
I felt Ijust had to get in my two
penn'orth regarding Dan Ouellette's
September review of Keith Jarrett's La
&ala (Vo120 No.9, p.203). He mentions
in passing "1993's Vienna Gincert..."
That CD is plainly marked "G) 1992,"
and the liner notes say it was recorded
July 13, 1991. Iwas there, and it was an
appallingly hot humid evening in
Vienna —even hotter at the top in the
cheap seats of the Staatsopet Just telling
you so's you can keep young Dan on his
toes.
Tim Conroy
100747.470@Compuseive.a)m
Nuts!
Editor:
Jonathan Scull is nuts! But Ilove reading
his stuff. Someday Ihope to hear what
he hears!
Michael Auriemma
Plandome, NY
Frustrated
Editor:
I'm alittle frustrated — Ireceived only
six subscription cards in my August '97
Stereophile. Iwas hoping to be able to
finish wallpapering my 30' by 30' listening room with these things. Ithink
another 20 or so might do it. Any
chance you could put me on the "preferred" list and put one in every other
page of my magazines?
Buzz Turner
Indianapolis, IN
Shattered
Editor:
Ihate to be the one to shatter Sam
Tellig's illusions, but the "monkeypicked tea" he enjoyed in San Francisco
(September '97, pp.53-55) may not
have actually been picked by monkeys.
In The Tea Lover's Companion (probably
the closest thing to adefinitive guide to
tea from the consumer's point of view
to have been published in the last 20
years), James Norwood Pratt indicates
that the "monkey-picked" designation
probably owes as much to folldore as it
does to fact. This is not to say that the
tea is not exceptional: it is grown under
unusual conditions, and some of the
plants are over 1000 years old. But,
according to Pratt, "monkey-picked" tea
Stereophile, November 1997
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agood chunk is status pricing for Hong
Kong brokers in Florida or plastic surgeons, and there's no widespread consensus that some $1000 amp vastly outperforms amegabuck wonder. ('This is
where the "subjective" in subjective
reviewing hurts the consumer.)
Why couldn't Wes have simply said
he loves his little Zap!, but concluded
that it is ridiculously, if not obscenely,
overpriced? $40 for something that
required no engineering, no knowledge,
no ingenuity, no design, no expensive
materials, no testing, no... basta! My
Saddle sore
local hardware store has a$2.50 brass
Editor:
drawer-knob that is just as pretty and
Iusually look to Wes Phillips' reviews
for judicious criticism and areassuring would do the same job. If this is what
the High End has come to, then stop the
dose of common sense, but his Versalab
platter and let me off.
Zap! sidebar (September '97, p.171)
There is something redolent of
caused me asharp pain in the intestines.
Gorgonzola about high-end prices, and
Wes let the home side down badly
Stereophile still refuses to use its influence
when he wrote "$39.95... agood deal."
For what, adollar's worth of brass? I to encourage manufacturers to keep
them down. It was an all-too-rarelycould see manufacturers' jowls quiver
asked question by Michael Freiner, in
and their eyebrows do the pole vault:
his September '97 review of the Plinius
"So, Stereophile thinks 40 bucks for atwophono preamp, of whether it was worth
bit part is agood deal? Just wait until
its cost. A sensible and responsible rethey see our new $9000 amplifier!"
view: good product, high price.
As the top dog in high-end rags, why
I'm getting saddle sores from riding
can't you bare your teeth every once in
my hobbyhorse, so I'll get off now.
awhile and give manufacturers agood
Mark Jacobs
nip in the butt for their overpriced trinTucson, AZ
kets? The High End isn't big enough for
there to be consistent competition that
Watch 5.1s W' See It in afiture issuefor adiskeeps prices down, especially not when
cussion ofpricing and the High End.
—JA

"is one the merchant takes enormous
pride in; more you may believe at your
own risk."
Sam should try lurking on the
rec.food.drink.tea newsgroup. We theophiles can sometimes be just as
"tweako" in our connoisseurship as any
audiophile —but it's much less expensive!
PeterJorgensen
ReJirence apartment,
Lincoln City Libraries
peteij@randld.lib.ne.us

rs to the Editor should be sent to The
tor, Stereophik, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
-5529. Fax: (505) 983-6327 E-mail: John
Atkinson, Stereophile_Editor@Compuserve.com
or Stereophilc, 288-3236(§McimaiLcom .
Unless
marked otherwise, all letters arc assumed to be for
possible publication.
If you have problems with your subscription,
address your e-mail to Molly Crenshaw at
103230.635@Compuserve.com .We regret that
resources do not permit us to reply individually to
letters, particularly those requesting advice about
specific equipment purchases. We are also unable
to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asigntficant service
charge would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters are
read and noted, only those of general interest are
selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters arc subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address more than one
topic. All correspondents should include their
name, address, and adaytime telephone number.

Unique?
Editor:
Idon't know how anybody could take
Stereophile to task for reporting on its
recording projects (see "As We See It,"
August '97, p.3). Even if the coverage is
overly self-congratulatory or otherwise
half-baked, which Idon't think it is,
your reporting on the critical subject of
recording techniques is virtually unique.
No other audio magazine that Iknow of
has ever provided any coverage of the
recording process, other than generalized
descriptions or hazy reminiscences of
old-timers from the golden age.
Stereophilès discussions of microphones from ahigh-end perspective, for
example, are unique as far as Iknow. I
probably learned more about recording
11

N° 39
Compact Disc Processor

A concept not relevant to high end audio? We would argue
that products like the N'39 Compact Disc Processor prove otherwise. Combining the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed N°36 Digital Processor and the N°37 CD
Transport, the N°39 represents value unheard of in asingle box CD player. The benefits of shared
technology are many. From the elegant Madrigal-designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter
Reduction circuitry employed by the N°37 to the dual differential 20-bit digital to analog conversion
derived from the N°36 digital processor, the N°39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class.
Add HDCD decoding capability, ahigh quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability, and it's readily apparent that true versatility and
value can coexist in one remarkable component. Visit your Mark Levinson dealer for apersonal
demonstration soon and listen to the sound of real value.

Evinson

MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

•
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us al the address
above or visit us on the Internet at Mini /www.madrigal.com/
Adonation to support AIDS research will he made for every name added to our mailing list.
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My apathy for where and how all the
components should be placed was
beginning to set in, until Iread Lisa's
Collorns was confidently wrong
article... mutiny! Ithink I'll start small:
the coffee table is going back where it
Editor:
should be — in front of the couch, not
The 1)ynaudio loudspeaker referred to in
in the hallway blocking the coat closet.
your report from HI-FI '97 (September'97,
Next, Ithink we need some plants in
p.83) is the Confidorce 5, not the Consequenthis room ... maybe I'll put them on top
ce 5, as mentioned by Martin Colloms.
Fantastic?
of the speakers (nah, I'm not that crue».
My system consists of aKrell KPSEditor:
Sterrophilès recent recording of Rhapsody 20i// and aKrell KSA-200S driving a Then I'll get some big throw pillows —
he may actually like them —and
pair of Confidence 5s: pure music.
in Blue sounds fantastic! Unfortunately,
Carlos E. Taboada strategically place them so the sound is
Gershwin's beautiful melodies are obCETaboada@sifcom.ar better (I can only hope).
scured by the colorization of Hyperion
Lisa has helped me realize that an
Knight's playing. This CD represents
audiophile and mere mortal can coexist...
Clarification from Bob Reina
the classic conflict between outstanding
with compromise. She offers a wonsonic presentation and music that is not Editor:
derful, comical angle on an otherwise
In my three-way tie for best sound at HIenjoyable to me. Ihave read other rave
"touchy" subject between the two of us.
FI '97 (September'97, p.97), Imentioned
reviews of this disc and do not deny
the Classé/Thiel/MIT room as one of Idon't know how many times I've left
those writers their opinions. It's just not
the living room in frustration because of
to my taste.
Dan Starr the winners. Actually, I neglected to
starrdan@epix.net mention that it was the Classé/Thiel/ similar scenarios.
Thank you! Strange as it may sound
MIT/ASC room. Certainly the Acoustic
to me, Iknow Iwill be opening future
Science Corporation room treatments
Rhapsodic?
issues of Stereophile for more of Lisa's fanwere at least as important as the other
Editor:
tastic perspective ... and who knows,
components in the room, and Ishould
Over the years, I must have heard
have mentioned them.
RobertJ. Reina maybe Icould even learn athing or two.
Rhapsody in Blue 100 times or more. Ihad
Gwen Carnal
robertreina@citicorp.com
it on 78s and LPs and Ihad three versions
Woodridge, IL
on CD: Paul Whiteman, James Levine,
gwenster@aol.com
Lisa Astor is fantastic!
and Marcus Roberts (». After reading the
trifocal view of the latest Stereophile Editor:
Lisa's thoughts on the doings ofher audiophile
Ithought Iwas the only woman alive
recording by Wes Phillips, Hyperion
appear in every other issue of Stereophile,
who can barely walk through her back
Knight, and John Atkinson in the June
alternating with George Reisch's "Under'97 Stereophile (pp.70-81), Iknew it was a door because a3' speaker is blocking the
currents." The next `Astor Place" will be in
path ("but honey, the imaging is far supeCD Ihad to have....
December. And check outJoan Manes' sidebar
rior if it's placed there"); or who, when
One of my favorite paintings is
in "Car Tunes" in this issue.
—JA
she leaves for an hour to go grocery shopEdward Hopper's Early Sunday Morning.
The light is quite magical. Something of ping, finds that the furniture has been
Noise?
moved around in such away that, when
that same quality is in Rhapsody, only it's
she comes home, the frozen yogurt melts Editor:
not Sunday morning, it's Saturday. The
Music editor Robert Baird contends that
because she can't get to the kitchen.
city (New York, of course) is just wakmost young listeners (is, the "third genIt is arare occasion when Ipick up an
ing up after avery busy night. There arc
eration") consider classical music to be
still cobwebs in the head, but it's a issue of Stereophile and actually read it.
"their parents' music" ("Aural Robert,"
(I'm usually picking seven years of back
working day and there's much to be
issues off the floor when my boyfriend July'97, p.141), whereas Paul Canis ("Letdone. Slowly, the swinging city comes
ters," September '97, p.13), avers that the
isn't looking.) But much to my surprise,
to life, and it's ready to take on the
there actually was an article in August onus for the demise of the classics lies on
world. So is Rhapsody.
the '60s youths' revolt against their parents'
'97 that Icould relate to — Lisa Astor's
Joe C,ea's arrangement captures more
music (ie, the "third generation's" "grandof Gershwin's spirit than Grofé's or any"Astor Place."
It was refreshing to associate with parents"). Perhaps aspecific instance may
body else's (I don't know what Gershwin
shed some light on the controversy.
another woman about "the other wowould think of Marcus Roberts), and
My grandchildren have been wellman." My audiophile and Ihave been
Knight is an ideal "city" pianist. If I, like
grounded in classical music by their
together for four years and have lived
Wes Phillips, may steal from Wallace
mother. My son, aretired surgeon in the
together for two. When Ifirst met him,
Stevens (not abad man to pickpocket),
Seattle area, matured with his feet in
Ididn't have aclue of what aline condiyou managed to catch Gershwin's
tioner was. Ithought it was abig surge
both worlds. He likes Mahler, but
"lucid, inescapable rhythms" just beautifully. From what Wes wrote in June, it protector (and 400 times more expen- prefers rock music for relaxing or when
sive, of course). At the age of 25 Ialmost driving. Sam, my six-year-old grandson,
was obviously hard work (I didn't realwhile riding with his father, asked him
ize New Mexico was so noisy), but the
had aheart attack when he came home
to turn off the blasting rock. Dr.
with 10' of speaker cord for which he'd
sweat never showed.
Champer asked him, "What's the matGood job!
Jerry Conboy paid $300, and was elated because he
ter, don't you like music?"
Forest Hills, NY thought he got agreat deal! "Bite my
Sam replied, "That's not music, that's
tongue" if Ieven mention to him the
noise."
Orcen S. Champer
speaker cords on sale at RadioShack:
To obtain Rhapsody or any of the other 11
Queens, NY
Stereophile CDs and LPs, call (800) 358- "But you can get 50' for $4." Gasp!

from these articles than from any other
source Ican think of. Keep it up; and
now that cheap DAT decks and used
professional analog machines are readily
available, I'd like to see more coverage of
amateur recording.
John McFadden
SMcF@aolcorn
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6274 for credit-card orders, or see the ad elsewhere in this issue
—JA
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Don't underestimate the
younger generation
Editor:
In response to "As We See It" in the
September '97 Stereophile, and Paul
Canis' letter in the same issue, Iam an
18-year-old college student and Ienjoy
classical music very much, as do my
friends.... Yes, Iwill admit that the
majority of classical-music listeners are
people over the age of 50, but that doesn't mean that no one under that age listens to classical music.
Recently, the London Symphony
Orchestra came through the Orlando
arca. Not only did many of my acquaintances attend one of the concerts, but
many young people who had never
been to an orchestra concert went and
came home loving the music. Iwas fortunate enough to attend asession conducted by Mstislav Rostropovich, and
yes, the majority of the audience was 50
or older, but Istill witnessed many
young people in attendance, and they
weren't there because their parents had
dragged them. All looked to be enjoying themselves, not sitting with the
scowl we all would have whenever our
parents made us sit through some long,
boring event, whatever it was.
Mr. Atkinson, Ithink you and Mr.
Canis and anyone else who feels that
classical music is losing appreciation are
vastly underrating the younger generation.... Yes, we still have our rock or
country or rap or whatever it is we listen
to on aregular basis, but this has no
effect on our appreciation of classical.
Ithink that in order to help classical
music, you should start addressing a
generation that has truly lost its classical
appreciation: that of my parents — or,
more specifically, yours.
Aaron Farb
alf7202@ganwt.acnsfsu.edu
Totalitarian?
Editor:
The current dialog about classical music
and the younger generation(s?) is something Ithink needs some additional
input from someone in that category.
The bottom line for me is this: classical
music is one type of music, nothing
more. It has enjoyed along run, and will
likely continue to have fans, but it does
not deserve any special treatment. Nor
is it in any way of more inherent value
than jazz, blues, rock, or African tribal
drumming. Like it or not, classicalmusic fans, all of these types of music are
art forms, and all have the same inherent
value. What possibly can you say that
makes Mozart more meaningful than
Metheny or Metallica? This is bias, pure
Stereophrie, November 1997
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and simple. What makes people like
music is how it makes them fret
We live in asociety with afree-market economy. People buy what they
want. If classical music is struggling to
attract people to concerts and classical
recordings don't sell well, that means
one thing and one thing only — most
people want to listen to something else!
And that's their right. The idea that just
because classical music has been around
longer it is somehow of more value
than contemporary rock, jazz, blues,
folk, or whatever, is not only ridiculous,
it's prejudicial.
And don't go claiming that music
education is the "solution." There is no
"solution" because there is no problem.
Music education should teach people
how to read and play music. If you want
to teach kids music history, then go
ahead, but you'd better plan on complete histories of jazz, blues, rock, and
classical music.
Everyone has the right to choose what
they want to listen to, and this is an
immensely personal thing. Walk into a
Best Buy — the variety of music available
for purchase is enormous. If enough
people continue to want to buy classical
records, you can bet there will be plenty
for sale. But to think that people should
buy or listen to classical music...
how totalitarian.
Ilike classical music, by the way. I've
got 100 or so classical recordings —and I
just ordered four more from Stereophile!
I've been to see the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra numerous times. It's not like
no one knows it exists — it seems to me
like it's everywhere. But Iprefer jazz
over classical, and types of rock over
both. That's just who Iam.
So, for the Stereophik readers and
staffers who think more people should listen to classical music, get alife. Your real
agenda is to make sure classical music
stays around for you to enjoy. If you
wanna do that, there's asimple formula:
BUY MORE RECORDS AND GO TO MORE
I see classical-music—loving
audiophiles' 100-CD collections and
laugh. Hell, I've got as much classical as
that, and it's 5% of my total collection.
Buy more, and people will make more.
And for you, Stereophile, make sure
you reflect the RIAA statistics carefully.
Wanna be around in the 21st century?
Realize that young, zealous audiophiles
like me mostly listen to rock and jazz.
You do agood job of reviewing this
music, but only some of your equipment reviewers use it as reference material. There's plenty of it that's good
enough — use it. I'm not suggesting
CONCERTS.

your reviewers need to listen to it for
pleasure, of course ... that's entirely up
to them.
Rob Hughes
Evanston, IL
rhughes@polycom.com
What's wrong with this picture?
Editor:
As someone who likes classical music
but does not love it, Iam amused by editorial after editorial blaming the decline
of classical music on the abandonment
of music education in schools. The
whole exercise reminds me of aproduct
team one of my staff spoke to: He had
called them about an annoying userinterface feature that the product had, to
which the product team replied, "Yeah,
during the focus group meetings, we
had to educate the group members as to
the benefits of our interface." When I
heard that, Iknew the product was
doomed: You do not educate your customers about the superiority of your
product. They educate you about what's
wrong with your product! Similarly,
even though Igrew up with aschool
system that had not abandoned music
education, Ido not find modern classical
performances particularly compelling.
A few years ago, that esteemed newspaper The Economist published an article
on the decline of classical music. To their
mind (and Ifound myself in agreement
with them), the decline of classical
music is easy to explain: the form has
become ossified, fossilized, and rigid,
impervious to change or innovation.
They claimed that Mozart certainly did
not intend for his pieces to be played
note for note, and that he was wellknown for his virtuoso performances
with flourishes and embellishments that
would be declaimed as blasphemy
today. The result of this ossification is
that interpretation is limited to subtleties
not easily grasped by the lay audience.
Consider the modern symphony
performance. The first barrier is the stiflingly formal atmosphere. You're
almost expected to dress up and wear a
suit. Imyself unwillingly wear asuit for
important events like weddings. I
would not pay money to go to aperformance where Ihad to dress up. That's
like paying to sit in congested traffic!
Second, it is not at all clear what special
qualities aparticular symphony brings
to the table — fewer mistakes in aperformance, maybe? Yes, yes, Iknow
there are differences, and that they are
significant and important. But if Ihave
to go to several concerts to figure it out,
or listen to arecording several times
before I'm supposed to "get it," then
15
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perhaps Imight decide that the entire
exercise would not be worth my time.
Contrast this to arock performance.
Or perhaps something more genteel,
like the recent "Lilith Fair" concerts
across the country. First of all, the atmosphere is entirely casual. This was the
kind of event where you could bring
your friends, apicnic basket, and make a
picnic out of it. The place, by all
accounts, had almost a carnival-like
atmosphere, with multiple stage performances going on at once on occasion.
The performers bantered, and in some
cases held conversations with members
of the audience during the performance.
Is it asurprise to anyone that pop music
concerts make money, while the symphonies have to be subsidized?
And when it comes down to interpretation — there's nothing subtle about
it in the pop music world. Compare
Tori Amos' performance of "Smells Like
Teen Spirit" with Nirvana's original. Or
even Sarah McLachlan's multiple versions of her song "Good Enough." The
other day Iheard (on the radio) someone setting the melody to The Police's
"Every Breath You Take" to something
resembling rap (or it could have been
rap). It might not have been something
Iliked, but they were doing something
original — something that a classical
musician would never have the courage
to do, even if he or she had the imagination to do it. You didn't need multiple
listens to interpret it, nor did you need a
formal music education to understand it.
Perhaps classical-music fans night call
such obviousness "shallow." I would
choose to call it "accessible." And under
the right circumstances, such simplicity
would become "compelling."
There's nothing about being old that
dooms aparticular product or performance. In photography, for instance,
Ansel Adams' pictures are every bit as
compelling today as they were in his
time. My parents' generation likes his
pictures every bit as much as Ido.
Similarly, the fact that classical music is
still far and away the most popular
backdrop for commercials and corporate answering systems says that there's
nothing wrong with the music per se.
Performers who bemoan the lack of
support for their performances should
look no further than themselves.
Piaw Na
piaw@mpath.com
Art indeed!
Editor:
It may not be pleasant, but someone has
to say this to Paul Canis and other clasStereophile, November 1997

sical-music fans: classical music isn't
selling particularly well in any age
group. If the recording industry keeps
addressing sagging sales as aresult of a
"generation gap," then they will kill it
off altogether. In Mr. Canis' words, it is
a"very stale and musty old idea."
I've always been of the notion that art
imitates life —that in mind, it's not hard
to see why classical music has been
eclipsed by most of the music of the
20th century. Sure, it's great music, but
it's not our music. Ithink it's aquestion
of accessibility. Most 20th-century
music (country, jazz, blues, rock, bluegrass, etc.) is essentially folk music. It's
written and performed by regular folks,
for regular folks. It's about regular folks
and celebrates regular folks. It's written
in our language, about events in our lives
and/or things that concern us daily. It's
an expression of our very own culture,
and most important, it's something we're
all allowed to be apart of. The rock community, especially, has a history of
encouraging active participation and
involvement. Can that be said of classical
music, even in its own time?
Iwish Icould help, but I'm just one
guy with astereo. Believe me, I've tried
to get into classical music: Iwent to
Lincoln Center and was chased away
like aleper. On the way home, Istopped
at the record store. The staff giggled and
sneered when Iasked what made any of
the 109 available performances of the
"Eroica" any better than the others. Iran
away in shame. When Iwent home I
turned on the radio — no classical-music
station in New York!? Ain't that abitch.
Nah, man, this is too much work for me.
You may want my money, but you sure
as hell haven't shown that you want me.
Art indeed!
MacGregor S. Rucker
Brooklyn, NY

year, that is.]
YPCML: [Looks through brochure,
"Okay, I'll buy aticket for the Mozart
show scheduled for 12 months from
today."
MBOB: "First we take subscriptions
for the whole series; then, if there are
any seats left, we sell them."
YPCML: "You mean if Iwant to be
sure to see the show, Ineed to buy tickets
for all eight shows? How much is that?"
MBOB: "The best seats, down in the
premier section, are $300 each for the
series."
YPCML: "Well, Iguess I'll take one
set. Ireally want good seats."
MBOB: "They usually all sell out to
our long-time subscribers and corporate
sponsors, but Ican probably get you
into the second balcony, near the wall. If
you make abig donation, you'll move
up on the waiting list."
YPCML: "Uh-huh."
MBOB: "You just pay now and we'll
notify you of your seat assignment in
about six months. Oh, and remember, if
you show up late, they won't let you in
until the next movement."
You get the picture. Suddenly the
young potential lover of classical music
remembers that there's a rock'n'roll
band playing at aclub right down the
street that very night. She/he shows up
at the door just as the band starts playing, pays $15, gets hand-stamped, orders
adrink, and wonders, "Should Idance
or just sit back and enjoy the show?"
Walt Cuje
Little Silver, NJ
Walter Cuje@pcmailgw.mtcom

Synchronicity?
Editor:
Someone, maybe Jung, speaks of
synchronicity, or the sense that there is
more at work than mere coincidence.
Whatever that means, my wife and I
Sales techniques
have just returned from five days in
Editor:
Taos and Santa Fe. While there we
Much has been written lately about the
attended three nights at the Santa Fe
decline in popularity of classical music,
Chamber Music Festival —an event we
especially among young people. Iam
have enjoyed for several years now —and
sure that part of this trend is due to the
as Isat there looking around us Imenlack of customer orientation of the livetioned to Cheryl that the mean age of
event product. After all, it is live music
that usually first sparks the passion of those attending seemed to be about 60!
music lovers. Ican easily imagine the fol- At 43, we were the babies in the audilowing exchange between a young ence. This was the first time Ican recall
really feeling out of place at aclassical
potential classical-music lover (YPCML)
concert. Where were others from our age
and ametropolitan classical-music boxgroup? Well, there were a few... but
office bureaucrat (MBOB):
YPCML: "Hello, I'd like to buy a more scary still, Isaw no one from the
famed X generation.
ticket to the Beethoven show scheduled
Back home again, Iopen our mailfor next month."
MBOB: "That series is sold out, but box to find the September Stereophile.
here's abrochure for next season." [Next Opening to "As We See It," Iread John
17
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Atkinson relating the almost identical
reaction he had experienced at the same
festival. Strange. All Ican say is that I
will be watching closely in future the
age spread at similar events here in the
Denver/Boulder arca to see if the aging
trend is happening here as well. Ihope
not!
David Hoffman
Longmont, CO
1
kffmdw@louisvillestortek.com
Enjoying the music

Editor:
Iread with amusement John Atkinson's
comments on classical music in September's "As We See It." Like JA, Iwent
to my first "classical" concert about 30
years ago. The performance was one by
the Kansas City Symphony, and the
music was Beethoven's Sixth. Ihave
never forgotten the "storm" passages,
even though I, like much of that audience, was only of grammar-school age.
That performance started alifelong love
of all music. The audience then was
mixed: different ages, different sexes,
different backgrounds. There were families like mine, dirt farmers as well as
"rich folks," and everybody seemed to
be enjoying the music.
I've taught music all my life, to people of different ages and backgrounds,

S

and Ifind that the old standbys like
Handel, Haydn, and Beethoven are
always popular. Granted, our community is so rural that few of us have
the time or money to travel to cities like
St. Louis or Chicago or New York or
London, but that doesn't stop us from
enjoying music. And three years ago
when the Kansas City Symphony traveled to our county seat to give aconcert,
the venue was packed — standing room
only, all ages and backgrounds. In a
county with a population of about
20,000, attendance was near 11,000 —
just to hear classical music. When the
Symphony organized aseries of chamber performances two winters ago,
within two business days tickets sold
out for all the performances, which
ranged from solo piano to harp and violin concertos.
Only old folks like classical music? I
think not. Classical music appeals to a
vast and varied audience. It may be that
some people "don't understand" classical music, but one needn't understand
it to enjoy the 1812 Overture, or the
Ninth Symphony, or Peer Gym. Could it
be that audiophiles simply don't appreciate recordings of classical music, in
part because CD and "quality" are virtually mutually exclusive? Could it be

that even audiophiles are weary of the
same tired performances?
Or could it be that audiophiles simply
don't appreciate music at all? One audiophile friend of mine, for example, when
taken to a live classical performance,
complained that "there must be something wrong" with the performance
because his hi-fi sounded so much better.
That sums up my experience with audiophiles in general —they've no conception
of music, be it reggae, jazz, or even those
masterworks of human endeavor classical symphonies.
Look around. Real people do love
classical music.
Ananda Jackson
Appleton City, MO
MamaOrca@aotcom
If it's a Yugo,
don't expect Toyota sales

Editor:
Halfway down "As We See It" in the
September '97 issue (p3), John Atkinson puts forth the question: "But why
are classical CD sales so low?" He then
closes the same "As We See It" with
another related and wistful inquiry:
"Anyone know how we can get [classical music] back into the streets?"
Okay, lees for amoment not blame
"younger people" when only 500-2000
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copies of the average classical title are
sold worldwide in the first year of
release (p.3). It is unfair to do so in light
of the situation outlined below. But
here we have arevealing statistic indeed.
Why are so few copies of this music
sold? Have Beethoven, Mozart, Bach,
Tchaikovsky, and Chopin lost out completely to the Spice Girls (September,
p.29), whose first album sold 2.7 million copies? No, of course not. What is
it then? The makers of this product
must truly have something smelly and
rotten on their hands, way beyond the
borders of acertain Scandinavian country at that. There has to be some common, extremely unappealing property
intimately associated with today's classical music releases to cause such poor
sales worldwide.
Well, the answer is staring us right in
the face from the pages of Stereophile and
other informed audio publications.
There is an endless stream of increasing
protests, in issue after issue, from
reviewers and editors alike — not to forget all the letters to the editor. All of
them condemn 44.1kHz digital sound:
sterile, cardboardy, no depth, no space,
no life, cold, devoid of soul, flat, no harmonics, dead, boring, "it turns me off,"
"let's go on to something else — surf the

E

current studio practices sounded horriNet, amovie —anything."
ble" in comparison to the analog tape
The total of these persistent, welloriginal (September, p.37).
earned negative comments about the
Much of today's music uses electricurrent pernicious digital format reprecally amplified, deliberately distorted
sents quite an indictment. This public
outcry comes from the very group of sounds and disharmonies —an accurate
reflection of life in the '90s. This is
people who are certainly potential buyers of new classical titles, the saine titles where 44.1kHz digital can and does sell,
that "enjoy" deadly sales of 500-2000 and, all things considered, why not? Its
dismal properties fit right in. In contrast,
copies in the first year of release. And
classical music thrives on sustained,
that group of disenchanted audio writers, ranging from letters to the editor to pure notes, created and carefully sculpted by composer, conductor, and perreviewers and editors themselves, is
formers, all struggling for high inspiraonly the tip of the iceberg. They simply
are voicing the subconscious discontent tions. Such sustained notes and harmonies thereof — ie, in massed strings,
of large numbers of lesser-trained but
brasses, female voices — are exactly the
basically sensitive, audio-wise classicalsort of sounds whose musical value is
music lovers everywhere in the world.
always, always, completely and utterly
The same consumer rebellion, evidenced
dismantled by digital.
by ridiculously low sales numbers, also
When Sony, Philips, DG, and others
explains the stubbornly viable LP market.
offer classical music (and, by default, all
Now we go back to JA's second question: "Anyone know how we can get other music) in anew format that causes
audiophiles and audio writers to say con[classical music] back into the streets?"
sistently, and without later recanting,
Certainly! This is not rocket science.
"Yes, yes — there, there," it follows that a
Remove the conscious and subcongreat many less sophisticated but musicscious objections to the 44.1kHz digital
loving consumers will also say, "I like that.
sound disaster that has plagued classical
I'll buy that." Remove the fatally flawed
music for so long. Make sure that audio
writers no longer have to conclude that 44.1kHz digital format, and voilà — that's
how you get classical music back into
"a well-respected, 20-bit, 44.1kHz
the streets, Mr. Atkinson.
A/D—D/A chain used to demonstrate
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Furthermore, the young people of
today may then begin to appreciate
recorded classical music for the first
time — something that is too much to
ask now, when classical-music lovers
themselves find it impossible to stomach such amusically offensive format.
Almost nobody is buying it in its present form, this we know. Don't the people at Philips, Sony, DG, and the other
music labels understand that a truly
worthwhile recorded music format will
bring big bundles of classical-music dollars to the till? The key is: If it's aYugo,
don't expect Toyota sales!
Siegfried A. Mode
Oakland, CA
More respect, please
Editor:
Thank you, Sam Tellig ("Sam's Space,"
Stereophile, August '97) for confirming
what has been common knowledge for
years among many of us McIntosh
owners. With their balance of brute
force and tubelike finesse, McIntosh
amplifiers can stand up to the best of
their genre. Perhaps now our fellow
'philes will show us alittle more respect.
C Nathan Graves
Dryden, NY
argraves@darityconnect.com
A civic duty?
Editor:
It's a gentle New York evening — a
breeze, low humidity, ajackhammer off
in the distance, and the steady cadence
of traffic across the Brooklyn Bridge.
An almost perfect NY August evening,
but there's this Stereophik lying on the
floor, and it won't let me rest.
Wes Phillips, aman of varied words:
funny, serious, prophetic to commentarive — always agood read, and, Isuspect, agood guy. But what's this Lamm
Audio Lab L1 line-level preamplifier
review (August '97, p.97)? Okay, okay, I
know what you're thinking, and no, I
don't own aLamm Li, Iown aConvergent Audio Technology SL Mk.II.
So why am Iwriting this letter? Let's
just say it's my civic duty.
I've spent many an hour listening to
the Ll, enjoying its open, transparent
nature, neutral to the point of self-effacement. My experience is not limited to
my system, but includes others with very
different equipment in very different
acoustics. Never have Iheard what Mr.
Phillips described in his review.
At first I thought maybe he was
reviewing adifferent L1, one of whose
existence Iknew nothing. A short call
across the bridge to Brighton Beach
Stereophile, November 1997
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confirmed my bewilderment: It's the
same Lamm Audio Ll.
Now Imust confess, I'm confused.
How can Ihear something 180e from
what Wes heard? Let's see, Santa Fe ...
clean air, power, New Age gibberish,
interface between the Levinson DAC
and the Lamm line-stage, or the shifting
grains of the New Mexican desert sands.
Maybe it's as simple as this: we all hear
what we want to hear... or is it what
we're told to hear?
Jeffrey Michael Catalano
New York, NY
Not telling the truth?
Editor:
It was with some surprise that Inoted
the dichotomy between the aural observations and the technical measurements
in Wes Phillips' review of the Lamm Li
line-stage (August '97, p.97). Like so
many audiophiles, I'm no stranger to
the idea that measurements do not tell
the whole truth at all times — nor do
our ears. Wes, however, is aseasoned
reviewer, so Iwonder what might be
the real reason for the difference between what he heard and what Tom
Norton measured.
Ihave lived with the Lamm Li as my
principal reference line-stage for just
about three years. It has survived for so
long in my system because of its ability
to handle anything Iput in front, as well
as in back, of it, with absolute neutrality
and great transparency. This includes all
kinds of DACs, long and short interconnects, as well as awide array of tube
and solid-state amplifiers. During these
three years I've heard all kinds of anomalies and strange colorations all right,
but after investigation I've always been
able to put the blame squarely on other
culprits —not on the Ll!
On acouple of occasions I've also
measured the Lamm Ll's performance
to make sure it didn't drift, and that the
tube-regulated power supply was still
up to snuff. These measurements
agreed with Tom Norton's findings and
with Lamm Audio's specifications.
So what gives here? On the one hand
we have abunch of objective measurements by different individuals showing
very extended frequency response with
exceptional neutrality; on the other
hand we have subjective aural observations from areviewer and his friends of
midbass coloration and loss of low bass.
Objective vs subjective? No, Iknow
better than to go there!
What about the interconnect that
was removed when Wes bypassed the
Lamm L1 and went straight from the

Levinson No39 to the VTL 750s?
Could this have caused both the midbass hump and the loss of "nearly an
octave" of the lowest frequencies? My
experience with interconnects would
indicate that this could happen with a
poorly matched cable or one that was
not properly "burned-in."
Idon't think that Wes and his friends
heard wrong — there was obviously a
problem with the bass response in his
system. However, he may have fallen
into the old audiophile trap of attaching
blame by exclusion rather than by properly investigating the root causes. The
Lamm Li is a terrific line-stage and
deserves better.
Lars Fredell
Redding, CT
Stunning fidelity?
Editor:
I've never written to Sterrophile before.
Hell, I've never even admitted to anybody that Iread your publication before.
But all that was before Wes Phillips'
August review of the Lamm Li —a
review that was so off-base, so inaccurate,
and so irresponsible, I
just had to write.
That said, Iwill tell you I'm no
audiophile. I'm arecord producer and a
recording engineer. (If you want to hear
my work, pick up the latest CDs from
Bob Dylan, Billy Joel, James Taylor, and
the Fugees.) In my duties as both aproducer and an engineer, Iuse aLamm
amplifier. Why? Because it is absolutely
neutral and truer to the source than any
amplifier extant.
Ican't tell you how many amps we've
had in and out of our mastering room
that couldn't do justice to the tracks I
laid down. The Lamm can and does.
The Li exhibits the same kind of total,
irrefutable, and utter neutrality.
While, of course, we have no use for
aline-stage in the studio, I've had the
opportunity to listen to the Li in three
different home installations. Two of
these systems were evaluated using my
master tapes and afixed-resistor bypass.
Not once did the Ll exhibit the characteristics attributed to it by Mr. Phillips.
On the contrary, it displayed the saine
kind of stunning fidelity to the source
and dynamic virtuosity that Mr.
Shushurin's amplifiers do.
If something anywhere in the recording chain adds or detracts from the
source, it is instantly obvious to me. So
Ican tell you this in absolute terms: The
coloration that Mr. Phillips reports simply does not exist in the Ll.
A responsible journalist would have
installed the unit in avariety of different
systems to get the true measure of the
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piece. If Mr. Phillips did so, he certainly
didn't report that fact in his review.
In point of fact, the true measure of the
Li is far better reflected in Mr. Norton's
test results — the unit was virtually flawless. That's the way it measures, that's the
way it sounds. To report otherwise is
egregiously and obviously wrong.
You have done agreat disservice to one
of the world's great audio designers —
Mr. Vladimir Shushurin. Sounds to me
like you owe the man an apology.
Joe Nicolo
Conshohocken, PA
Biased?
Editor:
Iwrite in regard to Wes Phillips' conclusion in August that the Lamm Ll
line-stage "emphasize[s] the lower midbass region to the detriment of ultimate
low-frequency extension and transparency." This does not reflect my own
experience with the Lamm. Irecently
exchanged adifferent Class A preamplifier for the Lamm Ll. In contrast to Mr.
Phillips, Ifound the L1 to cleanly and
accurately present the low end without
ahint of bloat.... While reviews can be
helpful guideposts, Ihave learned the
hard way to trust my own ears rather
than the conclusions of someone Ihave
never met, and whose listening room I
have never heard. If not for what Iconsider to be amuch more serious concern, Iwould skip writing this letter and
only make amental note to take anything written by Mr. Phillips with an
extra-large portion of salt.
A snore substantive concern Ihave is
not the conclusions reached by Mr.
Phillips, but the process he used to reach
them. It is my understanding that, until
recently, Peter McGrath was an audio
dealer representing at least one of the
manufacturers mentioned in the review
as direct competition to the Lamm Ll. If
this is indeed the case, Mr. Phillips' conclusions regarding the Lamm Li were
clearly influenced by an obviously
biased party.
The lack of disclosure with respect
to Mr. McGrath's position is also disturbing. Mr. McGrath's proactive role
in the evaluation process is bad enough,
but if his position had been disclosed, at
least a reader would have had the
opportunity to recognize the slant he
might have brought, and its potential
effect on the review.
One hopes that this active participation
of abiased party in Stereophile's evaluation
process represents an aberration rather
than the norm.
Jeremiah D. Mahoney
Suffield, CT
Stereophile, November 1997

Losing sight?
Editor:
Levinson, Krell, and others were once
where Lamm is currently positioned in
the marketplace. The audio press once
had the objectivity to report and get
excited over equipment that was little
known and perhaps produced little revenue for their publications. New manufacturers broke new ground and made
the hobby exciting. Allowing the best to
surface without the interference of
other advertisers or the fear of lost revenues made Stereophile what it is today.
Perhaps, dear Editor, you are losing
sight of this.
Donald D. Reefe
Farmington, CT

12.5dBW, which represent a3dB drop
in output (a 50% loss of power) with
each halving of load impedance.
Actually, as the Model 9is rated at 70W
into each of these load impedances,
then the power stated in dBW must
remain the same. The term dBW is just
another way of stating power level.
Richard Ganan
Los Angeles, CA

No technical error, Mr. Ganan. As we have
explained before, evefollow the standard that I
first heard defined by Martin Colloms: The
reference for dBW ratings is the voltage that
gives rise to 1W power into 8ohms. This is
equivalent to 2W into 4ohms and 4W into 2
ohms. Aperfea amplifier would therefore have
the same dBW rating into any load—an easy
Reviewing errors?
paradigm to grasp. The drop of 3dB in the
Editor:
As the owner of aLamm Li preamp, I Marantz Model Nine's dBW rating each time
the load impedance halves gives agraphic idea
looked forward to reading your review.
of how the amplifier departsfrom being atrue
My most tactful evaluation would be to
voltage source.
—JA
smile and su:4:est that the reviewer's
final conclusions are inaccurate.
The view from 12V Land
James Bianco, MD, FACOG
Nashua, NH Editor:
Ihave read Stereophile with great interest
for almost six years now. Icommend
We had our say in the review; Dr. Bianco, Mr.
Reefe, Mr. Nicole), Mr. Mahoney, Mr. Fredell, you and your staff on producing the
and Mr. Catalano have now had theirs (along best magazine of its kind, period.
My background as an audiophile startwith anumber ofother readers whose letters we
ed in 1989 as acar-audio installer. One
don't have room to publish). Having auditioned the Lamm Ll preampeer in Wes day Ipurchased Stereophile on the advice
of afriend Imet at ahome audio shop.
Phillips' system, Iam confident that he correctly described its sonic character, particularly as At first, Ihated it. Man, these guys must
the Levinson No.39's volume control allowed be smoking some stiff stuff, Ithought. I
us to petjàrm arevealing bypass test. The visit mean, what does "cardboardy" mean
anyhow? A thousand bucks for some
of Peter McGrath of EelestonWorks menRCA cords? Don't they know they
tioned in the review was to allow us to audition
his 4-channel surround-sound tapes and for come free with lots of gear? But your
him to get an idea of how the Eggleston Works magazine kept drawing me back. At
Andra speakers were performing in WP's first it was just to read the advertiseroom. Wes's opinion of the Lamm L1 was ments. Then Ibegan to read the entire
magazine, cover to cover.
alreadyfomted by the time of this visit, and, in
Ican't believe the number of people
common with almost all manufacturer reprewho complain about every little thing
sentatives who visit the magazine, Mr.
they don't like about Stereophile. It offers
McGrath was careful to observe the proprieties, not offering opinions unless directly asked something for a broad audience in a
way no other publication does. Stereoto do so.
phile has taught me an immeasurable
amount about how to enjoy music, and
Technical errors?
how to select components based on
Editor:
musical taste. Ihave come along way in
Iam writing to point out atechnical erthese six years as areader —from my car
ror in all of Stereophiles power-amplifier
system with two 18" subwoofers, lots of
reviews. The error is in your calculation
processing, and thousands of watts, to
of power in dBW (decibels referenced
my listening system consisting of aminto 1W) with decreasing load impedimum number of components (Spectral,
ance. As an example, let's use Steven
Stone's review of the Marantz Model 9 B&W, McIntosh, Pioneer) without any
processing whatsoever. Had I never
in August (Vo120 No.8, p.85). According to the specifications, the ampli- picked up acopy of Stereophile, Imight
fier's rated output in ultralinear mode is still be way off track. Iused to tweak my
car system by using other car systems as
70W into 16, 8, and 4ohms. You state
areference. Now Itweak it by using my
these in dBW: 18.5dBW, 15.5dI3W, and
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listening system as areference.
Ilove the two columns that get the
most negative feedback: Wes Phillips'
"Car Tunes" and Michael Fremer's
"Analog Corner." It is important for
Stereophile and its readers to recognize
the fact that car audio has come along
way since the Boom boom. Many car
systems sound quite realistic. There are
many people like me who make their
livings in car audio but who can't wait
to get home and spin some vinyl to forget about the long day. If the High End
is to experience growth, Stereophile
needs to be able to recruit these people
by welcoming them with open arms.
After all, the guy in the bass-booming
low rider and the card-carrying audiophile both share the love of music, just
in different capacities. (Yeah, Iknow,
some of the kids don't have alot of
respect when it comes to playing their
systems at reasonable levels in residential areas.) "Car Tunes" is agreat way to
reach the millions of kids with boomboom systems. These kids do grow up
to realize there is more to enjoying
music than heart-pounding bass.
To Michael Fremer: Curse you for
having me out all Sunday in search of
vintage vinyl at flea markets. Istill don't
really understand why these old records
can seem so easy to listen to in comparison to CDs. I'll keep reading your column, and maybe I'll find out.
Tony Candela
toniecelash.net
News from the Twilight Zone
Editor:
In the spirit of sharing inexpensive
tweaks that drastically improve sound
quality, we thought you might be interested in the wonderful tweak we discovered for the Cambridge SoundWorks amplified speaker system. We
expect it is also applicable to other subwoofer/satellite systems.
As computer-science graduate students, we spend considerable amounts
of time at work in front of computer
displays. Many students in our department, including ourselves, use satellite/
subwoofer systems such as the Cambridge for high-quality music listening
in this setting. Typically, asatellite is
placed on either side of the display to
achieve agood nearfield stereo effect.
Being tweakers, we have donc the
obvious things to improve the sound, such
as enhancing the active crossovers with
polypropylene capacitors, improving the
fill and stiffness of the subwoofer enclosure, and Monster-Cabling everything.
In an effort to improve imaging, one
Stereophile, November 1997

of us (Paul) decided to try to raise his
satellites several inches from their normal desktop positions so that they could
fire horizontally. Since no stands exist
for this purpose, he had to improvise.
Unopened soup cans did the trick nicely. Imaging improved drastically - the
whole soundstage snapped into focus
remarkably well. Sure, it still wasn't the
same as listening to my carefully positioned Acoustats at home, but it was a
vast improvement.
Imaging and overall frequency response immediately improved with the
new soup cans. On the Reiner recording
of Scheherazade, the image of the orchestra just snapped into place, each group
clearly "visible" on the soundstage. In
addition, the midbass response of the
system improved considerably. Cellos in
the orchestra that were muddy before
were now clearly audible. On the
Columbia gold CD of Kind vf Blue, the
instrumental lines separated better than
ever, with Coltrane's tone cutting
through the rhythm section.
Since it worked so well for Paul's
setup, Idecided to try the soup-can
tweak myself. In my setup, using the
identical Cambridge SoundWorks system with the same prior tweaks applied,
the effect was far less pronounced.
Intrigued, Iinvestigated more thoroughly and found that the only difference was
the type of soup in the cans. Iborrowed
Paul's soup cans and, sure enough,
heard the same wonderful improvement that I'd heard on Paul's system.
Being scientists in training, Paul and I
decided to do a small measurement
study of the effect of the contents of soup
cans. We conducted an informal A/B
comparison study using eight kinds of
food products packaged in standardsized soup cans. The sample size was 17
randomly selected individuals from the

Food Product
Chocolate mousse
Water chestnuts
Progresso beans
Squid in veg. broth
Evaporated haggis
Distilled water
Spam'
Chicken broth
Chocolate syrup
Evaporated milk
Chili with beans
Condensed milk

Density Mean
Variance
0.62
0.80
0.89
0.95
0.96
1.00
1.05
1.09
1.15
120
121
123

30 who responded to arequest posted on
our in-house Zephyr messaging system.
In each trial, the individual compared
unopened cans filled with the current
food-product selection to the default
can, which was filled with distilled
water (density 1gm/m1), and rated the
food product on an integer scale of 1to
5, where 3signified equivalence to the
default can, while 1and 2 meant the
test can was inferior and 4and 5indicated that the test can was superior.
Neither the test subject nor the tester
knew which can contained the food
product or what that product was. Each
individual judged each of the food
products in this manner.
In each trial, the music played was
the first 1.5 minutes of Boney M's "Rah
Rah Rasputin," at an average measured
level of 70dB (A-weighted) at the listener position of precisely 0.5 meters
from the front of aDigital 21" display
and equidistant from the satellite speakers, which were aimed directly at the
listener position. The following table
summarizes our results:
Notice that there seem to be two
sweet spots: one at 0.80gm/ml, the
other at 1.15gm/ml. This clearly warrants further research. Variance seems
to be all over the map, which is perhaps
not surprising given the qualitative
nature of audio.
We encourage your readers to experiment with food cans of different densities in order to find what sounds ideal to
them. Paul and Ihave upgraded to cans
of chocolate syrup.
Please note that the opinions expressed
in this letter are our own and do not in
any way express the opinions of CMU or
SCS.
Peter A. Dirsda, Paul Placeway
School of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA
pdinda@cs.cnur.edu

Min

Max

1.3
4.0
3.0
2.0
3.1
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.3
3.7
3.0
2.0

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.4
1.5
0.1
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.7

gm/m1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
1

Rating (s2)
3
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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For technical inlormation on the ISolated Shield Malec, request the TARA Labs white paper:

New technology. the Isolated Shield Matrix"

TM — Isolated Shield Matrix. ISM. Ground Station and Isolated Floating Shield are trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc
U S and foreign patents pending on ISM technology and components.

R9F9Fues"
What are RFI and EMI?
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) is caused by radio waves. Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) is caused by
appliances which generate electromagnetic fields via transformers and other electronic components.
Both RFI and EMI distort and color the audio signal. Both are pervasive. Even in remote rural areas, your system
can be affected by sources of RFI and EMI in your home.

Don't shielded interconnects eliminate this problem?
No. Conventional shields are quite ineffective at preventing RF/EMI intermodulation of the audio signal.
Because they are connected to the cable, and therefore to the components, the energy they absorb modulates the audio signal.
The Isolated Floating Shield

is not attached at either end of the cable. The energy it absorbs is transferred to

a remote component called a Ground Station ,where it is grounded outside the signal path.

If Idon't hear a hum or any noise in my system Idon't have a problem
with RFI/EMI, right?
Wrong. You have been listening to RF intermodulation in your audio signal from the beginning. We all have,
because until now there has been no technology to eliminate it. Therefore we accept a certain level of RF
obscuration as "normal."

Is there a difference between Ground Stations and the hoxes on those other cables?
Yes. The other boxes rely on a filtered sional path. The musical signal is passed through a filter network.
These filters limit the bandwidth and remove the higher order harmonics of the music along with RF energy.
Filtering results in slower rise time and rippling, which are heard as a dulling of transient information and a
variety of amplitude versus frequency shifts.
Conversely, the Isolated Shield Matrix removes RFI and EMI outside the signal path. This technology maintains
the integrity of the natural signal path within the cable and leaves the higher order harmonics of the music intact.
The audio signal within the cable is unimpeded and unaltered between the components.

What can Iexpect to hear with lSM
A silent, black background. Musical notes fade with an effortless and natural decay. Micro-dynamics that were
lost in the noise floor become audible for the first time. It's a difference you must experience to fully appreciate.

Which cables can be used with a Ground Station?
At present there are a range of cables from TARA Labs which are ISM -ready, starting at $995/meter pair. In
addition, there is a variety of other ISM components which work with cables and Ground Stations to eliminate
the negative effects of RF/EMI.

For more information please request the
TARA Labs White Papers "New Technology
from TARA Labs: the Isolated Shield Matrix,"
and 'The One Series Cables," from TARA
Labs or your local dealer.

TARALM3S
541/488-6465
www.taralabs.com
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UPDATE

(See the report on the 1997 "FireWire"
•1)evelopment Conference elsewhere in
this issue's "Update.")
DVD is barely out of the box, and the
format wars have already begun. Some
observers think this development will
hinder consumer acceptance of the new
technology and forestall the much-discussed convergence of the computer,
entertainment, and consumer electronics industries. Koji Hase, an executive
in the DVD department at Toshiba, told
the Dow Jones News Service, "Some
DVD is barely out of the
companies haven't learned from the
Betamax-VHS war. Why do they have
box, and the format wars to do this? The people who will suffer
INTERNATIONAL
are the users." Others, however, feel that
Barry Willis
have already begun.
too much is being made of the difThe big news in August was an anferences between varieties of DVD.
nouncement by the triumvirate of Sony
Most of the incompatibilities occur in
final product. The DVD movie format,
Corporation, Philips Electronics NV, and
the indexing scheme, aset of software
with afew titles already on the market,
Hewlett-Packard Corporation that they
instructions that tell the DVD machine's
more closely resembles the original prowould not support proposed standards
magnetic head where to find or record
posal put forth by Toshiba and Matfor a recordable, reusable form of the
sushita, who enjoyed the support of information on the disc. Analyst Richard
1)igital Versatile Disc known as DVDDoherty of the Envisionecring Group
major film studios.
RAM. The pullout by Sony and Philips
told the New York Times, "Pentium and
Yet another wrench was thrown into
drives awedge in the tenuous coherence
Power PCs can chew through an awful
the DVD works by NEC, who, the day
of the so-called DVD Forum, an organilot of indexing schemes in the blink of
after the Sony/Philips/HP announcezation of 10 major electronics manufacan eye."
ment, issued astatement that it would
turers. HP is not a member of the
Perhaps the most serious development
pursue its own format for arecordable
Forum, but as the world's second-largest
for music lovers is the delay this rift will
maker of computer equipment, it has a DVD. NEC's version, which it is calling
cause in the achievement of afinal stana "multimedia video file," is claimed
serious interest in the new format's techdard for DV!) audio. That shouldn't
to have asingle-sided 52GB capacity—
nical specifications.
come as ashock. The market for standmore than enough for atwo-hour movie.
Conflicting opinions about the
That could be a significant factor for alone audio —the perpetual poor orphan
motive behind the move by the three
of the electronics world —is excruciagcarheads assembling a"system of the
electronics giants appeared in the inedia
tingly small compared to the real market
future," in which high-capacity memoryalmost immediately. They included
for DVD: video recording and playback.
storage devices will be stacked for downacknowledgments of the technical suloading datastreams of all varieties: That market could conceivably reach bilperiority of the Sony/Philips format —
lions ofunits within afew years. The coin3Gigabytes of digital storage capacity vs music, movies, games, and information.

UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
We were saddened to hear of the passing of Ross Kcim in an automobile accident on August 12. Ross was vice president, sales, for Meridian America and
had joined the company in 1992 after a
career in specialty audio retailing. "Ross
was an excellent sales director. He did a
lot for Meridian, and the company has
grown significantly with his help. He
will be missed both personally and as a
colleague," said Colin Aldridge, Meridian America's president.

the 2.6GB of the Forum-supported format — and speculations about longterm marketing strategies for adevice
that is variously predicted to replace the
floppy disk, the CD-ROM, the harddisk drive, the audio CD, and the video
tape. Widely mentioned was the fact
that although Sony/Philips did most of
the initial research and development on
the general DVD, few of their proposed
technical specifications survived in the

CAL
Dealers promoting rnanufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, where, and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event —ie, fyou're putting on
something inJanuary 1998, you should get the
information to Debbie no later than
November 1. Mark thefax cover sheet "For the
attention of Debbie Starr —Dealer Bulletin
Board." Promoters of hi-Ji shows and audio
societies promoting manufacturer visits should
also fax Debbie the details as soon as possible
Stereophile, November 1997
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ARIZONA

• Tuesday, October 28, 7-9pm: Showcase-Home Entertainment (15672 N.
Pima Road, Scottsdale) will host ameeting of the Arizona Audiophile
Society featuring aseminar on highend audio and home theater with
Robert Harley of Fi. He will also be
signing copies of his books, Home Theater
For Everyone and The Complete Guide to
High-End Audio. Call (602) 905-5555
for information and reservations.

•Saturday to Sunday, November 8to 9:
The first annual Southwest Vacuum
Tube Enthusiast's Weekend will be
held in Tempe. Events include an
Arizona Antique Radio Club swap
meet at Antique Electronic Supply
(6221 South Maple Avenue) at 7am,
followed by an Arizona Audiophile
Swap Meet at 11 am at Arizona Tube
Audio (688 West First Street). On
Sunday, Vacuum Tube Valley Magazine will present the Tube School for
29

You can spend more money!
you cannot buy better electronics.

For more information please contact your nearest Classe Audio dealer.
Classé Audio, Inc.

5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T 1B3
Telephone: (514) 636-6384 • Fax: (514) 636-1428

credit card to pay asmall fee to the publisher to keep the ink from disappearing
while you read the book? If you shared
the book with a friend, would your
friend mind paying afee to the publisher, too? Would either of you mind that
the publisher knew what you were
reading, where you lived, or anything
else he might care to learn about you by
accessing your credit record? Would
Verity has announced
you mind if he built up a"profile" of
you based on your reading habits?
the sale of Britain's
Would it bother you if the publisher
sold this infonnation? And if you decidtwo most famous
ed you liked the book well enough to
hi-fi brands,
make it a part of your permanent
library, would you mind paying alarger
Quad and Wharfedale.
fee to have the disappearing ink conUNITED KINGDOM
verted to amore lasting variety?
Paul Messenger
If we're talking DVD movies instead
dale operation, he has now shown similar
Less than ayear after the Verity Group
expertise in financial engineering, with a of books, Circuit City is betting $130
first unveiled their NXT flat-panel loudmillion that the answer is "No." On
complex deal (subject to Verity sharespeaker technology, the development
holder approval) in which Verity retains a September 15, the home-electronics
effort has grown so substantially that
retail giant announced anew twist on the
40% interest, but which should give
its momentum is starting to take over the
Digital Versatile Disc that it hopes will
Quad and Wharfedale the opportunity to
company. Some 25 of the UK's top loudflourish again without the handicap of take the video rental market by storm.
speaker people arc now working on the
Called DIVX, the format claims to alletheir share of Verity's resources being
project, which probably makes V-Labs
viate both the film studios' copyright
diverted to NXT development.
the largest loudspeaker research operaproblem and what designers of the new
Verity meanwhile believes its future
tion in Europe, while productive partnersystem see as an enormous inconlies primarily in the development and
ships arc being forged with major multivenience to consumers: the necessity of
exploitation of NXT and related technationals like NEC (for PC audio)
having to return rented videos.
nologies, and in concentrating on its
and Samsung, with more announceHere's how it works: 1) Consumers
core Mission brand.
ments imminent.
must first buy aDVD player modified
In order to generate the cash needed
for the DIVX system — with inboard
UNITED STATES
to continue financing this major new
modem and other circuitry —at an estiBarry Wills
technology, Verity has announced the
mated extra cost of about $100. 2) They
Let's pretend there's abest-selling book
sale of Britain's two most famous hi-fi
must connect their phone lines to the
on the market that retails for $20. You
brands, Quad and Wharfedale. The forDIVX player so the player can commumal news is that Stan Curtis is to head a can buy this book at any bookstore and
nicate with acentral computer at Digital
enjoy it as long and as often as you wish.
management buyout under a new
Video Express, the name of Circuit
Or you can borrow it from a friend
International Audio Group (IAG) banCity's new business. The player will
when she's done with it. Or you can
ner, paying £4.8m ($77m) in cash and
store in memory arecord of all DIVX
check it out from your local library,
loan notes for 60% of both companies.
playing activity and transmit it twice
when it's available, and hope you finish
The minor mill points towards Far
daily to DVE. 3) They must buy, at a
it before it's due back.
Eastern finance (à la KEF, Cclestion and
price of around $5, aDIVX-encrypted
Imagine you can get the best-seller
Rogers), Taiwanese distributor Sanccore
disc to play in the machine. 4) When the
for only $5 in aversion printed in disapalready handling the Airdalc brand
pearing ink. Would you mind using a DIVX player's Play button is first
ProAudio speakers made by SG Acous-

puter industry will run adistant second
—demand for DVD-RAM and -ROM
will possibly reach into the tens of millions in the same period.
What kind of numbers might we
expect from DVD-audio for the High
End? Early sales arc likely to be disappointing given two facts: 1) Audio
hobbyists arc notoriously slow to accept
new technologies. 2) This industry is
populated by many small companies
who consider an annual sales volume of
acouple hundred units to be enormously successful. k's no accident that an
audio-only standard was near the bottom
of the list on the DVD Forum's agenda.

tics, ayoung company that is already part
of IAG.
An erstwhile magazine reviewer and
itinerant designer for numerous brands,
Stan has proved his engineering prowess
in electronics and acoustics over more
than 20 years as an industry stalwart.
After five years heading up the Wharfe-

CAL
Audio and Guitar Amplifiers at the
Fiesta Inn (2100 South Priest Drive);
Cost is $99; instructors include editors
John Atwood and Charlie Kittleson,
Evan Aurand of Guitar Tech, and
Ritchie Flieger, vp of Fender Musical
Instruments. For more information,
contact Vacuum Tube Valley, 1095 East
Duane Avenue, Suite 106, Sunnyvale,
CA, (408) 733-6146.
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ENDA

CALIFORNIA

Century Stereo 620 S. Bascom Avenue,
San Jose) is hosting aseries of Wednesday evening seminars at 7:30pm. A
light supper will be served. Topics are
listed below; for reservations, call (408)
998-7474 or visit www.centurystereo.
COM.

• October 29: Representatives from
Proton will discuss "What's New in
Direct-View TV?"
• November 12: Representatives from

Mondial will discuss "New Audio
Technologies."
• December 3: Representatives from
Lexicon will discuss "New Audio/
Video Technologies."
FLORIDA

Front Row Center is sponsoring aseries
of seminars at its new location at 5435
Noel Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale. Call (954) 351-8985 for more
information.
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The performance of integrated amplifiers is compromised for
all-in-one convenience. Integrated amplifiers are not equipped
with the heavy-duty, high current, high voltage power supplies
available in the best separate power and preamplifiers. First of all,
there just isn't enough space. More importantly, there are
technical limitations. In an integrated amplifier, such supplies
would generate unacceptable levels of heat and hum. And the
high signal levels found in the power output stages create asource
of noise, crosstalk, and preamplifier instability. Obviously, heat
and noise-generating elements shouldn't be operating in close
proximity to the preamplifier circuits. However, this is
exactly where such elements, scaled down-to be sure, are found
in integrated amplifiers.
Demonstrably superior quality, along with flexibility, is what
Adcom now offers in two significant new components:
The GFA-5802 power amplifier and GFP-750 preamplifier.
In the GFA-5802 we chose a classically simple circuit
topology. Two high capacity transformers provide superb
isolation between sensitive input stages and high current output
sections. A massive toroid transformer with dual secondary
windings, high current regulators, and enormous quick response
storage capacitors provide all the current necessary for
unparalleled clarity even under the most difficult operating
conditions. MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor) devices are widely praised by knowledgeable
audiophiles for their unique combination of solid state
dependability, dynamic capability, and tube-like smoothness. Each
channel uses eight carefully matched pairs to produce 300 watts

per channel into 8ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4ohms.
The GFA-5802 also includes switchable balanced (XLR) and
unbalanced (RCA) inputs and dual sets of heavy duty, gold
plated, five way binding posts ideal for biwiring.
The GFP-750 is a purely passive attenuator/switcher or, at
your option, an active preamplifier. In passive mode, the signal
sees only input switching and the high resolution attenuator. In
typical Adcom fashion, the GFP-750's massive high current power
supply features alarge toroicl transformer with multiple secondary
windings for each channel. Specially chosen storage capacitors
insure responsive voltage supply to all active elements. For active
gain functions, it offers true differential balanced audio
signal paths, with MOSFET devices. The GFP-750 features remote
control, balanced (LR) and single ended (RCA) inputs for CD as
well as single ended inputs for four additional line level analog
sources. Independent balanced and single ended outputs allow
easy interface with almost any amplifier.
We've achieved something that you can appreciate even
without a technical background. Value. Adcom components
provide real value by raising the performance level our customers
can expect from their investment. We don't subtract quality for
convenience, we add performance to build value.
Goodbye integrated.
Hello Adcom.

ADCOM

Designed for your ears.
And what's between them.
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pushed to spin aparticular disc — today,
tomorrow, or next month — a DVE
account is automatically established
for the player's owner, and a48-hour
countdown-to-termination begins for
that disc.
For a"standard rental fee" billed to a
credit card, the "owner" of the disc can
watch it as often as he wishes during the
two-day period, after which the disc will
be turned off by DVE central. (It may
then be used as adecorative coaster or
miniature Frisbee.) Should the owner
wish to watch it again after the 48 hours
have elapsed, he will have to pay anew
rental fee. So will anyone who borrows
the disc. The rental fee applies only to
one particular disc in one particular
machine. A higher fee —presumably,
one that will approach the retail price of
the non-DIVX-encrypted disc — will
convert the DIVX disc to apermanent,
non-self-destructing medium.
Important note: DIVX discs will not
play in standard DVD players, although
standard DVDs will play in DIVX
machines. From the information available now, it appears that DIVX discs
converted to "permanent play" will not
operate in standard players either. Each
disc, and each player, has adigital ID or
address. The coding changes that convert the disc to permanent play take
place in the central computer at Digital
Video Express, not on the discs themselves. It's not clear if permanent-play
DIVX discs can be used in DIVX
machines other than the one belonging
to the disc's owner. It's also not clear if
the owner of one disc and two machines
must pay separate rental fees if he plays
the disc in more than one machine.
If the foregoing seems a bit hazy,
remember that the whole DIVX scheme
was hatched by lawyers eager to find a
way to reinforce the DVD's already rather
rigorous copy-inhibition. Circuit City is a
75% owner of Digital Video Express. The

remaining 25% is owned by the Los Angeles entertainment law firm of Ziffren,
Brittenham, Branca, and Fischer. Once it
is fully operational, DVE will have technical and marketing people on staff at
ZJ3B&F, as well as atechnical center in
Santa Clara, California, and an administrative center in Herndon, Virginia.

DIVX discs will not play

in standard DVD players,
although standard
DVDs will play in
DIVX machines.
Video rental outlets and other retailers stand to make about one dollar for
every DIVX disc they sell, according to
DVE's informational Website (www.
divx.com/home.htm). Digital Video
Express will collect an unspecified "standard rental fee," aportion of which will
be paid out to the film studio. As of this
report (September 19), DVE had lined
up hardware support from Thomson
Electronics, Zenith, and Matsushita; and
software support from film studios SKG
DreamWorks, Paramount Home Video,
Universal, and Disney's Buena Vista.
The four studios agreed to ship DIVX
"day and date" with its VHS equivalent.
Films will also 1:re issued as standard
DVD for sale or rent. There is also
an unlimited-play DIVX-gold, which
offers the studios "even better copy protection." Any consumer benefits from
DIVX-gold discs are not apparent from
the available information. Various sources claim that 100 titles will be available
"soon," and as many as 500 by this time
next year.
Three electronics manufacturers and
four studios isn't exactly a universal
mandate, but it's astart. Whether people

CALEN
• Friday and Saturday, November 14
and 15: EgglestonWorks
• Thursday, November 20: Audio
Artistry
• Friday, November 21: Genesis
•Saturday, December 6: Wadia
GEORGIA

• Sunday, November 16, 2-5:30pm:
The Atlanta Audio Society and Audio
Atlanta Shop are hosting aseminar featuring David Birch-Jones of Marantz,
Stereophile, November 1997
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will buy into this scheme —complicated, expensive, a little paranoid —in
sufficient numbers to make it fly is anybody's guess. The studios, prodded by a
battalion of entertainment attorneys, are
scared to death of the possibility of widescale duplication of their products. That
threat, of course, doesn't come from Joe
Consumer. Professional pirates are going
to do their nasty business no matter what.
Encryption schemes and copy-inhibition
codes can and will be defeated. At
the very least, enterprising pirates will
simply make very-high-quality analog
copies of blockbuster movies and hit
tunes, convert the analog back to digital,
thereby stripping out all encryption,
then proceed to duplicate ad infinitum.
It's that simple.
The truth is that the average consumer probably isn't all that interested in
pirating films, especially when they can
be purchased for 20 bucks apiece or
rented for three. The high cost of recordable discs precludes it anyway. The
convenience of not having to return
rentals seems avastly overblown benefit.
On the other hand, almost no one has
ever gone broke overestimating the
American public's appetite for disposables. The really sorry development here
is that the DVD — the glue that promised to hold together the convergence
of the whole electronic world — is
already fragmented before it's even out.
Net-connected readers can learn more
at www.DVDresource.com
RUSSIA
Hyperion Knight
"If you think
good, just wait till you
hear Richter!" said Emil Gilels on the
occasion of his own American debut in
1955. Van Cliburn, returning from his
triumph in the 1958 Tchaikovsky competition, described his encounter with
Richter in the former Soviet Union: "It
was the most powerful playing I've ever

A

who will discuss Maranta Classic tube
amplifiers, solid-state electronics, and
home-theater products at Audio Atlanta, 19 Atlanta Street, Marietta. Contact Peter Marshall at (770) 499-0145 or
Chuck Bruce at (404) 876-5659 or
www.mindspring.com/-chucksaudio
for more information.
ILLINOIS

•Saturday, November 1:Joe Abrams of
MIT, John Russell of Classé Audio,

and Greg Evans of Thiel will discuss
and demonstrate new products and the
OP 2 system at Champagne Audio (505
South Neil). Call (217) 355-8828 for
more information and reservations.
• Tuesday, November 4, 7-9pm: Audio
Consultants in Chicago will host Henry
Fogel, president of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, who will discuss the
newly opened Symphony Center, how
to listen to music, and related subjects.
Call (312) 642-5950 for reservations.
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Compact Disc Player:

Tuners

RA910BX Integrated Amplifier
Preampli_
.

"...the RA970BX is simply so exceptional, regardless oim
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price, that it seems more aproduct of some audio deity
than ahuman. The gods were smiling and the universe
in order the day Rotel designed this monster."
The Audio Adventure, Volume 1, Issue 2, Nov. 199e

R8990811 Power Amplifier
"If Iwere doing ablind test, I'd swear the 990 was a
Class-A amp in the plus three grand bracket."

Mark Block, The Audiophile Voice, Volume 2, Issue 1

DC0990 Compact Disc Player
Integrated Amplifiers

"The performance of the Rotel RCD990 is breathtaking. It
would surprise me very much if you could get anywhere
near the sound quality with CD separates for under
S2000. Maybe S3000... Thank you Rotel."
Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Vol. 20, No. 3, Jan. 1997

RA910BX Integrated Amplifier
Surrouno .b)ouno

ie rocessors
‘4111 14i1i\

"With products like the RA970BX available, there's
absolutely no reason for anyone to buy mass-market
junk... The RA970BX proves you can get true high-end
sound for the same price as mid -fi."
Robert Harley, Stereophile, Vol. 19, No. 12, Dec. 1996

.—:oom Controllers

For more of what the critics say, ask your dealer or call
(508) 664-3820 for our Critical Acclaim review booklet.
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heard." As with Liszt in the 19th century and Horowitz in the 20th, the anticipation of Richter's playing grew in
proportion to the delay in his initial
appearance before Western audiences,
creating an aura of mystery surrounding
his playing. In the meantime, asteady
trickle of recordings from Eastern
Europe and Russia, including apeerless
performance of Mussorgsky's Pictures at
an Evhibition from a1958 recital in Sofia
(Philips 420 774-2), heightened the suspense. While clearly of the Russian virtuoso school of pianism — his technical
achievements were overwhelming —
Richter came to be known for his uncompromisingly serious approach to
music. He declined to play any transcriptions, and the works of Bach, Beethoven, Schubert, and Schumann were
central to his immense repertoire.
When Richter finally made his
American debut in aseries of five Carnegie Hall recitals in 1960, he proved to
be everything the public had hoped for,
but his style presented achallenge to the
tastes of many critics. Born in 1915,
Richter was achild of the Soviet world,
and his playing did not have the rich,
cosmopolitan sensibilities of aHorowitz
or Rubinstein. His touch was often the
same in Beethoven or Schubert as it was
in Prokofiev, and his explosive dynamics were not tailored to the Western
sense of period or style. Nor was he a
showman: he scarcely acknowledged his
concert audiences — encores were reserved for concerts in which he felt he
had not played well —and Harold
Schonberg described his performance
style as "essentially introspective." Richter's long incubation in the East, however, gave him aconviction and command that were hypnotic to his new
audiences. Few artists have gathered
such afiercely loyal following, and his
recordings from the 1950s and '60s continue to grow in stature.

C
• Wednesday, November 5, 7-9pm:
Audio Consultants in Hinsdale will
host Henry Fogel, president of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, who
will discuss the newly opened Symphony Center, how to listen to music,
and related subjects. Call (630) 7891990 for reservations.
MICHIGAN

• Saturday, November 22, 7-10pm:
Accutronics (324 South State Street,
Stereophile, November 1997

Truly the last of the "legendary"
pianists, Richter's recent passing at the
age of 82 leaves the pianistic world with
few icons. He was not, however, from
the lineage of "romantic" or "heroic"
pianists. Like Glenn Gould, he was a
20th-century phenomenon: an artist
of complete conviction whose tonal
world was informed by the more brilliant, tactile sound of piano playing in
modern music.

Truly the last of the
"legendary" pianists,
Richter's recent passing
at the age of 82 leaves
the pianistic world
with few icons.
Fortunately, the memory of Richter's
art will be well preserved on recordings.
Many of the performances he taped for
RCA in the early 1960s are in very good
sound and already enjoy "classic" status.
Among these, his Brahms Piano Concerto 2with Leinsdorf and the Chicago
Symphony, coupled with the Beethoven
"Appassionata" Sonata (RCA 56518-2),
are staples of his discography. Also in
good sound is his dashing account of the
Beethoven Piano Concerto 1 with
Munch and the Boston Symphony
(RCA 6804-2-RG). Other famous concerto collaborations include his live
performances of the Liszt concertos
with Kondrashin and the London Symphony, albeit in much weaker sound
(Fonit Cetra CDE 1011).
The recent Melodiya/BMG tribute to
Richter included his superlative recordings of two less well-known works: the
Tchaikovsky Sonata in G (Vol.9) and the
Schumann Humoreske (Vol.4), as well as
superb live performances of the Beet-
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hoven "Appassionata" and "Pathétique"
Sonatas (Vol2). Other recent collections
on Philips and Praga have made dozens
of Richter's performances freshly available; we can be certain that his timeless
art will be discovered by listeners for
many generations to come.
UNITED KINGDOM
David Patrick Steams
Sir Georg Solti's death on September 5,
1997 is turning out to have amuch more
thought-provoking quality than one ever
would have guessed. After the passing of
Vladimir Horowitz and Herbert von
Karajan, the world lamented and moved
on, looking forward to the young turks
who might fill their niches or create new
ones. With Solti, one has afeeling of
falling off acliff— not because he was a
greater artist (he was once the junior
member of the trio of great postwar
conductors that included von Karajan,
and Bernstein), but because of his talent,
reputation, and ultimate longevity. For
these reasons, too, Solti became an island
in the increasingly commercialized
recording industry.
Solt represented a victory of substance over glamour. Even at the height
of his fame, during his celebrated tenure
with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
he was clumsy and bustling, crouching
on the podium, springing up and making odd scoops with his shoulders.
In documentary films, such as The
Coldm Ring—The Makiug if Sole Ring
(about his famous premiere recording of
Wagner's four-part Ring Cycle—Polygram LaserDisc London 440 071 2531), we saw something even more frightening: Solti's face. With his teeth
clenched and head bobbing, one wondered if an exorcist was in order. But
that was all part of how he generated his
famous musical excitemenr, who cares
how it looked.
When it came to the business of clas-

A

Ann Arbor) is hosting Carl and Marilyn
Marchisotto of Acarian Systems for a
demonstration of their new LOTUS SE
speaker. For reservations, call (313) 7414444 or e-mail Accutronix@aolcom
MINNESOTA

• Thursday, October 23, 6pm: Representatives from Sonic Frontiers will
be at HiFi Sound Electronics (1226
Harmon Place, Minneapolis) to discuss
and demonstrate the newest products

in the Sonic Frontiers and Anthem
lines. For more information, call (612)
339-6351.
• Thursday, October 30: HiFi Sound
Electronics (1226 Harmon Place,
Minneapolis) will host a seminar by
Carl Marchisotto, president of Acarian
Systems, on speaker design and the
new Alón Lotus and Adriana speaker
systems. For more information, call
(612) 339-6351.
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NTICIPATION
A great musician brings the fire of
inspiration to the flawless execution of
fundamentals.
The VK-D5 CD player brings Balanced Audio
Technology innovation to digital design.
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The VK-D5 is fully balanced in both the digital and
analog domains. Even the current-to-voltage
converter employs adifferential Flying l-V circuit
using discrete Vishay resistors. Six plate-loaded triodes
in the analog stage deliver up to ten times the current
of typical buffered outputs.

A proprietary servo controls the Phillips transport. A
unique BAT-designed reconstruction filter preserves
signal purity. No buffers. No followers. No op-amps. No
hype. Just exacting engineering in the service of music.

Hear why the VK-D5 has been so eagerly awaited, and
why so many knowledgeable listeners have placed
advance orders. Visit your BAT audio specialist today.

Poe
Balanced

26 Beethoven Drive

Audio

Technology

302.999.8818 fax

800.255.4228

Wilmington DE 19807 302.999.8855

e

info@ balanced.com

Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com

sical music Solti played ball— to alimited extent —with the record companies. He admitted to compromising on
casts and soloists. He recorded scores
cold, never having previously conducted
them. He even allowed record label
marketing people to dress him up. For
one album cover, they put him in asilly
red fedora. On another, time-lapse photography made his baton look like a
miniature hurricane. But props and concessions aside, Solti made lasting, evocative recordings, many of which remain
among London/Deccas best sellers.
Far from being good at everything,
Solti, in fact, had a narrowly defined
interpretive personality. Though his repertoire was extensive —perhaps larger
and more modern than either Leonard
Bernstein's or Karajan's by virtue of his
longevity and restless determination to
keep growing—the fiery Hungarian's
approach invariably involved nervous,
bossy rhythms and orchestral outbursts
that might have seemed limiting had
they not so frequently been asurprise.
His approach and vision worked marvelously with Mahler and Wagner but
his Mozart sometimes imploded.
But even in his lesser moments, Solti
was supremely distinctive and consistently compelling. Thus, all the packaging, marketing, positioning, and timing
that the recording industry has become
obsessed with was not the huge factor
here that it is in so many careers. London/Decca's approach to Solti seemed
simple: Capture him on tape as well as
technologically possible and get it to the
public soon. How many artists today
can transcend business matters to that
extent? Cecilia Bartoli, Esa-Pekka Salonen, and too few others.
To go back to the precipice that Solti's
death has engendered— why aren't
there more potential Soltis waiting in the
wings today? It can't be that they aren't
being made or trained anymore. Maybe

C
MISSOURI
•Sunday, November 21: Joe Abrams of
MIT, John Russell of Classé Audio,
and Greg Evans of Thel will discuss
and demonstrate new products and
MIT's OP 2 system at the Doubletree
Hotel in St. Louis. Call (217) 355-8828
for more information and reservations.
NEBRASKA

• Friday and Saturday, November 21
and 22, 10am to 6pm: The Sound
Stereophile, November 1997

the demands of the business (think: red
fedora and declining record sales) drives
them into semi-retirement, like conductor Carlos Kleiber. Or maybe because
being a classical music celebrity now
involves so many things peripheral to
classical music, they're somehow destroyed before their confidence and artistic vision are fully formed.
UNITED STATES/JAPAN
Jonathan Scull
Iattribute the beginnings of the obsessive phase of my high-end journey to a
used Conrad-Johnson PV-5 and MV-50
(what adreamy combo). But it actually
began earlier with aLuxman 40Wpc
receiver. Idon't remember the model
number, but it was abeauty. It had silky,
rich-feeling controls, and the fit'n'finish
were superb.
So it was with some particular interest
that Iheard that Luxman, now owned
by Korean giant Samsung, is returning to
the US market. Their intentions are no
less than afull assault on the very gates
of the High End as we know it.
Cool. (Possibly hot.) To hear more of
their plans, Isat down with president
of Luxman Electronics Steven Teachout, managing director Jack Muroi, US
marketing manager Harry Murakami,
and vice director of product planning
ICinji Shinbo.
They spoke with pride of Lwcman's
70-year history as aperfectionist electronics house with roots in early radio.
Their history is important to them.
Steve Teachout recalled the success of
the 10Wpc SQ-38 integrated amp I
remember from the '60s, and the mid'70s M-6000 power amp Ilusted after
when Itook home the receiver.
Let me tell you something about the
Luxman product line. Normally in
a report such as this, I'd start at the
lower end of the scale to avoid RSS
(Reader Sticker Shock). There you'll

A

Luxman C-10 preamplifier

find such worthy products as the D700S 20-bit HDCD player ($2500),
and the tubed SQ-38 Signature integrated amp — acontemporarily spec'd update of the original including a MM
phono input. It uses two EL34s per side
for 30Wpc push-pull into 6ohms.
But Luxman strongly represents itself
as a company driven from the top
down. They don't just construct one
statement product to use as amarketing
tool to push mid-fi muck. They start at
the highest possible level and trickle the
technology down from there.
Shall we start at the top, then? Take
the $18,000 fully balanced C-10 control
preamplifier. (I hope to put it up against
the $19,000 YBA 6 Chassis sometime
soon.) Let's talk about the volume control. Jack Muroi gestured at an unusual
device he'd plunked down in front
of me. This was the Super Ultimate
Attenuator, or ATT to its many friends
and admirers. Each one takes one man
one full day to fabricate, at a$1000 cost
to Luxman.
It's atotally balanced 4-ganged, 58contact attenuator with switched fixed
resistors. Doing the math, that works
out to 464 1
/-watt carbon-film resistors.
4
It's an impressive structure, the craft
apparent in each wonderfully precise
solder joint.
The C-10 also features acircuit called
CSSC (Complementary Single Stagger
Circuit). The technical paper describes
in great detail how this unique topology
delivers awideband, high slew-rate sig-

LENDA

Environment (Rodcbrook Village, 108th
and West Center Road, Omaha) will
host David Meyers of Aerial Acoustics
for aseminar and demonstration of the
10T, model 8, and theater system. For
more information, call (402) 391-3842
or e-mail soundenvironmentomaha@
ibm.net
NEW JERSEY

Audio Connection (615 Bloomfield
Avenue, Verona), is presenting the fol-

lowing series of seminars and demonstrations on Thursdays from 5to 9pm.
Call (201) 239-1799 for information
and reservations, or visit www.audiocon
nect.com
• October 23: Dennis Had of Cary
Audio Designs. A drawing for afree
Cary SLA-70 amplifier will be held at
the end of the session.
•October 30: Charles Hansen of Ayre
Acoustics
• November 6: Peter Bohacek and
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KEF REFERENCE SERIES M ODEL FOUR
The Inside Story
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Look inside the new KEF Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world. You'll find brilliantly innovative design and advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has met with such critical acclaim.
"...ln the end, Iwas delighted with the performance
of the KEF Reference Four..."
"...you won't be disappointed with the result..."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Vo1.19 No.3 March 1996

"...The Model Four's response within 30 degrees of
the axis is extremely uniform in both the horizontal
and vertical planes; KEF's Uni -Q`
speaker systems are easily the best I've
measured in this respect..."

"...This speaker has adegree of slam and overall

"...be prepared to enjoy yourself

dynamic range associated with the best at two or three

alot..."

times the price..."

D. B. Keck, .ludio magazine

Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News
KEF AND UNI -O ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI -0 IS PROTECTED ENDER GB PATENT 2236929. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.
KEF ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA INC., 11 ELKINS ROAD. EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816. TELEPHONE ( )
390 1130
KEF AUDIO (UK) LIMITED. ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE. KENT ME15 60P. U.K. TELEPHONE +44 (0) 1622 672261
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KEF

The experience
of sound

na! path. The preamp also employs
what's called an OD (Optimized Dual)
Beta Circuit. This revolves around NFB
(Negative Feedback) as it's applied to
both the AC and DC components of
the power supply. The unit is further
distinguished by other interesting build
elements too numerous to go into here.
The C-10 is joined by the C-7 preamp, which packs aheavy dose of high
technology into a lifestyles-friendly
$5500 package. Purists may blanch at
the tone controls, but there is abypass
switch. Like all new Luxman gear, it
offers an array of single-ended RCA
and XLR balanced inputs and outputs.
Both preamps also offer phase reversal
and something called a Line Phase
Sensor, this last surely an idea whose
time has come.
Then there's the M-10 stereo power
amp at 250Wpc into 8ohms for acool
$9500. Rooting around in the literature,
Ifound this surprising tidbit: "It uses
huge custom-made 22,00011F electrolytic capacitors, two each channel. These
arc not conventional capacitors but specially customized 'instantaneous discharge' types originally intended for
strobe flashes. Besides large capacitance
and superior instantaneous discharge response, they help greatly reduce powersupply impedance." Ah-ha
There also arc the impressive looking
M-7 150Wpc stereo amp for $5000, the
L-505S remote-control integrated amp
offering 70Wpc for $2600, and its sister
L-507S at $3600 for 100Wpc into 8
ohms. The amps thoughtfully offer
plenty of inputs, including MM and
MC phono.
Luxman products seem built to a
very high standard indeed, with thick
brushed-aluminum faceplates and cosmetics to die for. Big, juicy meters, too.
Other niceties abound, including custom electrolytic and copper-styrene
capacitors. Relays and other critical parts

thing in aFireWire system can be "hotplugged" —installed while the system
is on — without damage, solving apersistent problem for both analog and digital equipment.
A 1394 system — the system of the
future, if what we saw in San Jose pans
out—will be a truly all-purpose information and entertainment system: a
dwelling's brain and nervous system, in
which data can flow from one part to
any other part. That's all very interUNITED STATES
esting, you may be thinking, but what
ion Iverson and Barry Willis
does it have to do with high-end audio?
Barry Willis: On July 28 and 29, Jon
At the moment, almost nothing. And
Iverson and Idescended on the IEEE
that's the problem.
1394 Developers Conference at the
Fairmont Hotel in San Jose. Among the Jon Iverson: The high-end industry has
hundreds of participants who paid up to along tradition of perfecting whatever
happens to be the dominant format.
$700 each to attend, we were the only
When vinyl was king, we squeezed the
ones sporting red press badges. We were
also the sole representatives of the high- most out of it with some really amazing
turntables, toneams, and cartridges.
end audio industry. Read that last sentence again — it may be the most Even cassette tape was taken to apretty
high level by companies like Tandberg
important one in this whole report.
Background: 1394 isn't asignificant and Nakamichi. Cl) has been taken far
beyond what its original designers indate in history, but anew "plug'n'play"
IEEE standard for computer and home- tended or expected, and almost entirely
by the high-end industry. But this indusentertainment equipment. "FireWire,"
try has never been present at the birth of
as it is also known, consists of ahigha new paradigm. It's always played a
speed, wide-bandwidth distribution sysreluctant game of catch up.
tem, standardized connectors, cables,
No high-end audio companies were
and operating software that will enable
at the conference, but when this stanany device in any system to identify
dard takes off, they will all be looking
itself, integrate, and operate in that sysfor an angle. In truth, there was one
tem regardless of where it is connected:
audio company present — not strictly
universal compatibility.
high-end, or at this point even massFor example, asmall security camera
market, but, surprise surprise, it was a
plugged into a1394 home system will
new audio startup called PAVO. Begun
automatically have an address in that
system and begin working. Unplug it, just afew short months ago, they were
move it to adifferent location, plug it showing a little black box that could
grab the audio flying around on the
back in, and it works. Ditto for any
FireWire bus and convert it into those
audio/video recorder/player, memory
vibrating molecules of air we call music.
storage device, display, terminal, or digital
The contraption even had an "AC-3
active loudspeaker. Nothing needs to be
In" jack on the back. The intent of their
reconfigured in the operating system,
technology was to build the decoders
even though individual devices in it are
and amps directly into the speaker,
added or subtracted. In addition, every-

are subject to rigorous testing. Listen to
this: "Capacitors are carefully auditioned on a reference capacitor evaluation system and modified continuously until their sound quality matches what we have in mind."
Bravo, Luxman — welcome back. I'd
say it looks like an impressive effort
aimed squarely at the traditional twochannel high-end audio market.

CALEND
Steve Huntley of Wadia Digital
• November 20: Garth Leerer of
Benz-Micro and A.J. Conti of Basis
Audio
•Tuesday, November 4, 6-9pm: Audio
Nexus (33 Union Place, 2nd floor,
Summit) will host Geoffrey Poor of
Balanced Audio Technology for an
evening of music and ademonstration
of B.A.T's new VK-D5 tube output CD
player. For more information, call (908)
277-0333.
Stereophile, November 1997
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• Thursday, November 13, 6-9pm:
Audio Nexus (33 Union Place, 2nd
floor, Summit) will host Albert Von
Schweikert and David Kersh of Von
Schweikert Research for a demonstration of their new VR-6 loudspeaker
and home-theater products. For more
information, call (908) 277-0333.
NEW YORK

• Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of the Musical-

audiophile Society, The Audiophile
Society, and the Gotham Audio Society,
call David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• Thursday, October 23: The Musicalaudiophile Society of New York City
will host Paul Marks, owner and designer of Thor Audio, who will present his
company's product line. Ted Lindblad
of Audible Difference will assist. As
always, the meeting will be preceded
by abanquet in Chinatown. For information and reservations, call David
39

THE IMPORTANCE OF ASUBWOOFER IN THE NEW
DOLBY DIGITAL AC-3 SYSTEM

The future of movie sound in the home—and many
believe music as well—is Dolby Digital AC-3. Unlike
Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital features 5full bandwidth
channels, plus adedicated low frequency effects
channel that delivers additional bass to the subwoofer.
Which is why it almost seems like Dolby engineers had
Velodyne in mind when they created Dolby Digital.
In addition to performance that Home Theater
magazine called "breathtaking," all of our subs
incorporate a"Subwoofer Direct" feature which allows
you to by-pass the internal crossover for direct
connection to this low frequency effects channel in
Dolby Digital decoders and receivers. So you get bigger,
louder and more physical bass—the Dolby Digital
difference you can hear and feel.

WHY ASUBWOOFER HAS TO BE FUTURE READY

HDTV, DSS, DTS, AC-3, DVD, DVD-ROM. Terms from
the brave new world of home entertainment, yet ones
that can easily confuse even the most savvy consumer.
So it's good to know that, no matter what new
technologies come along, aVelodyne subwoofer will
never be obsolete.
All of our subwoofers, from our entry level VA Series
up to our top-of-the-line FSeries, are "future ready."
With features ranging from our patented High Gain
Servo Technology that reduces distortion to less than
1%, to our combination of forward firing active drivers
and downward firing passive radiators, Velodyne
subwoofers are designed to handle the demands of
movies, music and multimedia.
Today and tomorrow.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112 408-436-7270 phone 408-436-6181 fax www.velodyne.com website
Dolby Digital AC 3is atrademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation
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puter folk we spoke with.
which is then plugged into the network:
We lost count of the number of engino external amps, no D/A converters,
neers who squinted at our badges and
no messy cables to configure. Just 1394
said "Stereophik? What do you guys do?"
and apower cord.
BW: Bob Stuart! Where were you? Of When we explained the magazine and
its readership, we were greeted with
the many established manufacturers repmute, uncomprehending stares. We
resented at the conference, only Sony
might as well have introduced ourselves
and Philips were in any way connected to
as representatives of the Albanian Oxthe audio world, although we heard that
cart Preservation Society. The nearest
Yamaha and Harman International were
"interested." Their interest, of course,
means that agood number of mass-marOur home networks
ket audio products will soon come Fire
Wire-equipped. And somewhere down
will eventually be
the line, in six or seven years, high-end
manufacturers will wake up and realize
connected to the universal
that, once again, they're out of touch.
JI: Exactly. Every once in awhile techcontent library, from
nology comes along that spawns anew
which we'll check out
generation of companies that were previously only aglint in some futurist's eye.
the stuff we want
When CDs gained critical mass, an
entirely new "high-end" digital audio
when we want it at the
industry was born. New companies
sprouted quickly and successfully. Those
quality level we prefer.
companies are now the establishment,
and it's time to shake 'em up abit. Or
approach to audio was made by Apple
abyte.
Computer, whose stylish multimedia
Barry, I'll predict right now that, with
computer was packaged with amatchmaybe one or two exceptions, the tweak
ing desktop Bose speaker system.
audio dinosaurs arc not going to embrace
"Bose," said an eager young Apple
what is about to happen until they have
engineer: "Does it get any better than
to. In the meantime, this is the era of BIG
that?"
OPPORTUNITY for the young sprouts! If
you want to start ahigh-end company JI: We both winced and swallowed hard
when we heard that one. But back to the
from scratch, now is the time to do it.
new frontier. Up until now, we've all
BW: Jon, as you mentioned, the High
lived on little entertainment islands —
End has a tradition of perfecting
especially us high-enders. Which means
whatever dominates the mass market.
we have to jump on aship, go to the CD
If, 10 years from now, most consumer
mall/electronics emporium, and score
electronics are 1394-compatible, the
some supplies every once in a while.
remaining high-end audio companies
Even you folks who do your shopping
will begrudgingly adapt. We were
disappointed not only to find zero via two-way radio (telephone/computer) have to wait for the supply boat to
representation of audio manufacturers
hit your shores with your new music
at this conference, but also to find minimal awareness of the importance of disc acouple of days later.
But the big bucks are investing in
quality audio among the many com-

C
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
Innovative Audio (150 East 58 Street,
Manhattan) is sponsoring aseries of fall
seminars featuring audio innovators.
For more information, call (212) 6344444, or check www.innovaudio.com.
• Saturday, October 25: David Wilson
of Wilson Audio
• Thursday, November 6: Jim Thiel of
Thiel
•Saturday, November 8: Geoffrey Poor
and Victor Khomenko of Balanced
Stereophile, November 1997
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mainlining fat data pipes right past your
door and into your home or business
"network." We arc entering the consumer electronics era of "The Network
is the System." Let's clarify that we're
not talking about new "amazing" content options like "interactive TV." We're
talking about new ways to distribute
and control the use of content.
TV — cable, antenna, or satellite, or
commercial radio —is currently like the
Book-of-the-Month Club: you grab
what they have to offer when they offer
it. This is going to change; our home
networks will eventually be connected
to the universal content library, from
which we'll check out the stuff we want
when we want it at the quality level we
prefer. Think high-end Internet. Right
now, we consumers are agroup of hunters and collectors, but evolution (generally considered agood thing — helps
sweep the decay out the door) is taking
place. And what the consumer electronics/computer biz has just contracted is the "networking" gene.
BW: In away, it's kind of baffling that
the computer industry hasn't already
embraced high-end audio as a logical
extension of itself. But maybe that's
coming. Imean, Apple's prodigal son,
Steve Jobs, is rumored to be aKrell/
Wilson owner.
JI: They use Wilson Audio speakers in
their Pixar screening room! So far this
gene has been popularized as "convergence," which threatens to replace
all of your audio components with
computers. But the point here is not to
fear computers—they (or some audio
equivalent) will just be atool to get you
on the network. With Fire Wire up and
running in your home, whatever has
the little 4- or 6-pin 1394 jack will be
talking to everything else, including
your toaster...
Ican hear audiophiles crying, "Hold it
right there — that's not high-end audio."

A

Audio Technology
• Thursday to Saturday, November 13
to 15: Chris Koster and Chris West of
Naim
• Wednesday, November 5, 7-9pm:
The Listening Room (495 Central Park
Avenue, Scarsdale) will host Geoffrey
Poor of Balanced Audio Technology
for a demonstration of B.A.T.'s new
VK-D5 tube output CD player.
• Thursday, November 13: The Musicalaudiophile Society of New York City

will host David Carpe, vice president of
information and technology at Melos
Audio, for ademonstration of the new
Max 3R DAC and the High Current
SE-75s mono blocks. As always, the
meeting will be preceded by abanquet
in Chinatown. For information and
reservations, call David Nemzer at (718)
237-1094.
• Thursday, November 13, all day:
Representatives from Sonic Frontiers
will be at Sound by Singer (18 East 16th
41

20 Years of Attention to Detail

Since 1977, every detail of THIEL loudspeakers, from the shape of the driver diaphragms to the construction
of the form-follows-function cabinetry, is thoroughly engineered with innovative design techniques and
premium materials to provide the highest level of sonic realism and an extraordinary musical experience
...a 20 year tradition of award-winning excellence in the art and science of loudspeaker making.

THIEL

Celebrating 20 Years of
Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest «EL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com

Visit the TH I
EL Web Site at http://www.thielaudio.com

The point is that aFire Wire network is
scalable — meaning that your toaster
commands and multichannel tweak
audio can coexist and run around your
house on the same cable: the FireWire
cable. Once the market gets rolling and
huge numbers of folks arc downloading
their audio/video from that cable or
satellite modem (owned by Bill Gates or
Rupert Murdoch) and sending it out
over FireWire to their surround systems,
somebody will say: "Hey we can make
this stuff high-end if we just..."
... and Boom — the new tweak audio
industry will be launched.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
Bel Canto Design, the manufacturer of
an excellent-sounding single-ended
tube amplifier, has moved. Their new
address is Bel Canto Design, Ltd., 212
Third Avenue North, Suite 446, Minneapolis, MN 55401. Tel: (612) 3174550. Fax: (612) 317-4554.
Erstwhile Audiophile Systems western sales manager and Linn LP12 setup expert Steve Daniels has joined The
Sound Organisation as a partner. He
will be responsible for dealer sales and
support. The Sound Organisation distributes JPW loudspeakers and Soundstyle and Sound Organisation A/V furniture in the US. Tel: (214) 692-6490.
Fax: (214) 692-8745. E-mail: steve@
soundorg.com.
UNITED STATES
Wes Phillips
Northstar Leading The Way, Inc. has
been appointed the exclusive US and
Canadian importer and distributor for
the Siemel line of electronics from
France. Northstar Leading The Way has
also been appointed Canadian distributor of Jadis electronics and Cabasse
loudspeakers. Dealer inquiries should
be directed to Northstar at: 185 Suttle

UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The scenario of the specialist manufacturer working away to perfect the
UNITED STATES
engineering of one particular compoBarry Willis
nent in the hi-fi chain is looking increasChase Technologies, Inc. of St. Petersingly nostalgic. Back in the '70s in
burg, Florida, is now in receivership.
The company manufactured an inex- Britain, the considerable success of
Linn/Naim combination systems had
pensive line-level preamp, the RLC-1,
much to do with the whole being much
which last year was heavily advertised in
more than the sum of its parts. SubStereophile and other publications. Destitute any of the bits, and there was a
signed and marketed as a sonically
good chance of losing the magic of
transparent remote-controlled add-on
for older systems, the RLC-1 enables complete system synergy. Accordingly,
many one-time component specialists
users to control volume, balance, bass,
have since grown into makers of full
and treble; to select between four linesystems, prospering as much from the
level inputs; and to fade between two
amplifiers if desired —all via the re- popularity of integrated remote control
mote. The unassuming little box, with a and styling coherence as from the
monolithic IC (the Philips TEA6320) at virtues of performance synergy.
Tom Evans has been designing and
the heart of its circuitry, won asort of
building individual components for
underground following among budgetvarious brands for the past decade,
conscious audiophiles. Its sonic transbuilding up avery impressive résumé
parency also lent it adegree of reversealong the way. Highlights include the
snobbery appeal. My own extended use
Michell Iso and Electo amplifiers, the
of the RLC-1 convinced me of its value,
Trichord CD-clock modifications, and
but Chase Technologies' unfortunate
the UK-tweaked Pioneer Precision
circumstances precluded it from aforseries components.
mal review.
But Evans is acutely conscious that
Initially priced at $149, the RLC-1
an isolated component will achieve its
widely sold for $120 before Chase
design potential only if the other comTechnologies abruptly disappeared from
ponents in the chain are working
the market several months ago. Sound
together and in the same direction.
City, a mail-order operation based in
Accordingly, he's joined forces with likeTowaco, New Jersey, has purchased all
minded speaker builder Paddy Handremaining Chase Technologies invenscombe, whose Sonolith models have
tory and is selling the RLC-1 at $59
already built something of a cult
each, less than half the original retail
following. Together they've founded
price. !Camel Yassin, Sound City's president, said in atelephone interview that Acoustic Precision to launch products
under the Eikos brand.
his company offers a90-day warranty
Appropriately, eikos is Greek for "likeon the device. Defective units will be
ness to truth" (I'm told). (Any similarity
exchanged for new ones until stock is
to Linn's Ekos toncann is entirely coindepleted, after which the purchase price
will be refunded. As of early September cidental, Ekos being a corruption of
Entsse, emphasizing Linn's Scottish engiSound City had more than 2000 RLCneering tradition.) The full Eikos chain
1s in its warehouse. For more inisn't quite complete yet, but the CD
formation, call (800) 542-7283.

Street, Durango, CO 81301. Tel: (970)
259-6722. Fax: (970) 259-6727.

CALEND
Street, Manhattan) to discuss and demonstrate the newest products from the
Sonic Frontiers and Anthem lines. For
more information, call (212) 924-8600.
• Wednesday, November 19, 5pm:
Audio Outlet (69 South Moger Avenue, Mt. Kisco), is hosting Bob Graham
of Graham Engineering, A.J. Conti
of Basis Audio, and Garth Leerer of
Musical Surroundings for adiscussion and demonstration of analog design concepts and products. Call
Jennifer at (914) 666-0550 for informaStereophile, November 1997

A

tion and reservations.
• Sunday, November 23, 2-6pm: The
Gotham City Audio Society will hold its
fifth annual Audio Flea Market at 202
East 77th Street (2nd floor) in Manhattan. Buy, sell, or trade components,
accessories, LPs, CDs, or just mix with
the crowd. Vendor tables available. For
more information, call (212) 629-1933.

is hosting an open house with Garth
Leerer of Musical Surroundings.
Garth will discuss the new phono cartridges from Benz Micro Switzerland, demonstrate the Graham tonearm for the Linn LP-12, and have other
analog products on hand. Call (919)
881-2005 for reservations.
OHIO

NORTH CAROLINA

•Thursday, October 23, 6-8pm: Audio
Advice (6701-101 Glenwood, Raleigh)

• Thursday, October 23: Progressive
Audio (1764 North High Street,
Columbus) is presenting an evening
43
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The Krell® Full Power
Balanced 600 power
amplifier and the Krell®
KAV-300i integrated
amplifier establish new
standards for performance
and design. Both amplifiers
are among the few products
holding the distinguished
Class A rating from
Stereophile.

A fully regulated output
stage in the Full Power
Balanced 600 enables the
amplifier to produce up to
2400 watts per channel
of clean power for open,
effortless sound.

Complementary, discrete
circuitry in the KAV-300i
delivers 300 watts per
channel of pure
Krell-quality sound.

The robust designs of all
Krell® Full Power Balanced
and KAV—Series amplifiers
feature proprietary output
devices that are yet another
hallmark of Krell® design.

Powerful
traits

The Leader in Audio Engineering
Krell ® Industries, Inc.
45 Connair Road
Orange, CT 06477 USA
TEL 203-799-9954
FAX 203-799-9796
http://www.krellonline.comi-krell

player (£1850) has been building itself
quite areputation among UK dealers in
the last few months, while first samples
of the decidedly radical PSI speaker
(£800) have just started to appear. Plans
arc already advanced for an integrated
amplifier at aprice similar to that of the
Cl) player, though Evans is still figuring
out the best way to implement the volume control (something involving a
DAC and optical coupling is in the
cards). The system is currently being
demonstrated using Evans' most recent
creation, the much cheaper, UK-only
Pioneer A-300R Precision amplifier.
Phase linearity is the core Eikos philosophy, from DC up to as high afrequency as possible, on the basis that this
is the only way to preserve the subtle
timing cues that create agenuinely solid
and substantial stereo image.
The CD player started out as aPioneer PD904 but has been heavily modified: the more than 100 component
changes on the main board include special clocking, an extra 1)C-coupled analog "eliminator board," and a heavy
anti-vibration base.
The speaker is more interesting still,
especially in its use of avery-high-density expanded polystyrene for the enclosure. In the interests of phase linearity it's asingle-driver design, and uses a
Ted Jordan metal-diaphragm drive-unit
with a92nim "controlled flexure" conc.
The enclosure construction has something in common with that of asurfboard: high stiffiless combined with low
mass (and hence, low energy storage).
Internal volume is amere 4.5 liters,
although the box is more than twice
that size —the walls are unusually thick
— yet it weighs less than 10 oz. Constructed in front and back moldings
joined around the middle of the
sides/top/base, the sections arc dipped
to add aplastic skin for extra structural
stiffness, and the inside is shaped to

most cases of copyright violation. Present law is antiquated and inadequate to
deal with the realities of modern technology, claim the petitioners.
Opposing them are two entertainment-industry behemoths: the Motion
Picture Association of America and the
Recording Industry Association of
America. They claim that the threat of
potential lawsuits is exaggerated and that
present law is flexible enough to address
any conceivable problems. MPAA Senior VP Fritz Attaway told the Senators:
"The feared flood of infringement litigation has never materialized. This
UNITED STATES
should tell the committee that the inBarry Willis
centives provided by the current law
A battle of giants is under way in
are working pretty well to encourage
Washington. Fearing arash of lawsuits
cooperation between copyright ownas potential accessories to digital crime,
ers and service providers in the fight
telephone companies and Internet service providers (ISPs) are campaigning against piracy."
lise deluge simply hasn't happened
for changes in the nation's copyright
yet, Mr. Attaway. The digital tidal wave
laws. Representatives of America Online
gains momentum daily: the network
and the US Telephone Association —
adds new members, computer memory
whose membership includes biggies like
grows cheaper; storage devices gain
AT&T and BellSouth Corporation —
capacity while shrinking in size; and
met with the Senate Judiciary Comaccess times and transmission rates conmittee the first week in September to
tinue to accelerate. At some point in the
complain about the vagueness of current
not-so-distant future, this industry will
law and the potential hindrance it prehave to deal with aproliferation of nearsents to the growth of the worldwide
perfect digital copies, legal or not.
computer network.
What do stalwart business executives
As the law is presently construed, a
do when they lose control of distriphone company or ISP can be held
bution? Call in the lawyers, who sue
liable for damages if its services are used
everybody in sight. When pirated copies
to violate copyrights, whether or not the
of hot tunes and hit movies pass hand to
provider has knowledge of the viohand over the Internet while their retail
lation. The Telephone Association and
counterparts languish in stores, somebody
ISPs arc petitioning Congress to change
will be found responsible for the lost
the law to exempt them from such liarevenue, and that somebody better have
bility. They want these changes to be
deep pockets. That's the logic behind the
written into legislation presently before
entertainment industry's wish to preCongress that will bring the US into
serve the current law.
line with the World Intellectual ProThe film and music industries have
perty Organization Treaty that was
always fought tooth'n'nail against every
signed by most of the world's nations in
popular development that threatened
Geneva last winter. The terms of the
their hegemony over the distribution of
treaty exempt them from liability in

avoid focused standing waves and further reinforce edges and corners.
The basic speaker parameters would
seem to suggest apreference for smaller
rooms and close-up listening, and hold
out promise of a headphonclike intimacy and coherence. A reviewer friend
with the system at home complained
that he was just settling down for a
peaceful evening with his favorite CDs
when his girlfriend insisted on playing
hers instead, and compounded the
felony by dancing around the room.

CALENDA
with Richard Fryer, president of Spectral, and engineer Keith Johnson of
Reference Recordings, co-inventor
of HDCD. Call (614) 299-0565 for
times and reservations.
PENNSYLVANIA

• Sunday, October 26, 1pm: The
Philadelphia Audio Society celebrates
its 10th year with its first fall seminar.
Clayton Shaw, president and designer at
Evett & Shaw, will demonstrate The
Stereophile, November 1997

Milano loudspeaker in ahome setting.
For more information, call Peter Breuflinger at (610) 688-2280.
TEXAS

•Thursday, November 6, 7pm: Ktystal
Clear (2501 Oak Lawn, Dallas) will host
Norm Steinke of Meridian for adiscussion of the 861 surround controller and
the 586 DVD player. For reservations,
call Don Krassen at (214) 520-7156 or
visit wwwicaudio.com

•Thursday, November 20, 7pm: Krystal
Clear (2501 Oak Lawn, Dallas) will host
Howard Schilling of Camelot Technologies for aseminar on their new digital audio and video products. For reservations, call Don Krassen at (214) 5207156 or visit wwwicaudio.com
VIRGINIA

• Thursday, November 20, 6pm: Deja
Vu (1361 Chain Bridge Road, McLean)
is hosting Richard Segal of Synergistic
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BiFocal
LOUDSPEAKER

CABLE

BiFocal series loudspeaker cables allow music to run pristine,
essentially untouched by external or internal influences.

The heart of our new BiFocal loudspeaker cables is a unique vibration damping material.

This

special compound locks the inner conductors in place aggressively reducing resonances. The inner
"high frequency" conductors are interwoven, intersecting at precise angles with positive
conductors counter rotating the negative. The "low frequency" conductors are precisely interwoven
on the outside of the cable. Electrical isolation of the two circuits is accomplished via geometry
only, no semi-conductive or metallic screens are used.

An additional layer of highly compliant

damping material mechanically isolates "high" and "low" circuits.

BiFocal cables represent twenty years of loudspeaker cable development and are a
major step forward in hi-wire cable design - technically and musically.

KIM3ER KABLE
2752 South 1900 West •Ogden UT 84401 Phone 801-621-5530 •Fax 801-627-6980
www.kinibel:cont

their products. Tape recorders — especially cassette decks, which vastly outsold open-reel machines — were opposed by the RIAA and similar organizations in other countries. Legislation was
introduced here, in the UK, and elsewhere to tux blank tape to compensate
the industry for lost revenue. When television first became popular in the 1950s,
many in the film business thought it
spelled their demise. That same industry
fought against the VCR, primarily on the
copyright-infringement tack, all the way
to the US Supreme Court, while the
machine sold by the millions.
The industry's theme in these battles
was always the same: resist change and
oppose new technology as athreat to its
livelihood. But after new technology
has won public acceptance, the industry
finds away to turn aprofit with it.
When the cassette began to outsell the
LP, the music industry found to its good
fortune that tapes could be duplicated
and sold at lower cost and higher profit
than vinyl records. The VCR has been
an incalculable boon to the film industry,
which failed to anticipate the now-obvious and inevitable development of video
rental outlets. Rentals enable many films
of marginal quality and/or appeal,
which would otherwise be condemned
to the purgatory of late-night broadcasting, to eventually break even.
How do you make asilk purse from
asow's ear? Adapt and innovate. Sounds
like avery tired old business slogan, but
it's true. And as applied to the potential
offered by the global digital network, it's
exactly what entertainment industry
executives aren't doing. Instead, they're
hoping to hang on to the legal bludgeon
in case they need to use it. As the cassette deck and the VCR proved, technological and economic adaptation are
more effective and far more profitable
than legal opposition. If the entertainment industry is going to move for-

CAL

•Tuesday, November 18, 6-9pm: Representatives from Sonic Frontiers
will be at Fairview HiFi (892 Brant
Street, Burlington, Ontario) to discuss
and demonstrate the newest products
from the Sonic Frontiers and Anthem
Stereophile, November 1997

As the cassette deck
and the VCR proved,
technological and
economic adaptation
are more effective and
far more profitable than
legal opposition.
ternational piracy. If phone companies
and ISPs are relieved of their responsibility they likely won't feel motivated to prevent the widespread abuse
of intellectual properties. That will leave
only copyright holders to seek justice.
As Mr. Attaway rightly points out,
online providers "must shoulder their
fair share of this burden."
Lawmakers want to work out acompromise that will satisfy all involved.
Missouri Senator John Ashcroft has
introduced some legislation that he
hopes will accomplish that goal. In an
apt description of the democratic process, his colleague Orin Hatch said,
"We're going to have to get together
and butt heads."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Rare-earth magnets are by no means
new — KEF's Uni-Q coaxial drivers
have been using them for their tweeters
for almost adecade — so it's surprising
that the technology hasn't turned up in

END

Research for ademonstration of how
to use Synergisties system-dependent
cable technology Call (703) 734-9391
for more information.
CANADA

ward with the rest of the world, it must
find away to integrate with new developments. Better now than after the
fact, as the case has usually been.
Admittedly, the copyright problem is
an expensive and thorny one. By some
estimates, American companies lose up
to $20 billion annually due to in-

AR

lines. For more information, call (905)
681-1872.
CZECHOSLAVAKIA

•Thursday to Saturday, November 13
to 15: The Czech Audio Engineering
Society is sponsoring Prague's third annual Top Audio Praha 97 high-end
audio show. For more information, call
00420-602-374222, fax 00420-224256-844. or e-mail http://plzen.eun
et.cz.topaudio .

more than ahandful of other examples
elsewhere on the hi-fi loudspeaker
scene. Neodymium tweeters are becoming more common, especially on
the in-car scene, but until recently I'd
encountered only two examples of rareearth main drivers: from Morel (UK/
Israel) and Aura Systems (California).
One reason is certainly cost vs benefits. Rare-earth magnets may offer far
superior power/weight and power/
size ratios than ferrite, but their power/
cost ratios are much poorer. Most hi-fi
drive-units are bought or made by speaker-system builders waging aperpetual
war to reduce costs; cutting magnet size
and/or weight rarely seems sufficient
justification for increasing those costs.
But perhaps there's also been alack of
imagination. I've felt for some time that
the bulky magnet structure was an inherent limiting factor in the performance of
the typical moving-coil driver. Mounting
aflat, hard, reflective top plate — often
nearly as big as the cone itself—only an
inch or two behind the diaphragm has
just got to be asource of unwanted midband coloration. Avoiding this by virtue
of an inherently slimmer, deeper magnet
structure is one of the possible reasons
why some audiophiles prefer the sound
of drivers with old-fashioned (and relatively very expensive) Alnico magnets. (I
still haven't heard a dynamic-driver
speaker with apurer midband than my
25-year-old Alnico-driven pair of
Spendor BC 1
s.)
Iwas discussing the above with Craig
Milnes of Wilson Benesch (Sheffield,
UK), and telling him that Ithought the
carbon-fiber-shell A.C.T. One speaker
was probably driver- rather than enclosure-limited. He replied that WB
had come to asimilar conclusion, and
was already well into a program to
develop its own main driver.
Known for its innovative use of new
materials and high-tech solutions, Wilson Benesch is looking at several different aspects of driver design and evaluating various options. Woven polypropylene might well form the basic
matrix of the cone, while rare-earth
magnets are front-runners for the motor
system, offering the triple benefits of
higher power, reduced "cone shadow,"
and reduced stray magnetic fields. Redesigning the motor is leading to aradical rethinking of the role of the basket/frame, the possibility of mounting
the driver from the motor rather than
the basket, and perhaps mounting it on
astructural element isolated from the
enclosure proper. VVB plans to show
some of the fruits of this work in progress
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THE LS15 STEREO
LINE PREAMPLIFIER
6inputs, (2 balanced)
XI.R & RCA outputs.
Full remote control.
12 dB all-tube gain
(18 dB optional).

THE VT 100 STEREO
POWER AMPLIFIER
100 WPC continuous
all-tube push-pull
Jesign with 270 joules
energy storage. XI.R
& RCA inputs.

*Ieee
Fo•
r•
once,

New anodized gray panel
finish available at no extra charge.

the critics agree.

"This very special amplifier does so much right and
so little wrong that it's almost impossible to
describe.., the music the VT100 makes is bettered
only by two things within my compass—the
Reference 600 and life itself... The LS15 recalls
the sound of the VT100 in every particular—
unruffled, coherent as well as continuous, and
highly transparent...it lets music glow from
within rather than adding any light of its own."
Paul Bolin, The Absolute Sound, Issue 111, July 1997.

"Audio Research has once again taken aclear lead
over the competition, giving you sonic performance
that others can only envy. With the LS15, Audio
Research gives you this world beating performance at
aprice that is so affordable... it will be arunaway
success... After the REF1, the LS15 is the best line
section we've ever heard, and the most exciting
bang-for-the-buck tube preamp you can buy...

The VT100's sonic strengths are so outstanding,
and so important to recreating the sound of
live music, that they alone make the VT100
objectively competitive with any power amp
you can buy, at any price."
J. Peter Moncriefl, International Audio Review, No. 74.

"The Audio Research VT100 amplifier has touched
me in away no other audio component has, and in
away Ididn't think any audio component could...
Ifelt asense of magic I'd never heard in an amplifier
before...Audio Research has raised the bar."
Robert Reina, Ste:mobile, March 1997, Vol. 20, No. 3.

"Over the years I've owned any number of
medium-powered, medium-priced tube and
transistor amps. The VT100 is, overall, the best
I've heard. So, I'm going to buy it."
Jonathon Va/in, Fl Magazine, July 1997, VoL 2, Issue 6.

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION°

5740 Green Circle Drive /Minnetonka. MN 55343-4424 / Phono. 61 2-919-11611n FA Y.Al 7-Q1Q-11Fdld

at the UK Ramada Show (report next
month), and hopes to bring the development to market sometime in 1998.
The ear to the ground hears that others are working on applying the potential
of rare-earth magnets to main drivers for
hi-fi applications, so the Wilson Benesch
initiative could be just the tip of the iceberg. A particularly interesting implementation is in Alpine's new top-of-theline DDDrive in-car hi-fi drivers. Here
rare-earth magnets are used to create two
separate, small, but powerful magnetic
gaps of opposite polarity along the voicecoil travel. Two coils arc counterwound
on the voice-coil former so that each sits
in its own gap, the system therefore operating in asymmetrical "push-pull" mode.
This should be good for distortion, shows
exceptionally good damping characteristics, and also provides a powerful
self-limiting and nondestructive brake on
overexcursion.
Meanwhile, in the ProAudio PA sector, JBL has just announced new DCD
drivers for its big HLA (horn-loaded
array). These use amotor arrangement
somewhat similar to Alpine's, with the
emphasis on minimizing weight — a
highflying PA rig can use 14" drivers that
weigh only afew pounds.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
On the HDTV front, more is better. 'That
was the position taken by ABC Television and Baltimore-based Sinclair
Broadcast Group Inc. at amid-August
digital-television conference held in New
York. The two corporations independently announced that they would use
their allotted digital broadcasting spectrum for multiple channels rather than as
single channels for ultra-high-quality
programming. "In an expanding multichannel marketplace," said ABCs president Preston Padden, "our share of viewing will continue to erode as long as we
remain asingle channel..." Other networks —CBS, NBC, and Fox Broadcasting —were adhering to their we-willdefinitely-bc-there-with-H DTV policy
at the time of the conference. Whether
they will follow ABC down the less-thanhigh-D path is still an open question.
Citing the probable fact that the real
winners in the HDTV race will be
manufacturers of (and dealers for) the
new Digital TV sets — which arc
expected to debut for between $3000
and $5000 each —Sinclair's president
David Smith stated pointblank that no
one has come up with aformula that
enables asingle-channel HDTV broadcaster to take home abigger paycheck
Stereophile, November 1997

ed a stunningly well-researched and
sobering piece on the difficulties and
dangers of the stepped-up pace in tower
construction. A survey by the National
Association of Broadcasters showed that
up to 700 new towers will need to be
built to bring all its members in line with
the FCC's requirements.
The process won't be an easy one. In
addition to the physical danger, there are
serious bureaucratic hurdles to clear.
HDTV startup costs can
Unlike television's heyday of the 1950s
and early '60s, when towers could be put
run into the several
up almost anywhere without opposition,
now builders must run the gauntlet with
million per station,
organizations ranging from the Federal
Aviation Administration to Ducks Unwithout the guarantee
limited, and must meet increasingly
of increased viewership
stringent zoning and insurance requirements. One such is astipulation that a
or advertising revenue.
tower must be surrounded by unoccupied land in all directions in case it falls,
as did several in Minnesota and North
The free lunch given broadcasters by
Dakota during a storm last April. A
the Federal Communications Commis2000' tower must therefore sit in the
sion last year in the form of no-charge
center of a4000'-diameter free zone —
digital licenses is "a once-in-a-lifetime
atough spec to meet in crowded metroopportunity to reinvent ourselves," said
Padden. His company hopes to siphon politan areas. There are also widespread,
if unproved, environmental and health
off some of the $30 billion in annual
issues directed at broadcasters.
subscription fees now paid to cable and
But safety is the number one prosatellite services. Mr. Padden also made
blem. John Miller, president of towersome by-now predictable comments
builder LeBlanc Communications Inc.,
about moving into the Internet and
interactive TV. Brings to mind President told Brinkley that although there are
Jimmy Carter's most memorable and perhaps 400 tower construction crews
in the US, all but afew of them specialprobably most regretted quote: "We
ize in short towers — acouple of hunmust lower our expectations."
dred feet tall — of the type used for celAlthough network affiliates in the
lular telephone service. "There's aworld
nation's 10 largest markets are under an
FCC mandate to begin transmitting of difference betwten that and putting
up tall towers," he said.
digitally by the end of next year, broadDepending on the terrain and the size
casters elsewhere have been given a
of the area to be served, television towers
reprieve from the 2006 deadline. That
can range up to alegal maximum of
reprieve may actually prevent some
accidents and save some lives. Sound a 2049' — half a mile high — at a minimum cost of $1000/ft. Miller justifiably
bit alarmist? Little noticed amid the
fears arush to move short-tower crews
hoopla and hot air surrounding the
HDTV issue is the fact that every one of into tall-tower construction without the
the 1600 broadcasters in the US is going necessary years of training. Last year,
three workers died in a tower conto have to mount new antennas somestruction accident in Dallas. Two of them
where. In case you hadn't noticed, exishad previous experience only on cellting towers and the tops of tall buildings
phone towers.
are already loaded to capacity with
antenna arrays for radio, TV, personal
UNITED KINGDOM
communication services, microwave
Paul Messenger
transmission, and uplink services.
For me, the high point of the Bristol UK
There is adesperate need for the conShow (Stereophile, May 1997) was the
struction of new transmission towers, but
debut of Max Townshend's Seismic Sink
the fact is that, nationwide, there are only
Stand, agood-looking but weirdly metathree companies with atotal of six crews
stable device that takes environmental
skilled in erecting high towers, who in
isolation a stage or three further than
total put up an average of 10 to 15 towanything else I've encountered.
ers ayear. On May 4, Joel Brinkley of the
As much of my recent hi-fi progress
New York Times (and now also of
has been bound up in changes to support
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater) publish-

than his low-rez counterpart. The
opposite is likely to be the case. "We've
yet to conclude where anybody makes
any more money on aday-to-day basis
as an HDTV broadcaster," he said.
HDTV startup costs can run into the
several million per station, without the
guarantee of increased viewership or
advertising revenue.
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ic Frontiers Phono 1phono stage em

es the newest

REVOLUTIONARY

of our technical design staff. With 62 dB of gain Iiialugh for all currently available phono cartridges, and an
temely low noise level, the Phono 1 is usable in systems
xtremely low overall sensitivity.
Mike Details & Features:

Mr

iZ(4) 6922 dual triodes in anon-inverting hybnd
lit configuration, utilizing discrete low noise J-Fets.
rselectable loading of phono cartridges (resistance
capacitance) via DIP switches on the rear panel.
rm./mute function, allowing the user to "cue up"

Me

, track

•

on aLP, without damaging the system

speakers (by reducing the gain by 9dB).
tom-made shielded toroidal power transformer.

Ate

risolated chassis mounts, as used on our
linestage preamplifier, the Line 3.
edcoat chassis damping material, applied
he chassis and the top cover.
2" thick, 3.5 oz., FR4 printed circuit boards
llthzing SMOBC and ISO-MASK construction.
f these

design

details

culminate to

present

the

rwith a complete musical picture -precise instrument
holographic soundstaging and pinpoint imaging. The
1ensures that even the most subtle musical details are
with astonishing clarity

ME

ew Phono 1 phono stage embodies all of the Sonic
rs strengths - innovative, high performance circuitry,

maçu/ate design execution, lasting value and impeccable
quality

481415,

ME

SONIC FRONTIERS
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

...MM., I

-Record

Pre 1P The Phono Stage
information
retrieval from

at an

affordable price
The PRE 1P is an all tube MM/MC phono stage
designed to satisfy the most critical vinyl enthusiast.
Utilizing innovative circuitry, careful parts selection and
uncompromising craftsmanship the vinyl enthusiast can
hear ALL the music locked in those grooves. The PRE
1P realizes tight accurate bass, lightning fast transients,
high frequency detail and extension, all attributes
normally ascribed to solid state, without the hard edge
for which transistor products are sometimes known. The
all tube PRE IP preserves natural sound staging, depth
and imaging with the harmonic integrity of the musical
performance as only vacuum tubes can.
Design Features:
• All Tube Design -four (4) dual triode (two 6922/E88CC; two 12AT7/ECC81) vacuum tubes
• Gain -48 dB
• Advanced Power Supply -separate shunt regulators for each channel, aprecision voltage reference,
and a high current series pass regulator for the
vacuum tube filament supplies.
• Exceptional Parts Quality -MultiCap, Rel-Cap, and
ERO custom capacitors; Roderstein, IRC and Holco
resistors; and Kimber Kable hook-up wire.
• PCB Layout -careful track layout, parts ple..eurent
and grounding techniques combines with low loss
FR4 material, integrating both SMOBC construction
and our exclusive ISO-MASK process.
• MC & MM Phono Capability -.4mV cartridges
or greater.

Available at these and other fine dealers:
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Ambrosia Audio Video
Bel Air, CA
(310) 440-5522

Analog Room
San Jose, CA
(408) 971-6158

Hi Fi Sound
Minneapolis, MN
(612) 339-6351

North Country Audio
Redwood, NY
(315) 287-2852

Stereo Unlimited
Walnut Creek, CA
(510) 932 -5835
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.
Sonic Frontiers for more product information and for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4

Audio Ark
Edmonton, AB
(403) 453-6624

(905) 829-3838
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19051 829-3033
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furniture at both ends of the chain, Iwas
seriously intrigued to see what the SSS
would do. So Ibeat apath to Max's door
and talked him into letting me borrow
the prototype. Max likes to hang onto his
prototypes, but /'m hanging onto this one
for the moment — he's not getting it
back until we've figured out the right
custom package for the peculiarities of
my installation.
The prototype SSS was actually conceived as acomplete system support for
CD, amp, and any two other components, atask I'm sure it fulfills very
well. But I've got nearly 10 components
to accommodate, and was actually
much more intrigued to find out how
the SSS would perform as aturntable
support. To the vinyl junky, that's the bit
that really matters.
I regularly use a pre-Trampolin,
Naim-modified Linn Sondek LP12 with
aNaim ARO ann, which is undeniably
very sensitive to its support furniture.
The situation is aggravated because it sits
on top of aseven-tier Mana structure,
which gives superb sound quality but
has always brought practical problems
associated with footfall shock on my suspended wooden floor. I've just learned
to tread carefully, but it can be embarrassing for guests.
The SSS could well be the answer to
my occasional terpsichorean impulses.
Istuck it down in front of the Mana tiers
so the wiring would reach, leveled it
up, and moved the turntable across (and
leveled it up again). The result was a
bit of ashock. The bottom end actually
sounded rather good, but the presence
and top had gone to hell. The dread sound
of MDF had taken the place of Mana's
"glass integrator" But the SSS did cure the
footfall shock in amost impressive way,
despite my qualms about using asuspended subchassis turntable on top of acompliance-decoupling support.
What Iwanted was acombination of
the two. (With hi-fi nuts, 'twas ever
thus!) Figuring out which arrangement
would fit and work took afair amount
of time, patience, abucket of lead shot,
and several spirit levels. The end result
may look like ascale model of an offshore oil rig stranded in mid-lounge, but
boy, does it do the sonic business. Losing
several layers of Mana shelving meant
sacrificing alittle of the midband's bite
and toe-curling coherence, but the bottom-end benefits are serious compensation. Favorite dance tracks from
The Prodigy and The Chemical Brothers
have revealed all sorts of previously unfamiliar detail down through a bottom
couple of octaves that arc considerably
Stereophile, November 1997

cleaner (and drier) than before.
Ireckon there's still plenty of room
for refinement, and can't even begin to
speculate whether different environments and components will give similarly positive results. But for afirst hit,
my oil-rig crossbreed of Mana and
Townshend supports is giving enormously entertaining results. The idea of

My oil-rig crossbreed of
Mana and Townshend
supports is giving
enormously
entertaining results.
mixing decoupling and spike coupling is
riddled with unpredic-tables, but here the
end would seem ample justification for
the means. At the same time, it's clear
that the roles of environmental isolation
and equipment support are quite distinct, if indivisibly complementary in
practice. Trying to achieve the right
blend is where the fun begins.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
A study conducted by the University of
Southern California indicates that
workers with long-term exposure to
electromagnetic radiation may be prime
candidates for Alzheimer's disease. Especially at risk are those who work close
to electric motors, such as seamstresses,
or those who use electrically powered
tools, such as carpenters and machinists.
USC investigators compared the
work histories of 326 Alzheimer's
patients over the age of 65 to those of
152 non-Alzheimer's patients at the
Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center in
Downey. They found that male
Alzheimer's victims were 4.9 times
more likely to have had high occupational exposure to strong EMR fields
than were nonvictims. Female Alzheimer's victims were 3.4 times more
likely. Seamstresses arc extremely overrepresented among all Alzheimer's cases,
according to Dr. Eugene Sobel, primary
author of the study. "Their exposure is
the highest for all occupations," he said.
Dr. Sobel emphasized that occupational exposure is much greater than
residents would encounter living near
high-voltage power lines. A report
released by the National Academy of
Sciences in October '96 helped quell a
widespread fear that EMR from power
lines was responsible for childhood

leukemia and other cancers. Several
studies failed to establish aconclusive
statistical link between the diseases and
electromagnetic radiation.
Some researchers were skeptical
about the implications of the USC
study as well. Dr. Neil Buckholz, director of Alzheimer's research at the
National Institute on Aging, which
sponsored the study, said "The results
are too preliminary.— It needs to be
reproduced by some other group before
we can have any confidence in it."
The study's findings were backed up
by at least one other reputable institution,
however. In September the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention released
areport indicating that workers exposed
to strong electromagnetic fields arc more
prone to certain neurological disorders. If
sewing-machine operators are at greatest
risk, as Dr. Sobel states, the implication is
that working long hours with one's head
in close proximity to strong EMR fields
disrupts normal brain functions. No mention was made as to the risks associated
with occupations in the electronics industry, but assemblers, technicians, and engineers might be well advised to investigate
the benefits of EMR shielding. Computer monitors now come from the factory extremely well shielded because of
several health problems attributed to
them in the 1980s. USCs research was
reported in the December 18, '96 edition
of the journal Nairdey.
ERRATA
Unfortunately, seven classified advertisers were mistakenly omitted from
October's "AudioMart" section. Stereophile would like to apologize to Peter
Apple, Lionel Bailin, Richard Minick,
Ta-Chen Wu, Paul Wakeen of Media
Access, Guy Hammel of Placete Audio,
and Bruce Cholka of DC Sound.
In October, we mistakenly confused
a picture of a pair of Joseph Audio
RM50 loudspeakers in Jonathan Scull's
listening room as Joseph RM22i speakers at HI-FI '97 (p.83) and we mislabeled aphotograph of Balanced Audio
Technology's new VK-D5 CD player as
being of the VK-P10 phono stage (p.73).
Finally, the photographs of the audiophiles shepherded around the Show by
Rick Rosen and Lonnie Brownell were
also mislabeled. Our apologies to the
exhibitors and to Michael Rand and
Gretchen Benedix (p.75), Peter and
ICristina Tong (p.73), John and Anne
Schneider (p.81), Ray and Pat Tarp, Ted
Robidoux and Marie-Pierre Dagnenais
(pp.70-71 and p.85), and Geoff and
Dianna Rog (not pictured).
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ileiit may he prudent to prepare for an

afterlife of entertainment, let's take afew moments
to discuss the here and now. As you already know,
great home theater sound has little to do with
"booming" sound. Don't get us wrong, we enjoy
the impact of an exploding alien head as much as
the next guy. But exceptional home theater is also
about recreating the subtle everyday sounds that
convince the ear that you're part of the action. This
illusion is only possible with the finest components
such as our new amplifiers: the 5-channel
HCA 1205A and the 3
channel HCA 1203A.13csides

being THX-certified, both could be considered showcases of high end technology. For the whole story,
visit our website or your Parasound dealer. And
hear products that will provide alifetime of entertainment. And then some.
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Parasound Products Inc •www.parasound.corn
950 Battery Street. San Francisco, CA 94111
415-397-7100 •In Canada. call 604-988-2966
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home theater
buried with you?

Aragon's price depends on who you are.
Person A
Trusts his own judgement
Thinks the higher the quality the better
Automaticaly suspicious when told
the more expensive one is better
Aragon's Palladium Class A
monoblock amplifiers
$5,000 per pair

•

Person B
• Doesn't trust his own judgement

•

• Thinks the higher the price the better

•

• Automatically believes when told
the more expensive one is better
Aragon's Palladium Class A
monoblock amplifiers
-$F578ete-per pair

sK000

To make your own judgement visit a Palladium dealer.
Aragon's Palladium, the finest in amplification, is available in North America exclusively at
• Deffinition Audio of Redondo Beach, California • Audio FX of Sacramento, California •
Chattanoga Valley Audio of Rossville, Georgia •Soundworks of Kensington, Maryland •Flip's
Stereo Place of Crestwood, Missouri •Avalon A/V of Medford, New Jersey •Higher Fidelity of
Charlotte, N Carolina •Soundex of Willow Grove, Pennsylvania •Audio by Design of Austin,
Texas •Nuts About Hi Fi of Silverdale, Washington •Audio Excellence of Richmond, Ontario.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Avenue •Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914.693.8008 •Fax 914.693.7199 www.mondialdesigns.com

Sam Tellig
adis and Creek.
How could two product lines be
less alike?
Creek. The naine is Dickensian, even
if Mike Creek himself is not. He's your
basic down-to-earth, meat-and-potatoes, fish-and-chips, pub-loving British
gent. While there's nothing scruffy
about him, there's nothing fancy, either.
Does Mike Creek own asuit? (For that
matter, do /own a suit... that fits?)
Mike does not dress like Jean-Paul
Caffi, Monsieur Jadis.
Nor does he charge Jadis prices.
Knowing Mike and Roy Hall, his US
importer and business partner, Iget the
feeling these chaps really like their
'uinble British eye-fye. Come to think
of it, the last time Isaw Roy Hall in a
suit was at his son's Bar Mitzvah. (I
remember because /had bought anew
suit for the occasion.)
Jadis, on the other hand, is flamboyantly French. "THE BEST-SOUNDING
AMPLIFIERS," the Jadis slogan reads.
M. Caffi shows some modesty,
though. At least he doesn't say "BEST IN
THE WORLD," as one US high-end manufacturer does in anew ad campaign.
Listening to the Jadis JA 200 and the
Jadis SE 300B, Iwould agree that these
are among the best-sounding amplifiers.
I'm kicking myself now for selling my
SE 300Bs before the new Western
Electric 300B tubes became available
from Westrex: these tubes're fabulous!
But how about the new entry-level Jadis
Orchestra integrated amp? Is this among
the best-sounding? Is it un vrai Jadis?
That's what Iwanted to find out.
Actually, Jadis products, while expensive, offer value for money. With each
Jadis product, what you get correlates
with what you pay. That's true even of
the JA 200 amplifiers, erstwhile favorites
chez Scull, which retail for $25,995/pair.
Furthermore, Jadis rarely discontinues amodel. The JA 200, JA-80, and
JA-30 mono amplifiers, with which
Jadis first made its reputation, are still in
production. So is the Defy 7, introduced
about adecade ago.
11w adverb jadis (the sis pronounced)
is not quite translatable into English. It
means "formerly," or "in times past."
The word suggests warmly recalled
memories of long ago — àla recherche du
Stereophile, November 1997

Jadis Orchestra integrated amplifier

temps perdu. There's something Proustian
about the word ... and, indeed, about
the sound ofJadis products.
Not that Jadis amplifiers sound the
way that hi-fi sounded long ago —there
was no hi-fi long ago. Jadis amplifiers
sound the way hi-fi should have sounded
long ago: romantic, rich, full-bodied,
full of warmth and bloom.

Let's not forget the economics of
importation. In France, the Jadis Orchestra sells for about half the price of a
Conrad-Johnson MV55. There, the
import penalty works in Jadis' favor
against US competition.
As the Haute Fidélité article reveals, M.
Caffi orchestrated this amp not so much
with democracy but with communism
Jadis Orchestra integrated amplifier
The new Orchestra, at $2995, is not in mind —and, as agood French capitalist, how to profit from it.
Jadis' first foray into integrated territory.
Jadis is big in Asia —or, more accuThere are two other integrateds cha
rately, Asia is big for Jadis. The biggest
Jadis: the DA-30, rated at 30Wpc, and
market by far in Asia is mainland China,
the DA-60, rated at 60Wpc, which
but the good comrades in Shanghai and
retails in the US for $8018 in its basic
Peking don't quite have the purchasing
version. The DA-30 is not available in
power of their Hong Kong cousins.
the US because Jadis importer Frank
Hence the need for amore, um, proleGarbie, of Northstar Leading The Way,
tarian product.
doesn't think he could find away to sell
But producing aproletarian product
it at around $6000. Too bad — the DAand making money from it works only
30 has an almost legendary reputation
when you sell afair number of them.
in France. Ihear that the amp subjec(This is the philosophy behind the Rega
tively sounds more powerful than its
RB 300 tonearm, for instance.) The
30Wpc rating implies.
more markets, the merrier. So the Jadis
Unfortunately, many audiophiles
Orchestra will be available worldwide.
can't afford even the DA-30.
The Orchestra happens to pair perIn the June/July issue of Haute
fectly with the Cabasse Farella 400 speaFidélité, Pierre Yves-Maton calls forth
kers, which Frank Garbic also imports. I
images of French mélomanes with their
listened mainly with this combination,
tongues hanging out, drooling over the
using aMicromega Stage 6CD player as
DA-30 — l'objet de leur rêve. In France,
my main source to keep the system totaleven with 20.5% VAT, the Jadis Orly French (except for cables).
chestra comes in at 9800 francs —about
So ... is the Orchestra un vrai Jadis?
half the price of the DA-30. "Un prix
Mais oui! To start with, the amplifier is
franchement démocratique!" cries M.
manufactured in the same facility as
Maton. An openly democratic price.
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other jadis products. The transformers
are all wound by Jadis from LF oxygen-free copper. As with all tube
amps, the quality of the transformer is
very important for the overall sound.
Almost as important, perhaps, the
amplifier is entirely hard-wired; there
are no circuit boards. The parts quality
is high—as seen by such touches as
ceramic tube sockets.
The Orchestra is called an integrated
amplifier, but the line-stage is passive,
which is to say there isn't one. No onboard phono option is given, but hell,
there's no shortage of outboard phono
stages these days. There is no remote
capability.
Fine jewelry: The more expensive Jadis
separates are finished like fine jewelry,
with stainless-steel chassis, gold-plated
nameplates, and gold-plated plaques
atop the transformers. Here, the chassis
is stainless steel, but the gold-plated
plaques are gone. The nameplate on the
front is matte-finish gold-toned metal.
The side panels are wood. Attractive but
not stunning.
One thing you'll have to decide, if
you buy the Orchestra, is where to put
it. The 21" width is nonstandard. (The
depth is 10".) This is atubed unit, so
you'll want to give it good ventilation.
Do you have enough space on your
table top? The amp may be too wide for
the top shelf of your equipment rack.
You can make the Orchestra look ugly
by installing the black tube cage so that
the amp complies with CE regulations.
But in every photograph of the amp I've
seen, the tubes are shown en plein air.
Hey —if you've got tubes, flaunt 'em.
The output tubes are EL34s from
Yugoslavia (Serbia). The tubes do sound
uncommonly ... ah, um, clean. They also
have avaguely Balkan look about them,
especially with their nipples on top.
There are two ECC83 (12AX7) input
tubes, one per side, also possibly of Yugo
origin. The amp is rated at 40Wpc —
speaker impedance not specified. Presumably that's 40Wpc into 8or 4ohms.
One more thing about the tubes: You
can't easily re-bias the EL34s yourself
For that, you have to remove the bottom
plate and do the job with amultimeter
while the unit is powered. Merde! Highly
dangerous —faul, perhaps, if you don't
know what you're doing. Needless to say,
the instruction manual recommends that
you have this done by your dealer's tech.
Good advice. Why doesn't Jadis offer
user-trimmable bias pots up on top?
Mr. Garbic assures me that the bias is
internally adjustable in the interest of
Stereophiie, November 1997

better sound. Or perhaps it's donc to discourage owners from tube twiddling —
you know, using crappy tubes, then asking Jadis for warranty service when the
tubes take down the amp.
Obviously, there's enough gain from
the power amp's driver stage — Ididn't
feel aneed for more gain. As with the
Creek 4330R below, circuit simplicity
contributes to good sound.
You have five line-level inputs, avolume pot, abalance control, an on/off
switch —c'est tout. No tape loop. There's
only one set of speaker outputs, so biwirers will have to double up. The
power cord on my unit was captive.
Yes, the Orchestra is atrue Jadis,
all right.
You can hear that right from the moment of turn-on — especially in terms
of dynamics, bass extension, and harmonic richness. The Orchestra produces abig, full-bodied sound with lots
of bloom. The midrange and treble arc
admirably clear. As for the bass, there's
plenty of it—very powerful, very rich
through the Cabasse Farella 400s,
which have atendency toward leanness,
especially with smaller solid-state integrated amplifiers.
Overall, Iwas quite pleased with the
sound of the Orchestra. But Icould have
wished for the bass to be tighter. On
some recordings —Diana Krall's All For
lint, for instance (Impulse! IMPD-182)
— Ithought the bass was abit bloated.
True, the recording itself is abit bloated.
Ididn't feel that this amplifier offers
the last word in low-level resolution.
This is where the Orchestra is not quite
the equal of the more expensive Jadis
products I've heard and, indeed, owned.
Icould have wished for a somewhat
more transparent, open, and airy sound.
Itried the Cabasse speaker cable —
free when you buy the speaker. Not bad,
but Igot better results with TARA RSC
Prime and Synergistic Research Mk.II S.
Love that Synergistic Research cable!
But with whatever cable Iused, I
heard better low-level resolution from
the new Creek 4330R. Ididn't hear the
same harmonic richness or dynamic
drive, however. The Orchestra, after all,

is aJadis and the Creek is not. But the
fact that the Creek outshone the Jadis in
any area is pretty amazing.
Irealize that Jadis can't afford to give
away the store at an entry-level price.
Who would buy the DA-30 if the
Orchestra were damned near as good
for half the price?
The problem Ihave is what happens
to the Orchestra's price after the import
penalty. The really expensive Jadis
pieces cost so much the price almost
doesn't matter. At lower price points,
there's aheck of alot more competition.
LFD Audio Mistral

integrated amplifier
Shortly after the Orchestra arrived, I
read an article in Haute Fidélité about
LFD Audio's Mistral solid-state integrated amplifier, designed by Professor
Malcolm Omar Hawksford and Dr.
Richard Bews. The French had flipped
—the review was such arave that Iimmediately called England to find out if
LFD had aUS importer.
At the moment they don't, although I
expect that to have changed by the time
you read this. Meanwhile, Richard Bews
sent me the amp anyway. To make a
long story short, the LFD Mistral, not
the Jadis Orchestra, is now playing as the
reference amplifier in my living room.
The LFD Mistral's airiness and openness remind me of the $13,000/pairJadis
SE-300B. Compared with the Mistral,
the Jadis Orchestra is more dynamic,
and produces a more dramatic, more
full-bodied sound. The Orchestra has a
way of making most other integrateds
sound wimpy. While British amps play
tunes —especially small-scale tunes —
the Jadis Orchestra plays symphonies.
The amp conveys something of the
power and sweep of afull orchestra —
this integrated is aptly named.
But, having said that, the LFD Mistral
breathes more life and light into the
music. And once you hear that, well...
it's hard to go back and listen to something else.
In away, the Jadis Orchestra reminds
me of agood bottle of affordable wine
from one of the world's great vintners:

LFD Audio Mistral integrated amplifier
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you can taste agood deal of what's in
the more expensive bottles. My main
problem, Isuppose, is with what the
wine merchant has to charge once the
bottle makes its way here from France.
Creek 4330R integrated amplifier
No, the Creek 433OR integrated amp is
not the equal of the Jadis Orchestra or
the LFD Mistral. Sorry, but it just doesn't have the dramatic sweep of the
Orchestra, or the light and life of the
LFD. But the Creek is quite remarkable
in its own right, and does have anumber of things going for it.
Like price.
You can even cheap out, although I
don't advise it. For $499 you can get the
basic 4330R, sans remote. Be advised,
though, that you can't change your
mind and add aremote later. Go for the
remote version for $599.
And unlike the LFD Mistral, you can
actually buy the Creek 4330R It's imported by Music Hall. If the LFD Mistral
becomes available in the US, it will likely
retail for at least $1000, possibly more.
And it doesn't have aremote.
The Creek lets you cheaply add a
phono stage: $60 for aplug-in movingmagnet board, $95 for moving-coil.
(Neither was available for this review.)
There's an optional gain board for an
additional $60. As supplied, the linestage is passive. Creek has been able to
up the sensitivity of the amplifier's driver stage, allowing most users to use the
amp without an active line-stage.
Rule #1 in hi-fi: Simpler is better.
'This is about as basic an amp as you
can get —real British fish'n'chips, meat'
n'potatoes. Quintessentially Creek. Totally free of bullshit. No one will be
claiming that this is the best amplifier in
the world. What it may be is the bestsounding amplifier you can buy for
under $1000.
The 4430R is what Roy Hall, in his
rapidly fading Glasgow accent, might
call "wee hi-fi," and what Isometimes
dismissively call itty-bitty British eyefye. Only this time I'm not dismissing.
The chassis measures +16" wide by just
8" deep and +2" high, including feet.
The power is rated at 40W into 8ohms
(both channels), and 65W into 4ohms

(one channel). The 4330R is said to be
able to control difficult speaker loads.
There are three line-level inputs (four if
you forego phono) and atape loop. No
balance control. No headphone jack —
Creek wants you to buy their OBH-11
headphone amp. There's one pair of
speaker binding posts —bi-wirers will
have to double up. But these are proper
binding posts —almost; not the plug-in
sockets found on the Creek 4240.
There is apreamp out if you want to
add the Creek A43 standalone amplifier
(50Wpc), which should be available by
the time you read this. You can use the
4330R to drive your speakers' tweeters
and the A43 to power the woofers. Assuming your speakers allow for biwiring/bi-amping, of course.
All right, perhaps you're not in the
market for a40Wpc British integrated
amp for your main system —a little
black Brit box is not the thing to excite
most US audiophiles. But how about
for asecond system, in the family room,
office, or vacation home? Or atroublefree solid-state amp you can safely recommend to family members and nonaudiophile friends?
So why do Iget it up over the Creek
4330R?
In one word, resolution.
The resolution of low-level detail,
from an amp this size at this price, is
amazing. The amount of low-level detail
is almost sta 14 :ering —not far short of
the very best I've heard at any price, and
beating out, in my opinion, such amps as
the Musical Fidelity A-2, the Audiolab
1000S, and the Bryston B-60.
What else do you get besides this
low-level resolution?
You get very good spatial reproduction — which, I find, invariably goes
along with low-level resolution. Plus
you get avery fine harmonic presentation, especially considering that this is
budget solid-state. No, the bass and
midrange are not as full-bodied as I
might like, but the sound is very
smooth, very sweet, and the treble is
nicely extended without ever sounding
peaky. All of this was brought out by the
easy-to-drive but highly revealing
Cabasse Farella 400 speakers.
As you might expect, too, from a

Creek 433OR integrated amplifier
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SPACE
British amp, this thing can play tunes.
The Creek 4330R lets go of the notes.
There is an excellent sense of rhythm
and pace. The amp sounds fast, clean,
clear, and open. In many respects —
indeed, in almost all the important
respects — the Creek 4330R is almost as
good as it gets at any price with solidstate. For $600.
So,.. drawbacks?
This is still asmall amp. The harmonic presentation could be richer; fuller.
There could be more dynamic drive.
Bass could sound more powerful. There
are not the almost ethereal light and life
that there are with the LFD Mistral. But
hell, you expect some limitations with a
small integrated amplifier. Ifound nothing whatever that got in the way of my
musical enjoyment. And for $600, that's
saying alot.
An interesting comparison would be
the Musical Fidelity A-2, available from
Audio Advisor for $695 (maybe less if
there's asale going on). The Musical
Fidelity unit does have aricher, fuller
harmonic presentation — there's more
body. And the A-2 comes with amoving-magnet phono stage as standard.
But the A-2 lacks a remote. And a
remote is handy. Me? I'd take the
Creek. The A-2 sounds just too opaque
by comparison.
As for the Bryston B-60, it's more
powerful, the build quality looks better;
and there's a20-year guarantee. As for
the Audiolab 1000S, there's outstanding
configuration flexibility, which makes
the amp especially suited for hometheater applications. Still, like Isaid, I
think the Creek beats them out with
low-level resolution.
Any complaints?
Well, yes. (We can't let Roy Hall off
so easily, can we?) The volume control
on the remote works well enough but
has atendency to overshoot. You sometimes need to turn back atad to set the
volume where you want it. While the
remote does what you want —adjusts
volume, mutes the sounds —it's asomewhat cheesy affair.
You can mute the amp only from the
remote. Better not lose that remote or
you'll be up the creek. (Heh-heh.)
To find out what was going on with
this masterpiece of Creekery, Icalled
England. Mike Creek was off on holiday — Ithink he was holed up with Roy
Hall and his family at avilla in southern
France —so Italked with the amp's codesigner, Alex Nikitin.
"Privyet, Alex. Nu shto, what makes
the amp sound so good? Any Russian
tricks up your sleeve?" Ilaughed my evil
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laugh. ("Ivan the Terrible must have had
alaugh like that," says Marina.)
As it turns out, getting circuitry out of
the signal path is agood deal of what the
4330R is about Look inside the 4330R—
there's hardly anything there. Look
inside the LFD Mistral — same thing.
The more parts there are and the more
complex the circuitry, the more screwed
up the sound will be.
Alex says they replaced the 4240's
current-limiting circuitry with one that's
"more benign." As in "less cancerous"?
"We found that the output-stage protection circuitry was affecting the sound
quality of the 4240. We used currentlimiting resistors. For the 4330R, we
found away to eliminate these currentlimiting resistors. The 4330R can deliver ahuge amount of peak current — up
to 19 or 20 amps RMS. That's an enormous figure for asmall amp.
"We improved the driver circuit, too —
made it much quicker. The slew rate is
at least 50% higher than it was with the
4240. As aresult, we've been able to
reduce the idle current. That's why the
4330R runs cooler than the 4240.
"As we discovered, reducing the idle
current improves the sound because the
power supply works less than before.
The result is amore dynamic sound.
"We were able to increase the sensitivity of the driver stage, too. This allows
us to make the line-stage passive, offering again stage as aplug-in option. The
gain is available if you need it, but the
amp sounds better without. Basically, we
eliminated an op-amp from the circuit,
which was masking the sound."
Alex seemed quite proud of himself,
as well he might be.
"For the power supply, we use multiple high-quality capacitors in parallel —
six of them — which produces better
sound than asingle pair of electrolytic
capacitors of large value," Alex continued. "These multiple capacitors store
20,000 microfarads. The multiple arrangement reduces power-supply impedance and unwanted inductance."
It also results in fast recovery. I've
found that many designs seem to be
slowed — weighed down, as it were —
by their massive power supplies.
Creek is not the only one to use small
capacitors in parallel. LFD does too, on
the Mistral that I'm just itching to review
fully. So does McCormack in its DNA
series of power amplifiers.
The 4330R sounds pretty good after
an hour's warmup, and better still if left
powered all the time. Since the amp
doesn't run hot and power consumption
at idle is 40W, this should pose no hardStereophile, November 1997

ship. There are ventilation slots over the
interior hcatsink, and the top of the
chassis can run slightly warm to the
touch — be sure to give the amp some
ventilation. (I turn off the amp when I
leave the house for more than an errand
in summertime; and, of course, Iturn it
off during thunderstorms or when I
leave for along weekend or vacation.)
This is abig advantage over the class-A
Musical Fidelity A2, which draws much
more electricity and runs much hotter.
Leave the Creek on and it will always
be warmed up.
What speakers? Iused the Creek 4330R
mainly with the Cabasse Farella 400
speakers — no problem there. Surprisingly, Iwas able to get reasonably good
results with Marina's Martin-Logan
Aerius i
—not your easiest load. Yes, I
ran out of power at higher volume levels
with large-scale orchestral pieces, but I'm
not one for head-banging anyway. The
Creek 4330R on top and the Creek A43
power amp on the bottom would probably be perfect on the Logans.
Performance for the price: that's what
makes the Creek such abreakthrough
product. Ican say the same thing about
the LFD Mistral —in many ways, a
similarly conceived design. Ilove the
Creek 4330R. It's apurist, minimalist
amplifier using the simplest possible circuits. Isuspect that it's the kind of product that can come only from acompany
small enough to be able to take the time
to carefully monitor parts quality and
optimize the sound of each amp. If you
want to know why amplifiers from big
companies often sound like crap, that's
it: they're mass-produced. The first person to listen to the amp is probably you.
How good is the Creek 4330R?
Devastatingly good. Its only real limitation is that it's still asmall amp — ballsy and dynamic-sounding for such an
amp, but still small. What makes it devastating is that many far more expensive
solid-state amplifiers don't sound anywhere near as clear, clean, open, and
expressive. Ihate to talk like aBritcrit —
tap your feet, play tunes, all that tommyrot — but this damned thing is fun to
listen to. You can tap your feet. Ido it
every night listening to the Emerson's
cycle of the Beethoven String Quartets.
(Only kidding.)
As for speakers, give this some thought:
Why bother with expensive, inefficient, difficult-to-drive speakers when
you'll have to drive them with an amp
that doesn't sound half as good as the
Creek 4330R but costs 10 times as much?
You might want to get yourself agood pair

of British or French speakers—the Ruark
Sceptre would be an excellent choice if
you're into jazz and classical, the Epos
ES12 if you gravitate more to jazz and
pop — and just drop out of the high-end
game. Enjoy your stereo. Read Stereophile
backwards —music section first!
The Creek 4330R is exactly what we
need in budget hi-fi: sound quality so
good that you may feel no need to mess
around with more expensive stuff.
Funny that it was half-designed by a
Russian. (I'm really laughing like Ivan
the Terrible now.) The amplifier is
downright subversive.
Micromega Stage 6
Micromega has changed distributors.
The estimable French brand is now distributed in the US by Magnum Dynalab, the FM tuner and antenna people.
Wes Phillips reviewed the Micromega Stage 2 CD player in October
1995, and Iauditioned it in March 1997.
The Micromega series now consists of
the Stages 4, 5, and 6, at $995, $1195,
and $1595, respectively. Updates are
possible by changing the CPU and
DAC boards. The price for upgrading
from aStage 2to atop-of-the-line Stage
6is $550. (Actually, the Stage 5replaces
the old Stage 2, but upgrading from a
Stage 2to aStage 5would be avirtual
lateral move that probably wouldn't

Contacts
Creek Audio Limited, 2Bellevue
Road, Fried' Barnet, London N11
3ER, UK. Tel: (44) 181-361-4136.
Jadis, Chemin du Pech, 11800 Villedubert, France. Tel: (33) 468 78 75
06. Fax: (33) 468 78 96 43. Importer:
Northstar Leading The Way, P.O.
Box 3763, Durango, CO 81302. Tel:
(970) 259-6722. Fax: (970) 259-6727.
LFD Audio, 7 Lancaster Gardens
West, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex C015
6QG, UK. Tel: (44) 1255-422533.
Fax: (44) 1255-221069. No US distributot
Micromega, 1 Rue Leonardo da
Vmd, Z.a. des Boumes, 78704 Conflans Ste Hne, France. Tel: (33) 34902502. Fax: (33) 3919-8323. US distributor: Magnum Dynalab, 575
Kennedy Road, Cheektowaga, NY
14227. Tel: (800) 551-4130. Fax:
(905) 791-5583.
Music Hall, 108 Station Road,
Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516)
487-3663. Fax: (516) 773-3891.
—Sam Ik.ifig
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that it touches
your soul

1Mier heel and their current distributor, Magnum
Dynalab, are to be congratulated for their upgrade policy. Essentially, you can upgrade from the Stage 2 to
the Stage 6for afew dollars more than the difference
in retail price between the two products. You don't
lose money.
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make much sense.)
So, should you make the switch?
The Stage 6is asignificant but subtle
improvement over the Stage 2. There's
noticeably more resolution. Dynamics
are subtly improved. Bass extension,
too, is better. But are the improvements
worth $550? That's atough call. Overall, I'd say yes. But if you don't want to
spend the money, don't feel bad about
sticking with the Stage 2. 1
The Stage 6preserves all of the Stage
2's stellar qualities: the tubelike timbres,
the overall smoothness, the excellent
low-level resolution. This is aplayer to
buy and forget, knowing that, yes, you
can do better for alot more money —
with Micromega separates, for instance.
But so what? 'This player is so listenable
that any minor shortcomings — not
quite the ultimate resolution, lack of
balls-to-the-wall bass and dynamics —
are easily overlooked.
For classical-music listeners especially, Istrongly recommend atrip to
aMicromega dealer — this is my reference player in the living room. (On the
other hand, the Rotel RCD-990 is my
reference player in the listening room,
which may tell you something — its
sound is alittle more resolving and definitely more dynamic.) There's nothing
like a little bee* Français to civilize
one's system. Or alot of hee-fee Français,
for that matter.
If you can audition all three current
players in the Micromega line—the
Stages 4, 5, and 6— so much the better.
You can make up your own mind based
on your budget and what you hear.
Presumably, the Stage 5is very close in
overall sound quality to the old Stage 2,
and the lower-priced Stage 4possesses
some of the same sonic virtues. (A dealer friend suggests that the $1195 Stage 5
is actually the best buy.)
Why arc the Micromega players so
special?
For the same reason that so many
other French-made products are so special: the harmonic presentation. For me,
the Micromega units just get the sound
of instruments and voices right—there's
no hardness or thinness. A person can
enjoy the beauty of the sound—the
magic of the moment, if you will —not
just the information retrieved. The
Micromega sound is absolutely the opposite of sterile, clinical, dry, etc.

Exceptional Performance

Box 81248 Wellesley MA 02181
Tel/Fax 617 235 7715
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Get set for HI-FI '98
Back for the third time
at our favorite
Los Angeles hotel!

All the stars of home
theater and hi-fi are
joining the cast!

FRIDAY, JUNE 12

See December's
Stereophile

SATURDAY, JUNE 13

to order

SUNDAY, JUNE 14

at the Westin

Show tickets!

•

Trade & Press Only

Los Angeles
Airport Hotel

ACADEMY TRADE DAYS

Home Theater&
Specialty Rudio

Wednesday, June 10
Thursday, June 11

Phone the hotel NOW at

Register for your free trade

(310) 216-5858 to reserve

badge now! Send afax on your

your room at the special

company letterhead to Lynn

Show rate of $115 plus tax

Taulbee at (505) 992-6677.

per night, single or double
occupancy. Tell them you
are part of HI-FI '98.

Note! Trade seminars start
early on Tuesday, June 9.

EXHIBITORS! This is your casting call! Take your pick of prime exhibit space.
Call Ken Nelson now at (914) 476-3157 or fax him at (914) 969-2746.
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The number of audio/video prodn the June "Analog Corner" I
uct shipped for the first half of
wrote that "Baby You're A
1997 showed anet drop of 9.7%
Rich Man" on the US release
compared
to the '96 figures. Dollar
of the Beatles' Magical Mystery Tour
value dipped from $5.5 billion to
LP was originally issued in elec$52 billion.
tronically reprocessed stereo beBeing in Washington, RIAA
cause "Capitol back then didn't
spin doctors were able to perform
really give ashit." (MMT was first
surgery on the numbers and crow
issued in the UK as adouble 7" EP,
about a32% increase in full-length
Parlophone MMT/SMIvIT-1). Reader
CD units shipped to retail. Overall
Preston Reese responded ("Letshipments of CDs, though, dipped
ters," September '97 p.17) that
73%
"... as aresult of the drop in
while "the original 1967 US LP respecial market shipments," which
lease [of MMT] was acombination
means record clubs and the like.
of stereo mixes and mono mixes
Do you think record-company execs
re-channeled for stereo," the mascare where they sell their CDs? Do
ter of "Baby You're aRich Man"
you think the 32% increase at
was a processed stereo version
retail makes up for the 73% de"provided to [Capitol] by the
crease overall?
Beatles and their producer George
Meanwhile, vinyl "... enjoyed
Martin in 1967... It wasn't until
16.7% growth in shipments and
four years later, in October 1971,
273% growth in dollar value..."
that `Baby You're aRich Man' got
Yes, the vinyl dollar value is minusaround to its first stereo mix, creatcule compared to CDs ($4 billion vs
ed for the German LP release of
$18 million), but imagine what the
Magical Mystery Tour."
number might be if record stores
So, Reese maintains, it was not
actually stocked records —as shockCapitol that didn't give ashit, but
Mikey shows off his first-edition copy of the UK double EP of
ing anotion as that might seem.
George Martin — who gave Cap- Magical Mystery Tour, which he's owned from the day it was
And imagine what the numbers
itol a piece of filtered garbage first imported to the United States.
might be if all of the mail-order
instead of a nice-sounding mono
vinyl and independent store sales were
songs, which he already had on hand
mix! Nevertheless his letter ends by
(the American LP came out in both included in actual numbers instead of in
lauding George Martin as well as menmono and stereo), as well as stereo estimated form —which, I'm sure, grosstioning that "Fremer seems unaware
ly underestimates the vinyl percentage. I
mixes of "Hello Goodbye" and "Strawthat there are many readers who could
bet the number would be closer to $25
berry Fields," which Capitol already had
recite the precise date of each remix, the
in mono for the singles releases, along million.
first and second engineers, and which
So how does the RIAA explain the
cufflinks producer George Martin was with "Penny Lane," "Baby You're A
inexplicable
surge in the "dead" vinyl
Rich
Man,"
and
"All
You
Need
is
Love."
wearing for each session."
Martin did not have stereo mixes of format? "[It is] driven by demand for
Iplead guilty to that last accusation: Ido
dance/techno recordings... [and] ...
"All You Need is Love" and "Baby You're
not know what cufflinks George Martin
A Rich Man," which were recorded at some high profile artists continue to
wore in the studio for each session.
Nor does Beatles engineer Geoff Olympic Studios, the former being part capitalize on the nostalgia for vinyl in
their marketing strategies by releasof alive TV broadcast with the Beatles
Emerick —I called him at home last
ing
alimited vinyl pressing of their
singing
over
a
prerecorded
mono-mixed
week and asked him. Iasked whether
current releases."
backing track; nor, for some reason, did
Martin would have sent Capitol elecNever mind the audiophile market.
he have astereo version of "Penny Lane."
tronically reprocessed mixes on which all
Never mind the alternative rock markSo Capitol must have taken the mono
of the lows in one channel were castratet, where "nostalgia" merchants like Sub
versions they already had on hand and
ed and all of the highs were decapitated
Pop, Matador, Drag City, and others still
performed their electronic "magic."
in the other. "No way!" he told me.
issue new rock bands on vinyl. Never
No one knows for sure, but we
mind the truth. Just take what's staring
Good news from the RIAA
conjecture that, due to Capitol's insistyou in the face — a27% dollar-volume
On
August
19,
the
Recording
Industry
ence that MMT be afull-blown album
increase in an impossible-to-find format —
Association of America (RIAA, www.
(the EP was anonexistent format in
and
pawn it off as nostalgia and "marriaa.com)
released
midyear
software
America), Martin sent Capitol stereo
keting strategies." Yeeeessssh!!!!!!
and mono mixes of the six MMT EP shipment figures (net after returns).
Stereophile, November 1997
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nHome Entertainment

It's ajungle out there in home-theater land!
Let Phase Technology be your guide to full enjoyment
of movies, music and more.
With our patented technologies like the soft-dome
tweeter, we've developed award-winning home theater,
audiophile and custom-installation speaker systems.
Now presenting our latest crowning achievement —the
critically acclaimed, user-adjustable Model PC-3 multipurpose speaker.
© Phase Technology Corp.

Just one home entertainment speaker that's ideal for
front, rear and center use in any multi-channel system.
Your hunt is over. See the Model PC-3 at your Phase
Technology dealer to audition sound so real, you can
almost see it.
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over the center line. Getting it exactly
All lined up -the Wallytractor
right is somewhat time-consuming but
Two new cartridge-alignment tools
not difficult, and once you're done you
arrived almost simultaneously, and both
arc reasonably priced and worthy of have visual proof that your stylus is in
your attention. Wally Malewicz — a the right place all the way across the
record surface.
Polish-born mechanical engineer (a
The final version of the Wallytractor
Bachelor's in electromechanical engiwill include two more reference points
neering, aMaster's in mechanical engion the arc: negative and positive HTAE
neering) who worked in the pre-Soli(horizontal tracking angle error) — the
darity Gdansk shipyard and now resides
points on the curve where the stylus is
in Minneapolis — contacted me in
at maximum distance from ideal on
January to gently correct afew things rd
both sides of the arc.
written and to tell me about his custom
laser-cut alignment device.
Wally sent along some cleanly drawn
Wally's position is
diagrams outlining basic tonearm geometry and demonstrating how his
that a"one size fits all"
Wallytractor system works. His position
protractor cannot be
is that a"one size fits all" protractor cannot be dead-on accurate, and that the
dead -on accurate, and
most precise setup is achieved with a
dedicated device. Malewicz's alignment
that the most precise
is based on the formulas developed by
Baerwald in 1941, Bauer in 1945, and
setup is achieved with
Scagrave in 1956/57. By knowing the
arm design's effective length (the disadedicated device.
tance from the pivot to the stylus tip)
and subtracting the pivot-to-spindle disWally does his math assuming that
tance, you can calculate the arm's "overrecord
grooves are cut between 66mm
hang": the distance beyond the spindle
and 146mm from the center spindle.
the stylus must travel to minimize trackFew records are cut as far in as 60mm
ing error.
Ideally, of course, you want to track a (some Mercurys come close, as does
straight radius from the record's outer Jefferson Airplane's Bless Its Pointed Little
Head), though Wally did work out the
edge to the lead-out groove. A pivoted
math to show me what that arc would
arm describes an arc across the record;
look like — and if you prefer the
either the armtube must be S-shaped to
60-146mm arc, he'll cut it. As configachieve minimum error from tangency
ured for between 60mm and 146mm,
(right angle to the groove), or, as is more
the zero-HTAE points are at 72mm
common today, the headshell must be
and I24mm, with the negative point at
"offset" at an angle determined by the
0.95° at 94mm and the positive one at
arm's length.
1.55° at 146mm.
Once Wally knows the particular
A Wallytractor cut for your particular
geometry of your arm, he uses alaserjig setup to etch afine arc on apiece of tonearm sells for $49.95 —reasonable, in
reflective plastic. He also etches aset of my book, especially when you consider
that the price includes aspecially selected
three parallel lines at each of the two
magnifying glass to allow you to see the
"zero" points along the curve — where
stylus in focus all across the arc. The
the stylus actually intersects the true
radius across the record — and drills a Wallytractor is distributed by Pro Audio
Ltd. (importer of Wilson-Benesch and
spindle hole.
Pink Triangle), 111 South Drive, BarTo align your cartridge, you fit the jig
rington, IL 60010. Tel: (847) 526-1660.
over your spindle hole and rotate it until
Fax: (847) 526-1669.
the pivot reference line points toward
I used a Wallytractor cut for the
the pivot point. Exact aim isn't imGraham tonearm to confirm the setup
portant. Then you move the cartridge in
I'd done using Graham's ingenious
the arm slots until the stylus fits in the
device. I'm happy to say it was "spot
outermost part of the etched arc (disenon." Keep in mind, though, that some of
gage antiskating, set tracking force corGraham's original jigs had plenty of play
rectly). If you've got it exactly right,
due to manufacturing tolerance probwhich you won't at first, the stylus will
lems;
this compromised their accuracy.
stay precisely in the etched groove from
In any case, it's comforting to be able to
its outermost edge to the center. And at
the two parallel line points along the arc put the stylus down anywhere in the
arm's travel and know with certainty
the cantilever will "toe the line" directly
Stereophile, November 1997

that it is in precise alignment. If your
arm is not one of the more commonly
available, Wally will make the jig if you
can supply him with the arm's effective
length per the manufacturer's specs,
along with afew other measurements to
ensure complete accuracy.
Malcwicz tells me he's also designed
the Wallyskater, adevice to set up and
measure antiskating; and the Wally-VTA
Tractor, which lets you adjust VTA to 20°
"regardless of brand of toneann," though
the device is cartridge-specific. Wally has
also produced an 85-minute video dealing with tonearm geometry, azimuth
adjustment, zenith adjustment, antiskating, VTA, etc. He's working on editing
and polishing it for future sale. We'll
report on these in the future.
Townshend Audio Elite
alignment gauge
No sooner did I
get Wally's purely geometric solution to horizontal tracking
than Townshend Audio sent me its
patented Elite Alignment Gauge, which
is based on some very different thinking. "Geometry is geometry" — Ihear
you — but Max Townshend has some
other ideas. His gauge calculates distortion at any groove radius for any combination of offset and overhang—as
opposed to just aligning for minimum
tracking error.
What's the difference? Townshend's
position is that minimizing tracking
error in degrees results in gross end-ofside distortion. What should be minimized instead, he contends, is the "ratio
of tracking error to groove radius, which
is proportional to distortion."
Like Malewicz, Townshend believes
aone- or two-point protractor can show
you only atiny error "of uncertain magnitude." Townshend adds that distortion
is directly proportional to tracking error
and inversely proportional to groove
speed, so the "faster" the groove speed,
the lower the distortion. The Townshend device takes groove speed into
account while also making use of the accepted geometric relationships between
pivoted arms and groove radii.
Townshend's calculations are based
on amodulation of 5cm/s and, since
"stylus profile has abearing on the distortion level," a5by 80 parabolic stylus
shape. Townshend's equation — upon
which his gauge is based —is D=44.4
E/R where D is distortion percentage, E
is tracking error in degrees, and R is
groove radius in millimeters. Unfortunately, 44.4 is not identified. (Don't fall
asleep on me now.)
What Townshend gives you is a
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Introducing the new Cinema electrostatic center speaker from Martin-Logan
You've heard about the clarity and precision that only
Martin-Logan's electrostatic technology can provide.
Many of you have also experienced the resolution and
precision of the world's most accurate center speaker,
the Martin-Logan Logos.
complete in every detail.

Flawless cinematic sound,
Now, we're proud to

introduce the new Cinema center speaker using the
same high precision technology at an affordable
price—in avery cool package. Call us for the location
of your nearest Martin-Logan audio specialist and
hear what you've been missing

MARTIn
LOGAng
P.O. Box 707, Lawrence, KS 66044 (785) 749-0133 tel, (785) 749-5320 fax
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Townshend's Elite alignment gauge

gauge consisting of athick plastic card
with aspindle hole drilled in it. The
high-quality imprinting includes amillimeter scale on one edge, and acomplex graph that looks something like
afootball field as viewed from the cheap
seats (with "down and out" patterns
marked), positioned to coincide with
the record grooves.
The markings include a straight
radius and atangent line at 60mm (innermost groove) and every lOmm from
there out to 140mm, plus one at 146mm
— the lead-in groove. As you can see
from the illustration, Townshend has
inscribed the gauge with one example,
an ideal stylus plot, that of (guess what?)
his Excalibur arm along with percent distortion lines that flare out from the
straight radius.
Confusing instructions: When installing
anew cartridge, you're told to begin by
setting a coarse overhang, overhang
being the distance between the spindle
and the arm's specified effective length
as measured in astraight line from the
pivot point directly over the spindle.
Capeesh? But since many arms cannot
move directly over the spindle, and
because none can lower so that the stylus reaches platter height, and because
the millimeter ruler on the Elite gauge is
on the edge instead of being printed
directly out from the spindle hole, and
because the instructions give you the
proper overhang only for a220mm arm,
commencing setup with this gauge can
be very frustrating.
You must know both the length of
your arm and the specified overhang or
the effective length before you can
begin. Even then, in most cases you'll be
able to set only avery coarse approximation — which wouldn't be so bad if
the rest of the process were not so timeStereophile, November 1997

consuming. What you're asked to do is
to get some graph paper and draw vertical (percentage error) and horizontal
(tangent lines across record surface)
axes. Not difficult, and actually fun!
Then you place the stylus down on
the 60mm line, making sure the cartridge body and/or headshell edge is

What your plot shows
you is the percentage
distortion at any point
across the record surface.
It also will show you just
how subjective these
measurements can be.
parallel to it. At that point the stylus
will be either at the "zero" mark
(directly on the straight radius — not
likely), or it will be either "above" or
"below" and on one of the percentagedistortion flare lines. You follow that
line out to the number and mark it on
the graph. Repeat the procedure for
each of the nine remaining tangent
lines, always making sure the cartridge
body/headshell is parallel to the lines,
until you have 10 plot points forming a
distortion curve. It's okay to move the
gauge to keep the lines parallel — in
fact, you have to.
Connect the dots, compare what you
got to the various plots printed in the
instruction booklet, and you'll know
where your alignment is at —overhang
too far forward or too far back (or perhaps that the arm designer got the offset
angle wrong). You make your adjustment in millimeters — which now,

NER
using the gauge's ruler, you can do precisely — and start the procedure over
again. If you've already got your cartridge aligned, you can use the gauge to
measure the correctness of your setup,
making (hopefully) small adjustments
from there.
What your plot shows you is the percentage distortion at any point across the
record surface. It also will show you just
how subjective these measurements can
be: You'll find the plot points occasionally jumping up and down instead of following asmooth curve —an impossibility, of course, except that what's parallel
and what's not is not so easy to judge,
and asmall shift can move the cantilever
the equivalent of acountry mile. You'll
have to go back and check your marks
until you get asmooth arc.
Looking at Townshend's best-case
plot scribed into the gauge itself, it is
apparent that he feels that the maximum
distortion should be equal and at three
points on the record: at the very beginning, where groove radii are largest and
groove speed is fastest; at the very end at
60mm, to where few records are cur,
and at the 8Ornm point. Not everyone
agrees, but in the instruction booklet
Townshend makes agood case.
Making the gauge somewhat difficult
Shouldn't your music system
use the same electronics
that some of the top speaker
manufacturers in the world
use in their reference system?
Now you can.
Introducing:
Electro -acoustic Design Groupe

(EDGE)

Prices from $1550. to $25,000.

EDGE ELECTRONICS
2888 30 TH ST.
BOULDER,C0 80301
(303) 443-6555
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Meridian Audio
introduces
the 586 DVD Player
from the inventors of
high end CD,
the award winning
565 surround controller
and Meridian Digital Theatre
come digital pictures and sound,

allenboothroyd@cpdesign.co.uk

for the perfectionist

BOOTH ROYE) STUART

/MERIDIAN

Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 122, Atlanta, GA 30331
Tel (404) 344 7111 Fax (404) 346 7111
http://www.meridian-audio.com
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to use is the fact that the tangent lines are
raised "embossing?' — when you try
putting the stylus on the line, it invariably
falls to one side or the other. And if your
headshell and/or cartridge doesn't have
straight, parallel lines? In the instructions,
Max Townshend says somewhat facetiously that, obviously, the designer did
not intend for you to get aproper alignment. HAHAHAHA! Funny, Max.
Iused both the Graham arm's flatedged headshell and the cantilever to
keep the lines parallel. Why Townshend
doesn't have you use the cantilever itself
as the main determinant of tangency to
the straight radius is amystery to me.
Why rely on the cartridge body, which
means you're relying on the manufacturer having installed the motor precisely in
the body — not always agiven?
When Iconfessed to aTownshend
spokesperson that I found the instructions confusing, confounding, and
written like a computer manual —or
about as bad as instructions get — Iwas
told that Iwas the only one they'd ever
heard that from. So be it — maybe I'm a
dummy. Ialso complained about Townshend's use of the instructions as an
excuse to propagandize about other subjects. For instance, at one point he says,
"... the increasing demands of high-
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fidelity reproduction since 1877 have
ironically made it much harder to construct alinear tracking arm that does not
have drawbacks overwhelming its advantages." What these drawbacks or/
and advantages are, he doesn't say.

The Townshend Elite
Alignment Gauge is
another useful tool in the
war against tracking error.
In any case, at $35, the Townshend
Elite Alignment Gauge is yet another
useful tool in the war against tracking
error, a fascinating device in its own
right, and one Irecommend despite all
of my bitching. You'll need agood magnifying glass and avery steady hand.
And finally...
With Audio Alchemy's outstanding
VAC-in-the-Box phono section currently unavailable, analog newcomers
on abudget ought to consider Musical
Fidelity's X-LP moving-magnet/movingcoil phono stage. While it doesn't offer
AA's incredible gain and loading flexi-

ILVILE

bility, the nicely constructed English
unit does give you the standard 47k
ohms in MM position and 100 ohms in
MC, which in most cases is either ideal
or close to it. MC gain is sufficient for
all but the lowest-output cartridges,
none of which will end up being used
with abudget product like this anyway.
In my listening sessions Ifound the
unit very quiet in both modes, and free
of audible garbage like high-frequency
crunchies and over-etchedness. Overall response was smooth and clean —
though, like the inexpensive Creek unit I
reviewed way back in August '95 (Vol.18
No.8) (also worth checking out), the
usual budget-gear problems persisted:
low-bass wooziness; softened, somewhat
out-of-focus highs; and alack of overall
transparency and clarity. That's compared
to a$5000 preamp and an $8000 phono
section, so what do you expect?
Taken on its own, the $295 X-LP
(frequently on sale for $249.95 through
Audio Advisor) will get you into quality
budget analog in comfort. Matched
with something like a Regs 3 and a
good MM cartridge, you've got highperformance analog for about $1200.
Then you'll be ready to hit the garage
sales and get 400 great records for $400,
as Idid this past summer
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CARTRIDGES
YOUR ANALOG SOURCE
SINCE 1972

1-800-221-0906
NY STATE: 516/599-1112
FAX: 516/599-2027
E-MAIL: LYLEMAX@AOL.COM
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
WE ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD
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Now You Can Stop Kicking Yourself
For Selling The Originals.

e

Noaudio equipment

in history has achieved the legendary status of the Marantz vacuum-tube

electronics. So timel ess

are th
e son i
c an daest h
et i
c attri b
utes oft
his cl
assic trio th
at, almost four

decades after their introduction, pristine examples are still eagerly sought by committed music

lovers and audiophiles alike.
Fortunately for those remorseful souls who parted company with their beloved originals, Marantz proudly
announces the reintroduction of the Marantz Classics. The Model 7preamplifier, Model 813 stereo and
Model 9 monaural power amplifiers sound as remarkable today as when they first defined the state of the art
during the Golden Age of Stereo.
These recreations are true to the originals in every way. In many instances, parts like transformers and
meters have been

sourced

from the very suppliers who furnished them over ageneration ago. Faceplates,

knohs and switches are identical, and even the Marantz logo has been restored for absolute accuracy.
All wiring is point to point ;no circuit boards have been substituted for the sake of convenience or cost.
Only genuine safety improvements, like detachable IEC power cords, standard fuses, and contemporary
speaker terminals in place of archaic output taps, differentiate these modern units from their predecessors.
Ultimately, these jewellike components could have you listening to music from awhole new
perspective, while providing the kind of satisfaction that comes from possessing atimeless classic.
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So instead of kicking yourself, you can sit back and enjoy the company of along-lost friend.
RIM Mt 1•Ml MAI e
Marantz Amen., Inc 440 Medonah Road. Roselle. 11 60172 •(630) 307-3100 •Fax 1630) 307-2687 •www MarantzArnenca corn
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veryone knows the story: Isaac
Newton got hit on the head by an
apple and suddenly discovered the
physics of gravitation. Like the one about
Archimedes discovering the basics of
hydrostatics while taking abath, this story
turns up everywhere. Even Michael Stipe,
in R.E.M.'s "Man in the Moon," sings
"Newton got beaned by the apple good."
Trouble is, these stories are all wrong.
Now, there are few things uglier than an
academic who complains that the general population knows little about this
or that esoteric subject, so I'll complain
only once: Iwould love it if the world
cared as much about the history of science as it does about Madonna, Bill
Clinton, and baseball. But Iknow it's
not to be. After all, once Jane or John Q.
Public has taken care of the car, the kids,
the spouse, and the bills, it's time to put
on some music. It's not time to put your
nose in old, dusty books to learn about
the scientific method, the growth of
mathematics, the evolution of epistemology, the development
of zz=zz. 1
So what's the harm of
a few apocryphal legends
about old scientists, anyway?
Those legends are alot like
audio components — if they
committed only sins of
omission, there would be
little harm done. But instead
of lacking information, these
stories and legends tend to
spread false information (sins
of emission?). Still, at least in
the audio press, this false information is usually benign.
Fi magazine's "Audio
Shrink," Dr. Michael Gindi,
recently counseled atweaker who was feeling besieged by objectivist critics.
"Remember Copernicus!"
advised the good doctor:
"Centuries ago," he wrote,
Copernicus' new sun-centered cosmology seemed

Iwould love it if the
world cared as much
about the history of
science as it does about
Madonna, Bill Clinton,
and baseball.
But Iknow it's not to be.
"as inconceivably silly as Mpingo discs
do to many high-end detractors today."
(Fi, March 1997, p29). This is true — as
Neil Young put it, if "this old world
keeps spinning 'round, /it's awonder
tall trees ain't layin' down." Since we
just don't seem to be riding aspinning
planet hurtling around the sun, most
inhabitants of the 16th century thought
Copernicus was just plain wrong.
But it's not true that Copernicus

stuck his neck out with this crazy theory because "the [old] geocentric model
of the universe could no longer account
for certain planetary positions." Ptolemy's
geocentric system, dating from about
150 A.D., was actually very precise and
accurate. For well over amillennium, it
worked just fine for all sorts of astronomical and (lest we forget) astrological
purposes. Accuracy became an issue
later, especially after telescopes became
available and allowed observations to
become much more precise. Copernicus
was more worried about certain technical problems in the guts of Ptolemy's
planetary models: how the celestial
spheres that carried the planets were
supposed to rotate, how these spheres
nested inside one another, and so on. He
found that the best way to solve these
problems was to put the sun at the center of the system.
Sometimes, however, these stories are
much more misleading. The old chestnut about Christopher Columbus, for

1 VVhy do academics make the best
babysitters? Because when it's time to
put the kids to sleep, they know the
most soporific story there is: "In chapter
one of my dissertation, Iexamined..."
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instance, makes the entire human race
look pretty stupid. We all learned in
school that, in 1492, Columbus sailed
from Portugal to find awestern route to
the Far East. The story goes that everyone at the time believed the Earth to be
flat. To them, Columbus looked like a
fool who was bound to sail off the edge.
But, like atrue hero, he bravely trusted
his belief that the world is round, and
the rest is history.
The story makes great copy, but it's
flat-out false. Since the time of Archimedes, the number of serious, educated
thinkers who've actually believed that the
Earth is flat can be counted on the fingers
of one hand. Generally speaking, no one
did.2 Yet, as Jeffrey Burton Russell explains in Inventing the Flat Earth (Praeger,
1991), the rise of Darwinism (of all things)
in the 19th century led to this persistent,
widespread belief that everyone in the
middle ages thought the Earth was
shaped like apancake. To the zealous
defenders of Darwin (and science) against
religion, it seemed natural to assume that
everyone in those theological, unscientific times was just that ignorant.
At the same time, these stories make
science look pretty easy, as if the basics of
geography, the principles of hydrostatics,
and Newton's theory of universal gravitation were right there, just waiting to be
discovered —like the noses on our historical faces, we'd just never noticed them
before. Then, out of the blue, Archimedes takes abath, Columbus watches
the masts of distant ships appear and disappea4 Newton takes alittle stroll under
an apple tree, and voilà! Science.
The truth is that humans have been
pretty clever for along, long time, and
science is very difficult. Anyone can be a
Monday-morning quarterback and think
of Copernicus' or Newton's achievements as milestones just waiting to happen, as if someone else would have done
their work if they hadn't. But that kind of
view is hard to keep up when you see
how subtle and complicated most scientific advances really are.
In arecent issue of The Abso!ute Sound
(No.110, March/April 1997, pp.16-20),
areader wrote in to offer his two cents'
worth about adebate between Harry
2Ever since the writings of Aristotle and Plato, it had
ken widely accepted that the Earth WM round. A
number of observations suggested it: traveling north or
south, different stars become visible at night, events like
lunar eclipses occur at different local times of the day.
More theoretically, most theories of matter (following
Aristotle) stipulated that the heaviness of things like
earth and water (and things made up of them) derives
from their natural tendency to move to the center of
the world. The shape that lets most earth and water
minimize its distance to the center of any one point is,
of course, asphere. These and other arguments were
well known to any well-educated individual.
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Pearson and Robert Greene. The issue
was microphone technique; specifically,
whether aspaced-ornni or acoincident
Blumlein configuration gives better
results. Robert Greene responded to the
reader with amini-lecture on the history of science:
"In the days before the rise of science,
people used to argue about physical
phenomena in what amounted to literary terms. Being unable to perform correct and precise theoretical analyses and
unwilling to perform experiments, they
attempted explanations that sounded
plausible to them but that were seldom
closely connected to what really happens in the physical world."
Once again, humanity is depicted as
stumbling around in ahaze of scientific
ignorance when, suddenly, everything
changes — science rises up and lifts us
from the muck of ignorance. All of us,
that is, except this reader, whom Greene
sees as some sort of Neanderthal who

Humanity is depicted as

stumbling around in a
haze of scientific ignorance
when, suddenly,
everything changes —
science rises up
and lifts us from
the muck of ignorance.

just can't get with the program. "It is
somewhat surprising," Greene wrote,
"to see this mode of behavior continuing in the modern world." (p.16)
What the reader had suggested was
that spaced omnidirectional microphones are capable of producing more
realistic imaging than Blumlein configurations. Think of your left and right
speakers as open windows in awall
dividing you from alive performance,
the reader explained. You should obviously place mikes where the speakers
(or these imaginary windows) are—
that is, spaced apart, just like stereo
speakers in alistening room. Then, on
replay, the sound coming out of each
speaker would approximate the sound
that would, in a live setting, pass
through each of these open windows.3
In his response, Greene charged that
the reader's way of approaching the
issue was worse than being wrong or
not very useful —it was "unscientific."
There is abig difference involved. After
all, ascientist can be wrong about something (or wrong about everything) and
still have no truck with astrology, pyramid power, or other kinds of pseudoscience. But this reader had crossed the
line, Greene believed, because his views
were not based firmly on experiments.
And here Greene brought up another of
those great old stories:
"Anyone who is speculating on this
subject [of spaced-omni vs Blumlein
techniques] without listening carefully
to the Performance Recordings demo
recording or some similarly controlled
experiment is in the same position as the
speculators on falling bodies before the
experiments of Galileo. Looking back,
one sees that these speculators were just
blowing smoke.... Without controlled
experiments, there is no science."
These experiments on falling bodies
helped make the name of the 17th-century Italian natural philosopher nearly a
household word. Being avocal supporter of Copernicus (for which Rome
placed him under house arrest), Galileo
had to demonstrate that Aristotle's
physics was false. One point of attack
was Aristotle's belief that aheavy object's
weight determines how quickly it falls to
3Ifirst heard this "reciprocity" argument about microphone techniques used by Mark Levinson nearly 20
years ago. If you get down'n'dirty with the mathematics of two-channel amplitude-encoded stereo, it
becomes obvious that the hypothesis is fatally flawed.
However, the TAS reader did correctly point out that all
coincident techniques of necessity discard the time-difference information between the two channels, which
leads to alack of "bloom." For Sterivphili's recordings. I
use aspaced pair of 1.3.3cK omnis as my main pickup, but
mix their outputs with those of a quasi-coincident
ORTF pair of cardioids to try to get the best of both
worlds.
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the ground. The story goes that Galileo
climbed to the top of the leaning tower
of Pisa and simultaneously dropped two
balls from the balcony, one heavy, one
light. Had Aristotle been right, the heavy
one should have hit the ground far ahead
of the lighter one. Instead, they ha the
ground at just about the same instant.
That one, loud thud proclaimed the rise
of modern, experimental science. Don't
believe what Aristotle says, Galileo
taught us —do experiments!
This story, too, is now filed next to
the one about George Washington and
the cherry tree. Historians of physics
agree that Galileo most likely never performed this experiment.4 He didn't
because he knew in advance what the
outcome would be. How did he know?
In part, he relied on just those allegedly
unscientific and literary ways of thinking that Greene finds objectionable.
Galileo relied on one of his famous
"thought experiments": Suppose you
were to drop, at the same time, two
identical lead balls from the tower of
Pisa. Obviously, they would fall side by
side and hit the ground together. Even
Aristotle would agree to that supposition. Next, suppose that you repeat the
procedure. This time, however, you
change things alittle: you hold the two
balls side by side so that they touch each
other. Again, let them drop and suppose
that they continue to touch all the way
down. The crucial question is, Would
these two balls fall faster or slower than
the two that weren't touching?
If you think about it correctly, the
answer is obvious: The pair that touches — equivalent to one ball but twice as
heavy — will fall just as fast as the pair
that doesn't. If not, then one of the
balls must somehow act either as adrag
on the other (so that the pair falls slower), or one of them must somehow
speed the other one up (so that the pair
falls faster). But if they fall at the same
speeds as when they're not touching,
then both of these in-contact scenarios
would seem to be impossible. The pair
4Ej. Dijksterhuis. The Mahanizarion oi the litorhi rim«,
Princeton University Press, 1986: p.335; Herbert
Butterfield. The Origins gi Modern St jail C. Free Press,
1963, pp.93-94; Stillman Drake, Galileo at IVork.
University of Chicago Press. 1978. pp.415-416. Drake
believes Galileo did perform these experiments, but
only on the basis of alost letter. the contents of which
easily inferred. On the other huid. I
hake agrees that
Galileo was confident beforehand of their outcome.
-

-

Yes, fellow physicists. I41111 glossing over such details
as the effects of air resistance .111d the aerodynamics of
spheres. Galileo ultimately claimed that all 'bodies fall
equally in avacu lllll (which is correct), and he knew
that one should choose very heavy bodies for an experiment like this in order to mil l
i
lll ize die effects of their
reaching terminal velocity (which they would reach
later in their t..11 than light, less dense bodies).
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If you're going to cut
someone down for being
"unscientific"

— and this

seems to happen all the
time, especially in the
audio newsgroups —
your sword may be dull.
that touches must fall at the same rate
as the pair that doesn't. 5
That's how Galileo knew that
Aristotle was wrong: A heavy object's
weight has nothing to do with how fast
it falls. This is where the "experiment"
requires some creative imagination:
You've got to see that the (hypothetical)
pair of balls that touches is equivalent to
one object that weighs twice as much as
one ball alone. (Instead of the balls just
touching, imagine them being glued or
welded together.) Since this heavier
object will fall at the same rate as either
of the lighter, individual objects,
Aristotle must be wrong. No (real)
experiments are needed.
If you think Galileo's thought experiment is nifty, Einstein's are even better.
But the point is just that scientific
advances are usually much more complicated than these simple stories lead us
to believe. There is never any recipe or
algorithm for progress. In fact, most
philosophers of science have given up
trying to define "the" scientific method,
or trying to find aneat, clean way to
divide all things "scientific" from all
things "unscientific." As in the case of
Galileo, imagination and cleverness —
the stuff of poetry and theology—often
play roles in scientific advances. And
controlled experiments are not always
required. So if you're going to cut someone down for being "unscientific" —
and this seems to happen all the time,
especially in the audio newsgroups —
your sword may be dull.
More important, however — and in
the spirit of Larry Archibald's comments afew issues ago about homophobia in audio —criticism in this sort of
tone is simply uncalled for. Idon't write
"Undercurrents" to spread cheer and
goodwill, but Imust go on record
against this sort of rhetorical bullying.
It's one thing to disagree with someone,
but it's another to paint him publicly as
an idiot. Besides, humanity has supposedly outgrown the practice of public
humiliation — here in this modern, sci-

entific age, that is.
Just the other day, I, too, was criticized for being backward and unscientific. A friend's system was sounding a
little thin and shrill. He asked me to
have a listen. "These components
sounded great together in the store," he
explained. "But here at home they just
don't have the same spark."
Hminm. Speaker placement? Cables?
Power cords? Itweaked things here and
there, but nothing helped. Later, at
home, inspiration hit. Icalled him.
"I've got it! Get all your serial numbers, call up your manufacturers, and find
out exactly when each of your components was made. I'm certain you've got a
mismatch in there —maybe an Aquarian
preamp with aCD player that's aTaurus.
That might explain the graininess."
"Are you kidding?" he yelled. "You're
casting horoscopes for components?
You better keep reading those books
about the history of science — you're
losing it! You're..."
"But that's just it," Iinterrupted. "I was
reading Newton's Principia in my listening room and, out of the blue, the source
of your problem became obvious."
"Oh really?"
"Yeah. AMpingo disk fell off the ceiling and hit me on the head."
S
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Wes Phillips

Above: The Blaupunkt Thummer (on wheel) and the jammin' Las Vegas CDM147 tuner.
Below: The tuner's removable faceplate.

I

first started thinking about highquality car sound after my wife and
Imigrated from Brooklyn to New
Mexico in her '92 Nissan Stanza.
Somehow, Ihad the notion that car
stereo sound had steadily improved during the years we hadn't owned acar.
Idon't know why Iever assumed
that. After all, the 1955 Ford Customliner Ibought for $200 from my buddy
Frank had agreat radio —all tube and
AM only, but with arich, throaty sound
that made the radio in my 1969
Plymouth Valiant sound anemic in
comparison. And, as aStereophile writer,
Iwas certainly aware of the slippage in
the average home sound from the
Golden Age to the present.
But, ever the optimist, Ienvisioned the
Nissan's factory-standard four-channel
cassette system as being somehow .... let's
see, what's the right word .
.
.
/is/enable.
Wrong! It was screechy, with no top
or bottom to speak of, and the fader
control succeeded only in placing the
soundstage, such as it was, either way
too forward or all the way to the rear.
Four hours into our trip west Ibegan to
improvise atraveling system based on my
Optimus 3400 CD player, aHeadRoom
Supreme amplifier, and aset of Cambridge
SoundWorks satellites and subwoofer. It
looked as clunky as the Clampetts' old
Ford with Granny's rocker up top, but I
Stereophiie, November 1997

didn't care — we had acceptable tunes
for a2000-mile trek.
This summer marked our second
anniversary in Santa Fe, and —I'm not
proud to say — my wife was still driving
around listening to her factory system.
What's worse, from my point of view, is
that she was happy with it. Or seemed to
be. On the occasions she'd lend me her
Griselda (it's gray and alittle old-fashioned), Iwould always carefully tune
the sound until it was coming from the
front, while surreptitiously bringing the
tone controls back to flat. And when
she'd get back in the driver's seat, the
first thing she'd do after adjusting the
seat and the mirrors was to set the controls back to the way she liked 'em:
sound coming from tvaaay behind her,
treble up, bass down. Sigh.
When she got ateaching job at the
University of New Mexico in Albuquerque, Idecided I'd take abreak from
tweaking the Rhino and set her up with
a good basic sound system to
make the 60-mile commute
more tolerable —nothing fancy,
Ifigured.
As usual, things got alittle
out of hand...

CDM147 ($399) head unit because the
company has always had agood reputation for their radios. My wife likes NPR
and regularly listens to shows like
Morning Edition, All Things Considered,
Performance Today, Car Talk, and Whaddaya
Know? This single CD player/controller
offers awhole raft of other nifty features:
four channels of 35W amplification;
oodles of AM and FM station presets
(including afeature called "Travelswre,"
which scans and stores a locale's six
strongest stations); controls for Blaupunkt's CDC-A05 10-disc changer
($399); its own silicone-oil-damped
three-beam laser mechanism; a creditcard remote control; and adetachable
faceplate. It also features astereo minijack on ashort tail that allows you to plug
in an auxiliary line-level source such as a
cassette deck.
The first time Itook the faceplate off
and stored it in its little plastic case, Iwas
disappointed at how flimsy and cheap
the case seemed. But the case's soft plastic may actually be afeature, not abug —
as Idiscovered when Idropped the nifty
hard-plastic case that held the Denon
DCT-100R faceplate from the Rhino's
latest rig: The thick plastic latch shattered like ice. Now Iwalk around with a
very classy red rubber band holding the
case closed. Just to be sure, Idropped
the Blaupunkes case repeatedly on my
driveway. It remained intact. Itake back
all nasty thoughts of chintziness.
One feature on the Las Vegas initially drove me nuts: an advertising "scroll"
that runs across its faceplate touting all
of its features. This is its default setting;
if ashop installs it in their demo wall, it
will alert consumers to its selling points.
It took me repeated tries to disable this
function, but Ifail to see why it should
be the default anyway — it should be a

Radio, radio
Ithought we'd build the system
around the Blaupunkt Las Vegas
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Xtant 3300C amplifier

"hidden feature" that shops activate only
for their displays. (An industry insider
explained that an authorized installer
would have disabled the scroll upon
installation. When pressed, he admitted
that most shops wouldn't read the
owner's manual and activate this function
for display purposes, so the firm made it a
default. Which takes me back to Car
Audio Truth Number One: Choose your
instiller carefully —see sidebar.)
One more Blaupunkt feature: They
sent me an add-on, steering-wheelmountable remote control called the
Thummen It's awedge-shaped pod that
straps onto the steering wheel and
allows you to control volume, disc,
track, and source. Ihave mixed feelings
about this. On the plus side, it puts the
controls where you can see them easily
and manipulate them readily — which
are safety features as well as convenience features. But bright sunlight
shining on the faceplate will overwhelm
the sensor, and if you're turning the
wheel — or if you drive with your legs
spread so that your knee obscures the
sensor —it won't work. And, at $99, it
isn't cheap. But in the right car —check
the angle between steering wheel and
faceplate carefully — this could be just
the feature you're looking for.
Is atwo-way speaker
like awalkie-talkie?
After having borrowed Dynaudio's
Jimmy (see the August 1997 "Car
Tunes"), Iwas hot to try some of their
speakers for myself. Ispoke to Al
Filippelli of Dynaudio, who recommended Itry their System 220 Mk.II
($699), which consists of a5
/"woofer
4
3
with a3" voice-coil and dual-magnet
structure, and a1.1" soft-dome tweeter
with 1.1" Magnaflux-cooled aluminum
Stereophile, November 1997

Dynaudio's tweeter

voice-coil. The set comes complete with
grilles and an adjustable, shallow-sloped
CTOSSOWL

"But what about bass, Al?" Iwhined.
"I really loved the Jimmy's deep, powerful bass." So Al also sent asingle MW
190 —a 12" woofer with a4" voice-coil
($399). Audio Connection's Bo Young
installed this in atwo-cubic-foot sealedbox enclosure in Griselda's trunk. Iwas
startled that the woofer faced the trunk's
interior, not the car's passenger compartment, but Bo assured me that that's
the way it's done.
To (ahem!) drive all this, my installer
recommended an Xtant 3300C ($999)
because it offers everything in asingle
package: noise gates, crossover, and
multiple channels of amplification.
"You just run apair of signal cables in,
attach apower wire, and hook up the
speakers to the proper terminals," Bo
explained. "It doesn't get much simpler
than this." And even though, at thc

I

moment, the Xtant is hidden from view,
it's a gorgeous piece of design. Its
brushed-steel case, with brass-screenfilled die-cut square holes, is absolutely
stunning —in fact, Iknow one highend audio professional who bought one
just for its looks.
What had started as a"simple" project had ballooned abit. By the time Bo
had mounted the tweeters high in the
door and the mids in the factory spaces,
run all the wires, built the woofer enclosure, installed the Xtant in the woofer
box beneath the rear passenger seat and
the head-unit in the dash's DIN slots,
and placed the changer in the trunk,
he'd performed about $500 worth of
custom installation —quite reasonable,
considering all the work involved, but a
substantial enough sum. Plus, our hardware costs were up to around three
grand. If you spent that on ahome system, you'd expect pretty good sound.
What does it buy you in acar?

Talk to Your Installer

've said it before, but it bears
repeating: Choosing the right
installer can make the difference
between aheavenly installation and a
hellish one. In choosing Audio
Connection (2774 Agua Fria, Santa
Fe, NM 87501; Tel: (505) 474-8335),
I'm fortunate enough to be working
with one of the best. However, as
important as it is to work with aquality shop, it's even more important to
talk to them. Both your shop and you
probably have some preconceptions
about how to do the job—and if
you're not communicating, they may
not be the same ones.

This was brought home to me
when Audio Connection's Bo Young
worked on Griselda. Iwanted the
system installed before my wife and I
took atrip to Denver. Bo knew about
the trip, but thought Iwas going to
drive the Rhino. The outcome? A
last-minute sprint to get the system
installed that left both of us needlessly frustrated and frazzled.
So talk to your installer — he'll
probably appreciate it and do abetter
job for you. And if he doesn't seem to
be listening, you'd better shop around.
—Wes Phillips
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Is that awoofer in your trunk
or are you glad to see me?
Well, Idon't think we're donc yet, but
so far, so good. And Ithink we're in
striking distance of extremely good
sound. Images arc solidly focused and
heads-up. Griselda has an immediate
sound that Ihaven't ever gotten in the
Rhino, not even at three times the
price. Part of this must be the Dynaudio
tweeters and midranges, but I also
think Bo has donc aspectacular job of
speaker placement, given how little
choice he had.
However, we have a big problem
integrating the bass and midbass. Iwas
skeptical of the woofer-pointing-intothe-trunk concept from the get-go, so
I'm going to start by simply turning the
enclosure around and firing the driver
through the rear seat's fabric and foam.
Sure, that's probably not ideal either, but
at the moment Ireckon we aren't energizing the passenger compartment
enough to make the bass feel connected
to the rest of the frequency range.
Minor quibbles include excessive
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Blaupunkt CD changer and

sibilance on vocals and overall hardness
on the high frequencies, which I
attribute to the Blaupunkes D/A
processor. I'll try some others in the
upcoming months. And ironically —

woofer

considering that Ichose the Blaupunkt
because of its reputation for radio reception —Joan reports that it has problems
locking in on the Albuquerque NPR
station in certain parts of Santa Fe ...

Music for Joan the Mad

I

was nine years old before — confronted with an enticing tricolor
concoction called a "Rainbow
Roll" —I finally agreed to taste ice
cream. My earlier refusal was not
mere stubbornness; it was based on
logic. If Iliked ice cream, Ifigured, I
would have been eating it all along.
I've become somewhat more
adventurous over the years, yet Imust
admit Iprefer reading books I've read
before, and seeing films I've already
seen —after all, this way Iknow I'll
like them.
So my reaction to Wes's announcement that my car radio was to be
replaced with abrand spanking new
CD/radio system and real stereo
sound was less than enthusiastic.
"What's wrong with what I've got?"
"The sound is terrible, and it all
comes from the rear."
"So?"
"Besides, this way you'll be able to
play CDs if there's nothing you like on
the radio."
Now, that argument would have
gone nowhere had we still been living
in New York City (where Ididn't
have a car, anyway), but broadcast
choices in northern New Mexico are a
bit more limited. Can you believe it —
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else? — Music for Joan the Mad (Dorian
DIS-80128). Or, of course, the radio. I
was listening to ICANW's New Mexico
Music the other day when Isuddenly
realized that Icould understand the
words to a song I'd heard a dozen
times before (their playlist is not enormous). Had my Spanish magically
improved? No such luck — but the
clarity of my car stereo sure had.
Ifail to see why having
Wes tells me that the imaging is
the Grateful Dead playing much better, and he points out that
getting the sound from in front is
much more realistic. "After all, you
on my dashboard is
don't hear music from behind you at a
any more realistic than
concert." Truc. Although Ifail to see
why having the Grateful Dead playing
having them crammed
on my dashboard is any more realistic
than having them crammed into my
into my back seat.
back seat.
Despite my audiophilistine attitude
regarding sound quality, Ireally do
other CD Ihave to hand and want to appreciate the clarity of my new
shove into the slot in said faceplate, speakers. And Ilove the range of lisand the radio.
tening choices Inow have.
It's great! Ilove it! Driving back and
What's that?'should by one ofyour new
forth to Albuquerque every Saturday, I Steve Reich discs in my car? But Idon't like
can sing along to Emmylou Harris or Steve Reich. How do Iknow, when I've
Junior Brown (" ... and my wife
never listened to his work? It's obvious ji
thinks you're dead," Ibellow happily
liked him, I'd have been listening to him all
off-key). Or settle back and listen to
along.
Mozart, or to La Nef doing — what
—Joan Manes
there's no all-news station!

Well, my car came back with two
cute little speakers set in the front
doors, abig box in the trunk (something to do with bass, Ibelieve), and a
removable faceplate that allows me to
select among 10 CDs in achanger, any
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If Ihad some money,
Itell you what I'd do ...
Was it worth it? Read the "Music for Joan
the Mad" sidebar to find out what niN
wife thinks. As for me, Idefinitely think
so. Ilearned alot from setting up this system. In many ways, it really is asimple
system—one that could have been
grown in stages. For about agrand you
could buy and install the head-unit and
Dynaudio two-way System 220 Mk.II
speakers and have sound that would put
any factory-stock system to shame. Add
the Xtant and the sound would get far, far
better. And the Xtant is ready for additional speakers—it's got five channels of
amplification, so the next step would be
the subwoofer and its enclosure. The final
steps would be adding the changer, external D/A processor, or even more speakers. You could do it all gradually, as you
had time and cash.
Itook Griselda out for aspin the other
night. Another late night working, and I
really wanted to spend some more time
listening, thinlcing ununm, not writing.
So Ipopped the faceplate in and surfed
through my wife's CDs as Idrove south
on Cerrillos Road. Ispent afew minutes
listening to American Beauty, admiring Phil
Lesh's always-tasteful bass-playing, but I
wasn't ready for awhole record of the
Dead. Dave Van Ronk was good for
"Duncan and Brady" (The laways Years,
Smithsonian Folkways SF 40041) — what
a tough song! "When the women all
heard ol' King Brady was dead /They
went on home and re-ragged in red /Aslippin' and a-slidin' and a-shufflin' down
the street /in their big Mother Hubbards
and their stockinged feet /He'd been on
the job too long."
But Iknew we'd done something
very, very right when I cued up
Emmylou Harris' Roses in the Snow
(Warner Bros. 3422-2). If you don't
know it, you should — it's a certified
masterpiece. She was never in better
voice, and she was backed by astellar
band: Ricky Skaggs, Tony Rice, Albert
Lec, Jerry Douglas, the Whites, Willie
Nelson, and Johnny Cash, among others. It was her bluegrass album, you
might say. But gosh a-mighty, she made
bluegrass sound fresh-made.
Ifound myself singing along, caterwauling those old familiar songs as
though Emmylou needed me. Icouldn't
stop, not even on Paul Simon's "The
Boxer" — the weakest song on the
record. Ihad to "lie-la-lie" every "lie-lalie" li-li-like it meant something. Iwas
no longer the impartial observer. I'd
become one with the music. That just
doesn't happen with mid-fi.
S
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DAC- 2

DIGITAL

PROCESSOR

KIT

the path of the original and extremely well

received Assemblage DAC-1. the DAC-2 appears to be anoth.
er big hit with customers and reviewers alike. the DAC-2
builds on the strengths of the ongonal DAC-1, with its
dual Burr-Brown PCM 1702
20 bit
DACs.
Crystal
CS8412 input receiver,
toroidal power transformer
and Analog Devices based
output stage. HDCD capability is added with the
PMD-100 digital filter chip.
An extra co-ax digital input on a
BNC jack, aphase riven switch, three
more power supply regulation stages with
greatly increased power supply capacitance.
and improved parts quality in the analog output
stage. The best news is that all these improvements
corne with avery small price. the DAC-2 digital processor kit ts
8499.00 U.S.! Of course. the DAC-2 also comes with our 30 day
satisfaction guarantee. two year limited warranty. AND our assembly guarantee Ill you can't get it to work, we WI!).
For those of you with the upgrade bug, we also have a parts
upgrade kit available for the DAC-2. This kit includes Caddock reststors and MultiCap capacitors for the analog output stage. Kimber silver and Illuminati hook-up wire. EAR and Soundcoat isolation and
damping matenals, Linear Technology voltage regulators, and more
pans that make asignificant improvement in the performance of the
stock DAC-2. The parts upgrade kit is available at aspecial package
puce of 8149.00 U.S.. which makes it even more good news! For
more information on any of our products, including our 200 page catalog. please Call, Write. Fax or E-mail us and we will be happy to
assist you

'The !JAC.: is the best tl/A lierr e, hied in •M 111Wm. irvehling musical devil, on Imiliar recordings
nun I a, priniinisir 1111.1 01T
%lose Ka..tanterkb. 54ereophIle.
srl. ?.11 So. I. January 1997
.

tawnier oell-enginterrd prtufaci
Penn Smut Funnier,. The unit had heifer bench per.
lamina, than many man. InrY11,11 r puns roon."
Robert Harley. SiereophIle.
VoL 20 Na. I. January 1997
.

Visit our newly redesigned Web Site: http://www.sonicfrontiers.com/TPC
2790 Brighton Road Oakville Ontario. Canada URI 5T4 Telephone 19051 029.5050
Facalmile (905) 829-5388 Toll Free Order Line 1.800.769.0747 (U.S.& Canada only)
6-Mad: TPC42 sonenonnent corn
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-.tor
Vampire'
AUDIBLE
RESULTS WITH
THE FINEST IN
CONNECTING
COMPONENTS

203 FLAGSHIP DRIVE/LUTZ, FL. 33549
PHONE: 813/948-2707 • FAX: 813/948-2907
E-MAIL: SCI@VAMPIREWIRE.COM

"Bravo, Bryston! A landmark...a reference...a triumph...a steal!"

Stereophile, May 1997
Sam Tellig

The remarkably compact, Bryston

If your requirements are for sonic

B-60 Integrated Amplifier provides

excellence in aversatile, convenient

60 watts per channel at 8ohms and

package, without compromises in per-

100 watts per channel at 4 ohms.

B-60 Integrated Amplifier

formance, value and reliability, look

There are provisions for four high level inputs, (CD, Tuner,

no further than the Bryston B-60 Integrated Amplifier.

Video and Aux) in addition to one tape loop and a pre-

Call us today, or visit our web site to receive a free

out/main-in feature. A headphone jack is also provided,

product brochure, 705-742-5325, www.bryston.ca
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Cello's First Chair
Barry Willis visits
high-end audio entrepreneur Mark Levinson

N

who wants to put Cello
othing at 41 E.
in all of his cineplexes."
62nd Street in
A sale like this would
Manhattan offers
make most businessmen
any clue as to what sort
dance on their desks,
of business takes place
but Levinson isn't the
inside. The waiting room
demonstrative type. He's
feels vaguely monastic:
truly apologetic.
straw mats on the floor,
'While he takes care
arow of shoes near the
of business, we head
doot Like aday spa offerupstairs to the third
ing acupuncture and shifloor. Cello recording
atsu. There's no corpoengineer Kurt Lundvall
rate name, no logo, no
(son of Bruce Lundvall
mission statement.
After 30 years in the business, Mark Levinson, Cello's director and
of Blue Note fame)
A clock running six one of the founding fathers of high-end audio, is still pursuing the
shows us the thickly
elusive musical truth.
and a half hours late
carpeted music room,
hangs above a recepits walls and ceiling encrusted with modular RPG
tionist's unoccupied desk. An enormous white dog
(Refractive Phase Grating) Diffusers. Gray bass
is asleep under framed pictures of old blues artists:
traps soften the corners. The windows are covered
Son Thomas, Etta Baker, Pernell King, Cora Fluke4
with heavy laminate shutters massive enough to
Big Joe Williams.
block out the noise from the streets below. A single
An energetic young woman named Elizabeth
door weighs 350 lbs. The room is designed to be
invites us —photographer Courtney Winston and
acoustically neutral, but not dead. It's very quiet.
me —to make ourselves comfortable. On anotepad
Apart from the acoustic treatment, the place
Idraw acrude pyramid with alittle triangle at the
doesn't look much like arecording studio: no mixtop, like the one with the mystic eye on the back of
ing boards, no glass-paneled booths, no racks of sigthe dollar bill. "If this is the audio market," Itell
nal processors. The recording equipment —modiCourtney, "Cello and afew other companies occufied B&K measurement microphones, Cello Encore
py the ultimate High End. Mark Levinson is one of
preamp, Apogee AD1000 analog-to-digital
the people who got it all started."
converter, two Nagra-D digital open-reel recorders,
As if on cue, the man in question appears. He
and two pairs of Stax Lambda Pro Signature headgreets us with an almost imperceptible bow. "Sorry
phones —fits easily on some modest wooden shelves.
to keep you waiting," he says. "I've got aguy here
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HTTP://WWW.DYNAUDIO.COM
As you may have noticed, our ads tend to have

extremely knowledgeable internet site on the

answers for just about everything. Like where to

WorldWideWait (it's at www.dynaudio.com,

bow your head to at sunset (Skanderhorg.

just in case you're the type who doesn't read

Denmark. the one and only home of

headlines) Where, besides having

our famous speakers, which lies

tremendous amounts of fun, yi co ‘s ill finc

exactly east of Aanoritaq. Greenland),

some very good reasons why our si pea kers

whom to worship on lazy, music-filled

so lll dso open. airy and natural. How we

Sunday afternoons (may we humbly suggest

manage to gel such a well-defined and

our chief tester Erik 'The Ear' Nielsen

powerful bass. And, of course, some hints

whose fame in audiophile circles has

oil why our speakers are -quote -"imaging

reached that of any given dead pop star.

like abastard!" Should you happen to not

except Josef Stalin) or, last but not least,

have an internet access, you may contact

how to build the penultimate, unsur-

us directly for your free personal snail-mail

numntalde. unbelievably true loudspeaker

copy of our "Book of Truth" at (847) 288

(by lovingly crafting it around avoice coil

1767 (phone) or (847) 288 1853 (fax). And

three times hi,,rr than the e

petition, or

don't forget to have a close look at our

twice the size of Josef Stalin) This time,

Contour 3.3 (pictured here with the world's

we're just telling you what to do tonight.

first fatuous works raccoon,

Switch off your beloved amps! Turn on the

Knudsen) which is so brand new

bloody c

niter again. And visit us at our new and

DT

you won't find it even on the net.

AUDIO
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DANES DON'T LIE."

:)

almost awkwardly shy. In his preferred attire —blue jeans,
T-shirt, and apair of worn-out moccasins —he's easy to spot
among the suited and polished legions at trade shows and
high-level pow-wows.
We're here aweek early, he insists. Scheduled for delivery
in afew days is aSonic Solutions 24-bit workstation. Like
most audio professionals, Levinson is wildly enthusiastic
about "24/96," the 24-bit, 96kHz-sampling-rate operating
standard of the Digital Versatile Disc. "I
think substantially improving the
Compact Disc is adead issue," he tells
Memory fades. How can you make aclaim
us. "24/96 is ahuge leap forward. We
for playback accuracy if you don't have the actual haven't even begun to explore the
potential. It won't be long before you'll
musicians there for comparison?
be able to buy amachine that will totally blow away everything available now.
The future is going to be really amazing."
Max Roach's custom-made drum kit stands in one comer,
"Really amazing" may be an accurate prediction for
near ashiny-black August Forster grand piano. A sofa is
Cello, too — especially if all goes well with his new financial
occupied by apair of large stuffed animals. Two frenetic
partner, whom Levinson describes as "one of the creators of
bobtailed cats, Giacomo and Little One, play hide-and-seek
the Internet" and "an intensely focused businessman with
under the piano and behind Levinson's treasured double
visionary ideas about Cello's direction, and the resources to
bass —made in 1680, he says — and his flugelhorn in its
make them happen." The company's new headquarters at E.
case. Along the walls stand Indian stringed instruments: a
77th Street and Madison Avenue are scheduled to open in
sarod and several tambouras. Levinson, alongtime student of
January 1998. In addition to showrooms and offices, the
Ali Akbar Khan, may be the world's only practitioner of
building will house aworld-class restaurant with live music
North Indian music on the upright bass.
and a New York sitting room for, in Levinson's words,
He joins us, speaking emphatically about his crusade to
"Italy's greatest tailor," Gianni Campagna. Campagna and
introduce the professional music community to "the Cello
his son Andrea are artisans in the old-world handmade traprocess: no EQ, no post-production, no editing. We want to
dition. Their creations —no sewing machines, please—are
empower musicians. They have gotten used to the idea that
worn by folks like actors Pierce Brosnan and Sharon Stone.
their performances are simply the raw material which engiThis development has been on hold more than two years
neers use to make the final product. Having ultra-accurate
due to other demands, such as acontract with the Library of
playback gear in such close proximity to arehearsal space is
Congress to build aroom for no-compromise archiving of
arevolutionary concept."
the Library's millions of recordings, reaching all the way
In asweeping statement that takes in the entirety of the
back to Edison's earliest efforts. The Library's Cello Room
commercial music world — musicians, recording engineers,
boasts Grandmaster loudspeakers and Performance ampliand playback equipment designers included — he says,
fiers, anumber of Audio Suites and Audio Palettes, several
"Memory fades. How can you make a claim for
custom-made Cello reference analog tape recorders —
playback accuracy if you don't have the actual musicians
Nagra-T transports with Cello electronics —as well as comthere for comparison? That's how we do it. Most people in
ponents from other manufacturers. The Library's updated
this industry make claims for accuracy based on playing
Audio Preservation Department enjoyed its public debut
commercial recordings. It isn't honest."
March 13, 1997.
Levinson builds aconvincing case with afew well-chosen
"Let's watch avideo," Levinson says. We settle down in
words. He points out that one of the most persistent probfront of abig screen flanked by towering loudspeakers. On
lems in the audio industry is "the lack of abasic standard for
the floor are eight large silver boxes: Cello's Performance
tonal accuracy. Did you know there's a15dB spread in tonal
amplifiers. As configured here, they are capable of 6000
balance among high-end loudspeakers? We have avideo
watts each into the 2 ohm, 99dB-sensitive Grandmasters.
standard for color balance. Why can't we have something
This system is adeadly weapon. Mismanaged, it could deaflike that in audio? That alone would go along way toward
en aman in less than aminute.
resolving these disputes." Listening to Levinson and Lee
Levinson cues up a laserdisc and zips to a nice
Konitz improvise "something in B-flat," then immediately
"unplugged" performance of the Eagles' "Hotel California."
hearing the recording through an assortment of Cello geai;
The picture from the line-quadrupled Ampro projector is
Icouldn't help but agree that reality is the only valid check
marvelous: rich, saturated colors, deep contrast, sharp detail,
for accuracy.
depth perspective. The sound, of course, is glorious. Courtney
In the hallway, he takes acall from aconfused customer
Winston, seen-it-all habitué of Manhattan's art scene, is seriin Florida. The problem? An inaudible center channel in a
ously impressed.
megabuck home theater. Levinson patiently walks the
"Let's play some music," Levinson says. "No pictures.
owner through a system calibration, with the intended
What did you bring?" Courtney produces aCapitol Jazz CD
soothing effect. As Cello's director, he exercises the skills of
reissue of Miles Davis' Birth of the Cool. Kurt Lundvall
the diplomat and therapist many times aday.
retrieves their recently remastered 20-bit tape of the same
One might assume he comes by it naturally: His father
recording and threads it onto aNagra-D. Levinson starts the
was Harvard and Yale psychology professor Dr. Daniel J.
Nagra about 15 seconds after the CD, and switches between
Levinson, author of (among many titles) The Seasons of a
them as we listen. Audio technology was remarkably good
Man's LUi., aseminal work that launched the field of the
50 years ago, but the remastered 20-bit version has life
study of adult development. Privately, though, Levinson is

The top shelf holds abox of old Capitol master tapes, here
for remastering. They're insured for amillion bucks each.
It's really more arehearsal room. Visiting musicians like
violinists Vadim Repin and Julian Rachlin, composer
Marvin Hamlisch, or jazz greats Lee Konitz, Tommy
Flanagan, and Jacky Terrasson meet here to practice and
improvise, sometimes recording themselves and listening to
the results through Cello equipment.
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A CENTENARY TRIBUTE TO GEORGE GERSHWIN
"The popular or jazz musician ...can manipulate the raw materials of Gershwin's inspiration
to fit the mood, the prevailing style, and the performer's own personality ....
For me, the individual touch of the performer is essential. ..."— HYPERION KNIGHT

R HAPSODY
Works for Piano & Orchestra by George Gershwin
Hyperion Knight, Pianist & Conductor
ENGINEERED BY J
OHN ATKINSON

C

elebrate the forthcoming centenary of George Gershwin's
birth with this stunning new recording from Stereophile.
This disc captures the spirit and freshness of Gershwin. His
saucy rhythms. His jazz syncopations and "blue" notes. The way
Gershwin himself was in synch with a
youthful America.
a Get set for Rhapsody in Blue, arranged
for piano and chamber orchestra by Joe
Cea — with a marimba added for a
touch of exotic sonority. The instrumentalists were encouraged to exercise their
imaginations in their respective solos,
and the opening clarinet solo, which
flirts with swing rhythm, is played like a
fantasy. You must hear this!

ONLY $16.95

"You can almost look into the soundstage to see where the
musicians are."
Stereophik's John Atkinson used two pairs of time-aligned microphones for both excellent imaging and a
sense of space and envelopment. For the
primary mikes, he used apair of cardioids, full-range. These give superb resolution in the midrange and treble, but
lack low-frequency bloom. So JA also
used apair of omnidirectional mikes to
give tonal richness and asense of space
and environment. Sam Tellig puts it this
way: "With cardioids, there's where
there. With omnis, there's there there."
"The result," says amore restrained JA,
"is the best of both worlds. You get an
accurately defined image, where you can
almost look into the soundstage to see
where the musicians arc. But at the
same time you get some of the sense of
bloom that you would have heard had
you been at the live event."

a Gershwin composed the Three Preludes
for solo piano. Joe Cea arranged them for
orchestra, taking his cue from Gershwin,
who said: "The rhythms of American popular music are more or less brittle; they
should be made to snap, and at times to
crackle." In these performances, they do!
B The program continues with Four
Songs arranged by Earl Wild, and Five Songs, arranged by Joe Cea
and Hyperion Knight. All for solo piano. These include some of the
standards Hyperion Knight has performed to great acclaim at the
Rainbow Room in Rockefeller Center, New York City — such as
"Fascinatin' Rhythm," "The Man ILove," "Someone to Watch
Over Me," and "They Can't Take That Away From Me."
111 The program concludes with the Porgy and Bess Fantasy, composed by Earl Wild. Truly aGershwin extravaganza!

Mail to: STEREOPHILE
P.O. Box 1702, Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702

0 Check enclosed

copies of Rhapsody

@$16.95 each CD.
S
HIPPING ANI) HANDLING
($3 per item U.S. and Canada, $8 per item
foreign airmail)
TOTAL
$
ORCALL IN YOUR ORDER — (800) 358-6274
F
AX — (800) 333-4902

Don't you dither! Order this recording now. You judge the result!
We guarantee you'll be thrilled by the performance and the recording, or you can call the whole thing off — return your disc(s) for a
refund! Total timing is agenerous 65:01. The CD is available for
immediate shipment and makes agreat gift — everyone loves
Gershwin. Order extras and delight family and friends.

Please charge my 1 MC

ACCOUNT NO.

Iwant

JA carefully redithcred the 24-bit data to
the 16-bit CD standard, preserving as much as possible of the original's midrange resolution.

0 VISA

0 AMEX
EXP.

SIGNATURE
NAME (licase Pnnt)
STREET
CITY/STATE/ZIP OR POSTAL CODE

GUARANTEE: If not satisfied, I
can reruns the disc(s) within 30 days of receipt and you'll refund all my money, including the shipping.
Payable in US. funds. Canadians pay 7% csr. Make checks payable to STEREOPH ILE. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
F7W1-4

produce atruly finished product. Cello has never discontinuecla.roduct. Some have been on the market 11, 12 years
virtually unchanged." The Palette received an Academy
award at HI-FI '97. "Twelve years old, no changes. How
revolutionary was it 12 years ago?" Levinson asked.
"There are lots of problems in the retail environment. It's
all in such aprimitive state, with so much ignorance and a
huge shortage of resources.... Idon't want to devote my life
to an industry that perpetuates unhappiness. Accuracy and
musical satisfaction are qualities that don't change. Cello is
where people come when they want to get off the merrygo-round." He believes there will be astrong need in the
near future for the "audio designer," asort of sonic architect.
For that reason, Cello is starting aschool to train audio professionals and is actively recruiting students.
We walk afew blocks to one of his "favorite little Italian
places," Nanni il Valetto. The restaurant is sumptuous but
intimately scaled, and almost empty at this hout Chef Luigi
Nanni, one of several who introduced real Italian cuisine to
New York 40 years ago, greets Levinson as an old friend.
We order swordfish steaks with vegetables, and a nice
California chardonnay. Iask how he got started in audio.
"I always loved music. It was part of my life right from
the beginning. One of my favorite family snapshots is apicture of my brother Doug and me—we must have been,
like, four and six — standing by our Garrard record changer. Iremember playing Bin Biederbecke records on that
machine and trying to copy his solos with my cornet. One
of our family heirlooms is aBissendorfer piano that was
hand-picked at the factory by Gustav Mahler for my great
grandfather. It's in my daughter's home now." The
genealogical angle again: Levinson's mother, Maria Hertz
Levinson, is the grandniece of 19th-century German physicist Heinrich Hertz.
'By the time Iwas 18, 19, Iwas pretty deep into hi-fi, too.
But Irealized that most of it didn't sound very good. So I
decided to start building my own equipment. Dick Burwen
was one of my first mentors. Ilearned alot from him. In the
beginning, Iworked in my parents' basement. My first commercial product was apreamp, the LNP-1, in 1971. We
made exactly four of them, but it was enough to show my
parents that Iwas serious. My mom was
disappointed that Inever went to college, but my parents believed in me
Most dealers and manufacturers aren't selling
enough to put up $15,000 for me to
start my company.
musical instruments; they're selling boxes.
"That was alot of money in the early
'70s. They gave me everything they
could. That was the start of Mark Levinson Audio Systems,
customer's basic insecurity. They need to keep him feeling
MLAS. My next product was another preamp, the LNP-2.
that really satisfying performance is just astep away, the next
We sold thousands of them. Eventually, we had afactory
model up, whatever it is that's just out of his reach. The cuswith more than 90 people, and awhole line of products:
tomer spends all of this money and in the end has nothing
tape recorders, amps, and preamps MLAS did very well.
but frustration and dissatisfaction.... High-end magazines
In 1979, we needed more capital to push the business up to
stir up this dissatisfaction, too. Why else do you have a
the next level and Isigned adeal with an investment group,
`Product of the Year'?"
giving them 57%." That group was the core of what later
He argues that many in the High End participate in atacit
became known as Madrigal Audio Laboratories.
conspiracy to separate the music lover from his liquid assets
He then offers his version of what he calls "an untold
as often as possible. "From product design to product termistory": how Mark Levinson the man got separated from
nation, the whole process is extremely cynical," he says.
Mark Levinson the product. "It wasn't long before we had
"There are two different themes in audio. One is sincerity,
some serious differences ... the heart of the matter was that
dedication, and love of music. The other is: How do we
Sandy Berlin [Madrigal's erstwhile kingpin, now heading up speakmake the maximum amount of money?"
er company Revel—Ed.] forced me out two years later..." A
Whether from marketing or engineering, Levinson
subsequent lawsuit resulted in Mark being unable to use his
thinks many companies have dead-end product-developname in connection with the audio industry.
ment programs. "They lack the engineering discipline to

Levinson rolls out aPalette preamplifier/equalizer on a
one-piece Lucite stand. As we listen to the original "Moon
Dreams," he switches the Palette's equalizer in. "Those cymbals — they're alittle soft, don't you think?" Courtney nods.
"Turn the 25k control until they feel alittle more real." The
cymbals take on increased presence. "The bass seems way
off in the background, doesn't it?" Levinson says, indicating
the left-most of the Palette's six tone controls. Guiding
Courtney through re-equalizing the old recording by ear, he
explains how this control affects that instrument, in the
process bringing the musicians more into the room. The
music becomes fuller, more present, more involving.
Finished with the makeover, Levinson switches the equalizer out. The soundstage collapses into the sonic equivalent of
acardboard cut-out. It's astunning effect, amagician's trick.
Mark Levinson doesn't believe in the inviolable preciousness of commercially recorded music. "It's absurd," he
says, referring again to nonexistent playback standards.
"How do we fix it? The Palette." He doesn't hesitate to criticize equipment or recordings made by others, or to apply
liberal doses of the Palette's magic to make them sound better. In aviolation of one of the basic tenets of the high-end
religion, he encourages his customers to do so, too: just twist
those dials until that less-than-perfect recording sounds
more like music.
He admires good engineering in competitors' products,
but declines to discuss them, preferring instead the bier
topic of what he sees as the industry's malaise: the eternally
unhappy audiophile and his endless upgrade syndrome, and
"the cartel of manufacturers and publishers who perpetuate
it." Dealers are largely powerless pawns trapped in the system, Levinson feels, but the industry overall seems more
interested in making aquick buck than in satisfying the
musical needs of the people who support it.
That's the essence of his famous "boxes" speech, one that
might be called the Levinson Leitmotif. It goes like this:
"Most [dealers and manufacturers] aren't selling musical
instruments; they're selling boxes. And what they need to do
to stay in business is to sell more boxes. That's why audio
products have these ridiculous revisions and upgrades —to
keep the customer coming back. Manufacturers exploit the
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from product development. "Something brought me to
New York," he says. "I wanted to take adifferent course. I
wanted to make direct contact with the people who bought
Cello equipment. Can you imagine acompany president
opening aboutique and running it by himself"? Iran the
Cello showroom from March of '90 'til January of '92 all
alone, without even asecretary, but it was the foundation
for our new company. We are
redefining the bridge between the
people who make the products
and those who use them. What's
new isn't aDAC or aloudspeaker,
it's amindset."
We step out into awarm late
afternoon. A short cab ride later;
we're back at Cello. The building
is almost empty now, save for
Elizabeth ("I keep his chaos under
control") working late, Kurt and
the cats somewhere upstairs, and
Kiva, the hulking Great Pyrenees I
saw sleeping in the hall earlier.
While Levinson returns phone
calls, Iplay with the gear in the
demo rooms: Seams; Stradivari
Legends, Premieres, Masters;
Encores, Duets, Palettes. Good,
you ask? Is nourishing asuperlative?
He returns later — I've lost track
of time — and asks if Iplay music.
I admit to tuneless whistling,
singing in the shower, and to having dallied long ago with agarage
band as an incompetent bass player. But play music? No, Ilisten. "Let's try something," he says,
and we go back upstairs to the studio.
He explains the role of the tamboura in North Indian
music. It provides the underlying meditative drone over
which other musicians weave amelodic texture. He kneels
next to the instrument and tunes its four principal strings.
"Like this," he says, plucking aslow four-note riff that makes
the whole instrument ring. "Then start again before it dies
out." Ilikewise kneel and likewise pluck. He corrects my
clumsy efforts. Soon I've half-got the rhythm. Levinson
swings his bass upright and begins asort of raga improv that
seems to flow up and out of the room we're in.
It's not aWestern-tradition kind of music — linear-logical
conflict-and-resolution — but afeeling-state kind. What I
hear as he plays is more than the woody
resonance of his bass or the warm
serenity of the Indian melody. Ihear a
Iwas told that Iwas committing suicide with
yearning for adeeper connection, an
my career. It didn't matter. It's more important to
almost religious need to melt the barrier between player and listener. A healing
do what's right than to be politically correct.
urge—the high purpose of music.
Taking the elevator down, Inotice
him frowning and rubbing his fingers, frustrated like an outlishment now, full of people in comfortable little niches.
of-shape athlete. Saxophone legend Lee Konitz has been
When Istarted Cello Iwas told that building music systems
after him lately to return to playing, but he hasn't been able
rather than specialty components was going to upset the
to practice much. "That's what Iwould like to get back to,"
industry. Iwas told that Iwas committing suicide with my
he says. "I want this business to get to apoint where Ican
career. It didn't matter. It's more important to do what's right
step back abit and play more. That's really important to
than to be politically correct."
me." Friedrich Nietzsche, perhaps apocryphally, summed it
He credits the hard work of people like Cello engineer
up this way: "Without music, life would be stupid." That's
Tom Colangelo and Tony DiSalvo [President of the company
always been the gospel according to Mark.
S
that marn!fachirers Cello equipment.—Ed.] with freeing him

He describes what happened with the detachment of a
man who witnessed ahorrible accident along time ago.
"But miracles do happen. An attorney named Allen Duffy
knew Ididn't have the resources for alegal defense and
agreed to work for almost nothing. His initial efforts enabled
me to start Cello in '84, despite all the threats and legal pressure. We fought all the way up to the US Second Circuit
Court, and finally won.
"That was 1986. They got the
right to use my name, but Igot the
right to work in the field Ialways
loved. Allen died of leukemia three
months after that. Icould never
repay him, but Ipromised that if I
could ever help his family, Iwould."
That promise was the beginning
of the Music Maker Relief Foundation, which supports the traditional musicians whose pictures
line the halls at Cello. Allen
Duffy's son Tim, who counts Eric
Clapton among his supporters, is
the musician, folklorist, and musicologist who first approached
Levinson with the idea of helping
these artists, many of whom live in
dire poverty in obscure parts of the
south. Based in Pinnacle, North
Carolina, Tim travels throughout
the south seeking out and recording them. Music Maker recordings
are available from the foundation
at (910) 325-3261.
In the battle with Madrigal, "A
lot of important personal relationships were damaged,"
Levinson says. "It was particularly painful that my friend and
mentor Mike Kay would choose to side with them." He
mentions a16-year rift with his friend Peter McGrath that
was only recently healed. "The incident was symptomatic of
achange that took place in the industry then, when the
hard-business types began to take over."
He looks out the window. Silence. Ioffer him aquote
from photographer Helmut Newton: "The past is important, but it is still the past."
"That's right," he agrees. "The future is the important
thing. When the high-end industry began, it was extremely
radical — areaction against mediocrity, areal revolution. But
somewhere along the way it became stagnant. It's an estab-
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DRIX
Return

Chip Stern

Hendrix's languishing legacy
becomes a
family affair

B

ack in 1966, James Marshall
Hendrix roared out of the evening sky like some night bird
flying, electric plumage alive in athousand shades of blue and some hues
whose names no one knew. Then, just
as suddenly, he was gone... at all of 27.
Now, 27 years later, the original voodoo
child has made aslight return.
Sitting in the control room of
Electric Lady Studios, the mother
womb/creative combine he fashioned
for the innovative guitarist and songwriter, engineer Eddie ICramer's face is
aglow with pride and nostalgia for the
body of music he helped interpret and
realize at its inception. This music has
recently been resurrected from the
original two-track mixdown tapes as
part of the opening salvo of The
Hendrix Family Authorized Edition —
the restoration ofJimi's core catalog to
reflect the guitarist's original sequencing and sonic intentions.
As we audition track after track of
digitally re-mastered music, Kramer
revels in aseries of heretofore inaudible details, enhanced low-end extension, and an extraordinary new level
of clarity that reveals daring panning
effects, subtle reverb tails, and surprising soundstage depth. Kvelling like
the creative mensch he is, Kramer
states proudly that "Jimi was the
greatest artist Iwas ever privileged to
work for." When Ioffer up aparenthetical explanation of my Yiddish
references, Kramer laughs and hits
the Pause button.
"Hey, I'm Jewish, and Iknow from
kvellite It's funny, when you started
talking about Yiddish ... maybe there's
aconnection or some kind of unique
camaraderie there between the Jewish
soul and Jimi's black soul."
Hendrix can lose the scowl—after years
in limbo, his catalog of recordings is finally in
good hands.
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records captivated the hearts and
"Well," Ireplied, "From my
minds of contemporary singers
background in jazz and my
and instrumentalists, black and
readings of Finnegans Wake, I
white alike — everyone tried to
developed this theory that the
emulate the sound and phrasing
Blacks, the Irish, and the Jews
of this psychedelic troubadour.
were the same people. From a
Thankfully for future genersimilar history of suffering and
ations, after aprotracted legal
oppression, they developed parstruggle, the Hendrix family,
allel streams of poetic lyricism
under the corporate umbrella
marked by a very spiritual
Experience Hendrix, has regainworldvicw and an ironic sense
ed control of his estate from the
of humor. Of course, the only
shadowy music-biz bottom feedpeople who can't accept this
ers who'd controlled the guinotion are the Blacks, the Irish,
tarist's musical legacy since the
and the Jews."
afternoon of his funeral —the
"I think you're correct.
same hucksters who had the
grew up with classical music in
temerity and bad taste to chop
aJewish household playing the
up, edit, overdub, and re-sepiano, my mother used to sing,
quence his classic studio recordand my dad was aviolinist and
ings in an attempt to bewitch
we had a string quartet. My
yesterday's
record collectors and
father was even the president of
today's CD buyers into buying
the James Joyce Society, to
rehash after rehash of his origibring that in. We used to read
nal studio recordings.
Finrugarts Wake aloud as kids.
They are experienced! Jimi's sister Janie and father Al have
Jimi's half sister Janie Hendrix
incorporated as Experience Hendrix.
What anutcase my dad is, and,
is an engaging, good-humored
God bless him, he's 90 years
individual who would much rather speak about the spirituold. So maybe there is aconnection — Idon't know."
ality and humanity of her stepfather Al Hendrix, of the
"Well, that's certainly what Finnegans Wake is all about —
company's pride in restoring and safeguarding the guitarist's
saying that it's all connected ... "
legacy, of their 10-year plan for releasing Jimi's music in an
... that it's acomplete cycle ... "
orderly and intelligent manne4 and of her creative pride in
"Right. What Joyce was doing transcended writing —it's
how her cover art for First Rays of the New Rising Sun reflects
like pure music and color."
the primary colors of Jimi's clothing and his musical aura.
"Uh-huh," Kramer smiles. "That's just the way Jimi was
But inevitably questions arise as to the protracted legal proto me —pure music and color."
ceedings to reclaim Jimi's legacy from the sharks who were
Such arc the mystic flights of fancy inspired by Jimi
setting up offshore entities to buy up rights to the music—
Hendrix. Nearly three decades after his death, the guitarist
in essence, selling off the assets to themselves.
retains his artistic vitality and cutting edge as each successive
"[Leo Branton] was actually in conflict of interest. What
generation discovers anew his music —modern and forever
he was doing was setting up offshore companies to buy the
young in the manners of Louis Armstrong and Robert
rights, but he was an entity in those companies. The judge
Johnson, Charlie Parker and Charlie Christian, John Colwas quite angry. The litigation took almost three years. They
trane and Wes Montgomery.
fought with every delaying tactic they had. Leo Branton was
Self-taught, intuitive, and blessed with aworkaholic spirit
our former attorney who created these Caribbean entities.
and experimental verve, Hendrix cut awide swath through
He was acivil rights attorney who handled people like Nat `King' Cole, Angela
The Hendrix family, under the corporate umbrella
Davis, the Black Panthers. So his approach to my father was, Tm the attorExperience Hendrix, has regained control of his estate from
ney for Nat `King' Cole; and if there's
any money to be found, I'll get it — I'll
the shadowy music-biz bottom feeders.
be your attorney for life. If not, you
don't owe me adime.' So upon ahandshake, that whole thing started. Unfortunately, he did the
the worlds of rock, blues, R&B, and jazz over the course of
same thing to the Cole family he did to us.
three trailblazing studio albums with the Jimi Hendrix
"Alan Douglas came to Jimi's funeral and introduced himExperience (Are You Experienced, Axis Bold As Love, Electric
self
and said that he was aproducer and friend ofJimi's and
Ladyland), one memorable concert performance (A Band of
that they had worked together. And my Dad had no way of
Gypsies), and avast amount of material he was preparing for a
knowing. He had heard of Eddie Kramer, but never of Alan
double album at his brand new Electric Lady Studios in the
Douglas. The next thing you know, Alan had hooked up
last four months of his life. (That album, the remarkable First
with Leo Branton, then he went to Warners, and that's how
Rays of the New Rising Sun, has been assembled from the
that ball started rolling."
posthumous release Vie Cry ofLove and selected cuts that orig"They very easily could have sold off their interests when
inally appeared on Rainbow Bridge and War Heroes.) In the
they had Douglas and Branton and MCA and all of these
process, Hendrix completely redefined our expectations of
heavyweights circling around them, but they hung tough,"
the electric guitar, even as his songs stretched the imagery of
says catalog manager John McDermott, adedicated writer
rock and the technology of the recording studio. Those
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now audible front and center for the first time. Such as an
unbelievable phasing effect Kramer and Hendrix pulled off
at the beginning of "Voodoo Child (Slight Return)." Ihave
atypical New York City apartment with an archway separating the living and dining rooms. Listening late one night,
Iwas startled to hear the rhythmic wah-wah figures, seemingly disembodied, arrive from out in the hallway and
through the archway before settling in the stereo field. Damn.
Kramer smiles, as well he
should — these recordings are a
testament to his and Jimi's creative symbiosis. While Kramer
wasn't Jimi's producer per se, this
innovative engineer functioned
as Hendrix's George Martin, intuitively recognizing what the
guitarist was hearing and allowing him to create, secure in the
knowledge that Kramer would
be able to actualize any colors he
could imagine —until the process became largely unspoken,
and the artistry itself transcended the primitive nature of the
technology.
"That's a very good point,"
Kramer concurs. "In revisiting
this music for these re-masterings, I'm able to hear the genesis of not only Jimi's playing and his music, but also what I
did with it. And hearing the 'primitive' sounds, as you so
aptly put it— Ithink that's very true. Ithink the way that we
functioned in those days, we had to integrate all of the music
and the technology — everything had to be done then and
there. You didn't have achance to come back and fix it later.
You had to get it right then and there. That immediacy
forces you to really pay attention to detail and think ahead.
"By the time Hendrix came around in January of 1967, I
had this cool background in classical music, and how
to record symphonic works like Elliot Carter's Concerto
for Piano and Orchestra using three mikes for left/
center/right — the balance being controlled by the conductor, which was the whole key to the thing. Itook those techniques from classical music and applied it to recording rock.
Jimi was able to play in such away that it made my job easier, because all Ihad to do was just mike it correctly and
interpret what he was doing. Now there's
where the trick comes in—in the interWhat had begun as instinctual experiments in
pretation of the sound. Because he would
play aparticular part with alot of distorsonic color and imaging eventually became the inspiration
tion or aparticular device, and it was my
job
to enhance the sound and put it on
for generations of recording artists and engineers.
tape in such away that it would improve
what he had done in the studio. And to
that end we were flying by the .seats of our pants, because
the sounds they were trying to get was based on the desire
Idon't think we really had aclue as to what we were
for depth of imaging and experiments in moving things
doing; we were just doing it — there was acertain amount
around, and those effects — they were really on the edge in
of instinct going on here."
those days. Ithink that the limitations of the medium then
But what had begun as instinctual experiments in sonic
forced them to become alittle bit more creative and advencolor and imaging eventually became the inspiration for
turous. They're not as pristine as far as being proper, but
generations of recording artists and engineers. The fact that
there's definitely more of ahuman element at play."
we're sharing this information today in amagazine such as
Through the sonic dedication of Marino and Kramer—
Stereophile is testament enough to the impact Jimi Hendrix
including individual azimuth adjustments and tweaking for
continues to exert on modern audio —a creative medium
every single song —many of these creative human elements,
he and the Beatles first nurtured.
heretofore veiled through the limitations of the medium, are

and Hendrixphile whose research with Eddie Kramer on
Hendrix: Setting the Record Straight (Warner Books) and Jimi
Hendrix Sessions (Little, Brown) examined the phenomenon
of Jimi's career from 1966 to 1991, offering avery detailed
view of an area most other Hendrix books don't deal with:
what happened after his death. "I originally got involved
because Icouldn't understand why the posthumous releases
were so bad and why none of the
original guys were involved. I
thought it was insane. When I
heard of their lawsuit, Ijust volunteered my services to the family and their attorney Yale Lewis.
From there we just developed a
great relationship, and I've been
involved ever since."
McDermott's involvement has
resulted in the return of such original collaborators as Eddie Kramer, the creation of digital and
analog safe copies of the entire
Hendrix tape library, and the
CD and limited LP releases of
the original core catalog. From
the primitive four-track
tapes
of Are You Experienced through
the dynamic 16-track 2" tapes of
the reconstituted First Rays of the
New Rising Sun, these recordings trace the progression of
recording/playback technology from Phil Spector and
Brian Wilson to George Martin/The Beatles and Frank
Zappa —precisely that moment in history when the technical tools began to evolve in direct response to the challenge of the music. As these CDs and LPs illustrate, Kramer
and Hendrix were among the first ones to view recording
tape as an extended canvas and to treat it accordingly.
"Without adoubt," chimes in veteran Sterling Sound
mastering engineer George Marino, "that became part of
the music. It wasn't just, 'Let's capture the music through the
recording medium.' The recording and mixing process itself
was like another member of the band. Most of my recollections of hearing this music was on the radio in mono with
all that compression. So the stereo imaging and the panning
things, which never came across as they were on the original vinyl cuts, and the general depth were probably the most
impressive things to me. A lot of what they were doing in
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rry Birnbaum

Richard Morse and his band

p

ORT-AU-PRINCE, HATTI —It's Thursday night at
the Hotel Oloffson, time for the weekly performance
of the voodoo-rock band RAM, whose half-Haitian,
half-American leadet Richard Morse, also runs the venerable hotel. The opening act is the sweet-voiced, subversively
poetic singer/songwriter Marmo Charlemagne, an Oloffson
resident since his election as mayor of Haiti's capital in 1995.
But this is no ordinary Thursday show. It's three days
before Carnival, Haiti's Mardi Gras, and Mayor Charlemagne
still hasn't come up with the money he's promised for
RAM's parade float. After Manno's set, Morse confronts
him; tempers flare, and the mayor, who also owes ayear's
back rent on his hotel room, is summarily evicted before a
packed house. A few minutes later Haiti's president, René
Préval, arrives to smooth things over and stays for most of
RAM's set, dancing to the voodoo beat. The following day
Stereophile, November 1997

cast aspell of voodoo rock
Manno is nowhere to be seen, but the band is assured that
the float will be paid for, and aconstruction crew hurries
to complete the two-storey wooden structure in time for
the parade.
The following night RAM plays at another hotel, the Ideal
Villa, in the upscale Del Mar district. Morse's wife, Lunise,
and her two-woman chorus sing the first few songs, backed
by electric guitar, bass, and keyboard, plus three handmade
voodoo drums (matunan tanbou, segon tanbou, and kata) and a
Roland Octapad. The intricate syncopations lock into ahypnotic groove, while the guitar adds psychedelic shimmer.
But all eyes are on Lunise, her face an expressionless mask
beneath ablond wig as she delivers the Creole lyrics with
icy intensity tinged by ineffable sadness. It's ariveting performance, and the audience members, many in costume,
dance wildly in front of the stage.
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Hotelier and head RAM: Richard Morse

Then Morse steps out, ahead taller and several shades
lighter than anyone else in the band, and begins to sing in
English. The voodoo rhythms and rock melodies make an
unlikely but agreeable match, and the dancers never miss a
step. Finally, the band kicks into adelirious rara beat for its
1997 carnival anthem, "Zanj" ("Angel"). "People sit down
and eat with you," it goes, "and then they try to poison you."
One by one, the musicians leave the stage and march slowly around the room, beating metal hoe blades and blowing
foghorn blasts on brightly painted makeshift trumpets called
kanets. A couple of costumed dancers roll their eyes, throw
their heads back, and fall into atrance, possessed by the spirits of ancient Africa.
The next morning Morse gets the news: A gang of thugs
has demolished RAM's float, and the band is out of the Carnival competition. Reporters descend on the Hotel Oloffson,
and Morse is all over the Haitian media —as is Charlemagne,
who to universal disbelief denies any involvement. An electronic newsletter called the Sun ofJustice Frontline posts the
story on the Internet under the stylistically misleading
headline, "PORT-AU-PRINCE MAYOR SMASHES REGGAE BAND,"
pointing out the irony that, "during the military regime of
1991-1994, Charlemagne himself, who was then aprotest
singer, was arrested, tortured, badly beaten, and narrowly
escaped death by fleeing overseas."
That evening, the first of three nightly carnival parades
steps off without RAM, while Morse sits poolside at the
Oloffson, watching the float's laser projector beam the
band's logo onto neighboring buildings. Along the downtown parade route the streets are thronged with youths —
mostly male, practically none in costume — who dance
between the huge floats in snakelike lines, shoving aside
anyone who gets in their way. Mounted on flatbed trucks,
the floats inch ahead, each bearing aband blaring its carnival song over and over, while police club apath through the
mob. It's like amarathon mosh pit.
Since the late '80s, the Port-au-Prince Carnival has been
dominated by "roots" bands like Boukman Eksperyans,
Boukan Ginen, Kanpech, Koudjay, and RAM, all combining
rock and voodoo in various proportions. Before that, voodoo
rhythms were hardly ever used in Haitian pop music, and
the only bands on floats played compas, aslower cousin of the
Stereophiie, November 1997

The voice of RAM: Morses wife and lead singer Lunise

next-door Dominican merengue. Still Haiti's most popular
dance beat, compas is represented at this year's Carnival by
bands like Mizik Mizik and Digital Express, but there's also
the new, reggae-flavored sound of youthful groups like King
Posse, whose float draws some of the loudest cheers.
But no one can compete with Koudjay, whose song
"Gran Manjè" ("Big Eaters") is on everybody's lips. Like
most Haitian protest songs, it's couched in ambiguous language — a"big eater" could be anyone getting rich at the
expense of the country's impoverished majority — but it's
generally perceived as an attack on the ruling Lavalas party
of President Préval. "Bring the rope, so we can tie up the big
eaters," Koudjay chants, as its members dangle nooses over
the sides of their float. The crowd roars its approval: For the
first time in its history, Haiti is ademocracy, and now it's the
elected officials who must answer for the disastrous state of
the economy.
Once the jewel of the French Empire, Haiti is now the
poorest country in the Western Hemisphere. Raw sewage
streams through the potholed streets of Port-au-Prince; the
air reeks of burning garbage. While there's no indigenous
white population — the last remaining French colonists
were massacred after independence was declared in 1804 —
a light-skinned minority still controls a disproportionate
share of the nation's wealth. Although widely practiced,
voodoo, acomplex amalgam of traditional West African religions, was ruthlessly repressed by asuccession of dictatorial
governments. Even today, the capital's most common graffito proclaims, "JESUS L'UNIQUE SOLUTION."
It was voodoo rhythms that drew the Connecticut-bred
Richard Morse to Haiti. His father, adescendant of New
England Puritans, was teaching at Columbia University in
New York City when he met Emerante de Pradines, a
Haitian dancer and anthropologist. They married in 1954,
and Richard was born three years later in Puerto Rico, where
his father briefly taught before moving on to Yale. "There
weren't alot of Anglo-Saxon Protestant Americans marrying
Haitian voodoo singers back then," says Richard, "and Ididn't realize Iwas of two races until someone said, Tour mother is anigger.' When Iwas ateenager Ihad to make adecision, and my decision was that Iwas going to deal with people on their moral character rather than their coloring."
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1985 he returned for good, bringing along his bass, adrum
machine, and afour-track tape recorder. "The new-wave
scene started going towards world music," he says, "and I
went to Haiti to record rhythms and write songs. At first I
thought Iwas going to program the rhythms on adrum
machine." Four months later, the country's notorious dictator, Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier, was overthrown.
"People started shooting," says Morse, "and that created alot
of confusion. My mom had ahouse in the mountains, and I
went up there, and you could hear the machine-gun fire
echoing up the valley. It was all pretty strange, but Irealized
Ineeded ajob, and that's how Igot into the hotel business."
The Oloffson, run by aNorwegian couple, had closed durMg the political upheaval, and Morse reopened it in 1987. The
Victorian gingerbread mansion has hosted such luminaries as
Mick Jagger, Lauren Bacall, Ali McGraw, Lillian Hellman,
Harold Pinter, Irving Stone, John Gielgud, and Barry
Goldwater, it served as the model for cartoonist Charles
Addains' haunted houses, the studio for ethnomusicologist
Harold Courlander's field recordings, and the setting for

For Morse, racial and cultural confusion went hand in
hand. "I grew up listening to the Rolling Stones and Sly &
the Family Stone on the radio," he says. "Then I'd go to the
dance school where my mom would teach folklore classes.
My older brother would be playing voodoo rhythms on the
drum, and she'd be teaching the suburban girls these Haitian
folkloric dances. But they didn't say, `These are voodoo
rhythms.' They called it `ethnic dance' or folklore,' so Ididn't understand what was going on."
Morse attended Princeton University, where he bought
an electric bass his senior year and, under the name Rich
"Luxurious" Lather, joined the new-wave rock band
Groceries. The group worked the Jersey shore and played
New York clubs like CBGB's and Max's Kansas City, occasionally opening for bands like Bow Wow Wow and Gang
of Four. Morse began singing and writing songs, including
several that later found their way into RAM's repertoire. But
in 1974, after Groceries had recorded an album and an EP,
he was kicked out of the band.
By then Morse had made his first visit to Haiti, and in

H
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storg of Haitian Music

aiti is one of the greatest repositories of African
rhythm in the Americas, rivaling Cuba and Brazil,
but its music has received little international exposure. One reason is that, until recently, traditional voodoo
rhythms have had little media exposure in Haiti itself. The
Haitian revolution may have been ignited by avoodoo
priest named Boukman, but the ultimate victors modeled
the country after Napoleonic France, with French as its
official language and Catholicism its official religion. Yet
though the urban middle and upper classes — at least on
the surface —adopted European ways, the poor and rural
majority clung to the culture of their African ancestors.
Until the 1950s, Haitian pop music was mostly borrowed from Europe, the US, and other parts of the
Caribbean. But under the notorious dictatorship of
François "Papa Doc" Duvalier, band leaders Nemours JeanBaptiste and Webert Sicot came up with their own original
beats, compas and cadence, while the group Jazz de Jeunes flavored Cuban and Dominican rhythms with amild dose of
voodoo. The Duvalierists preferred compas, so Jazz de
Jeunes was driven into exile, and Sicot died in obscurity.
In the '60s the compas format shifted from brassy big bands
to electrified "mini-jazz" guitar groups like Shleu-Shleu and
Skah-Shah #1; in the '70s bands like Tabou Combo and
Magnum Band added funk and rock elements, and in the
'80s "new generation" groups like Zin and the Phantoms
incorporated zouk music from Guadeloupe and Martinique.
Today "ragga" bands like King Posse and Original Rap Staff
blend compas with dance-hall reggae and hip-hop.
Besides compas, Haitian pop embraces the Brazilian-like
stylings of Beethova Obas and the troubadour crooning of
Marmo Charlemagne. There's Haitian soul, jazz, rap, and
house music, everything from old-fashioned merengue —
the predecessor of compas —to the latest electronica. But
though Tabou Combo toured Europe and pop diva Emeline
Michel released albums in Japan, the only Haitian genre to
have had much of aworldwide impact has been the voodoorock of bands like Boukman Eksperyans, who put Haitian
roots music on the map in 1991 with its Grammy-nominated debut album, Vodou Adjae (Mango 162 539 899-2).
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Virtually all voodoo rock has political overtones, but
Boukman's music remains the most committed. "The roots
bring something else that the people need— the revolutionary message," say Boulunan's leader, Lolo Beaubrun. "I
think it's one of the musics after reggae that's coming up
with astrong message. A concert of Boukman is aceremony also. We talk with the people spiritually about what is
going on, what we feel about things. The people feel that
it's their concert also, and it's important for us to have that
communication. During the military government it was
hard to have that communication, but we did it anyway."
After three CDs for Mango, Boukman plans to release
its next album on its own label, including aremixed version
of its 1997 Carnival song "Ti Pa Ti Pa," which inveighs
against the privatization program thrust upon Haiti by the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. "We're
not going to accept that," says Beaubrun. "There is a
Haitian proverb, `One finger cannot eat gumbo.' It means
you have to live and work together. We invite people to
return to their lakou, their cooperative, and work together.
Haiti is divided in two. When the peasants came to the city,
they called them outsiders —people outside civilization,
outside modernity. Now we try to build abridge between
the two communities, but it's really difficult."
There are now hundreds of roots bands throughout Haiti
and the emigrant communities of North America; there's
even an all-Swedish voodoo band, Simbi, formed by a
Creole-speaking former exchange student. Few have
recorded, but Boukan Ginen, ICanpech, Koudjay, Zobop,
Rara Machine, Simbi, and RAM all have CDs that are more
or less available in the US. There are also anumber of
albums of voodoo ceremonial music, including the new
CD/book package Angels in the Mirror: Haitian Vodou Music
on Ellipsis Arts. But the Haitian music industry continues
to be plagued by problems of chronic poverty, disorganization, and corruption, as well as by lingering "black magic"
stereotypes. It remains to be seen whether these formidable
obstacles can be overcome, and whether Haiti's vast cultural treasures will ever come fully to light.
—Larry Birnbaum
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The RAM rhythm section gets down—Robert Wood, Jean Jonas, Jean Brignol, Wilson Theluce.

Graham Greene's novel The Comedians. Under Morse's management it became ahangout for journalists and filmmakers,
and the launching pad for the Haitian roots-music movement.
Voodoo music had been confined to religious ceremonies, using only voices and percussion, but in the '80s a
cadre of musical revolutionaries jumped off the compas bandwagon and began to integrate ritual chants and beats with
rock, reggae, R&B, and even jazz. Morse was impressed
enough by aband named Boukman Eksperyans to install
them as the house band at the Oloffson. "Boukman was
completely unknown," he says. "The first time they played
at the hotel there were 12 people in the audience. Ibrought
in radio and TV stations, and it took off." Boukman went on
to win the 1989 and 1990 Carnival competitions, acontract
with Island Records, and worldwide fame.
In 1988 Morse began presenting afolkloric drum-anddance troupe at the hotel; two years later he added guitarist
Onito Parfait, bassist Jose Mondelus, and keyboardist Jean
Emmanuel Marcelin, and RAM was born. "I was just trying
to see if my songs would go with these rhythms," says
Morse. "There's breaks and changes and bridges, so it took a
while to figure out." Morse was soon smitten by the troup's
lead dancer. "Lunise wasn't singing at first," he says, "and
then she started singing chorus. She just had anice quality to
her voice, and the public went crazy. She was avery natural
dancer, and she's avery natural singer."
In early 1991 Haiti's first democratically elected president,
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, took office; by the end of the year he'd
been ousted by amilitary junta. "Aristide really politicized the
music," says Morse. "He completely excluded the compas
bands, and roots became the music of Aristide and the Lavalas
movement. And when he fell, the military really polarized it."
Under Aristide, RAM scored its first hit, "Latibonit
(Banging Drums)," although Morse sang it in English.
"Only on the radio did it work," he says. "People couldn't
understand the words, but they understood the rhythms.
The live show didn't take off till people realized it was dance
music. When they thought it was voodoo and ceremonial,
they didn't come, but once they realized they could dance to
it, that's when they started coming."
The following year RAM released its first album, Aibobo
(Cave Wall 101 932-2). It includes the Lou Reed-ish "Ibo Lele
(Dreams Come True)," which director Jonathan 1)enune, an
Oloffion regular, featured on the mega-selling soundtrack of
Stereophile, November 1997

the movie Philadelphia. Despite the hostile coup, the song got
heavy local airplay. "The military were trying to show the US
embassy that they weren't clamping down," Morse explains, "so
they tried to intimidate the radio and TV stations into self-censorship, but they let it go to acertain degree. They closed stations down for playing RAM in the provinces, but they tried to
keep asemblance of normalcy in Port-au-Prince."
The album's sleeper turned out to be "Fey," an old Haitian
parable sung in Creole by Lunise, two lines of which —"I
only have one son /They made him leave the country" —
were widely interpreted as areference to Aristide. Choked
by aUnited Nations embargo, the government grew increasingly repressive, and "Fey" became the anthem of the opposition. Other roots bands stopped playing or left the country,
but RAM performed "Fey" right up until the US invasion
that restored democracy in 1994. "We were almost arrested,"
says Morse. "There was aconcert where they pulled the plug,
turned out the lights, and everyone ran. Finally, they came to
the Oloffson and dragged people out with Uzis. That was the
last time we played, and the troops were in 10 days later."
With the Haitian situation back to what passes for normal,
RAM recently recorded its second album, Puritan Vodou, for
Jimmy Buffett's Margaritaville label (162-531-103-2). [Soon to be
distributed by Island Records, this disc is currently available by calling
(800) CoCo-Tel or by visiting mamaritavillccom — Ed] Buffet had
been going to Haiti for 20 years and knew many Haitian musicians; he heard RAM at the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Festival and met Morse through Jonathan Demme. "Richard
gave me the first CD," says Buffett, "and we started talking. It
looked insane from alogical angle, but Isaid, `What the hell,
why don't we just try it? And then Ibrought them to the States
last year to open for me to a99.9% white audience of 42,000
people in Buckeye Lake, Ohio, and they loved them.
"Whether it'll work out in the US, Idon't know, but the
music business should be about taking risks, and it's not anymore. Ihave no rational reason to take aband out of Haiti
and record them in the middle of arecord slump, but it
doesn't bother me as long as they're willing to do the work.
That's what Ilike about them: aband surviving in Haiti
knows about adversity. Sure, I'd like to see them make some
money, but if they don't, at least they've had ashot at it. Itell
everybody, 'Remember, they're Haitian and they can throw
avoodoo spell on you, so we gotta put the record out.' It
scares people, but I'll do anything."
S
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Mirage 0M-6 loudspeaker
Thomas J. Norton

T

he concept of aloudspeaker with
its own built-in amplification is an
idea whose time should long since
have come. Technically it makes alot of
sense, and in some parts of the world —
not to mention professional circles —it's
quite popular. But commercially, the
idea has never really taken off in this
country. And while the loudspeaker
manufacturer should be in abetter position to make the best amplifier choice,
American audiophiles seem wedded to
the idea of making their own amplifier/loudspeaker match.
The current popularity of subwoofers, however, may have inadvertently
sown the seeds that will change all that.
It has given rise to an interesting and
sensible hybrid: aone-piece loudspeaker whose woofer is separately powered
from the rest of the system. The user provides the amplifier to drive the mid-

Mirage Om-6 loudspeaker
Stereophde, November 1997

range/tweeter portion of the loudspeaket
Such asystem has anumber of advantages. First, the woofer amplifier and
driver can be tailored to each other. The
power output of the amp can be designed to complement the power handling and sensitivity of the woofer, and
low-frequency equalization can be used
if needed. There is also the possibility
(though not aguarantee) that such a
direct connection to the driving amplifier will offer better control of the woofer's performance. Second, the woofer
crossover frequency can be lower. A
passive crossover at or below 100Hz —
particularly the low-pass leg — has a
number of serious technical liabilities.
Third, the bass characteristics and power
output of the amplifier the user must
furnish become less significant, allowing
the user apotentially wider selection of
candidates (but see more on this below).
And, finally, the powered woofer allows
for user adjustments— woofer level and
perhaps contour — that are not feasible
in apassive design.
Mirage is not the first company to
come out with such apowered, self-contained subwoofer design, but this feature, significant as it is, is not the only
attraction of their new 0M-6 loudspeaker. This model also incorporates a
number of concepts that Mirage has
used successfully in earlier bipolar designs (some of which remain in production), and at least one new refinement on the bipolar principle.
Recall that both bipolar and dipolar
loudspeakers radiate energy front and
back. Bipolar loudspeakers (invariably
designed around conventional dynamic
loudspeaker drive-units) differ from
dipolar designs (often, but not always,
flat panel radiators) in that the front and
back radiation are out of phase in adipole, in phase in abipole (which means
that the cones on both sides move away
from the cabinet when presented with a
positive voltage step). In adipole, there
is adeep null in the sound output at the
sides of the enclosure duc to cancellation of the opposing phase wavefronts. In abipole, the response dips at
the sides due to the natural limits of
driver dispersion at higher frequencies,

Description: Three-way, floorstandin& sealed-box loudspeaker system
with an integral powered woofer.
Drive-units: two 1" (25mm) pure
titanium hybrid tweeters, two 5.5"
(140mm) mica-filled, injectionmolded polypropylene-cone midranges with butyl surrounds, two 8"
(200mm) long-throw, polypropylene-cone woofers. Woofer amplifier: 150W continuous, 600W peak.
Crossover frequencies: 80Hz and
1.9kHz. Frequency range: 18Hz22kHz (tolerance not specified).
Sensitivity (in-room): 91dB. Impedance: 6 ohms nominal, 4 ohms
minimum. Recommended amplifier power: 30-200Wpc (at less
than 10% clipping).
Dimensions: 45.5" (1156mm) H
by 9.75" (248mm) W by 16.5"
(419mm) D. Weight: 61.5 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed: 081198/081199.
Price: $3000/pair. Approximate
nu mber of dealers: 250.
Manufacturer: Audio Products International Corporation, 3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada MIX 1G5. Tel: (416) 3211800. Fax: (416) 321-1500.

but the front and back radiation do not
cancel each other out.
The Mirage engineers reasoned that
if you could make abipole cabinet as
narrow and shallow as possible, the
response dip at the sides would become
less pronounced. Carried as far as is
physically possible, the response would
begin to resemble an omnidirectional
design. (It can't be a true omni, of
course, because the front and rear drivers, particularly the tweeters, do not
have full 180° dispersion at all frequencies.) Mirage dubbed this design
"Onmipolar," and the 0M-6 is the first
commercial realization of the concept.'
The narrow front/shallow depth
1While Mirage didn't orienate the hipole concept —
the original Hose 901 was actually ahipole of sorts—
they were the first, to my knowledge, to coin the term.
And they do have a trademark on the word
-Omnipolar."
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aspect of the Onmipolar idea is immediately evident in the 0M-6: Its
upper portion is very thin. To accommodate the cabinet volume needed by
the woofers, however, the bottom of the
enclosure is much deeper, with asloped
top surface where the woofer controls
are located (more on this below). The
bi-wirable connections for the midranges and tweeters arc on the lower
rear panel, along with the connector for
adetachable power cord for the subwoofer amplifier. The top and back of
the woofer section are the only surfaces
not covered in black grillecloth. A thin
strip of black lacquered wood dividing
the woofer and upper modules (which
cannot be separated) and aremovable
gloss-black top complete the traditional
Mirage look. But because of the 0M-6's
unusual shape, any physical resemblance
to Mirage's bipole designs ends here.
Three separate grille elements cover

jil

olui Atkinson measured the Mirage
0M-6 and provided me with the
results after my listening tests were
completed.
The Mirage's sensitivity measured
87dB/W/m (B-weighted). The impedance of the unpowered midrange/
tweeter module is shown in fig.l. The
mid/tweeter section is tuned to 1I2Hz.
The rise in the impedance magnitude
below 80Hz is typical of asystem with a
series capacitor. The latter is undoubtedly designed to prevent overdriving the
mid-tweeter module with low bass, as
there is no other high-pass filter in the
circuit (unless the user adds one, as discussed earlier). The small ripple visible
at 22kHz is the ultrasonic tweeter resonance; another small resonance-indicating ripple is visible at about 280Hz.
The minimum impedance is 3.8 ohms
at 350Hz, and the phase characteristics
are relatively benign. The 0M-6 should

Deià•
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the front and sides of the subwoofer
enclosure. All are removable, though
the loudspeaker looks decidedly industrial without them. The top midtweeter module is covered in agrillecloth "sock" that can be slipped down to
uncover the drive-units. But the system
is not designed to be used with the
grilles out of position, and the IDQ
(Interior Design Quotient) with the
sock down and the bottom grilles removed is probably less than zero. Idid
all of my listening with all of the grilles
in place. In this configuration, the 0M6is avery attractive package — though
definitely unconventional.
All of the drivers in the 0M-6 use
Mirage's latest technology, including the
same titanium hybrid tweeter used
in the company's flagship M-Isi loudspeaker. The upper module contains
two midrange/tweeter arrays, one radiating toward the front, the other toward

the back. To keep the cabinet as shallow as possible, the front and rear
tweeters and midranges are mounted
back to back; that is, while the front
tweeter is mounted on top, the rear
tweeter is mounted on the bottom, and
vice versa for the midranges. The overall depth of the mid-tweeter module is
just over 4.5".
The subwoofer amplifier turns on
automatically when it senses an input
signal. The "on" status is indicated by
an LED at the lower front of the cabinet
that is visible through the grillecloth
when illuminated. Once on, the amplifier's turn-off delay is long enough—
even when the signal stops—that Inever
experienced any problems with on-off
cycling.
The two 8" woofers are mounted on
opposite sides of the lower, sealed cabinet, in the same bipolar arrangement
used by Mirage in anumber of their sep-

not be an especially difficult load for any
well-designed amplifier.
Fig2 (top curve) shows the FFTderived frequency response of the 0M6's midranges and tweeters taken on the
high-frequency axis, combined with the
nearfield responses of the two powered
woofers, set to "+3" and "0." Note that
with the LF equalization set to +3
(where it remained for much of my listening), there is less output below 37Hz
than with the control set to flat. The
midrange response here is unusually
smooth, with the small, visible midrange modes above the crossover point
(about 2kHz) well suppressed by the
crossover.
Fig3 is the combined response of the
mid/tweeter module averaged across a
30° lateral window, combined with the

complex sum of the nearfield bass and
midrange responses. For this measurement, the bass equalization was set
to zero. The excellent overall bass extension is still strong at 20Hz — true
subwoofer territory. The slight crossover suckout visible at about 75Hz
should be insignificant once the room
response kicks in. The dip in the low to
mid-treble (from about 2kHz to 7kHz)
would definitely explain the forgiving
quality of the Mirage's sound. But
the response bumps just above lkHz
and above 10kHz are counterbalanced
somewhat by dips in the 0M-6's offaxis response in these regions (see
below). Therefore, the subjective effect
of the latter deviations—none of which
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.8

Mirage 0M-6, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Mirage 0M-6, anechoic responses on
tweeter axis at 50" of tweeter, and
midrange unit, with nearfield midrange
and woofer responses plotted below
500Hz. Top woofer response is with the
unit set to "+3," bottom set to "O."

Fig.3 Mirage 0M-6, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of midrange and woofer responses
plotted below 300Hz (top). Anechoic
response on rear midrange axis at 50",
corrected for microphone response and
offset by —5dB for clarity (bottom).
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arate subwoofers. This bipolar arrangement is said to minimize cabinet vibrations by cancellation: the movement of
the woofer on one side is counterbalanced by the equal and opposite
motion of the woofer on the other side.
This will definitely reduce the tendency
of the woofers to "rock" the cabinet, but I
suspect the general complexity of the
vibration modes makes cancellation of
cabinet vibrations themselves considerably less than perfect. (There's no
dispersion advantage in mounting the
subwoofer drivers in this fashion, as each
driver is largely omnidirectional below its
fixed crossover frequency of 80Hz.)
At the top of the subwoofer cabinet is
a line-level input to the subwoofer
amplifier, atwo-position phase control
(zero or 180°), and controls for both
subwoofer level and contour. The latter
provides for amoderate degree of LF
cut or boost, specified to peak at +3dB

is severe -will depend to alarge extent
on the room and positioning of the
loudspeaker. The Mirage did not sound
overly forward in the midrange or
peaky in the high end in my room. The
slight rise at or around 9-10kHz might
explain the slight graininess or dryness I
noted on top, but the operative word
here for both the measured rise and its
subjective impact is "slight."
The bottom curve in fig3, displaced
by 5dB for clarity, was taken at ahorizontal off-axis position of 180°; ie, from
behind the speaker. Note the comb filtering beginning in the low treble. This
is likely due in large measure to reflections of the loudspeaker's rear radiation
from the top of the woofer cabinet.
The subjective effect of these "picketfence ripples" -typical of comb filtering, and here spaced so close together
that they're unlikely to be heard as individual peaks and dips -might well be
heard as added airiness and spaciousness rather than rough or uneven
response. Still, the suckout at 550Hz
might somewhat reduce the sound's
overall presence.
Fig.4 shows the 0M-6's vertical
response family, plotted relative to the
on-axis response. (The latter is normalized to flat, with the remaining
curves showing the changes as the listener moves off-axis.) This is good performance, a vertical listening position
5-10° below the tweeter axis being
about optimum. Since the tweeter axis
Stereophile, November 1997

at 45Hz. There are two ways the subwoofer may be driven: directly at linelevel via an additional interconnect from
the preamp, perhaps using aY-connector; or by tapping the drive signal for the
subwoofer from the system's speakerlevel input. (The latter mode is engaged
via athird position on the upper-panel
phase switch.) Loudspeaker-level drive
might be more convenient for some, or
even necessary for those with integrated
amplifiers and no line outputs. Iused
the line connection, however, for all
of my listening. (The output of my
Rowland Consummate preamplifier
has both normal and reverse-phase
unbalanced outputs; Iused its reversephase outputs to drive the 0M-6 subwoofers, placing the latter's phase
switch at 180° to make the overall connection positive phase.)
One caveat about the choice of amplifiers: Though it may be tempting to con-

sider the use of alow-power amp to
drive the mid/tweeter section of the
loudspeaker, remember that this amplifier is always being driven full-range.
It is thus still subject to clipping from
strong low-frequency signals, even if
these signals do not reach the 0M-6's
mid/tweeter-range drivers. The only
way to avoid this is to roll off the upperrange amplifier's bass response. This
may be done with anything from an
outboard electronic crossover (only the
high-pass section is required) to ahighquality capacitor of the appropriate size
at the input of the amplifier.
The proper choice of crossover point
and technique to use here is beyond the
scope of this review. If you do perform
some sort of high-pass filtering at the
front of the mid/tweeter amplifier, then
you must use the line-level connection
to the subwoofer. (There will be no deep
bass present at the loudspeaker taps.)
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Fig.4 Mirage 0M-6, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 10°-5° above-axis; reference response; differences in response
5°-15° below-axis.
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With any amplifier of sufficient power,
however — certainly anything above
100Wpc —audible clipping should not
be aconcern in normal use.
Setup
Largely because of its adjustable bass,
setup of the Mirage 0M-6 was far easier than with most normal loudspeakers.
Iobtained good results from two room
configurations: firing across a room
diagonal, or placed several feet out from
and parallel with the short wall. Most of
the comments in this review reflect the
latter setup.
In both situations, the Mirages were
placed well out from the wall behind
them and toed-in toward the main listening position. Using avariety of program material, Iset the bass level and
equalization for best results. (The optimum settings will vary from room to
room and position to position.) Male

is 41" from the floor, this ideal height
will be very close to atypical listening
height for listeners seated in typical living-room chairs.
The horizontal dispersion, again referenced to a normalized on-axis response, is shown in fig.5. Note here that
there is aslight decrease in the off-axis
energy just above lkHz, and an off-axis
rolloff just above 10kHz — the possible

From the first audition,

required virtually no break-in — Iwas
able to jump immediately into "rethe 0M-6's
viewer mode." But that wasn't easy; the
0M-6es kept pushing me into "relaxeasy-on-the-ears,
and-enjoy." They were incredibly
seductive, drawing me into the musical
well-balanced, full-range
performance and refusing to distort the
experience with their own distracting
sound made the right
colorations.
No loudspeaker is entirely free of charimpression.
acter, of course, and the 0M-6 is no
vocals proved particularly useful in
exception. But in the all-important
making these adjustments. Iused the
midrange, the 0M-6 is first-rate. The
furnished spikes; these included two
overall sound is alittle laid-back and forattractive gold-plated feet that double as
giving (more on that below), but my usual
locking collars for the front spikes.
lineup of reference recordings emerged
without ahint of nas2lity, unnatural edge
Listening
or bite, or aggressive forwardness. WellFrom the first audition, the 0M-6's
recorded vocals, the acid test for me, were
easy-on-the-ears, well-balanced, full- completely natural, with an evenly
range sound made the right impression.
weighted balance and believable vocal
According to Mirage, the samples we
textures. The ability to adjust both the
received had already seen some use and
level and contour of the built-in sub-

effects of which were discussed above.
Overall, however, the 0M-6's off-axis
response is well-controlled, without any
serious discontinuities. The peak due to
the tweeter resonance at 22kHz is more
pronounced to the sides, which might
well lead your pet bat to prefer napping
on-axis.
Figs.6 and 7show, respectively, the
impulse and step responses of the 0M6's mid/tweeter module. (The ripples
visible just beyond 7ms are room reflections, and are more pronounced here
than usual due to the loudspeaker's
wide radiation pattern.) The impulse
response is very good. The step
response indicates that all drivers are
connected in the same polarity. The

loudspeaker is not time-coherent, the
midrange delayed just under lms
behind the tweeter. The slight jog in
the response curve at about 5ms is likely the delayed response of the rear
midrange driver.
The 0M-6's cumulative spectraldecay or "waterfall" plot is shown in
fig.8. The response here is very clean,
with little or no hash, and amere hint
of what could be a delayed mode
from the midrange units at just under
10kHz.
Altogether, there is little to criticize
in this set of results, which go along
way toward explaining the impressive
performance of the 0M-6 in the listening room.
-Thomas J. Norton

6

Fig.6 Mirage 0M-6, impulse response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Mirage 0M-6, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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woofers helped significantly to minimize
any chestiness or boom on male vocals.
In fact, it was male vocals that Iused
to adjust the controls on the 0M-6,
falling back particularly on two old reliable references: Gordon Lightfooes
GmId Read My Mind (Reprise 62922) and the Fairfield Four's Standiv in the
Safety Zone (Warner Bros. 26945-2). In
my experience, when the balance is
right, the former should have just asmall
degree of pleasing warmth, the latter just
alittle more (though not to excess). The
surprisingly narrow range of the Mirage's controls at which these conditions
were met is food for thought when you
consider how seldom normal loudspeakers can be made to sound right
through the midbass — not without
careful, often tedious setup. And some
loudspeakers refuse to fall into balance
no matter what the user does —often for
no other reason than a skewed top/
bottom balance. Iwould certainly not
claim that the Mirages can be made to
sound optimum in every possible room,
but their inherent flexibility greatly
enhances their chances for success.
At the top, the 0M-6 was open and
detailed. There was atouch of fine grain
present with both test amplifiers, though
it was lessened with the Kinergetics.
This suggests aslight rise in the Mirage's
response in the sibilance region or slightly above. It may possibly be related, also,
to its wide dispersion, which put more
overall upper-octave energy into the
room than typical direct-radiating loudspeakers. But Inever found this quality
irritating. The only downside was a
small loss in the liquidity and sweetness
of the upper treble. The upside was an
open, detailed, but never etched or c

gerated sound — in other words, aconvincing window on the recording itself.
The radiation pattern of the 0M-6es
enhanced this open quality — the sound
was suspended in space around and
between the loudspeakers. And unlike
many loudspeakers that radiate in multiple directions, with the Mirages I
never felt that Iwas listening to the
ambience of my listening space rather
than the ambience of the original
recorded event. Still, this quality will
certainly be dependent to adegree on
your room and setup.
While the 0M-6es were relatively
easy to set up, Idon't recommend positioning them so that their rear radiation
fires into undamped room corners. Even
if they're physically well out from the
corners, this placement invites an unnaturally cavernous midrange coloration.
(My listening room is not overly live, and
the front wall behind the loudspeakers is
damped from the outside of the loudspeakers into the corners.)
Soundstage placement with the 0M6es, while less pinpoint than you might
get with, say, good minimonitors, was
nonetheless natural. Depth was very
convincing and, again, appeared to be
that of the recording rather than abyproduct of the loudspeaker's radiation
pattern. The dancer on Flamenco (Philips
422 069-2), for example, generated an
astonishing sense of position, both in
width and depth, as he worked his way
around the "stage" in front of me.
Another engaging characteristic of the
0M-6es' radiation pattern was the stability of the image as Imoved laterally
across the listening area. This does not
mean that you'll get optimum imaging
no matter where you sit
know of no

Associated Equipment
The Mirage 0M-6es were auditioned in asystem consisting of the
Mark Levinson No37 CD transport
and No.36S D/A converter, Rowland Consummate preamplifier, and
either the Carver Lightstar Reference 2.0 or Kinergetics KBA-280
power amplifiers. Interconnecting
was via TARA Labs RSC Reference
from D/A to preamp, and Cardas
Hexlink from preamp to power
amp. A long length of TARA Labs
RSC Master Generation 2interconnect was used to drive the 0M-6
subwoofers from the preamp. The
digital link between the transport
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and the D/A converter was 1Cimber
AGDL. Loudspeaker cables were
Monster M1.5s (top end) and Monster M22s (bass) in abi-wire hookup.
All listening was conducted in my
ca 18' by 26' by 11' (WxL3cH) listening room. Aside from the wall-towall carpeting, the room is acoustically treated with amixture of RPG
Diffusors, ASC Tube Traps and panels, and Wavelength Absorbing Linear
Structures (W.A.LS.) and Wavelength
Absorbing Panels (W.A.P.) from
System Analysis. (These last two devices perform acoustic absorption/
bass-trap functions.) —l'homas]. Norton

The 0M-6's back panel includes the
subwooter controls.

loudspeaker that will do this trick. Any
loudspeaker capable of reasonably precise imaging will still work best from the
sweet spot, and the 0M-6 was no exception. But still, Igot abelievable image
from any reasonable listening position.
Furthermore, Iheard no odd, abrupt
shifts in balance and soundstaging as I
moved across the room.
With many loudspeakers, such shifts
are the inevitable result of the loudspeakers' limited horizontal radiation
pattern, their response irregularities, and
the room. It's not unusual for the sonic
effect to resemble asort of comb-filtering, with the images shifting radically,
sometimes popping into focus, at other
times sounding phasey and indistinct as
you move farther away from the primary
listening position.
With the 0M-6es Iwas conscious of
no such irregularities. With the loudspeakers toed-in toward the center I
could, in fact, sit opposite the left loudspeaker and still hear a respectable
soundstage spread evenly from left to
right. This has useful implications for any
application in which the loudspeakers
must provide satisfying performance to a
widely spread group of listeners — it
home theater.
The 0M-6's bass response was remarkable for aloudspeaker of this size. It
definitely extended into the bottom
octave, and while afew each of the best
subwoofcrs and full-range loudspeakers
offer more powerful sub-30Hz performance, you'll have to look hard to find
them. On awide variety of bass material
—bowed and plucked double bass, bass
113
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drum, organ, piano, synthesizer, even
video-type sound effects — the result
was never less than convincing, and frequently thrilling. The famous falling
drumset on Dies (Reference Recordings

mized bass overloading. But it's also fair
to point out that this is unlikely to be a
problem in asmaller space than my fairy large listening room, or at less
demanding overall playback levels.
I've already mentioned the slightly
laid-back, forgiving quality of the 0MThe Mirage 0M-6
6. This is astrength in that the Mirages
seemed just alittle
were far less likely than most loudspeakers to sound irritating on less than
lacking in "jump factor"— the best program material, aweakness
in that they sometimes just didn't 'take
the ability to startle with
off' dynamically when the music called
for it. They seemed just alittle lacking
abrupt shifts
in "jump factor" — the ability to startle
with abrupt shifts in the microdynamics
in the microdynamics
of the music. (This is opposed to their
of the music.
output capability, which, as I've noted
above, was more than adequate.) I
RR-12CD, now available only on areisattribute this at least partially to their
sue from Ryko) definitely sounded as if radiation pattern, though Ialso suspect a
it was coming from asubwoofer rather slightly recessed response either in the
than merely agood woofer. This is a midrange or low treble —perhaps both.
subtle distinction; a good subwoofer
But the 0M-6 was both involving and
energizes the room in away most ordidetailed through the midband, which
nary woofers can't quite manage. The
suggests that the recessed response (if it
percussion section on Vaughan Williams'
in fact exists) is not severe. In both bass
Sinfonia Antartica (Koss Classics KC-2214)
power-handling and dynamic immestartled me upright. And Jean Guillou's
diacy, the 0M-6 was outdone by my
organ transcription of Mussorgsky's
long-term reference, the Energy Veritas
Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian DOR- v2.8, though the latter loudspeaker lacks
90117) rocked the room.
the Mirage's adjustability and is therefore
Still, though the overall bass of the
more difficult to position for optimum
0M-6 was impressive, it wasn't quite bass performance. But the comparison is
.mesome — there's still room for imhardly fair; the Energy sells for twice the
provement in definition and power han- price of the Mirage. There is, Isuspect, a
dling. While what Iheard in the low end
larger Omnipolar model in the Mirage
was often amazing, we're still talking pipeline which will give the big Energys
here about 8" drivers pushed to their arun for their (and your) money.
limits. The bottom octaves were alittle
full and rich rather than tight and highly
Conclusions
detailed, and there was occasional audiMinor quibbles aside, the overall perforble overhang (possibly aresult of bass
mance of the Mirage 0M-6 was hard to
amplifier clipping) when Iworked the
fault. Iknow of few loudspeakers that
system hard. Push it just alittle harder can match its extended frequency
and the woofers began to rattle on
response, output capability, sheer listenextremely challenging material like the
ability, and low coloration. Thanks to its
big bass drum on "0 Vazio" from Tropic separately adjustable subwoofer, it is relAffair (Reference Recordings RR-31CD),
atively easy to position and not overly
deep synthesizer bass such as that on
demanding of associated components.
"Psychopomp" from the Dies CD, the
Its ability to maintain reasonable perforsubterranean growl in "Hell's Bells" from
mance with less than the most pristine
The Apocalypse Now Sessions (Rykodisc program material and in less than optiRCD 10109), and video sound effects
mum listener locations strongly suggest
such as the falling rock in the cave
that it just might be at home in an allsequence from the Aladdin laserdisc.
purpose, music/home-theater system
Unlike with most loudspeakers, you
without the musical compromises that
do have the option here of turning down
such a multi-use system sometimes
the bass level without sacrificing overall
involves. In fact, Iplan to try it out in just
system loudness: Apart from the bass
such asystem for apossible review in the
limitations noted, the 0M-6 played
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.
very loud without turning edgy or
In short, you don't need acrystal ball
being seriously congested. Turning
to figure out that Ireally like the Mirage
down the woofer level slightly thinned 0M-6. Isuspect that you, too, just
out the overall balance, yet also minimight be impressed.
S
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Paradigm Reference Active/20 powered loudspeaker
John Atkinson

T

here arc many benefits accruing
to aloudspeaker when its designer goes the active or powered
route. The usual losses and distortions
associated with passive crossovers can be
circumvented, while the fact that the
amplifiers and drive-units can be designed as apackage enables the designer
to squeeze more performance from
each than would otherwise be the case.
And the savings gained from the absence of aseparate amplifier chassis can
be passed on to the consumer.
Yet with the exception of some domestic models from Meridian, Genelec,
and Mackie, and powered subwoofers
from many home-theater manufacturers,
active speakers have not caught on big
with audiophiles. Isuspect it's an issue of
choice: buy an active speaker and you're
denied the freedom to select an amplifier
from afavorite manufacturer. And when
you go active, your existing amplifier
metamorphoses into acostly boat anchor.
Nevertheless, brave manufacturers
continue to introduce powered speakers. Ifirst heard the subject of this
review, Paradigm's diminutive Reference Active/20, at the 1997 Winter
Consumer Electronics Show, and was
sufficiently impressed by what Iheard
to request apair of review samples.

Description: Two-way, reflex-loaded,
stand-mounted, powered loudspeaker. Inputs: one unbalanced line-level
(RCA), one balanced line-level (XLR).
Controls: Speaker Level, High-Frequency Contour, Low-Frequency
Contour, switchable High-Pass Filter
for use with asubwoofer. Supplied
accessories: two 12' AC cables, two
23' RCA-terminated, unbalanced
interconnects. Drive-units: 1" (25mm)
aluminum-dome tweeter; 6" (150mm)
mica polypropylene cone woofer.
Crossover
frequency:
1.5kHz.
Crossover
slopes:
third-order,
18dB/octave. Frequency response:
35Hz-22kHz, ±3dB (±1dB over most
of the audio band). Amplifier power:
110W (woofer), 50W (tweeter).
Dimensions: 14" (356mm) H by
8.25" (210mm) W by 12" (300mm) D

Going active
Minimonitor-sized, the two-way Active/
20 features Paradigm's usual 1" aluminum-dome tweeter coupled to a
mica polypropylene cone woofer of
nominal 6" size (the yellow, partially
see-through cone is just over 5" in diameter). 'The woofer features an invertedroll surround and is built on adie-cast

Paradigm Reference Active/20 loudspeaker
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(including heatsink fins and AC connector). Weight: 27 lbs/pair (12.3 kg/
pair).
Finishes available: gloss cherry or
black ash laminate.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
10059/60.
Price: 81600/pair (matching 25"
Premier stands cost 8179/pair).
Approximate number of dealers:
250.
Manufacturer: Paradigm Electronics
Inc., 101 Hanlan Road, Woodbridge,
Ontario, Canada L4L 3P5. Tel: (905)
850-2889. Fax: (905) 850-2960. US
distributor: AudioStream, Div. of
Bavan Corp., M.P.O. Box 2410,
Niagara Falls, NY 14302. Tel: (905)
632-0180. Fax: (905) 632-0183.
Website: http://www.paradigm.ca

chassis. This has flanges to its side that
mate with the substantial frame of the
grille to give asmooth, obstruction-free
acoustic environment for the drivers.
The woofer is reflex-loaded with a
large port on the speaker's rear. This
port is 9" deep and 2" in diameter, and
is flared on both ends to reduce turbulence at high levels.
Clues to the speaker's active nature are
the green, LED-illuminated Paradigm
logo under the woofer on the grille, and
the large array of vertical heatsink fins on
the top half of the rear panel. Three
rotary controls beneath the heatsink control Level and High- and Low-Frequency Contour, while signal input is switchable between singled-ended (RCA) and
balanced (XLR). Another switch engages
ahigh-pass filter, for use with systems
including asubwoofer.
The Active/20 can be set to be on all
the time, or only when it detects an
audio signal. Iused the latter setting, as
the time constant seems sensibly set.
The speaker stays on long enough without signal that you have time to change a
CD, or go to the kitchen for another
beer. (Some active speakers turn off far
too quickly, Ihave found.) The woofer is
driven by a110W amplifier, the tweeter
by a50W amplifier. While this power
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ratio may seem sensible on atypical
music program, my experience has been
that, for wide-bandwidth signals, the
tweeter needs to see as much voltage
swing as the woofer. However, Paradigm
may well have been sensible in setting
the HF unit's power conservatively.
Let's rock
It took me awhile to find the optimum
place for the Paradigms in my room.
Positioned where the PSB Stratus Gold
is had performed so well for last
month's review (October '97, p.199), the
Active/20s produced too much upper
bass, the balance sounding unacceptably
thick. Suspecting acoincidence between
the distance of the woofers from the
wall behind them and from the floor

E

ven with its level control set to the
central detented position, the
Paradigm Active/20 didn't require
much drive to go quite loud. With a
1kHz, 1
/
3-octave warble tone, 200mV
(balanced) was enough to raise an estimated 95dB at 1m. It's hard to conceive
of acombination of source components
that wouldn't accommodate this speaker. The protection seems quite complex:
while 470mV (unbalanced) of the
white-spectrum MLS noise was enough
to turn on the red warning LED, the
indicator remained green when the
speaker was driven with more than 1V
of 11cHz sinewave.
The 6" woofer is rolled off faster than
would be the case with asimple reflex
system. Fig.1 shows the nearfield responses of the woofer and the port,
together with their complex sum. 1Both
woofer and port roll out with afourthorder, 24dB/octave slope, while their
combined response approaches 27dB/
octave. The small woofer is therefore
I

IIIII1

I

with the speakers sitting on the 25"
AudioStream stands, I moved the
Paradigms out in stages; eventually they
ended up about 45" from the wall. In
this position, the upper-bass transition
sounded smooth and even. Ileft the
speakers in this position for the rest of
the review period.
My first impressions were very positive. With the tone controls set to their
center, detented positions, alaid-back
mid-treble was coupled with aslightly
mellow top octave, an uncolored midrange, and what sounded like an astonishing amount of bass for such asmall
speaker. True, it was really midbass, but
the speaker appeared to give full measure down to 40Hz, with a useful
amount of 32Hz audible. Below that,

however, nada. The in-room output
dropped like astone, implying ahighorder rolloff of some kind.
Low-frequency definition was okay.
The speaker didn't boom, but neither
was it the tight-as-a-nut, bottom-fallingout-of-your-world kind of bass that, say,
the $15,000/pair EggelstonWorks Andra
routinely serves up. But it was good
enough that extreme levels of ultra-bass,
like the ridiculous B-string thundering
on Dread Zeppelin's 1991 5,000,000
(IRS X2 13092), caused my feets to start
dancing.
So where's the catch? You don't get
something for nothing, and we're talking
about apair of tiny woofers. The catch is
that the speakers won't give the listener
high levels of low frequencies for long.

protected from infrasonic overload. The
measured response appears to be 6dB
down at 35Hz, which is alow frequency for aminimonitor — Iassume that
some equalization is at work here. The
reflex port covers the 30Hz-60Hz
octave, but note that its output peaks up
again at 800Hz. This is presumably due
to some kind of pipe resonance; fortunately, the port opens on the speaker's
rear, meaning that the subjective effect
of this peak will probably be negligible.
To the left of fig2 is shown the
Reference Active/20's bass response
with the Low-Frequency Contour set
to its maximum and minimum posi-

lions: the effect is to move the speaker's
-6dB point between 40Hz and 32Hz.
The third trace to the left of fig2 is the
low-frequency response with the HighPass Filter switched into circuit: -3dB at
67Hz. This will allow the Paradigms to
be matched with asubwoofer.
Moving higher in frequency in fig2,
the Active/20 features avery smooth
response on the tweeter axis, with perhaps aslightly recessed output in the
mid-treble. Certainly this is how it
sounded in the listening room. The output returns above the OdB line above
181cHz, but this should not present any
subjective problems. This curve was
taken with the grille on. Removing the
grille results in aresponse peak almost
5dB high just below 41cHz (fig3), presumably because the tweeter no longer
sees aclean, nonobstructive acoustic
environment. Do not listen to this
speaker with its grille removed. The
curve in fig2 was also taken with the
High-Frequency Contour control set to
its middle, detented position. Fig.4
shows the effect of the control set to its

1For full details of how Imeasure loudspeakers for
Sterrophile reviews, see "Loudspeakers: What Measurements Can Tell Us —And What They Can't Tell Us!,"
ASS Preprint 4608, presented at the 103rd Audio
Engineering Society Convention, New York, September 1997.
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Paradigm Active/20, LF Contour set to "0,"
nearfield responses of woofer and port
responses plotted below IkHz, with the
complex sum of port and woofer
responses (top at 70Hz).

Paradigm Active/20 with grille in place,
anechoic response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30 ° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of midrange and
woofer responses plotted below 300Hz
with (L-R): LF Contour set to "-F4cIB,"
"-4c113," and "0" with the High-Pass Filter
engaged.

1000

10000
FUMIœncy on Hz

Fig.3

Paradigm Active/20, effect on anechoic
response of removing grille
(5dB/vertical div.).
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Other writers have mentioned the
Active/20's seemingly endless dynamics.
Sad to say, Ididn't find that to he the
case. Even with the Low Frequency
Contour set to "0," Ifound that inching
the volume control to party-approved
levels was asure-fire way to end up with
silence emanating from the Paradigms.
Tom Norton's recent acquisition of
the Purple Rain DVD reminded me that
the movie's soundtrack CD (Warner
Bros. 25110-2) hadn't been played chez
Atkinson for along time. Not counting
a long car trip with classical pianist
Hyperion Knight last January, when we
found we both loved The Artist Formerly Known As ... 's music, Ihadn't listened to the recording since Idestroyed
aMission integrated amplifier with the

LP version back in '87. Of course, I'm 10
years older now, and it doesn't become a
middle-aged boomer to rock out in
quite the same way as he did in his relative youth. Nevertheless, into my hands
went my favorite air guitar, onto the CD
player went "When Doves Cry," and
with alook at the spi meter to ensure I
wasn't endangering my hearing too
much, off Iboogied. Prince and Idid
five minutes at about 97dB, with the
green Paradigm logos occasionally flashing red. Then all went quiet. The speaker's heatsinks were hot-it took about
30 minutes for the speakers to reactivate.
This was obviously unfair and unusual treatment, so Ifollowed Purple Rain
with the Ashkenazy-conducted Rachmaninoff Symphony 1with the Con-

certgebouw Orchestra from the early
'80s (London 411 657-2). And about 30
minutes later, in the last movement's big
tune, one of the speakers went quiet
again. Okay, Iwas playing the music
loud. But this time the red lights weren't
flashing, and Iwasn't aware of any obviously audible strain on the speakers'
part. Santa Fe's 7000' altitude knocks
3-4dB off aspeaker's sensitivity, so it's
possible that Iwouldn't have had any
music-loss problems at sea level. But it
does underline the fact that Paradigm is
squeezing all they can from the Active/
20's drive-units.
And maybe
making too much of
this. After the review was written, Idug
out Don Henley's Building the Perfect
Beast (Geffen 24026-2) -I wanted to

maximum and minimum positions.
(For clarity, the on-axis response has
been subtracted from both of these
curves.) The control can be seen to
shelve the speaker's treble above 3kHz
up or down by approximately 2dB.
Fig.5 reveals the Paradigm's vertical
dispersion. A crossover suckout appears
more than 10° above the tweeter axis,
suggesting that tall stands work best.
The Premier stands supplied by
Paradigm for this review are 25" tall
including the spikes, bringing the
speakers' tweeters level with my ears,
which was optimal. Horizontally (fig.6),
the use of asmall woofer results in
superbly controlled dispersion, something that always correlates with good
imaging, as Ifound in my auditioning.
(The grille was left on for all of these
measurements.) The spatially averaged
response taken in my listening room
(fig.7) was the flattest Ihave measured.
Once above the room-interaction region, and with the exception of aminor
peak at 4kHz, the output between
400Hz and 6.3kHz met astonishing

i-0.9dB limits. No wonder the speaker
sounded so neutral! And the useful bass
response can be seen to extend down to

the 32Hz band. Imeasure both speakers to derive this graph, by the way; the
pair-matching at the listening position
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Fig.6 Paradigm Active 20, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90*-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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take advantage of the Paradigm's bass
extension to dig the intermodulationinduced octave doubling on Danny
Kortchmar's nasty guitar intro to "All
She Wants To Do Is Dance." The spi
meter was peaking at 97dB, the red
lights were flashing in time to the music, but the speakers kept on playing to
the end of the track. Isuspect that the
protection is program-dependenr, some
kinds of music hit just the right spectra
to push the Paradigms over the edge.
When Ikept within the speed limit,
the Paradigms continued to impress me
with how well they reproduced music's
broad sweep, something that was reinforced by their excellent stereo imaging.
Excellent, that is, both in terms of image
stability and in the way the speakers

defined spatial positions in both the
width and depth planes. Iwas editing
and mixing Stereophile's live recordings
from the 1997 Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival during the review period, and
was continually impressed with how
easily Icould hear slight differences in
soundstaging resulting from the choices
Iwas making. And on commercial recordings, the Paradigms' ability to present fine detail without blending it into
ageneric sound was refreshing.
A cut that has been spending alot of
time in the Levinson CD player is
Crosby, Stills & Nash's "Southern Cross"
from 1982, as reissued on the 1991 CSN
boxed set (Atlantic 82319-2). The song's
verse rocks from A to G to D, Stills'
arrangement making the most of the

open-string sharp keys that work so well
on the guitar. Via the powered Paradigms, the stage on which the song was
presented was enormous, yet all the
sonic objects were solidly presented
within that stage, and could be easily differentiated. There was no spotlighting of
detail; just the feeling that nothing was
getting in the way of anything else. Not
least of which were the speakers, of
course!
About the only overt character I
noticed in the Active/20's presentation
was aslight dryness in the mid-treble.
Others who heard them in my listening
room commented on adegree of highfrequency grain—it was obvious we
were talking about the saine phenomenon. But this was minor in degree and

was impressive.
In the time domain, the step response
on the tweeter axis (fig.8) reveals that the
speaker is not time-coherent, as expected
from the fiat baffle, but with units connected in the same positive acoustic
polarity. Other than some ridges of ultrasonic resonant energy from the tweeter,
the associated cumulative spectral-decay
plot (fig.9) is superbly clean. The slight
treble graininess Inoted in my auditioning must originate somewhere else, perhaps in the amplifier.
Finally, attaching asimple plastic-

tape accelerometer to the cabinet sidewall and calculating a waterfall plot
from its output (fig.10) revealed asmall
amount of panel resonant behavior,
with one mode present just above
200Hz and another at 400Hz. The levels are low, however, and Inoticed no

congestion in this region.
Summing up, this is superb measured
performance for an affordable speaker.
There is obviously some superb speaker-engineering talent in residence at
Paradigm.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.10 Paradigm Active/20, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet
sidewall (line-level MLS driving voltage to speaker 410mV, speaker level control set to "0").
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System and Setup

A

fter some experimentation, I
placed the active Paradigms
about 45" from my listening
mom's rear wall (which is faced with
books and LPs) and approximately
60" from the side walls (which also
have bookshelves covering some of
their surfaces). The three cylindrical
pillars of each of the matching 25"
AudioStream stands were filled to
the brim with amixture of lead shot
and dry sand. Digital source was a
Mark Levinson No30.5 HDCD®
DIA processor driven by aMark
Levinson No.31.5 transport via an
Iluminan AES/EBU cable, or by a
Panasonic SV-3700 DAT recorder
via Madrigal AES/EBU cables and a
Meridian 518 jitter-reduction unit. A
Mod Squad Phono Drive EPS was
used to amplify LP signals from a
Li nnSonde k/C i
rku s/Trampolin/
didn't get in the way of the music. I
didn't fool around much with the
tone controls, by the way, the center
positions offering the best balance
between bass weight and definition,

Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv setup on an
ArchiDee table. The preamplifier
was the new Mark Levinson
No380S.
Other than for the phono preamp,
the interconnects used were all balanced: first AuclioQueses AudioTruth
Lapis X3, then Madrigal's CZ Gel-1.
All source components and preamps
used in my listening room were
plugged into aPower Wedge 116
itself plugged into adedicated
AC circuit and fitted with the Power
Enhancer option. The Paradigm
speakers were plugged into the wall.
The speakers were broken in by
being placed face to face and driven
out-of-phase with the "Special
Bum-In Noise" track on Stereophile's
Test CD 3. 1
—John Atkinson
1$9.95 plus $3.50 58tH. Credit-cud orders: (800)
358-6274.

and between HF air and detail.
At the end of the auditioning Iwent
back to my long-term references, the
B&W Silver Signatures driven by Mark
Levinson No.33H monoblocks. As

good as Ifelt the Paradigms to be, it was
no contest. The B&Ws sounded more
refined, more detailed, with aconsiderably greater sense of ease. Only in bass
extension and stereo imaging accuracy
and stability did the Canadian speakers
rival the British. But wait asecond —
the Paradigms, which include amplification, cost under $2000 with stands; the
$8000/pair B&Ws were being driven
by $20,000 worth of Levinson. You'd
better expect $28,000 to buy better
sound quality than $2000! With speakers like the Paradigm Active/20 around,
the Law of Diminishing Returns kicks
in in abig way.
Conclusion
Even if you have to spend acouple of
hundred dollars on apair of appropriate
stands —and the supplied Premiers are a
good choice — Paradigm's Reference
Active/20 is asuperb-sounding, wellengineered bargain when you consider
that, for your $1600, you get everything
you need to make sound other than a
preamplifier and source components.
Enthusiastically recommended as the
affordable reference for minimonitor
sound quality. Maybe I'll borrow another pair to experiment with surround
sound...
S

Voted "Best Value in Loudspeakers" for 1997
The member
of the Academy
for the Advancement
of High End Audio
vote each year for
designers and products
of special merit.
The Magneplanar ®
MG3.5/R was selected
by the leaders of
High End Audio
to receive recognition
as the "Best Value in
Loudspeakers" for 1997.
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"The Maggie 3.5s
represent the
maximum sonic
value per buck in
loudspeakers
in the here and
now."*
Harry Pearson
The Absolute Sound
Magazine
Issue 107, 1996
Quoted with permission of The Absolute Sound
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Audio Artistry Beethoven loudspeaker system
Shannon Dickson

A

ished appearance. This cloth also conceals absorptive material used to attenuate higher frequencies radiating
from the rear wave of the 8" midrange
drivers. In conjunction with the use of a
monopole tweeter, this damping is consistent with Audio Artistry's contention
that dipole radiation of treble frequencies is undesirable.
Seated on the rear two-thirds of each
main-panel plinth is adetachable passive
crossover box. This enclosure is chockfull of very-high-quality passive components. Large Acon polypropylene caps,
heatsunk Caddock power resistors, and
air-core inductors handle frequency
division and impedance compensation
between each of the main-panel drivers.
Three sets of quality Cardas binding
posts are mounted on the top rear of the
crossover box for optional (and recThe Beethoven ...
ommended) tri-wiring of the main
...is essentially aDvorak on steroids. panel. A harness of Cardas conductors
Each main panel contains five top-ofconnects the binding posts to athreethe-line ScanSpeak drivers. Two customway Neutrik SpeakOn connector, which
made 10" paper/carbon-doped woofers
in turn attaches the crossover to the
handle the panel's bass response up to
speaker via its mating half, located near
200Hz, at which point they cross over the bottom rear of the main panel. This
to two 8" Kevlar-coned midbass units
arrangement provides flexibility and
arranged in asymmetrical array above
allows easy upgrading of the crossover
and below a custom version of the
without having to send the speaker back
Revelator, ScanSpeak's premier silkto the factory. In addition, the crossover
dome tweeter.
box is isolated from panel vibrations via
The 8" and 10" drivers arc not ateffective EAR, damping feet.
tached to the front baffle with screws.
Rather than assign each speaker aserAudio Artistry pressure-fits these drivial number, Audio Artistry mounts a
ers via the rear spine; the drivers are
large copper nameplate engraved with a
sandwiched between the spine and the
unique name, typically related in some
back of the baffle, where their front way to Beethoven's music, on the top of
rims fit into precisely routed cavities
each passive crossover.
filled with aspecial damping material.
Each Beethoven subwoofer cabinet is
This mounting technique is said to
open to the front and back and contains
reduce driver distortion and the transfer four 12" drivers. David Copperfield
of vibrations to the front panel, and
must have been consulted to figure out
gives the baffle abeautifully clean aphow to squeeze four large woofers
pearance. Each of these drivers has a inside abox this compact. The drivers
vented pole-piece; corresponding holes are arranged so that their back-andalong the spine accommodate the reforth motion partially cancels vibrations
quired venting.
generated by each driver, resulting in
Two wide strips of grillecloth run
very little transfer of resonant energy to
from top to bottom on either side of the
the cabinet and floor.
rear spine to give the speaker aneat, finThe two main panels and tops of
each subwoofer cabinet are finished in
gorgeous mirrorlike "piano black" lac1Rick issues of Stinvphile are available by calling (8(e)
358-6274.
quer. Solid rosewood is used for the narudio Artistry's Beethoven is the
banner model of the company's
Composer series, which includes
the entry-level Vivaldi as well as the
Dvorak Ireviewed in the April 1996
Stereophile (Vol.19 No.4, p204). Like the
Dvorak, the Beethoven is afour-piece, biamplified, dynamic dipole design; unlike
the Dvorak, the Beethoven has been
taken to the nth degree of refinement.
Since many of the major design features common to both speakers were
described in depth in the Dvorak review, only the most salient characteristics shared by the Beethoven arc revisited here. Those interested in amore
complete analysis of the fundamental
principles behind these unusual speakers are encouraged to track down the
Dvorak review.'
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Description: Four-way, bi-amplified dipole system consisting of
two dynamic main panels, two
subwoofers, apair of passive crossovers, and a unity-gain, noninverting, balanced, active (line-level)
crossover. Drive-units: one 1" softdome tweeter, two 8" Kevlar-cone
midrange drivers, two doped paper-cone 10" woofers (main panel); four 12" cone woofers (subwoofer). Crossover frequencies:
200Hz, 2kHz (main panel); 100Hz
(subwoofer). Frequency response:
20Hz-25kHz, ±2.5dB (complete
system); 40Hz-25kHz (main panels used without subwoofers); 100
Hz-25kHz (main panels used with
subwoofers). Sensitivity: 89dB/W
at 1m. Impedance: 5ohms nominal, 3.3 ohms minimum at 100Hz
(main panel); 13 ohms nominal,
11 ohms minimum (subwoofer).
Input impedance (active crossover): 39k ohms.
Dimensions: 55" Hby 13.75" W by
6" D(main panel); 29" Hby 14.75"
W by 21.5" D (subwoofer); 2.5" H
by 17" W by 8" D (active crossover). Weight: 85 lbs each (main
panel); 95 lbs each (subwoofer);
18 lbs (passive crossover). Recommended amplification: 150-200W
(main panel); 50W (subwoofer).
Serial number of review samples: Ninth Symphony, Egmont
Overture.
Price: 1;24,750/system. Approximate number of dealers: 16.
Manufacturer: Audio Artistry, Inc.,
834 Purser Drive, Raleigh, NC
27603. Tel: (919) 319-1375. Fax:
(919) 319-1416.
row side panels and rear center spine,
and is grain-matched to the veneer on
the side of each woofer.
The active crossover, housed in a
metal chassis fitted with a black
anodized faceplate, can feed either a
pair of stereo amps or two sets of
monoblocks. This crossover handles the
100Hz transition between panels and
woofers and performs equalization both
Stereophile, November 1997

above and below this crossover point.
The EQ above 100Hz helps achieve a
smooth frequency response from the
panel's dipole drivers, while below
100Hz the EQ corrects for the dipole
woofer's natural rolloff, resulting in a
nearly flat response down to 20Hz. If
you have avery small room or alimited
budget, you can use the main panels
alone. In such cases the woofer section
is turned off, extending the main panel's
response down to around 40Hz.
On the faceplate you'll find ablue operating LED and abutton labeled "Video."
Pressing this button minimizes subwoofer
excursion when playing back very loud
explosions on some laserdisc and DVD
soundtracks, or the intense subsonic nimble occasionally heard on LPs. This is
accomplished through a gentle 6dB/
octave rolloff from 40Hz on down.
On the rear of this chassis are aDIN
connector for attaching the external
power supply, and switches to turn each
subwoofer on or off. Separate wooferlevel knobs are also provided for up to
12dB of adjustment in order to match
the system to amplifiers of different gain
structures and/or to awide variety of
rooms. Also, apair of jumpers located
on the circuit board allows an additional
10dB of woofer-level control, though
I've never heard of anyone needing to
use that feature.
The active crossover is fitted with
XLR connectors and asuperbly balanced
interface topology comprising apair of
Jensen JT-10KBD input transformers
and a clever output circuit design,
resulting in atrue universal interface. In
other words, the crossover is equally
happy receiving or driving abalanced or
single-ended source or load. Jensen's
transformers are highly linear, widebandwidth devices that present an input
impedance of around 39k ohms for the
driving preamp. A version of the crossover employing an RF filter and actively
balanced input stage is available as an
option in place of the input transformer.
The crossover circuitry was optimized
for maximum dynamic range and signal/noise when used only between a
preamp and amplifier. Don't feed ahighoutput (over 2.7V RMS) source component directly into the crossover.
As with the passive crossover, only
first-class components are used. Every
resistor is aPrecision Resistive Products
high-precision, low-noise design with
0.1% tolerance and a10 parts per million
temperature coefficient. In addition, 2%
¡MB film caps are used throughout the
audio signal path. The board contains
extensive local power-supply filtering
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and decoupling, along with effective
RFI filtering applied at each input and
output. Audio Artistry chose BurrBrown's excellent-sounding OPA-2604
amplifiers to handle EQ duties.
While the Beethoven system is atrue
full-range design and contains far more
components than the typical speaker, it
is not visually imposing in alistening
room. The low-profile woofers can be
located along either side wall, and the
elegant main panels are very easy on the
eye, blending well even into rooms of
modest size.
Sonic splendor
Though the Dvorak reviewed last year
was designed to aprice point, Icame to
prefer it over many more expensive
models, even if some had aslight per-

formance edge over the Dvorak in one
particular area of another. My preference
stemmed from the open perspective
and overall naturalness with which the
Dvorak portrayed so many forms of
music despite several minor flaws,
among them aless transparent resolution
of soundstage detail compared to the
very best, and an upper midrange that,
while certainly not overtly bright, leaned
abit in that direction.
That first-generation Dvorak was an
excellent work-in-progress, but the Beethoven is amilestone achievement. It possesses every positive attribute of the
Dvorak (except its lower price), yet manages to improve on each of those assets
while either minimizing or eliminating
that speaker's shortcomings. Beethoven
virtues—such as an enhanced sense

Audio Artistry Beethoven loudspeaker system
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of rhythmic swing, awesome transparency, effortless resolution, and a
more solid, dynamic bass — expand
upon the Dvorak's reduction in roominduced colorations.2
Compared to previous box speakers
used in my room, the relative lack of
standing-wave excitation and midrange
masking from the Dvorak and the
Beethoven produced apronounced feeling of being enveloped in the soundfield
of good recordings. The music seemed
to flow out from the soundstage, fill my
listening room, then decay back into the
silence from whence it had come without the usual sensation of the room
pressing in on me from all sides during
dynamic passages —a quality that greatly enhances the sense of "being there."
Most significant, though, the Beethoven
brought to the party some extraordinary
refinements I'd not experienced in any
other speaker.
But to keep things in perspective:
We're still agood distance from flawless
sound reproduction, and likely will be
for the considerable future. The limitations imposed by two-channel stereo
remain the foremost barriers. Nevertheless, the Beethoven is the current
prime candidate for Low-Distortion
Champ when replaying full-range music
at realistic levels — especially when all
forms of significant masking and room
interaction are taken into account.
However, Siegfried Linkwitz is quick to
acknowledge that the search continues
for components of even lower distortion.
Further improvements in driver construction and crossover design remain to
be realized, along with solutions to a
number of other challenges.
This perennial problem is alittle like
peeling an artichoke. As you strip away
successive layers of coloration and distortion, the taste becomes increasingly
subtle and succulent, yet there always
seems to be another layer to remove.
I've no doubt that the same analogy will
apply to future refinements in the art of
speaker design, yet the amalgam of attributes resulting from the many choices
embodied in the Beethoven constitute
much more than an incremental step
forward. Indeed, the overall results arc
2 As more affordable direct precursors of the
Beethoven, both the Dvorak and smaller Vivaldi have
recently undergone significant revisions resulting from
the trickle-down of insights Audio Artistry gained
while developing the Beethoven. Currently I'm also
using apair of revised Dvoraks in my second reference
system, and can report that the change to asoft-dome
tweeter, new 8" inidbass drivers, and changes in the
crossover produce an upper midrange/treble that's
cleaner, smoother, and more transparent than the original version. Also, the Dvorak's overall tonal balance is
now closer to the Beethoven's.
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so compelling that one can be forgiven
for mistaking awonderful late-night
symphony heard through these speakers
for the true heart of the vegetable!
I'll spare you arecitation of the list of
virtues one should rightfully expect
from any "statement" speaker worthy of
the name. Rest assured that the Beethoven is extremely well balanced, from
its awesome bass and superbly natural
midrange to its extended, delicately
transparent treble. Instead, I'll highlight
those areas of sonic performance alluded to earlier, in which the Beethoven
exceeds that of every other system I'm
familiar with, in some instances by a
wide margin.
A study in contrast: In addition to the

many qualities carried over from the
Dvorak, perhaps the most stunning hallmark of the Beethoven's sonic prowess
was the complete effortlessness with
which it conveyed the subtlest nuances,
even in the midst of intensely dynamic,
complex musical passages. Specifically,
the timbrai characteristics of and spatial
relationships between instruments and/
or voices were fully delineated, conveyed with often startling exuberance.
Perceptions like the shimmering decay
oía triangle were plainly evident, simultaneous with the climax of mass strings,
brass, and timpani, all of which were
themselves distinctly defined as individ-

ual instruments tying the many disparate threads of the music into acomplete tapestry.
Above all, the discrete dynamic contrast of each instrument was clearly
resolved, instead of the homogenizing
effect commonly heard through otherwise excellent speakers when playing
back complex music at high volumes.
What often happens is that the masking
effect of room interactions combines
with extra tones generated by nonlinear
distortion to "fill in" the transitions between expression and silence that give
music so much of its life. Such compression of dynamic shading is, without
doubt, one of the principal differences
distinguishing typical playback from the
real thing.
Most top-shelf speakers I've heard
can, when played at moderate levels,
convey wonderful resolution of detail
and contrast so long as the music's
ranges of dynamics and frequency are
not too great. Put on some hard-driving
rock or large-scale classical works with
complex bass-rich content, however,
and the perspective often collapses, becoming more congealed and indistinct
from the midrange on down during
dynamic peaks, even as the upper midrange and treble remain consistent. This
striking difference between the relatively clear and well-proportioned presentation during less challenging passages,

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Inunedia RPM-2
turntable and improved RPM-2 unipivot arm; Sounds of Silence Crown
Jewel and Lyra DaCapo phono cartridges.
Digital sources: Muse Model 5
with I
2Sinterface, Theta Data Basic
2, Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 transports;
Wadia 16 CD player, Muse Model
Two-Plus with I
2Sinterface, Theta
Gen.Va, Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II
processors.
Preamplifiers: Jeff Rowland Design Group Coherence-Cadence
battery-powered line/phonocombo,
Muse Model 3, Sonic Frontiers SFL2, Audio Research LS22, BAT
VK-3i.
Power amplifiers: Jeff Rowland
Design Group Model 6battery-powered monoblocks (two pairs), Ayre
V-3, Muse Model 160 stereo amplifiers (two), BEL-1001 Mk.II.
Cables: Cardas Golden Cross spea-

ker cable and interconnects, TARA
Labs Decade speaker cable, Discovery
1-2-3 cable and Signature interconnect, ICimber 8TC speaker cable,
Nordost Flatline Red Dawn speaker
cable.
Digital cables: Cardas AES/EBU,
Illuminati-Kimber Orchid, Aural
Symphonies AES/EBU, Audient
Audit and Tactic, Mango Reference.
Accessories: API Power Wedges
and Power Enhancer, Cardas and
Mango power cords, Vibraplane and
Newport Benchtop pneumatic isolation platforms (source components)
fed by aJun-Air compressor, Townshend Seismic Sinks, Signal Guard
platform, Arcici Airhead platform,
Black Diamond Racing plinths (linelevel components), D'Feet SH-22
damping pucks, Mango Bear Feet,
ASC Tile Traps, and aslew of other
pointy things and compliant supports.
• -Shannon Dickson
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and the congestion of the music's very
foundation during aclimax, tends to
truncate the full expression of aperformance. It's astark reminder that you're
listening to amere stereo.
The Beethoven didn't do this. Instead, its remarkable and concurrent
reproduction of each instrument's unique dynamic range often conferred a
profound musical experience. The essential character of the sound was maintained from top to bottom throughout
dramatic changes in dynamics, regardless of the musical style. In the Doobie
Brothers' recent live CD, Rockin' Down
the Highway (Columbia/Legacy J2K
64996), such faint nuances as the mechanical sounds from the drummer's hihat pedal, and the delicate harmonic
extension of the driving bass line, were
as clear as abell, even when the average
volume level was raised to well over

103dB! For your hearing's sake, Icaution against listening to any music at
such sustained levels, but the Beethovens never seemed the least bit fazed
while doing so. I'm sure it will come as a
surprise to dipole fans that the Beet-

T

is due to the free-air resonance of the
twin woofers.
The impedance plot of the subwoofer module (fig2, plotted with a50
ohm vertical scale) reveals the unit to be
very easy to drive, the minimum value
being abenign 11.8 ohms at 57Hz. The
wrinkles in the trace between 100Hz
and 400Hz, however, indicate the presence of some cabinet resonances.
Whether or not these will have any
audible consequences will depend on
the rolloff supplied by the active
crossover. The low-pass feed to the subwoofer with the control set to its
"Normal" and "Video" positions is
shown to the left of fig3: in the first
position, aboost of 14dB at 10Hz is
applied to compensate for the dipole
rolloff, set to "Video," the boost is curtailed to 2.6dB at 19Hz.

he Beethoven is quite sensitive,
2.83V of B-weighted noise generating an spi of 88.5dB at 1m on
the tweeter axis. The impedance of the
panel, however, (fig.1) drops significantly below 4ohms between 45Hz
and 210Hz, and to 4ohms in the midtreble. A good solid-state power amplifier would best drive this speaker, as
suggested by Audio Artistry themselves.
The impedance peak at 22Hz Iassume
um. 0.11•0.020
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The Beethovens proved
to be awesome
rock'n'roll speakers.
hovens proved to be awesome rock'n'roll speakers. In arelated effect, when
Ilistened to cleanly recorded music at
very high levels, the volume seemed
almost normal, the texture remaining
delicate and refined. After spending
some time with this speake4 it became
apparent that what frequently determines the perception of loudness and
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Fig.1

Audio Artistry Beethoven panel, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
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often passes for "slam" or "dynamic
range" in more traditional designs is, in
part, the limitations imposed by that system's inherent distortions.
Any well-made live recording demonstrated the Beethoven's synergy
of superb contrast, natural tonal balance,
and rhythmic drive. In Peter McGrath's
new recording of the first Cello and
Piano Concertos of Shostakovidi (Audiofon CD-72060), the interplay between
Valentina Lisitsa's vibrant piano and the
tactile sensation of real trumpets and
brass toward the end of the piano concerto was atotal mind-bender through
the Beethoven. The piano's tonal character and complex harmonic richness were
spot-on down through its lowest registers, while, at the same time, the trumpet's pure, smooth tonality exploded
into the bite and blare of that instrument
in full voice.

Fig.4 shows the subwoofe?s intrinsic
response, measured in the nearfield
without the crossover (bottom trace
below 40Hz, top trace above 70Hz).
Flat through the bass, it rises in the
lower midrange due to the resonant
behavior noted in the impedance plot.
However, as shown by the equalized
responses (bottom two traces above
40Hz), these peaks are well suppressed
by the crossover, allowing the subwoofer effectively to cover just the midand low-bass regions.
To the right of fig3 are shown the
crossover's complementary high-pass
responses for the drive to the Beethoven panel, with the woofers turned
on and off. A small degree of tonal
shaping can be seen between 200Hz
and 1kHz. Without the subwoofers,
the crossover adds amodest amount of
boost below 150Hz to flatten and
10
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Fig.2 Audio Artistry Beethoven subwoofer,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed) (5 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig .3 Audio Artistry Beethoven, electronic
crossover, high- and low-pass responses
with subwoofers switched on and off
(right-hand traces, bottom and top,
respectively) and with subwoofer switched
to "Normal" and "Video" (left-hand traces,
top and bottom, respectively).

1 JY,

requency e 1-12

Fig.4 Audio Artistry Beethoven subwoofer,
nearfield response without crossover
(bottom trace below 40Hz, top trace above
70Hz) and with electronic crossover
switched to "Normal" (bottom trace above
40Hz) and "Video" (top trace below 70Hz)
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Human vocals provided another
excellent example of this speaker's resolution of subtle inflections amid larger
dynamics. The swell of many voices
heard in choral music will often generate loads of intennodulation distortion in aspeaker, making it sound like
one large sea of barely distinguishable
singers. Playing one of Keith Johnson's
excellent choral recordings of the Turtle
Creek Chorale on Reference Recordings was arevelation through the Beethovens. From the most delicate passages
to full-tilt crescendos with organ and
orchestra, the characters of individual
singers never lost focus or distinctness.
Now that Ican fully appreciate such
expansive emotional swing from the
sublime to the exalted, better choral
recordings have become some of my
favorite music.
Another benefit of the Beethoven's

extend the panel's output, with then a
steep rolloff below 40Hz. When the
subwoofers are used, the crossover gently rolls out the panel woofers below
100Hz. The crossover's input impedance was ahigh 86k ohms (balanced),

Fig.5 Audio Artistry Beethoven, anechoic
responses on tweeter axis at 50" of tweeter, midrange units, and woofers, corrected
for microphone response, with nearfield
midrange and woofer responses plotted
below 500Hz and 300Hz, respectively.

resolving power was that Icould hear the
tangible nature of good music whether I
turned the volume up or down. When
gradually turning the volume up with
my remote-controlled Rowland Coherence preamp, Ihad the distinct sensation
of my chair being pulled closer to the
stage. Turning the level down, the perception was reversed: Ifelt slowly drawn
back up the aisle, all the while still experiencing the spooky sensation of breathing the same air space as the performers!
Also, without the averaging impact from
room-masking, Idiscovered that favorite
recordings "locked in" over a wider
range of volume settings than before,
making aremote-controlled prearnp a
highly recommended asset.
Landmark bass: Earlier Imentioned
how deep-bass extension helps establish
the rhythmic drive, natural tonality, and

perception of "presence." Certainly,
with eight 12" and four 10" drivers, you
hope that genuine low-end extension
would be agiven. But it's the naturalness with which this region is reproduced that sets anew standard in my
experience. Listening to atypical speaker, one's attention is often focused first
on the upper midrange and treble; only
afterward does one notice whether the
bass is tight or loose, articulate or bloated. With the Beethoven, everything
sprang from the bottom on up, the
higher frequencies naturally in sync
with the power of the music.
The Beethoven's majestic presentation
of the lower region had such apowerful
influence because much of the emotional feeling of music is established by the
ebb and flow of the mid- to upper bass.
When the deep bass is absent, and the
quality of the mid- to upper bass is

while its output impedance was alow
450 ohms. The insertion loss at 1kHz
was 0.8dB, due to the response shaping.
The individual responses of the
panel's drive-units on the tweeter axis
are shown in fig.5. The crossover
between the twin midrange units and
the tweeter can be seen at 22kHz; the
midrange/woofer crossover is placed at
100Hz, but this is obscured by arise in
the midrange units' output at the bottom end of their range. The crossover's
tonal shaping appears to compensate
for this, which can be seen in fig.6,
which shows the overall response of the
Beethoven panel on the tweeter axis,
equalized by the crossover and spliced to
the nearfield response of the woofers
with the crossover set to subwoofers on

and off. The speaker is quite flat on-axis
through the upper midrange and treble,
but the apparent excess of energy in the
bass is due to the fact that the nearfield
measurement does not allow for the
dipole cancellation typical of openbacked enclosures.
The Beethoven panel's dipole design
means its off-axis behavior will be very
different from that of anormal monopole design. Fig.7 shows the differences
in the response as the measuring microphone moved round to 135° on either
side of the tweeter axis. Other than in
the mid-treble region, around the cursor position at 4616Hz, the speaker output falls off evenly across the band to
the panel's sides. Below 2IcHz, it reaches aminimum between 90° and 100° to
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Fig.6 Audio Artistry Beethoven, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50" with
crossover EQ, averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer response plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.7 Audio Artistry Beethoven, horizontal response family at 50, normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 135*-5° off-axis; reference response; differences
in response 5°-135° off-axis.
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smeared by turgid room interactions and
box distortions, the full expression of the
music is short-circuited. The Beethoven's
mastery of this region establishes an irresistible rhytlunic drive that had me logging far more hours of air guitar and air
baton than ever before.
Full-bodied imaging: A key characteristic accompanying the Beethovens'
openness and clarity is their precise
delineation of the spatial relationships
between individual instruments within
acontinuous soundfield. Iheard none
of the exaggerated soundstages projected from speakers whose sidcwall
and ceiling reflections skew the illusions
of width and depth. Instead, imaging
took on atactile realism. With good
recordings the speakers simply vanished, leaving solid, fully dimensioned
performers ensconced in my living

room — instead of the "cardboard-cutout" style of etched and layered imagery
as viewed through awindow framed
between two speakers. Though this latter, layered style of imagery can be initially impressive, it wears thin when one
hears the same "image signature" on
nearly every recording.
The actual physical sensation of sonic
images was also quite different through
the Beethovens than what I've typically
experienced. Perhaps it was the combination of the system's stunning dynamic contrast, natural tonal balance,
and appealing openness that resulted in
the tangible sense of "body" reproduced.
Or maybe the lack of "room pressure"
mentioned earlier allowed the textures
of instruments to develop and decay in a
more natural fashion. Whatever the
cause, it was as if Icould physically "feel"
the skin of adrum, the air shimmering

the side. Vertically (fig.8), the response
doesn't change much as long as the listener's ear is between the centers of the

two midrange units (middle three
traces), around 36"-45" from the floor.
In the time domain, the Beethoven's
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Fig .8 Audio Artistry Beethoven, vertical response family at 50, normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 20°-5° above-axis; reference response; differences in response 5°-10° below-axis.

off of acymbal, or the vibration projected from apiano's soundboard.
A further testament to the quality of
this system was its chamelconlike character. Every speaker, including this one,
possesses some "sonic flavor." But with its
low inherent distortion and the ability
to adjust the woofer levels, the Beethoven's signature was submerged by
that of each recordings. The payoff of
the neutral in-room response was that
all sorts of music continued to sound
refreshingly different and interesting.
The combination of qualities described
so far would make the Beethoven an
invaluable reference tool for reviewers
and recording engineers alike. Icould discern the subtleties of microphone type
and recording technique with pinpoint
accuracy. Comparing different preamps,
DACs, and amplifiers also became afar
easier task —not to mention more enjoy-

step response (fig.9) is not coherent.
The tweeter and midrange units appear
to be connected with inverted acoustic
polarity, the woofer with positive polarity. Fig.10 shows the cumulative spectral
decay plot calculated from the Beethoven's impulse response. It is superbly
clean throughout the treble, but there is
some hash present in the low treble,
which Isuspect is due to early reflections from the speaker's structure.
However, as SD had nothing but praise
for the Beethoven's sound, Iassume this
is benign.
Measuring large dipole speakers is
always problematic, because the underlying assumptions about the measurement techniques and their relationship
with the device under test are no longer
completely valid. Given that caveat, the
Beethoven's measured performance is
excellent.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.10Audio Artistry Beethoven, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Tune In ma

Fig.9 Audio Artistry Beethoven, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kliz bandwidth).
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able —through the Beethovens. Characteristics of both the updated version of
the Ayre V-3 amplifier and BATs new
VK-3i preamp were instantly apparent,
as was the outstanding resolution of
Muse Electronics' new Model 5transport and Model Two-Plus digital processor, equipped with their clever implementation of an I
2Sinterface. The Beethovens also showed off the exceptional
low-frequency power and overall transparency ofJeff Rowland's new Cadence
phono stage/Coherence preamp combo
playing Classic Records' killer vinyl reissue of Miles Davis' Kind ofBlue.

with this class of speaker. Without the
room masking and excess bass many
audiophiles have become conditioned
to, you'll hear both alot more and alot
less than you're accustomed to hearing
from favorite recordings: less coloration
and more musical detail, particularly in
the lower midrange and bass. My experience was that, as Ilistened to an

Practicalities
There are, however, afew things you
need to know to get the most from the
Beethovens:
•The only significant caveat Ihave for
prospective Beethoven owners concerns
the break-in process. Though the system sounds fine right out of the box, the
drivers require considerable exercise
before they're fully supple and relaxed.
As they break in, dynamics, the sense of
ease, rhythmic pace, and tonal balance
all improve.
More important, though, is the aural
break-in often required by the listener

compared to most other

The Beethovens are very
easy to set up for good
sound, particularly
large systems.

ever-greater variety of music running
the gamut of recording quality from
poor to awesome, the deeper my appreciation grew for the "rightness" of
the Beethoven's performance. So give
yourself some time to discover the
Beethoven's special qualities.
•The absence of typical pressure variations in the room often takes abit of
adaptation as well, as mentioned above.
However, this speaker is so dynamic and
moves so much air that most people
familiar with live music will adjust
rather quickly to its more natural pree
SUBWOOFERS 1 sentation. Indeed, after afew months
with the Beethovens Iwas shocked
With phenomenal
true deep bass
when Iheard just how distorted the
extending below
20Hz with low
bottom third of most systems really
distortion at a very
sound when played in normal rooms.
affordable price.
New HSU TRU
Speaking of bass: Don't turn the
SUBS will extend
woofer levels up too high to try to
the bass of your
stereo or video
"hear" the subwoofers. That's amistake
system for that 'air
commonly made during the adjustment
shaking all around
you' effect.
HSU Research HRSW12V
phase. When the subwoofer level is
Hars's what experts we saying about HSU TRU SUBS:
properly set, you should hear no direcoutput to rival many 18 inch subs along with the rare ability to
tional clue that any sound is coming
homogenize almost perfectly with highiperlormance main
sPoekers
rated flat way down to 20 Hz but in my room it went
from the two woofer cabinets.
even lower, and could get stomach-churning loud 4you asked it '
Dan Sweeney, AudtoilIdeo Shopper. Demob. 1996
•The Beethovens are very easy to set up
An excellent Sensible choice is the Hsu powered subwooler
for good sound, particularly compared
its 19 Hz and 110 dB SPI shoukl please anyone soundwise
Tom Nousaine, Seneble Sound No 59, JuhpAugust 1996
to most other large systems. When a
• Tight and Deeep! ... Everyone looked blown away
speaker demands adifficult, ultra-prethat alittle sub (10V) could do so much.
sooriyi. Spears. Sepses of Home Theater and Hçh Fdeley, June 1996
cise
placement scheme to sound decent,
"A single 10" subwoofer?? AI that bass?? We were shocked
it usually signals afundamental problem
lam sold. HSUlOV gets my subwoofer business hands-down
Scott Wemmann, Roc Audio High-End. June 2,1996
with the system's design and/or some
the liso has to be considered an outstanding bargain '
ikeen Deutsch. Siereophie Gude pHorne Theater Vol INo 2 1996
room anomaly. In any event, good
• this woofer achieves acombination of extremely quick
details are given in the Beethoven's
speed and gut massaging bass impact that Ihave seldom
experienced from any subwooter
informative owner's manual. Just place
Peter Mitchell. Siereophile Vol f
8No 1, January 1995
the woofers outboard of their respective
Send for full detalls on the vastly improved new 12Va,
the 10V, and automotive sube Write or call:
main panels and adjacent to the side
HSU RESEARCH
walls, with your ear the same relative
14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
distance to the center of the woofer cab1-000 554 0150 (Voce)
mets and to the front of the panels.
(VolceiFaxt
RESEARCH 1-582-404-3848
hSuros(Pearthhnk net
The woofers can be either flush
Sold factory direct with a30 day trial -money back
4 against the side wall or somewhat toedguarantee 5year manufacturer's defect warranty
in. If space allows, place the main panels
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,

agood 8' or more apart (measured
between the two tweeters), and toed-in
so that the tweeter axis is aimed across
the outside of your shoulders. Also,
while the tonal character sounds remarkably similar from just about any
position in aroom, make an effort to
raise your listening position so that your
ears are nearly level with the rather
high-placed tweeters. This can be done
with extra cushions, or an improvised
platform under your chair. Doing so
will enhance image focus.
•Since this system stimulates the room
less and reflects very little from the side
walls and ceiling, be careful not to overdo absorptive acoustic treatments. Some
flutter-echo control is fine, and apair of
Tube Traps in the corners might be welcome in some rooms, but an overly
dead environment will impair the
vibrant life these speakers are capable
of. I'm all for acoustic treatment when
called for, but, like speakers that are difficult to set up, those that require aton
of room treatment to sound good usually have some anomaly.
Final thoughts
The Audio Artistry Beethoven captivated me as much by its grace as by its
grandeur, opening up new levels of
musical appreciation. After using the
system for more than nine months, I'm
still continually amazed at just how
much information the brain can sort
and the emotions assimilate at one time
when listening to it.
Certainly, several among the elite of
world-class speakers share anumber of
the Beethoven's superb qualities, such as
low-distortion drivers, outstanding resolution, near-holographic imagery, and a
beautiful tonal balance. Most of these
designs are also immensely satisfying.
However, when you add those attributes
to this speaker's lack of room interaction,
stunning low-frequency performance,
and superior real-world dynamic contrast, Iknow of no other commercial
offering that possesses as many virtues
and blends them so successfully, regardless of price.
Whether valued from the objective
perspective of its parts count, or by the
subjective pleasure I've experienced
with it, the Audio Artistry Beethoven
system is, at $24,750, abargain! That's a
lot of money any way you slice it. The
Beethoven, though, remains the single
most impressive audio component I've
yet encountered — an instant classic,
sure to make areal contribution toward
future advances in the art of speaker
design. Enjoy!
S
Stereophile, November 1997
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Mark Levinson No.39 CD player
Wes Phillips

M

Description: Single-chassis CD player
ynext-door neighbor bought
with digital inputs and outputs, digital
alate-'70s Porsche 924 last
switching capabilities, and variable
week, and I'm really glad he
analog output. Volume control (attendid. For one thing, it adds alittle class to
uation) range: -61.2dB to +12dB.
the 'hood — my 1984 Grand WagD/A conversion: dual-differential 20oncer's peeling "wood paneling" is far
bit DACs. Digital filter: 8x-oversammore typical of the vehicles in my part
piing, 24-bit configured for 20-bit
of town. And Eric is just so obviously
output. Analog filter: Bessel-tuned
thrilled to own apiece of the legend — a
linear phase to 40kHz. Input complereal Teutonic driving machine.
ment: one EIA1 optical digital input,
"The 924 is ababy Porsche," poohone S/PDIF (RCA) digital input. Outpoohed John Atkinson when Itold him
put complement: two male XLR balabout Eric's new ride. And he's right —
anced audio outputs, two RCA sinit's not aracing machine. The 924 was
gle-ended audio outputs, one AES/
designed to appeal to anew Porsche cusEBU (XLR) digital output, one S/PDIF
tomer — one who couldn't afford their
(RCA) digital output, two R1-45 mod"grown-up" cars, or perhaps one who
ular Communication Links. Other: I/O
wanted aslightly less challenging drive.
3.5mm external IR input jack. FreBut Eric doesn't care about that. He's
quency response: 10Hz-30kHz, --0.2dB.
got aPorsche, and he obviously feels it
S/N ratio: 105dB (10Hz-30kHz). Chanlives up to its patrimony. He loves its
nel separation: >110dB. THD: 0.003%
zippy handling, the effortless way it setat 1
kHz, OdBFS (10Hz-30kHz). Intertles into aspeed-limit—annihilating cruismodulation distortion (SMPTE IMD):
ing speed, and even (as he pointed out
to me while drying it off with a
chamois) the unexpected little flares
one-box player utilizing atremendous
that grace its bodywork. He might drive
amount of the technology developed
atruck to work, but after 5:00, he's
for the Nos36 and '37 separates, but the
cruising in his own piece of the dream.
company didn't just build apared-down
Iknow exactly how he feels. After
version of its most commercially succountless hours spent salivating over the
sound of JA's Mark Levinson Nos31.5/ cessful processor and transport. Madrigal speculated that there might be an'30.5 digital front-end and, more recentother type of audiophile out there —
ly, Tom Norton's Nos.36/37 combo,
one seeking high-quality sound but unI've finally taken home aMark Levinson
digital product for my own use: the sin- willing to have his or her listening room
disappear under an avalanche of boxes.
gle-chassis No.39 CD player/processor.
Thus flexibility became the hallmark
At $5995, the '39 costs afifth of the price
of the No.39 project. Madrigal's formal
of a'30.5/11.5 combo, yet the piece is
pure Mark Levinson: built so solidly that
it appears armor-clad, partaking of the
saine contemporary industrial design as
its more expensive brethren, and brimming over with performance and convenience features that make sense. A
"baby" Madrigal? In price, maybe, but
while using it Icertainly feel as if Ifinally
have hold of my own piece of the dream.
"Music ... results from
ecstasies of logic"
(Alban Berg, 1885-1935)
To think of the No.39 as asingle-box
CD player is to miss alot of Madrigal's
thrust in designing it. It is, of course, a
Stereophile. November 1997

<0.005%. Maximum output (OdBFS
signal): 4.45V balanced, 2.225V single-ended. Low-level linearity: deviation <2dB to below -90dBFS; >2dB
to below -120dBFS with 20-bit output. Output impedance (analog): 10
ohms (unbalanced). Direct digital output, XLR: AES/EBU 110 ohms, 3.5V.
Direct digital output, RCA: S/PDIF 75
ohms, 0.5V. Power consumption: 36W
maximum.
Dimensions: 15.75" (40cm) W by
2.84" (9.75cm) Hby 13.38" (34cm) D.
Shipping weight: 50 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
2824.
Price: $5995. Approximate number
of dealers: 85.
Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc., 2081 South Main Street,
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457.
Tel: (860) 346-0896. Fax: (860) 3461540. http://www.madrigal.com

name for the piece, "CD player/processor," hints at it. Madrigal included two
digital inputs on the unit: one coaxial
input, through astandard RCA jack; the
other aTosLink optical input. "TosLink?"
Ihear you gasp. "Why such acrappy connection?" Fssentially to broaden the types
of input devices the '39 can accommodate, Madrigal's Jon Herron explained.
Laserdisc players seldom have any other
digital out, so the TosLink input allows
the '39 to serve as asuperior processor in
AV systems. Or for DSS control boxes

Mark Levinson No.39 CD player
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with digital out. Or for any other digital
source, for that matter.
Of course, the No.39 also serves as a
switching unit between digital sources.
And its volume and balance controls,
which operate in the analog domain, also
allow it to be plugged directly into power
amplifiers. In fact, Madrigal claims that
the No.39 is essentially aNo37 transport
with key elements of the No36 processor and the No380 preamp added — but
its performance as atransport, they claim,
is identical to that of the No37.
There arc ahost of other convenience
features written into the '39's software —
ranging from the ability of the player to
teach its remote signals to alearning
remote to awhole host of programming
and playlist features. Now, I've never
programmed aCl) player to recognize
my favorite software — Itend to either
play discs straight through, or to jump
around them according to the whims of
amoment. But the '39 allows you to
program polarity, either for the entire
disc or track by track. That's afeature so

I

measured the No.39's performance
both from its balanced and unbalanced outputs. Except where noted,
my comments refer to the balanced
outputs. The fixed output is set to 3.5v.
Using the variable output, with the volume control set to its maximum .osifion, the No.39 fed with alkHz, f.;
FS
signal gave out an enormous 17.75V
RMS (balanced) and 8.87V RMS (unbalanced). Dropping the volume by an
indicated 12.9dB on the display to
"60.3" resulted in a-12.95dB drop to a
more reasonable 4V (balanced) and 2V
(unbalanced). Used without apreamp,
the No.39 will have more than enough
output to drive any power amplifier to
clipping. The output impedance was
low, at ameasured 10 ohms (unbalanced) and 20 ohms (balanced). With

useful that Imight even be willing to
program in my entire collection to take
advantage of it.
'The No.39 is fully balanced in both
the analog and digital domains. Info
from the disc, or from the SE digital

mune to jitter. There an. fewer opportunities for jitter to be introduced in single-box designs, but you don't eliminate
it entirely. To address the jitter question
in its separates, Levinson uses acombination of CUR (Closed Loop Jitter
Reduction) on the transports, and Intelligent FIFO (First In, First Out) circuitThe No.39 incorporates
ry on the DACs. The No.39 employs
Madrigal's CUR system, in tandem
HDCD decoding and
with adouble-speed CD-ROM drive.
implements it superbly—
A custom-made crystal oscillator reclocks the digital signal immediately
it makes the strongest
before its conversion to analog. This,
team Madrigal claims, eliminates transargument I've yet
port-related jitter from the signal. The
same crystal controls the all-digital servo
heard for that process.
as well as the D/A conversion process.
Madrigal claims that, in terms of
inputs, is immediately converted to a playing CDs, the '39 performs as well as
balanced signal before any processing or
the '37/'36 combination. However,
routing takes place. Analog conversion is
eliminating the FIFO circuitry from the
accomplished with two 20-bit convertNo.39's processor module does mean
ers (of opposing polarity) per channel.
that a'30.5 or a'36 will sound better
Despite what you may have heard,
when processing outside digital sources.
single-chassis CD players are not insThe No.39 incorporates HI)C1)'

pin 2 hot, the balanced output was in
the correct polarity.
The No.39's balanced frequency response at OdBFS is shown in fig.1 (the
unbalanced response was identical, so
is not shown). Perfectly flat over almost the entire audio band, the response does feature an inconsequential
droop of just under 025dB at 201(Hz.
Note the excellent channel balance in
this graph: better than 0.03dB. This
was maintained at almost all volume
settings, atestament to the well-engineered volume control. The No.39
had zero de-emphasis error across the
audio band (not shown). The channel
separation (also not shown) was a
superb 119dB at lkHz, decreasing to
107dB at 16kHz.
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Fig2 shows aspectral analysis of the
No.39's output while it decoded 16-bit
data from a test CD representing a
dithered lkHz tone at -90.31dB. The
plot is dominated by the dither noise,
with no power-supply or distortion
components evident. This is excellent
performance.
Driving the '39's digital input from
the Audio Precision System One's digital generator and setting the word
length to 20 bits gave the spectrum
shown in fig.3. Despite the dramatic
reduction in the dither noise level, no
distortion components are unmasked,
and the only power-supply artifacts
making their presence known are hints
of 60Hz and 180Hz in the right channel. Again, this reveals excellent engiST.o.• Ma. lg.....
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Mark Levinson No.39, balanced mode,
frequency response (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.? Mark Levinson No.39, balanced mode,
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae
(16-bit data, '4-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).

1•0

Fig.3 Mark Levinson No.39, balanced mode,
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae
(20-bit data, '4-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).
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decoding and implements it superbly —
it makes the strongest argument I've yet
heard for that process. The digital filtering and processing maintain what Madrigal calls "true 24-bit throughput capability" (24-bit in the digital domain,
dithered down to 20-bit resolution in
the D/A stages). This allows for playback of state-of-the-art digital sources,
as JA and Idiscovered when we held a
listening session at my house after taping this year's Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival. We listened to our tapes
straight-in from the Nagra-D's 20-bit
output and were happy enough with
what we heard to be insufferably smug
about the potential for this year's chamber-music CD. I'm sure the martinis
helped somewhat, but the sound from
the oinni mikes was simply ravishing.
"... is the arithmetic of sounds"
(Claude Debussy, 1862-1918)
The Mark Levinson No.39 resembles
other Levinson gear in styling. It's compact and nicely finished, with asmall

neering at work in the No39's design.
The Levinson's linearity, measured
using dithered 16-bit data from atest
CD, is shown in fig.4. There is ajustperceptible negative error of around
-02dB between -80dBFS and -100
dBFS. But note the overall low error

.0

4.00

400

300

Fig.4 Mark Levinson No.39, balanced mode,
departure from linearity (2dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).
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number of large silver buttons on its fascia. The slender t'a" drawer is on the
right, under the company logo, above a
large power/standby button. A large,
easily readable display features oversized red LED numbers and letters. I'm
not all that wild about the red readout,
but it is legible from any angle or distance obtainable in my listening room,
even when the display is flooded with
intense New Mexico early morning
sunlight —something Ican't say about
green or blue LEDs.
The usual transport functions all have
their buttons, as do repeat and display
intensity. There are also three multifunction buttons: Mode, Mode +, and
Mode -. These last control the diverse
programming functions; all of them are
replicated on the substantial remote
control, as are several additional features
and anumeric keypad, which can be
used —among other things — to directly access specific times on adisc.'
The rear panel has an IEC-style detachable power-cord connection, S/PDIF

RCA and AES/EBU digital outs,
TosLink and S/PDIF RCA digital ins,
balanced XLR and SE RCA analog outputs, an external infrared input controller, and two custom Levinson communication ports utilizing locking jacks:
amaster/slave digital-out and adigital
slave-in. These custom ports are for use
only with other Levinson gear —if you
already own such pieces, consult your
dealer as to how best to use the ports.

right down to -110dBFS and the very
low noise, this already shown in the
spectral-analysis plots. The waveform of
an undithered lkHz tone at -90.31
dBFS (fig.5) was reproduced with its
three voltage levels easily identifiable,
not obscured by the noise present. This
is about as good digital performance as
you can buy.
It was not possible to measure the
'39's jitter performance. However, Stereophile has recently acquired aPaul Miller
analyzer, which will allow us to measure
the effects of word-clock jitter in the
analog domain. We will look at the '39's
performance in a"Follow-Up."
Distortion was very low. Fig.6 shows
the spectrum of the Levinson's output
while it decoded the OdBFS lIcHz tone
on the CBS Test CD at a4V output

level. Odd harmonics predominate, but
these are all very low in level. The load
for this measurement was apunishing
600 ohms. Increasing the load to 100k
ohms dropped the level of the even harmonics but left the odd harmonics
alone. Finally, fig.7 shows the player's
output spectrum while it reproduced a
full-level mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones into 100k ohms (this is the audio
equivalent of CU's infamous automotive slalom test). The 11cHz difference
tone is at avery low -100dB; while the
18kHz and 21kHz second-order tones
rise alittle higher, these are still below
-90dBFS.
These measurements indicate that
the No.39 is a superbly engineered
design. Digital doesn't get much better
than this!
-John Atkinson

"... is an outburst of the soul"
(Frederick Delius, 1862-1934)
Iwish all high-end gear was as simple
to use as the No.39. Once you learn
your way around the modes, using the
player/processor is so intuitive you'll
forget how many functions it can actu•
- - - - - -1Other things the three mode buttons enable you to
do: playhst individual CDs; control the variable output. balance. and switching functions; use the Link
function; set the sleep tinier, and relabel the inputs. If
you Live anistom-installed
Itiroom system, have
your dealer inform sour installer of all the special
functions available.

300 00
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Fig.5 Mark Levinson No.39, balanced mode,
waveform of undithered IkHz sinewave
at -90.31dBFS (16-bit data).
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Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.39, balanced mode,
spectrum, DC-22kHz, IkHz at OdBFS
(4V) into 600 ohms (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7 Mark Levinson No.39, balanced mode,
HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 0dBFS (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Check out the power
of your system
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Serenade

Intermezzo

Superlative performances of chamber
music by Brahms.
Mozart, and Dvorák,
ego recorded live with
20-bit resolution
and "U-R-There" transparency.

Robert Silverman in a
brilliant all -Brahms
program: Piano
Sonata in f. Op. 5,
and Three
Intermezzi, Op. I17. One of
the finest piano recordings ever
made.

Pianist Robert
Silverman plays Liszt,
including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with
20-bit resolution.

Rhapsody
Stereophile-commissioned arrangements
for piano and chamber orchestra
of George Gershwin's Rhapsody
in Blue, Three Preludes, plus several
songs for solo piano and the Porgy and Bess
Fantasy. All recorded with 24-bit
resolution.

Orchestral
works by
/ Copland,
I Milhaud, and
•
Kohjiba
J performed by the
world-renowned Santa
Fe Chamber Music Festival. Recorded live
with time-aligned microphones and
20-bit resolution.

Test CD 1
Phase your system, test
your speakers and listening room, and hear the difference amike can make.
Take this disc with you when
evaluating equipment.

Concert

This omni-miked, two -CD s
set features Robert
Silverman in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach.
and Schumann. Includes the bonus track, "Mapping the
Soundstage."

r -

Poem
, An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked per-for,
mances of works for flute and piano by Prokofiev,
Reinecke, and Schumann, plus Charles Griffes' Poem.

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 1702
Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
or call: 1-800-358-6274
Fax credit-card orders to: 1-800-333-4902
or E-Mail credit-card orders to:
backissues@sprynet.com
ALL7

NAME

STREET

Test CD 2
Place your speakers and test
them for distortion. Check your
amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD jitter sounds like.

Test CD 3
Use the signals to test your speakers and your room.
Burn-in components with the unique noise track. Home
in on your home theater's balance. Check out your
system with the soundstage map. Also includes audiophile music tracks.

Rhapsody
Serenade
Sonata

Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to Stereophile. Allow 4to 6
weeks for delivery.
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ally perform. Of course, if you use it
only as aplayer with fixed output, there
are no mysteries to unravel in the first
place—all the transport functions are
clearly marked.
For the first few weeks Iauditioned
the '39, that's what Idid. With the
Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen in
the circuit as apreamp, I
just loaded the
discs into the drawer and hit Play. When
it's used as asimple CD player, Icouldn't fault the Levinson on any level. It
sounded better with each succeeding
day, but Ican't claim it took long to
break-in — three or four days, max.
Discs revealed the sort of tiny sonk
details you'd expect afine digital frontend to uncover. Iheard plectra strike
strings tentatively before the real attack,
and Iheard my share of stifled studio
coughs and blown edits, but Ican't really accuse the No39 of accentuating such
musically-beside-the-point trivia. On
the contrary, what Inoticed most was
being drawn into the performances —
hearing passion where it had not previously revealed itself to me.
For me, this has been one of digital's
real sticking points. Ilove the convenience, the portability, the simplicity of
manufacture, but when all is said and
done, Istill find some kernel of unhyped, relaxed, tonal reality in the best
analog reproduction that our 16-bit/
44.1kHz digital system simply doesn't

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 turntable
with Naim Armageddon Power
Supply, Nahn ARO toneami, van
den Hul Frog cartridge; VP! TNT
turntable with Immedia RPM
toneamt, Lyra Clavis D cartridge.
Preamplifiers:
Conrad-Johnson
Premier Fourteen line-stage, Premier
Fifteen phono section; Ayre
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB 600;
VTL Signature 750 monoblocks.
Cables: Kimber KCAG interconnects, 1Cimber Black Pearl speaker
cables.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112; MIT Zseries power cables; Highwire Audio
Power Wrap (on components with
non-replaceable power cables); The
Shelf by Black Diamond Racing;
Golden Sound DH Cones.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; Xanthodontous
feline companion.
-Wes Phillips
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match. That said, Ihaven't heard anything come closer than the Levinson
No39 —although Krell's discontinued
KPS-201//, if memory serves, didn't
cede much ground to it, if any. (I'm not
claiming that the No39 is superior to
the '31.5/10.5 combo. According to
Madrigal, it shouldn't be. Iwasn't able
to compare the two simply because it's
impossible to convince JA to part with
his rig for any length of time — an attitude Iperfectly understand.)

ensemble class©
where

the senses meet

In many ways, the Ensemble system is
to audio today as was Marantz and Quad
back in the early days of the art."
Martin DeWulf,
Bound for Sound,
1996, No 1, p 14

twas impressed with
the

'39's

"• ..a digital
reference tool
of the first
order."

fine ability to

place musicians in space,
surrounded by air.
Michael Freiner has said that, as good
as digital has gotten, he still can't listen
to it for long. By that standard, the
No39 is awinner —I was able to settle
in for extended listening sessions in
which the only limitation was the stamina of my sitzplatz
Maura O'Connell's Wandering Heart
(Hannibal HNCD 1410) makes agood
case for the No39's strengths. Her voice
is unusually rich and vibrant, yet powerful at the same time. It has arichly layered complexity not unlike the taste of a
fine Islay malt, ataste that can initially
be overwhelming —but relax, and that
first intensity is replaced with successive
revelations of smoky warmth, then a
hint of sea iodine and salt, followed by
herbs and wildflowers that linger on the
tongue. With O'Connell, the initial
strength of her delivery is supported by
asmoky warmth of its own, and her
intelligence and empathy also linger in
the ear long after the song is over. That's
how she sounds live —and it's how she
sounds on the No.39. On some CD
players that strength comes across as a
touch of hardness, and the flowering
subtleties are obscured in the digital
opacity that our friend Fremer rails
against every month.
As I listened to O'Connell sing
Richard Thompson's "Down Where
the Drunkards Roll," Iwas also impressed with the '39's fine ability to
place musicians in space, surrounded
by air. It took me awhile to realize how
well the player did this because it
sounds so perfectly natural and organic.
Not gimmicky, not "special" —just
remarkably like music. Even John
McSherry's Uillean pipes — system
busters when reproduced badly — here
sounded clean and clear and complex.

"The Dichrono,
bowing to its
Swiss origins,
remained so
finely neutral that
Icouldn't say it was
clearly one thing or the
-other, analog- or digital-like"
"...it sounded like music."
Jonathan Scull, Stereoptule,
November 1996,
Vol 19, No.11, p.179
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CD transport &
digital to analog converter
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Ultra-linear short coil/long gap motor

II.

Nonlinear long coil/short gap motor

All drivers used in Hologram speaker systems are designed

99% of the drivers available today use standard
nonlinear overhung voice coil motors, which are
long voice coil in ashort magnetic gap designs.
This gives the drivers significantly higher harmonic
distortion, and excursion becomes sloppy and
nonlinear. The end result is colored and distored
low frequencies.

and hand crafted by Hologram. Ashort voice coil in along
magnetic gap defines the Underhung voice coil system
used in all Hologram designs. This completely symmetrical
piston assembly keeps the magnetic force on the coil
constant,dramatically reduces harmonic and transient
distortion, and provides extremely linear excursion.

Advanced woofer cone

Ordinary woofer cone

Hologram's patented aluminum honeycomb and double
polyglass laminated woofer cone not only provides higher
stiffness and comprehensive strength, but is also lighter in
weight than any other conventional diaphragm in use.
The result is exceptionally pure and rich low frequency
reproduction without breaking up or ringing,faithfully
preserving transients, dynamics and harmonic layering.

Many materials have been used for woofer
cones, the most common of which are Paper
or polypropylene, these merterials in most cases
have avery slow and sluggish, non-coherent
response. High resonance, break up and ringing
are also common problems. Many of these
problems are often found in most of the exotic
woofer cone materials as well.

long magnetic gap

Short coa l

7

Long Coil

Hologram Acoustic l'echnology

ME

I

1
1

Short magnehc gap

For more information contact Stereotypes Tel: 805-523-1107 FAX:805-523-1290
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emake AC cords

THE

DIGITAL

to specifically meet
the needs of each separate piece in your system.

Our latest cord is The

01010

Digital AC, the first high-end power cord in the world made just for
digital gear.

It contains technology beyond any cord available and

can transform your digital sytem into something wonderful.

1007 (fl

As with any of our complete line of cables, like our
its.
(41 /

renowned Superconductor, you can try it risk
free.

See why JPS Labs is quickly
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audio cables.

Get

wired NOW!

Distributed exclusively in ASIA by:

()°°

JPStab,

6Hampton Court, Lancaster, NY 14086, USA
Phone/Fax ( 4 ) 685227
5or visit http://www.jpslabs.com
64 Rd.

Donmuang, Bangkok 10220 THAILAND
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(Listening to poorly reproduced pipes
shrieking like fighting cats, it becomes
easy to believe the old definition of a
gentleman: one who can play the pipes,
but doesn't.)
"... is the eye of the ear"
(Thomas Draxe, Biblioteca, 1616)
Describing the No39 by praising its
performance as an ordinary CD player,
however, is alittle like complimenting
Superman by counting up Clark Kent's
Pulitzers — you ain't seen nothin"til he
puts on the cape and tights. The '39
really came into its own when Itook
the preamp out of the system and started using the variable output, digital
switching, and digital processing.

The fact that the
Mark Levinson No.39
is also one of

within 0.1dB, the precise volume that
would turn off my electricity. And it
only took four tries ...
Oh yeah, did Imention how well the
'39 reproduces bass? It's deep and
punchy where appropriate, but it always
sounds organic to the music, never disconnected or different in character. I
know some people like digital bass, but I
frequently have found it off-putting.
The No39 gets it just right.
As Imentioned earlier, the Levinson
also made adandy D/A processor, even
with 20-bit source material. When using
the '39 as aprocessor, Ifound that the
Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug improved
the sound of all digital inputs —even my
LD player's TosLink output. However, I
didn't find the reverse to be true. Using
the '39 as atransport, Ifound it hard to
hear improvements when Iput the UJB
in front of aprocessor. Iguess that CUR
circuitry is successful.
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"... is the poor man's Parnassus"

the best-sounding

(R.W. Emerson, Journals, 1836-38)
What do you want in adigital playback
CD players I've heard
system? If you want the utmost sound
quality and totally unconfining flexibility,
to date could just be
you're probably looking for separates —
and you're also probably looking at a
considered abonus.
BIIIG price tag as well.
But if you're looking for enough flexibility to feel as though your choices
You think your preamp is transpararen't being restricted, you ought to
ent? You're probably wrong. Iknew
this, of course, but I've never heard a contemplate the Mark Levinson No39.
CD player's variable output that wasn't The fact that it's also one of the bestsounding CD players I've heard to date
more colored or coarse than agood precould just be considered abonus.
amp. Not even the best of'em. So Iwas
Is it competitive with the very-beststunned by how good the '39 sounded
sounding units out there? Ican't say for
going straight in. It was fast and clean —
sure because Icouldn't convince anyone
and more. More depth, more dynamics,
to lend me acontender long enough to
more detail, more air...
find out. Picky little rascal that Iam, I
Nor did Igive up any control to
can think of afew ways to improve the
obtain these gains. The volume is consound of the No39, but not by much. I
trollable in 0.1dB increments, ditto the
balance. Despite the inconvenience of just don't think our current standard can
having to reinstall apreamp every time I get much better than this, although I'd
be happy to be proven wrong.
wanted to listen to an LP, Ispent the rest
What Ican say is that the Mark
of my audition running the '39 straight
Levinson No39 reproduces music on
in to the FPB 600 —and loving it.
You'd be amazed at the silly —yet the most exalted level; that it is wellbuilt and reliable; that it offers an awful
strangely useful—ways I found to
benefit from the 0.1dB adjustability of lot of intelligently implemented options
to anyone looking for aCD player, a
the output. A few weeks ago Iinstalled
digital processor, or aswitching unit;
REL:s $8000 Studio II subwoofer in
the system while my wife was out and that its volume control is superior
of town, then proceeded to go on a to, or the equal of, that of almost any
four-day bass binge. While playing preamp I've ever heard. 'That's aplenty,
back Michael Murray's recording of as they say.
Factor-in the price, and it's pretty
Bach's Toccata and Fugue in G (Bach at
much ano-bramer. Anyone looking for
Zwolle, Telarc CD-83085) at housetop-notch digital sound has simply got
shaking (but, Imaintain, realistic) volume, Itripped acircuit-breaker. Using to try the No39. Even if all they want is
aCD player.
the variable output, Iwas able to find,
Stereophile, November 1997
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Exposure CD player
Martin Colloms

E

xposure owner/designer John
Farlowe graduated from the UK's
University of Sussex at the end of
the swinging '60s. He put his B.Sc. in
electronic engineering to use at HiWatt,
manufacturers of tube guitar amplifiers.
His keen interest in pro audio, particularly in sound reinforcement for rock
bands, led him to Midas (studio mixing
desks and systems), where, as director
and designer, he designed and built mixing desks and got together with the late
Dave Martin of Martin Audio. They became heavily involved in sound systems
for Pink Floyd. Midas desks and Martin
speakers were used at many live venues,
including those at London's Rainbow.
Seeking aquieter life, Farlowe founded Exposure Electronics —a small, specialist British audio company based in
Brighton, Sussex, UK —some 20 years
ago, and has since concentrated on highend home audio. He has quietly built up
an enviable if low-key reputation for his
essentially handcrafted solid-state electronics, built using carefully selected
transistors and classic discrete circuits.
He uses traditional technologies, capacitor coupling at low level, and DC coupling at the power-amplifier outputs.
In our discussion about the design of
his CD player, John Farlowe related his
long experience with the effects of
power-supply components on sound
quality. His standard practice is to optimize amplifier performance by using
oversized toroidal transformers wound
to an exacting specification. Reservoir
electrolytic capacitors are also built to
his own specification. He is also afan of
open-loop, non-feedback regulation for
power amplifiers; even his small Type

25 integrated amplifier has fully stabilized supplies for its output stages.
Farlowe has remained an analog enthusiast. He continues to design LP
phono stages while patiently observing
the industry scramble to integrated circuits, microprocessors, and digital processing and digital audio. But until now,
the Exposure range of amplifiers hasn't
included source components. Conservative (with asmall c) almost to afault,
Exposure long resisted the march toward
user convenience and digital sources.
Then, ayear ago, an upgraded version of Exposure's popular integrated
amplifier included what was for them a
remarkable advance: remote control of
input selection and volume. Still more
extraordinary was the presence on the
remote handset of an array of ancillary
buttons whose purpose was nothing less
than the control of aCD player —Exposure did not manufacture aCD player. We were assured that the remote
would "operate any player you choose
with Philips-compatible software."
But the writing was on the wall. A
year later Exposure announced that they
had reached the point of product approval for a CD-player design long
cooked up in their research labs. And
here it is —their first digital replay product, their first source component, and
the subject of this review.
Perhaps the last of the classic audio
companies to embrace digital technologies, Exposure is still treading cautiously.
Many CD technologies were examined,
including designs from both Japan and
Europe. The decision to release adigital
audio product was delayed until Farlowe felt the sound quality attained

Exposure CD player
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Description: One-box CD player
with 8x-oversampling digital filter,
digital volume control, muitibit DACs,
and an S/PDIF data output (via a
75 ohm BNC connector). Nominal
output: 2V RMS at OdBFS. Output
impedance: 1.0 ohm. Power consumption: approximately 12W.
Dimensions: Not noted.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: $1995. Approximate number of dealers: 7.
Manufacturer: Exposure Electronics,
West Sussex, England. US distributor:
Toffco, P.O. Box 4618, St Louis, MO
63108. Tel./Fax: (314) 454-9966.
E-mail: pranka@il.net Website: http:
//www.exposure-audio.com.

compared favorably with established
standards for analog replay, and would
thus complement Exposure's current
amplifier range. This first CD player has
the inevitable integrated circuits for data
recovery and digital/analog conversion,
but after this point, and in line with the
company's design philosophy, the circuitry is wholly discrete, executed in
classic Exposure fashion.
Technology
The $1995 Exposure CD player is a
one-box, full-size CD player with a
fixed analog output of nominal 2V level
and front-drawer loading. The case is traditional Exposure: sheet metal (argonwelded aluminum) with athick anodized alloy front panel and amodicum of
acoustic damping on the
aluminum top cover. Following the current fashion
for upmarket products,
front-panel controls are reduced to aminimum: Play,
Stop, Next, Previous Track,
and Repeat. A fully equipped numeric keypad is provided on the remote handset, which offers quick track
access and sequence programming. The handset has a
good operating range of up to
Stereophile, November 1997

30' under normal lighting conditions.
The choice of asingle-box design was
deliberate in order to be competitive
with designs from Audiolab, Marantz,
Meridian, and the like. With the dataretrieval system directly coupled to the
digital filter and thence to the DAC, the
system suffers minimal jitter: there is no
interface in the way. In atwo-box player, the S/PDIF or AES/EBU interfaces
can introduce significant jitter whose rejection is then the responsibility of
sophisticated and costly input circuitry
in the DAC. Even with extensive precautions, jitter removal is never entirely
certain or complete. Time and again,
the most elaborate jitter-busting techniques — even those involving large static memory — do not achieve absolute
timing precision.
In common with some US majors
such as Conrad-Johnson and ARC, Exposure has chosen arelatively simple
Philips platform on which to found this
design. For the transport, the ubiquitous CDM-12.4 is used, noteworthy
for its effective if simple anti-vibration
suspension of molded polymer, and
its noiseless, low-mass magnetic disc
clamp. High-quality power is derived
from alarge toroidal transformer with
segregated secondary windings and
generous reservoir capacitors of poweramplifier grade.
The Philips "engine" or microprocessor and transport control section includes
the digital filter. In addition to some pro-

Associated Equipment
CD transports: Theta Basic, Krell
KPS-20t.
D/A processors: Muse DAC,
Audio Synthesis DAX-2, QED Digit
Reference.
CD players: Krell KPS-201//, Audiolab 8000CD, Marantz 17 K1 Signature, Cary CDP, Krell KAV-300a/.
Preamplifiers: Conrad-Johnson
Premier Fourteen, Audio Synthesis
Passion.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB 600,
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A,
Naim NAP250.
Integrated amplifiers: Krell KAV3001, Audiolab 8000S, Musical
Fidelity A1000.
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio
WITT and CUB, Quad ESL-63,
Spendor SP2-2.
Cables: Siltech and van den Hul.
—Martin Colloms
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prietny modifications, the crystal oscillator in the Philips engine is disabled and a
separate low-jitter, buffered oscillator is
installed, provided with its own local
supplies and ahigh-precision crystal.
The digital filter is unremarkable; it's
alow-order type beneficially related to
the much-respected Philips 7220 series.

With the data-retrieval
system directly coupled
to the digital filter and
thence to the DAC,
the system suffers
minimal jitter.
In common with the older filter, there's
some mild passband ripple evident, if of
questionable audibility. De-emphasis is
accomplished in the digital domain.
There is also adigital volume control
embedded in the digital filter chip
(more on this later).
The 8x-oversampling filter outputs 16bit words to the TDA 1545 surfacemount DAC, amultibit two-channel part
using Philips "CC" (Continuous Calibration) technology to maintain 16-bit
linearity. This also has some parallels with
along-established Philips multibit DAC,
the TDA 1541A, with which it shares a
"kink" in the linearity curve below
-80d13. This leads to 3-4dB of level error
at -90dB. As with the 1985 '1541A, some
sense of order returns below -95dB.
The DAC's current-output signals
are led via selected screened cables to
the Exposure's analog board. Here aselected transistor is connected in common-base mode with an active load to
deliver aphase-correct voltage to the
passive filter. This in turn leads to the
output buffer, apowerful emitter-follower with aconstant current load. This
also acts as aSallen and Key low-pass filter, using polypropylene film capacitors.
The analog output is noninvasively
muted by relay, and capacitor-coupled
via a small Philips electrolytic. You
might question such achoice until you
discover that this is properly polarized
by aDC offset to achieve an optimal
operating point and the desired sound
quality. Thus from the DAC current
output there are only two active SE
stages in the audio path — an interesting
prospect. One clue to the Exposure's
potential sound quality is the very short
path between the digital data coming off
the CD and the DAC.
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he Artemis Eos,
already renowned for its ability
to reproduce the pace, rhythm
and emotion of alive
performance, just got better!
Introducing the
Artemis Base Module!
The perfect integration of
engineering and the sheer love
of music make the Eos/
Base Module combination
amusical experience
not soon forgotten.
Audition the
Artemis Eos and NEW
Base Module at one of our
select Artemis dealers.

Balance, articulation and
coherence for a new level of
musical understanding

ARTFMIS
hie

CALL FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU

ARTEMIS SYSTEMS
4352 J Senn Valley Rd, Dallas, TX 75244
972-404-8132
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With alow output impedance, there
won't be any matching problems to
cables or amplifiers. The audio output is
single-ended only, via gold-plated RCA
phono connectors with PTFE insulation. A digital data output is provided,
though Idon't think this model is specifically designed to excel as atransport.
S/PDIF output is unbalanced via a75
ohm, transformer-isolated BNC connector. With respect to electromagnetic
emissions and immunity, the Exposure
player passed the appropriate "CE" independent laboratory tests.
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Sound
Many CD players need significant
warmup, and the Exposure was no exception. Out of the box, the Exposure's
sound was uninspiring: rather flat, life-

less, and gray, with soft detail obscuring
grain in the treble. It wasn't really that
had — it was just that the player improved so much after an overnight
warmup that its first impressions seemed lousy by comparison. The usual conditioning was needed for the powersupply electrolytic capacitors, and for
other components that may be electrically or mechanically stressed in manufacture or in assembly. The digital section, in particular the DAC, seems to
benefit from an hour or two of warmup
even when the player has been fully
run-in. Presumably this is duc to operating temperatures taking an hour or two
to stabilize following turn-on from cold.
When not playing adisc, the laser and
motors shut down, and there's little else
to draw significant power. Since the

E

ngineering, as expressed by great
audio designers, frequently bridges the gulf between science and
art. Some audio products can be better
understood as expositions of sound
reproduction techniques than as clear
expositions of scientific principles. But
the achievement of ahigh artistic standard for audio equipment is gauged by
sound quality, not design principles.
A component that by received standards has aweak technological base
may nonetheless perform well, even
outstandingly, when executed by a
good designer. "This can't be done!"
exclaim science-based diehards. "Look
at the inferior test results!" Yet the evidence of our own ears shows that it
can. Many reputable CD players have
apparently humble technological origins, even remarkably low-cost platforms. On the other hand, some demonstrate nearly flawless, high-tech execution of the best science available,
yet still fail to make the grade on
music. (There are, of course, those few
components that measure well and
sound superior.)
Our knowledge base is incomplete
in this area, and speculation is dangerous. Nevertheless, it's worth exploring. A CD player's output stage resembles apreamplifier's line stage. On
top of the effort involved in creating
the digital circuits, the designer of a
CD player therefore has to provide the
equivalent of agreat preamp, since
without that stage we will never hear
how good the intrinsic digital section
might be. (When you think of the

wide spectrum of sound quality available from preamplifiers, remember
that these often costly and elaborate
designs don't have to process the ultrasonic signals emanating from aCD
player's D/A converter.)
It's fair to say that many carefully
engineered CD players marketed today fail to properly involve and entertain listeners because of their inadequate analog stages. You could also say
that if an audio manufacturer produces abroad line of electronics that
does not contain areally good preamp,
that manufacturer is unlikely to produce areally good DAC or CD player.
Given our present state of knowledge, the analog section of aCD player
is very likely to be more important to a
player's sound quality than the digital
section. This contradicts the extensive
promotional hype concerning effective
bit resolution, re-sampling rates, digital
filter ripple, balancing in the digital
domain, etc. Iwould not presume to
say that such details don't matter, however, their subjective weight is often
blown out of all proportion.
To quote examples, there are significant manufacturers who have succeeded in the CD-player field with
relatively inexpensive, "low-tech,"
older-generation transport and digital
technologies. These include Naim,
Conrad-Johnson, and Audio Research
— all of whom have proven track
records in producing fine preamplifier
analog stages — and now Exposure
Electronics as well.
—Martin Colloms
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power consumption is very low, around
12W, Ileft the player on permanently,
save for vacations.
Early on in the listening Iwas caught
out by that built-in volume control — it
looked innocent enough there on the
Philips-style remote handset. And yes, it
does work, with just-usable 2-3dI3 steps
over a60dB or so dynamic range. (The
actual level is denoted by the number of
six horizontal bars visible in the display.)
This volume control operates in the digital domain with only moderate data
precision. As aresult, it reduces fidelity,
and in this class of player the difference
isn't trivial. Ihave unknowingly set just
one notch of digital attenuation and,
judging by the resulting impairment,
thought that the player had developed a
fault. Now Iunderstand those warnings
printed in triplicate in the instruction
manual to leave the volume set to maximum on the player itself. Still, this control is not entirely unusable in circumstances where fidelity is not crucial —
say, background music for adinner
party. Otherwise, forget those two dangerous Volume Up & Down buttons:
the sound quality with the digital volume engaged was several levels below
that noted on that first cold start. In any
case, the player will always reset to full
volume and maximum resolution when
switched on again.
Clearing these hurdles, I settled
down to aseries of enjoyable and entertaining sessions with the Exposure CD
player. What might be interpreted as an
early feeling of "quietness" was soon
replaced by agrowing realization that
this player lacked the false glare, the
"forwardness" and "whitened" quality,
of so much digital replay. There was
more than ahint of single-ended analog
sound to this player: asense of unforced
vitality and quick and lively dynamics,
with dynamic contrast and expression
available at all levels and with any complexity of program. Reflecting Exposure's analog sympathies, it really
sounds more like afine turntable system than a$2000 CD player.
However, the player did emit alowlevel mechanical click between tracks:
the output muting relay responding to
the intertrack inure command on those
discs that have this set during the mastering.' You get used to it, but perhaps a
bit of acoustic quieting for the relay
would not go amiss.
While it didn't have an obvious, im1On the Srerroplide music Cps, which fade to ambience rather than slit!nal black between tracks. Iasked
the mastering engui,or not to do this.
—JA
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mediately explosive rock sound, and at
first proved most at home reproducing
classical works, the Exposure did have
inner strengths that underpinned its
commitment to all types of music. If
rhythm and timing were not quite in
the Naim CD-2 class, the Exposure was
still pretty special in this area. The player was good at defining the start and
stop of notes, and while its pace wasn't
as upbeat as the Nairn's, it succeeded in
generating its own sense of drive, and at
alevel that left much of the competition
sounding rather sleepy.
All in all, by the finish Ifound thc
Exposure happy with all kinds of music.
The lower midrange was aparticular
pleasure on both rock and classical, its
excellently differentiated dynamics revealing of instrument type and musicianship. In the bass it proved to be nicely extended, with no hint of band-limiting or a"closed-in" effect. The Krell
KAV-300cd certainly has greater bass
slam and grips right down to the lowest
frequencies (a Krell hallmark), but the
Exposure approached the Krell in image
scale and depth, and was actually atouch
lighter on its toes rhythmically. The
Exposure's bass was "warmer" and atad
soft in the lowest register, but more than
crisp enough in the mid and upper bass.
The Exposure's soundstage was also
well beyond its class, sounding wide and
deep, very well focused, nicely layered,
and achieving convincing perspectives.
It was unusually good at conveying the
sense of air around singers and instrumentalists, the soundstage appearing
richly textured and open, and noticeably
lacking dullness or veiling.
The Exposure's midrange was nicely
balanced, with natural and believable
harmonic colors. Relatively high resolution was heard here; in my estimation, almost but not quite enough to
justify aClass A rating in Stereophilds
"Recommended Components" listing.
The player fared well enough in the
treble, the sound again graced by that
desirable lack of "forwardness" or aggression. It was nonetheless finely textured, with asubtle but wholly satisfactory level of grain.
You might not know it was there at
all — or, if you did, whether it was
what's commonly found on digital
recordings, if you were without aKrell
KPS-201/1to help make the comparison
— but aslight "sheen" was added to the
treble. Interestingly, it didn't draw attention to itself or spoil the overall result.
That result was aquality of balance
and character that could construct largescale, well-detailed soundstages that
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"WOW, Ican't
believe you have
that CD!"

1-800-EVERY-CD is awholesale music club. Members receive a950
page catalog offering virtually every CD in print. All CD's are offered at
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rivaled some of the best players made.
Moreover, this was achieved with a
consistently upbeat, involving, and
musically truthful foundation, asound
that you need make little excuse for.
You could leave this player installed for
long periods and not have to agonize
over the absence of the usual audiophile references.
The Exposure proved compatible
with awide range of system components that Itried, stretching the capabilities (transparency and timing) of less
expensive amplification and speakers,
and making asurprisingly good effort to
match some of the better electronics on
hand. If not quite up to Krell FP13

600/Wilson WATT System 5class, it
was still punching hard at the Krell
KAV-300i/FPB 300/Wilson CUB/

T

rose alittle, while the low-frequency
-3dB point moved up from below 3Hz
to 17Hz. Any loading down to 10k
ohms should be just fine with this player,
with little loss of bass extension. The
two channels were very similar, matched
to 0.04dB over much of the range, and
just 0.1dB different at 20IcHz. There was
no interchannel phase difference, and
the output was close to minimum phase,
absolute phase correct.
Channel separation was fine, crosstalk remaining below -100dB or so at
low frequencies, increasing to avery
good 90dB in the midrange and treble.
The Exposure's full-scale output was
0.12dB higher than the industry-standard 2V, generated from avery low 1.0
ohm output impedance. (This figure includes the low-resistance output cable
—perhaps the circuit features atrace of
negative output impedance?)
At full level, the distortion on asingle
tone just bettered -80dB (0.01%), and
was of alow-order analog-type variety.
At -10dBFS, the distortion was quite
normal at -79dB, 0.011%. Similar results were seen for the full-level highfrequency intermodulation, the lkHz
difference product reading -83.6dB

he Exposure's non-loop-feedback
single-ended analog stages would
make one anticipate some moderate distortion at peak level, and this was
indeed present. Ishould also note that
my first sample showed anear-inaudible
high-frequency tone in the right channel. The second sample, taken at random from the production line, was in
the clear. Exposure will report back
when they've checked this our, an outof-spec DAC chip is suspected.
Track access was quick —2.5 seconds
for track 15 of the Sony test disc —
while the gap error correction rated
average, at 1.0mm for the usual Pierre
Verany test set. Shock and vibration
resistance were rated as "good," despite
the absence of significant isolating feet.
This player ran quietly, with no transformer hum, and little noise save those
intertrack relay clicks.
The player's frequency response with
a100k ohm test loading was wide and
flat (fig.1), with negligible ripple and
just ahint of rolloff by 20kHz, this the
-025dB point. De-emphasis showed a
mild 0.5dB "dulling" in the mid-treble,
recovering thereafter. Loaded by asevere 600 ohms, the full-level distortion

The Exposure is
an unusually musical
CD player that
has very good
soundstaging abilities.
WITT level — damn tine performance
for amodest integrated Cl) player. In
addition, it sounded particularly creamy

with fine tube amplification. For those
who follow my Hi-Fi News & Record
Review scalings, the Exposure scored 35
points overall for sound quality. Enthusiasts will enjoy the improvements to
be heard when this physically lightweight player is put on agood sound
table, loaded with aShakti Stone or two,
and caressed by aclean mains supply.
Conclusion
Sometimes one can't argue with how a
designer achieves his or her aim. Instead we must stand back and recognize
it for what it is. The Exposure is an
unusually musical Cl) player that has
very good soundstaging abilities, is qui-

(fig2). Some mild noise was evident at
below —100dB, but the fundamentals
were quite clearly defined. However,
the first difference-tone products with
the 44.1kHz sample clock at 24.1kHz
and 25.1kHz were only 3.3dB down.
This is where the lower-cost filter implementation shows itself, but it could
be argued that full-level, two-tone,
high-frequency excitation rarely happens in music. On the other hand, a
loud cymbal crash will dump multitone
energy in this upper band, and the additional, if nominally inaudible, beat products will add to the workload for the
system amplifier. Furthermore, such a
beat tone might just lie on the resonance peak of alow-loss metal-dome
tweeter, thus increasing its subjective
audibility for younger, bat-eared listeners! The result did improve at amore
realistic -10dBFS level. Here the lkHz
difference tone was held to avery satisfactory -88dB with rather fewer ultrasonic products evident.
Fig3 plots the spectrum of the Exposure's spurious ultrasonic tones up to
88kHz for a-70dB dithered lkHz tone
(this is just visible at the left-hand edge
f
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Exposure CD player, frequency response
(solid) and de-emphasis response
(dashed) (0.25dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Exposure CD player, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+201(Hz at OdBFS
(log frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Exposure CD player, spectrum of dithered
IkHz tone at -70d8FS, DC-88kHz, with
noise and spuriae (linear frequency scale,
16-bit data).
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HIS TRUTH HAS BEEN SELF EVIDENT FOR DECADES:
the only way to know the ultimate ineffable beauty of triodes
is with Alnico magnet speakers. Alnico and single-ended
triodes are the Romeo and Juliet of the audio arts and, at long
last. Prince Carl of Alón has created an affordable speaker that
optimally interfaces with the unique characteristic of single-ended
triode. transformers. At the Triode Guild we say, 'Ascend to MicroPower' and at long last we have arefined floor standing $3500
loudspeaker. the Lotus SE. that only needs eight triode watts to
transport us to the Nth Dimension of Music Hyper-Space."
Harvey "Gizmo" Rosenberg
Cuildineister The Triode Guild

Elite 3 Power Conditioner
/16 Outlets On 3Individual Circuits
/1875 Watt Capacity
/Front Panel System Control
/3 Point Spike & Surge Protection
,/ Exceptional System Improvements
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etly neutral and yet dynamically resolving, has an involving and pacey character, and is convincing and satisfying in
the long term.
If the Exposure were agood tube
preamplifier, you could hardly argue
with anything seen in its measurements:
awide bandwidth, quiet, with moderately low distortion. And as much as we
value excellent low-level linearity in
Cl) replay, and eulogize implied +20bit linearity, there is still much more to
digital sound quality. Here is acase in
point: aplayer whose transfer function
stumbles at around -80dB, far down on
the aural sensitivity curve, and then recovers to agood linearity below -100dB

(with the usual encode dither). One
might expect its sound to be damaged in
some way, indeed that it might be

responsible for that slight, if musically
satisfactory, treble "texture." Whatever,
it fortunately didn't appreciably damage

the overall sound, which stands comparison with many more costly and
superbly linear players.
By now, the conclusion must be selfevident: Yes, Iliked this moderately
priced and economical player. Iwas
intrigued by its simple single-ended
transistor analog circuitry and the fine
sound it made. Without prejudice to
any future listening, at the time of writing Ifeel that this is ahigh-ranking
Class B contender, truly commendable
in its price class. Exposure's John
Farlowe should be warmly congratulated on his first foray into digital replay:
the Exposure CDP comes confidently
recommended.
S

of the graph). There is nothing of significance to note here, save that ultrasonic
spuriae were better than 110dB down
— more than fair enough — while the
low-pass filtering accelerated beyond
83IcHz.
Looking in more detail at the spectral
analysis of the -70dB tone (fig.4), the
odd-order distortion apparent is due to
amild kink in the DAC's transfer function. The third harmonic was at -35dB;
that is, 105dB below peak level. There
was rather less fifth and seventh harmonic present (at -113dB), after which
lower levels of even-order harmonics
reasserted themselves.

Irepeated this analysis 20dB lower, at
-90dB modulation (fig.5). Now some
desirable second harmonic was present,
and the third-harmonic residual had
fallen to -110dB relative to full level.
Sidebands were low in level, indicating
very good clock stability, while the hash
at the start of the trace was no more
than aset of low-level, inaudible hum
components at the 50Hz repetition rate
of the UK mains supply. Total harmonic distortion at -90dB measured asatisfactory -15dB.
The Exposure's digital filter/DAC
combination automatically mutes when
it encounters adigital zero signal. Measuring the signal/noise ratio required use
of the lowest-level tones on CBS's Test
Disc 1, by which artifice Igot amodest
89dB unweighted figure, 89dB CCIR
(11cHz) ARM-weighted, with 92dB Aweighted S/N ratios. A S/N ratio of
better than 110dB is possible with some
designs, so these figures were more comparable with a tubed preamp than a
solid-state IC circuit design. Hum itself
was better than 105dB down.
The audio waveform showed no signs
of premature compression on peak-level
white noise, and RF leakage above

100kHz was well-controlled, better
than 40dB down. Fig.6 charts the lowlevel linearity for the poorer of the two
channels. It shows afine result down to
-75dBFS, but amoderate 2-3dB deviation by -95dB, and arecovery toward
-105dB. Encroaching system noise is
seen below that point. While this
result was unexceptional, Idon't think
it's a cause for concern. Associated
with the low-level linearity error, the
Exposure's noise-modulation graph
(fig.7), plotted for three levels of the
low-frequency fundamental (-50, -70,
and -90dB), shows some divergence for
the lowest level tried. There's not much
to choose between the others, and the
overall result was quite typical. Little to
report here.
Clearly, this was not one of the more
linear CD players tested. Yet there was
nothing that would warn, "Danger; you
may hear this error!" In general, distortion was low and the channels were
neutral and well balanced, having moderate noise and good separation. Deemphasis was tolerably accurate (and
little used these days anyhow), while
the output stage was something of a
pile driver.
-Martin Colloms
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Fig.4 Exposure CD player, spectrum of dithered
IkHz tone at -70dBFS, DC-10kHz, with
noise and spuriae (linear frequency scale,
I6-bit data).

Without prejudice
to any future listening,
at the time of writing
Ifeel that this is ahighranking Class Bcontender.
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Fig.5 Exposure CD player, spectrum of dithered
IkHz tone at -90.31dBFS, DC-10kHz, with
noise and spuriae (linear frequency scale,
16-bit data).
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Fig.6 Exposure CD player, departure from
linearity (2.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7 Exposure CD player, noise modulation,
41Hz at -50dBFS to -90dBFS (2.5dB/
vertical div.).
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THE
WORLD'S
BEST SURGE
SUPPRESSOR...

does not use sacrificial/wear
components, has no joule rating or
surge current limitation, WILL
NEVER FAIL, does not divert surge
current to the ground wire, clamps
instantaneously and has the
industry's lowest let-through
voltage. It is also possibly THE
BEST LINE FILTER YOU CAN BUY
(an isolation transformer can't
match this product's filtering or
surge suppression abilities).
Now consider this.. no matter what
you paid for it, the odds are
OVERWHELMING that your
current surge protector does use
sacrificial/wear components
(MOV's), has ajoule/current
limitation, WILL EVENTUALLY FAIL,
and does divert surge current to
the ground wire (causing ground
hum and degenerative equipment
damage).
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Living lesjend .
ànd .Grammy Award winning
percussionist/composer Babatunde Olatunji unleashes the
rhythm of passion on his new release from Chesky Records.
A heart-pounding celebration of love, lust and courtship,

love drum talk

puts you right in the middle of the party.
•

_

So...How Important
Is Your System?

BRICK WALL
SURGE FILTERS
Starting at the real world price of
$199.
Available in three forms:

•Eight receptacle, 15A, pointofuse.

•Eight receptacle, 15A, single unit
rack mount/power distribution unit.
• 12 receptacle, 20A, double unit rack
mount/power distribution unit.

1-800-528-0313
BRICK WALL DIV.,
PRICE WHEELER CORP.
Fax: 1-800-528-6623
info@brickwall.com
Web: www.brickwall.com
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A uniquely talented singer/song
writer/guitarist and performer,
Liv's newest release is a dedication to great songwriting.

"byingston Taylor has continued to make
album after album of understated. well crafted
masterpieces."
-Dirty Linen, Feb/March 97

The sensation of the HiFi '97 show for its
superior sound quality and music.
Features an all-out acoustic version of
the commodore's hit, "Brickhouse"!

As always, her sound is wholly her own. -Leak, Winter/Spring '97

AVAILABLE AT ALL FINE RECORD STORES
To receive afree catalog or to order call (800)331-1437 or (212)586-7537
listen and learn www.chesky.com
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Pass Aleph 1.2 monoblock power amplifier
Steven Stone

W

eall have biases. The trick is
knowing your biases so they
don't get in your way. Mine
arc pretty obvious. Idon't like "fussy"
gear that demands special care and feeding. I'm lazy —I want to just turn stuff
on and begin listening. Perhaps that's
why I have a positive bias toward
Nelson Pass's designs. They're reliable,
untweaky, and usually sound good.
The Aleph 12 is the third piece of
Pass Labs electronics I've lived with. I
own apair of Aleph 0amplifiers, and I
reviewed the Aleph P preamp in the
February '96 Stereophile. Because of my
past experience with Pass gear, my
expectations for the Pass Aleph 12 were
stratospheric. But everybody knows that
high expectations often lead to disappointment. Did the Aleph 12 deliver
better sound along with its increased
power? Let's see what came to ...pass.
Tech tour
The Aleph 12 is the largest amplifier
from Pass Laboratories. It idles at 500W
and delivers amaximum of 200W in single-ended class-A —the circuit topology
of lowest efficienc-y. If properly designed,

asingle-ended amplifier exhibits primarily second- and even-order harmonic structure, similar to the transfer characteristic of air. The price paid for this
performance is outrageously high idle
current and heat dissipation, generally
three to five times the output rating.
Like other Aleph-series amplifiers,
the 12 is alarge black box with fins on
all four sides. A small blue light on the
front peeks out to alert you to the amp's
"on" status. The rear of the amp has
both balanced XLR and single-ended
RCA inputs. A double pair of gold-plated five-way binding posts, an AC fuse
receptacle, large on/off rocker switch,
and an EIC AC connector complete the
amp's geography.
The Aleph 1.2 has very few parts in
series with the signal path. The input signal travels through aresistor to the input
MOSFET transistor, then through another resistor to the parallel output
MOSFETs, with, finally, apower resistor before the loudspeaker. Active current sources separately bias the input
and output stages.
The Aleph 12 is unlike the original
Aleph 1in two ways. First, it has only two

Pass Labs Aleph 1.2 power amplifier

Stereophsle, November 1997

Description: Single-ended solidstate monoblock power amplifier.
Output power: 200W into 8ohms
(23dBW). Frequency response:
-3dB at 100kHz. Voltage gain:
20dB balanced, 20dB or 26dB
unbalanced. S/N ratio: 74dB ref.
1W, 100dB ref. full power. Distortion: <1% THD at IkHz. Output
impedance: approximately 0.1
ohm. Input impedance: 10k ohms.
Input common mode rejection
ratio: 60dB.
Dimensions: 16 1
/"W by 10 1
2
/"H
2
by 16 1
/"D. Weight: 130 lbs each.
2
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
7006/7.
Price: $14,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 30.
Manufacturer: Pass Labs, 24449
Foresthill Road, Foresthill, CA
95631. Tel: (916) 367-3690. Fax:
(916) 367-2193.
gain stages instead of three. The amplifier
does not have the auxiliary pull circuitry
that permitted the Aleph 1to deliver very
high currents into low-impedance loads.
This may be apurer approach, but it
doesn't allow for greater power into
loads below 4 ohms. The currentsource biasing of the output stage is also
new. It attempts to optimize the loadline of the single-ended output devices,
hence lowering distortion. Nelson Pass's
current-source design is protected by a
US patent application.
The Aleph 12 uses power MOSFETs
for both of its gain stages. These
MOSFETs were chosen because they
have an optimal transfer curve for use in a
single-ended class-A design. MOSFETs
also allow high-current operation with
low circuit complexity, delivering high
performance in minimalist topologies.
The input P-channel and output Nchannel MOSFETs are carefully selected from the same manufacturing lot
codes and matched within atolerance of
2%. The input gain devices are pulserated at 8A, and are followed by output
devices with pulse ratings of 50A each.
The amplifier's output stage has an
overall power rating of 3.6kW, and the
143
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Introducing MSB 's Digital Director'.... The World's First Multiple
Source Digital Input Selector and Jitter Reducer For Only $399.
The digital audio revolution has begun. The new multi-channel digital sources on DVD, Laserdisc, and CD require digital
inputs. Other pure digital sources such as DSS, DAT, and

The Digital Director also provides "jitter reduction" by reclocking and reconditioning the outputs of your digital
sources to provide jitter-free performance.

Mini-Disc do as well. The problem is that your stereo system
either has no digital inputs or possibly only one. In fact 99% of
all components in use today are not equipped to handle all the
great new sources now appearing on the market.

Before you can upgrade to all the great new digital sources,
you need to open the door with the Digital Director. It is available directly from MSB for $399. Or, you can find it at a

The only solution is MSB's Digital Director. Featuring six digital inputs (four coaxial, two optical) with automatic priority
selection and three digital outputs, the Digital Director is the
first "must have" accessory you will need as you upgrade
to all digital sources.

growing number of AV specialists nationwide. It is available
in two finishes: Metallic Charcoal or Silver Shadow and it
comes with aone year guarantee
TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE

888 373-6789

MSB Technology Corporation

(813) 323-2748 • Fax (8)3) 327-0717

14251 Pescadero Road, La Honda, CA 94020
CALL TOLL-FREE (888) 373-6789

email: info@msblech.com
web site: www.msbtech.com
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massive heatsinks arc rated at 0.05°C
per watt. During active operation, each
output device is operating at only 14%
of its rated power.
Resistors are precision metal-film
throughout. The Aleph 12 is protected
from overheating by a75°C thermal
switch, and from internal failure by a
slow-blow fuse. The amplifier is powered by atoroidal transformer rated at
10 times the amplifier's output rating.
This unregulated supply feeds the output transistors with afull-power ripple
of about half avolt.
The Aleph 12 is equipped with abalanced input featuring acommon-mode
input noise rejection of -60dB, accomplished through apassive network tied
directly into the input stage of the
amplifier. There is no additional active
input circuitry. Unbalanced inputs are
accommodated by RCA connectors.
On balanced inputs both positive and
negative signals are used. The positive
input signal goes to the gate of the posi-

A

full set of measurements was
run on the Pass Aleph 12 in
unbalanced mode, with selected measurements repeated in balanced
mode. Unless otherwise noted, the following measurements reflect unbalanced operation.
The 60-minute, '/3-power preconditioning test left the Aleph 12's heatsinks
very warm for several seconds, but not
uncomfortable to touch. The amplifier's
input impedance measured 103k ohms
unbalanced, 20.5k ohms balanced. Its
voltage gain into 8 ohms is 23.1dB
(233dB balanced), alittle lower than most
amplifiers. Iwouldn't recommend the
Aleph 12 for use with "passive" preamps
in most systems, unless your room is
small, your playback-level tastes modest,
and/or your loudspeakers very sensitive.
The amplifier is noninverting (pin 2
positive in balanced mode). Its S/N
ratio measured 83.6dB from 22Hz to
221cHz, 80.9dB from 10Hz to 5001cHz,
and 93.7dB A-weighted. (The balanced
S/N measured about 6dB worse unweighted, and about 8dB worse Aweighted.) The output impedance
remained at or below alow 0.085 ohms
at lIcHz and 20Hz, increasing to 0.09
ohms into 8ohms at 201(Hz. DC offset
at the outputs measured 162mV.
Fig.1 shows the Pass Aleph 12's frequency response. The unbalanced reStereophiie, November 1997

rive-phase device of the input differential pair of MOSFETs and the negative
input signal goes to the gate of the differential pair's negative-phase device.

ping the heatsink fins, which feel like
dull knives on bare flesh. At 130 lbs
each, these are certainly not "one-person" amps.

Ergonomics
Operating idiosyncrasies were few.
There was aslight pop at the speakers
when the amps were first turned on, but
this was quieter than the turn-on transient from the Pass Aleph 0. Even
though Iused the balanced inputs, the
amps had to be turned off before
changing interconnects to avoid connection and disconnection noises.
While it's always good practice to turn
amps off before swapping cables of any
kind, folks with balanced gear sometimes get blasé about it. Don't. The
Alephs have enough juice to put out
some serious transients.
Another caveat: Don't even think of
trying to lift these amps without some
thick gloves and at least one burly
friend. There's no way to avoid grip-

Sound
The Pass Aleph 12 is awonderful amp.
A very hot amplifier — it uses tons of
electricity — but a glorious-sounding
one nonetheless. Perhaps if you buy one
you should also purchase some stock in
your local electric utility. When your
electric bill goes up 40% (as mine did),
at least you can take some comfort in
the fact that you're helping your electric
company's bottom line.
What did the 12's juice-sucking
prowess have to do with its sound?
Simply, it sounded best when warm, and
that took at least 45 minutes. You could
leave it on all the time, but it'll cost you
plenty. If, like me, you're "thrifty" (a
polite way of saying "cheap"), you'll try
to turn on the amps about an hour
before any serious listening.

sponse is slightly flatter than the balanced,
and the effect of our simulated real load is
essentially negligible. The 10kHz squarewave response in fig2 has avery fast risetime and only asmall rounding of the
leading edge. The lIcHz squarewave
response (not shown) is dose to ideal.

The distortion curves in fig3 show
quite low THD across much of the
band, rising only at higher frequencies
as the design runs out of open-loop
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Pass Labs Aleph 1.2, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at IkHz):
4W into 2ohms, unbalanced; 2W into 4
ohms, balanced; 1W into 8 ohms, balanced;
2W into 4 ohms, unbalanced; 1W into
8 ohms, unbalanced; 2.83V into simulated
speaker load, unbalanced.

IOW

Fig.1

Pass Labs Aleph 1.2, frequency response
at (from top to bottom at 10kHz): 1W
into 8 ohms, unbalanced; 2.83V into
simulated speaker load; and 1W into
8 ohms, balanced (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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00

01
tone In 0,

Fig.2

Pass Labs Aleph 1.2, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.

02

Fig.4

Pass Labs Aleph 1.2, lkHz waveform at 2W
into 4 ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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It wasn't their harmonic balance that
changed as the 1.2s warmed up, but
their dimensional capabilities. There
was arecurring moment, about 35 to 45
minutes from startup, when the image
just blossomed — from decent solidstate soundstaging to "Oh my God; they
just showed nie the magic." Pass Aleph
Os also take at least 30 minutes to
bloom, but their metamorphosis isn't
nearly as dramatic.
So they're hot, they're happening, and
they're pretty damn awesome. But exactly what qualities nuke the Aleph 12s so
sonically stupendous? My listening notes
include copious references to the 12's
lack of any sort of electronic signature.
This is amidrange to die for—clean
without atrace of an electronic signature.
In addition to its nonelectronic nature,
the 12 also has unflappable suavity.
Nothing ruffles its calm. Even the most
dynamic material in my arsenal, like the
JGHISS recording of the 1812 Overture
complete with howitzers, didn't rock the

12's world. This sense of ease is something the 12 shares with other big power
amplifiers; but unlike most big solid-state

bandwidth. There is nothing at these
low power levels that gives away the
Pass's single-ended nature. The waveform in fig.4 indicates aheavy secondharmonic content — which was also
true at 8and 2ohms (not shown).
The lkHz, THD+noise vs output
power sweeps are shown in fig.5. Note
the increase in distortion at lower
impedances in the mid-power range;
the "double knee" character here is not
common with conventional solid-state
power amplifiers. The discrete clipping
levels (for 1% THD+noise) at this frequency were inconsequentially below
spec. at 197.1W into 8ohms (22.9dBW),
263.9W into 4 ohms (212dBW), and
132W into 2 ohms (15.2dBW). The
voltage of the power line was 113-114V
during these measurements. At 117V,

the amplifier will probably meet its
power specification.
A plot showing the output spectrum
resulting from a50Hz input (201W
into 4 ohms) is shown in fig.6. The
second harmonic is at —50dB (0.3%),
the third at —52dB(025%). Because of
the Aleph 12's high power output and
the limitations of our simulated test
load, Ididn't run a50Hz simulatedtest-load spectrum.
Fig.7 shows asimilar spectral plot,
here the result of acombined 19+20k1-lz
signal. The residual indicates the sum
and difference tones created by the
amplifier with these frequencies at the
input—in other words, the intermodulation between these two tones. The output of the amplifier in fig.7 was 39.5W
into 8ohms —the highest output possi-

So they're hot,
they're happening,
and they're pretty
damn awesome.
This is amidrange to die
for—clean without atrace
of an electronic signature.
power amps, the 1.2's lack of electronic
artifacts is special.
Up against the Pass Aleph 0
My first compare-and-contrast exercise
pitted the Aleph 12 against the smaller,
$8000/pair Aleph O. While the amps
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Fig.5

Pass Labs Aleph 1.2, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
10W): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2ohms.
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Fig.6

shared certain family traits, they did not
sound identical. The 12 had acertain
ease, regardless of the music's demands,
that eluded the 0. Paradoxically, the
Aleph Os did have aslightly more specific soundstage focus, but that precision
broke down when they were dynamically stressed. Also, the Aleph 0seemed
to be faster-sounding on dynamic transients. The horns on Paquito DRivera's
Grammy-winning Portraits of Cuba
(CheskyJD145) hit faster, but got awee
bit woolly during their crescendos.
The Aleph 12s did project aslightly
larger soundstage with a bit better depth
rendition. On LeeAnn Itimes's Blue, the
wall of sound behind her was farther
back through the 1.2s. With sensitive
speakers (more sensitive than the
91dB/W Dunlavys), the Aleph Os could
probably maintain their superior
dynamic immediacy and focus. In my
main system, the 12's overall dynamic
ease added substantially to the listening
experience, tipping the scales in its favor.

tile with this input signal before clipping
was evident on a'scope trace. The IM is
—47dB (about 0.45%) at 18kHz, —55dB
(about 0.17%) at 17kHz, and —45dB
(about 0.6%) at lIcHz. At 25.7W into 4
ohms (again, just prior to clipping) the
graph (not shown) looks similar, though
the corresponding distortion is somewhat higher: —44dB (about 0.6%) at
18kHz, —50dB (0.3%) at 17kHz, and
—41dB (0.9%) at 11cHz.
All of these distortion-spectrum results — 50Hz or 19+20kHz —are higher than we normally see on the test
bench from the best-measuring pushpull solid-state amplifiers. Nevertheless,
the other results here are very good, and
far outstrip those of any single-ended
tube amplifier Ihave yet measured.
—Thomas J. Norton
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Pass Labs Aleph 1.2, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 201W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Pass Labs Aleph 1.2, HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 39.5W
into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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"thei makings of an audiophile legend."
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(a) still smaller spaces,
(b) still smaller budgets, and
(c) the big demands of Home Theater.

The ALPHAA/v, ALPHA M INI, and ALPHA MITE are compact, high-performance monitors that fit satisfyingly
into awide variety of music and Home Theater systems, from the simplest to much more elaborate.
Their amazing performance—including tonal balance, frequency and dynamic range, and imaging that
are remarkably close to the best available at any price—stems from the unique combination of
engineering, research, and musicianship that Paul Barton's long experience brings to the design
of all PSB speakers.
The ALPHA M IDI CENTER- CHANNEL and the ALPHA SUB SONIC 1 POWERED
SUBWOOFER are the final elements for enjoying extraordinary Home Theater sound
with extraordinary ease at incredibly low cost.
We think this handsome, high-achieving, but eminently accessible family of speakers
will soon be as much of alegend as its famed progenitor. You need to hear them to
appreciate how far beyond expectations they perform.
800-263-4641
http://www.psbspeakers.com

Boulder comparisons
Ialso spent several days comparing the
Aleph 12 to my reference amplifier—
the $9900/pair Boulder 500AE monoblock. Both models share the ability to
produce copious amounts of volume
without stress, but each excels in dramatically different sonic parameters. My
JGH/SS DATs of the Young Philharmonic Orchestra of Munich performing
in Boulder's Chatauqua Auditorium had
superior three-dimensionality through
the Alephs. Car-engine noise outside

the hall sounded much farther away (the
Chatauqua is a shed rather than an
enclosed auditorium, so noise from "outside" is far more noticeable than on a
commercial release). However, through
the Boulder 500AEs these low-level
low-frequency noises had more detail
and more specificity.
While the orchestra sounded harmonically more natural with the Pass
amps, with the Boulders Iwas able to
pick out individual parts more rapidly.
Also, the Boulders more readily re-

Setup and System

B

ecause the Pass Aleph 12s
weigh so much, Ididn't try to
herd them into my video
room, but instead installed them in
my main large room (see Vol.19
No.8, p.117 for photographs). They
were saddled with the Dunlavy
Signature SC-VI loudspeakers. I
tried a passel of power cables —
Aural Symphonics Missing Link
Cubed Gen.III and Synergistic
Research RC/Master coupler (serial
numbers 555 and 556, Ikid you
not). Iheard no difference between
the two (like Betty and Sue in Pat
Sky's version of "Cocaine"), so Isettled on the Aural Symphonic AC
cables because they were shorter, and
easier to keep out of harm's way. For
speaker cabling Ilassoed some Aural
Symphonics Gen.II, Discovery
Signature, Audio Magic Sorcerer, and
Synergistic Research Resolution. I
settled on Audio Magic. By and large
the cables sounded remarkably similar, but with this particular combo
the image seemed to lock in slightly
better.
My analog source was a VP!
TNT III turntable with the outboard flywheel on aBright Star base
and Townshend Seismic Sink. Iused
the Graham 1.5 TC and Clearaudio/
Souther TQ-1 tonearnis. Cartridges
on hand included the van den Hul
MC-1 Super, Dynavector XX-1,
Clearaudio Ventas, and Fidelity
Research/van den Hul FR-1. Discovery Plus Four cable connected
the Clearaudio arm and the phono
preamp as well as the phono preamp
and the line-level preamp.
The digital front-end was aPS
Audio Lambda II CD drive, C.E.C.
TL 2 CD drive, and Sony D-8
DATman connected via coaxial,
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AES/EBU, TosLink, and AT&T
optical connectors to an EAD-9000
III D/A. Digital cables were Mod
Squad Wonder Link Icoaxial, Audio
Magic Sorcerer coaxial, TARA Labs
RSC master AES/EBU, Illuminati
RCA coaxial and AES/EBU, Aural
Symphonics Digital Statement cable
in both RCA coaxial and AT&T
optical, AudioQuest and Sony
TosLink connectors, and fiber-optic
cable from Parasound with EIAJ
connections.
Preamps sometimes used in the
system' were the Carver Lightspeed
and Pass Aleph P line-level units,
with Vendetta SCP-2C outboard
phono unit. Other Power amps inhouse were the Boulder 500AE and
Pass Aleph 0 monoblocks. Iused
Discovery Plus Four and AudioMagic Sorcerer balanced XLR interconnects between the preamp or
direct digital source and the power
amplifiers.
Other accessories included RoomTunes CornerTunes, EchoTunes,
and Ceiling Clouds, Acoustic Sciences Tube Traps, Arcici Levitation
stand, Bright Star Audio Big Rock
bases (for the power amps), Shakti
Stones, VP! Magic Bricks, Fluxbuster, PAD break-in disk, NoiseTrapper Power Strip, Power Science
Foundation AC line-conditioner,
AudioQuest record brush, Gryphon
Exorcist conditioning tool, Nitty
Gritty record-cleaning machine,
RadioShack Sound Pressure Meter,
Kleenrnaster Brillianize CD cleaner,
and a1972 Gibson ES-175 sunburst
arch-top electric guitar. -stew. stone
1Most of my critical listening is done sans
preamps. 1just run abalanced line from the
back of the EAD-9000 III D/A directly into
the amplifiers.

vealed problems in intonation and
ensemble. The Pass amps were seductive; instead of being bothered by these
little mistakes, Ifound myself wrapped
up in the fabric of the music. If Ilistened carefully Icould hear the same
mistakes that were so obvious through
the Boulders, but it's far easier to overlook the blemishes on afew trees when
aredwood forest looks so magnificent.
While both amps produced images of
similar size, the Alephs did asuperior job
of fleshing out the three-dimensional
quality of musical instruments. Instead of
the pinpoint lateral specificity of the
500AEs, the Pass amps produced aslightly more diffuse but multidimensional
instrument location. On arecent JGH/
SS recording of Engelbert Humperdinck's Hansel und Crete!, singers move
around the stage as they sing. The Pass
captured the way their voices bounce
off the floor and sidcwalls with abit
more spatial accuracy than the Boulders.
As the singers move, they often turn
their heads away from the single stereo
M/S pair of microphones flown over
the front of the stage. The Pass amps'
spatial acuity made it possible to tell
which way the singers' heads were
turned. Through the Boulders it was
harder to make such adetermination.
On dense pop mixes like "Orphan
Girl," from Gillian Welch's Revival CD
(produced by T-Bone Burnett, Almo
Sounds AMSD-80006), the Boulder
amps did asuperior job of differentiating
each instrument's specific part; the
Alephs delineated the various dimensional layers of the mix with better specificity. "Orphan Girl" is aparadoxical
recording: At first it seems to be asimple
two-voices-and-two-guitars acoustic recording. Actually, it's adense arrangement with six-string bass, electric guitars, and multiple Optigan tracks. The
Aleph had the ability to locate each
instrument with greater three-dimensional precision, while the Boulder
individualized each instrument's particular lines with greater acuity.
This is akin to the difference
between tube and solid-state electronics: Tubes often do better at re-creating
three-dimensional space, while solidstate amps excel at rendering inner
details. The Pass 12 was avery "tubey"
amp in the way it handled dimensionality — it got the spaces right. While it
was easier to pull amix apart through
the Boulder amp, through the Pass I
could sit back and luxuriate in its
dimensional complexity.
There were noticeable differences
between these two amps at the fre149
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quency extremes. The Pass Aleph had a
slightly softer, sweeter top end dun the
Boulder amp. On some recordings the
500AE seemed to have more top-end
air, while on other recordings the 12
had greater delicacy. On my own
recordings Ipreferred the Boulder's
more extended high-frequency rendifion, but on most pop and commercial
recordings the Pass's slightly mellifluous,
more reticent top end was very welcome. Again, the differences between

The Aleph 1.2
is certainly the most
musically seductive
high-power amplifier
I've ever experienced.
archetypal solid-state and tube-amp
sounds come to mind. If you're a"tube
person," you'll feel right at home with
the Pass 12's top-end rendition.
Bass through the Pass had exemplary
pitch definition and "tunefulness," but
lacked the dynamic drive of the
Boulder amp. On Rickie Lee Jones's
"Beat Angels" (Tragic from Paradise,
Geffen GEFD-24602), John Leftwich's
acoustic bass lines were more melodious with the Pass, but the Boulder
amps transmitted more energy and
dynamic life. If forced to choose which
rendition was more accurate, I'd say
"Both." Ideally, bass rendition should
be melodious and dynamic, but these
two amps demonstrate that perfection
is still agoal, not areality.
The Pass Aleph 12 is more dynamically relaxed than the Boulder. The
horn attacks on Portraits of Cuba were
just that — aggressive, with more dynamic energy through the 500AE amps.
Through the Alephs, everything was
just a bit softer, with less edge and
dynamic punch. Dynamic peaks also
seemed louder through the Boulders,
with superior punch. While the Aleph
lacked abit of dynamic contrast, them
was anatural-sounding harmonic envelope to the horn sound, especially the
decay. Once more, the absence of any
sort of electronic edge to the Pass sound
created aconvincing illusion of "realness"
that was hard to ignore and easy to love.
Which is right? Once more, the elusive
ideal is the Boulder's dynamic energy
coupled with the Pass's timbral finesse.
On John Gorka's "Can't Make Up
My Mind" (Between Five and Seven,
High Street 10351-2), producer-guiStereophile, November 1997

tarist John Jennings' Martin Backpacker guitar solos had amore precise
transient attack through the Boulders.
The Pass amps transmitted a softer,
more "wooden" body tone. Once again,
this begged the question: "Which is
right?" Like Gorka, Ican't make up my
mind which is "better" — Ivalue the
strengths of each amp. Might as well
compare apples and oranges. If Ijust
wanted to enjoy the music, the Pass's
natural timbre was wickedly seductive.
If Ineeded to analyze arecording, the
Boulder's superb resolution made it
the perfect tool for the job. The 500AE
is the ultimate pro-audio workhorse
amp, while the Pass is apreeminent
recreational amplifier.
It's unfortunate that Ino longer have a
pair of the Manley Reference 240 monos
that Ireviewed in May '96 (Vol.19 No.5,
p.163) in my possession —comparisons
to the Pass Aleph 12s could have filled
up at least another page. Both amps excel
at portraying the emotion and magic in
music. The Virgo in me wonders just
how close the Pass can come to the
Manley's superb three-dimensionality. I
also wonder if the Manley could possibly
match the Pass's suavity and ease.
Pass or fail?
So, did the Pass Aleph 12 live up to my
exalted expectations? Perhaps that's
more my problem than yours —expectations get in the way of accurate assessments. The Aleph 12 is certainly the
most musically seductive high-power
amplifier I've ever experienced. It's
capable of turning any attempt at
serious left-brain listening into aglorious right-brain bacchanalia. For those
audiophiles convinced that only tubes
can permit excursions into musical
ecstasy, the Pass 12 may have them boogieing in their kilts. If Ilistened to music
solely for pleasure, I'd buy apair of 12s
in aheartbeat. Like superior tube amplifiers, the Aleph 12's colorations are subtractive and superbly musical.
Like the Pass Aleph 0, which Dick
Olsher called "the solid-state amplifier of
the decade" (Stereophik, March'95, p.88),
the Aleph 12 makes it possible for audiophiles to have the best of all worlds:
musicality, dimensionality, brawn, and
low maintenance, all in two rather
weighty black boxes. If you purchase
any high-power tube amp without auditioning an Aleph 12, you've failed to
fully investigate your options. The Pass
Aleph 1.2 is aclass-A solid-state amp
that reduces the gap between silicon
and glass from ayawning chasm to a
thin, glowing blue line.
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audio cables, power conditioners,
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Learn What You Need To Know Before
You Buy. Get complete information—
product descriptions, specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The
Catalog. Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445,
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24 hours aday, 7days aweek.
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Transcendent T8 OTL monoblock power amplifier
Jonathan Scull

j

ust who does Bruce Rozenblit
think he is? And why is he saying
those things about the late Julius
Futterman? Rozenblit, relying heavily
for guidance on his Electrical Engineering degree, has crafted an OTL
(output-transfonnerless) amplifier that
flies in the face of contemporary design
dogma. To hear Bruce tell it, he's tamed
the breed — this is how OTLs should
have been done to start with, Futterman
notwithstanding.
Ah yes, Futterman — the looming
father-figure of contemporary OTL
designs. Most audiophiles have heard
of Father Futterman's amplifiers and
their reputation for instability and selfimmolation. Yet the idea of eliminating
the output transformer and driving the
speakers right off the power tubes is a
compelling one. Of course, nothing's
without cost. OTLs are usually powered by aforest of hot-running tubes,
such as the triple-nippled Russian
6C33C, necessary to reduce the output
impedance to give areasonable interface with the speakers.
Nevertheless, Futterman-type designs
have adifficult time driving moving-coil
loudspeakers. On typical dynamic designs (4 to 6ohms, three-point-something or lower in the bass) they can

sound grainy, lightweight, thin, and
bloated on the bottom end. As aresult,
Cons are often partnered with electrostatics, which require voltage but not
much current. This would be ideal if
not for the punishingly low impedance
of many 'stats at very high frequencies;
OTLs make less power as the impedance load drops. (The T8 monoblocks
put out 80Wpc into 8ohms, dropping
to 50Wpc into 4ohms.)
Obviating these concerns, Rozenblit
asserts that his design works with many
"real world" dynamic speakers. Indeed,
he claims that most of his customers use
commonly available moving-coils. (See
the accompanying interview for details.)
In any case, as we'd had such success driving the Joseph Audio RM-50s with the
Graaf GM 200 OTL, we decided to stick
with the Josephs. (For the full hoopyscoopy on the RM-50s, see the "Speaker
Matters" sidebar in September's review
of the Graaf.) Whatever the T8's capabilities, there's nothing like ahigh, reasonably flat impedance curve to keep an
OTL happy and on the boil.
We're hot, but we're cool

Speaking of cooking, OTLs traditionally
run murderously hot, no doubt stressing
the electronics to some extent. (Al-

Transcendent 18 OTL power amplifier

Sfereophrie, November 1997

Description: Output-transformerless monoblock power amplifier.
Tube complement: one 12AX7, two
12AU7, eight EL-509. Power output:
80W into 8 ohms (19dBVV), 50W
into 4 ohms (14dBVV). Noise: >90
dB. THD: <0.5%. Frequency range:
5Hz-50kHz. Waste heat: 274W at
idle. Design protected by US Patent
No. 5,604,461.
Dimensions: 17.5" W by 9" H by
18.5" D. Weight: 40 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
n/a.
Price: S6995/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 10. Warranty: 2
years parts and labor, 6 months on
tubes.
Manufacturer: Transcendent Sound,
Inc., P.O. Box 22547, Kansas City, MO
64113. Tel: (816) 333-7358. Fax:
(816) 822-2318. E-mail: tubehifi

worldnetattnet

though Ithink Rozenblit's claim that
most OTLs "devour themselves" is abit
lurid.) The Transcendent T8 addresses
many of these issues. The large, perforated enclosures allow the amps to
breathe; as claimed, they ran remarkably cool for an OTL. Rozenblit asserts
that the lower internal temperatures
greatly extend component life. (I'd find
that hard to argue with.) The circuit
uses aminimum of parts; as Bruce puts
it, "If it isn't there, it can't break." lise
output stage runs in low-heat class-AB,
biased to run at avery low idle current.
'This allows for a"thermal reserve" with
which to handle peak currents when
the music calls for it.
The output stage is truly direct-coupled; there's nothing between the speaker and the output tubes but wire. The
bipolar power supply (providing both
positive and negative voltage rails) is
fused and current-limited with passive
devices. Rozenblit "In the unlikely event
of ashort in an output tube, afuse blows
and the fault clears. There's no damage to
the tubes, the amplifier circuitry, or your
speakers. Most people don't know that
an arced tube often isn't fatal."
In spite of (because of?) the glitzy
153

ingodike gold logo up front, Ifound the
boxy T8 rather uninspiring to gaze
upon. In fact, the overall build —made
in Missouruh — looks rather crude,
especially in comparison to the elegant
and exquisitely appointed Graaf GM
200 (at more than twice the price, it's fair
to point out). But the T8 isn't homely
just for the sake of it. Both the stereo and
monoblock versions use the same enclosure, amp circuitry, and power supplies.
By simply changing out the various subchassis, stereo units can be upgraded to
monoblock specs in ajiffy. How can I
criticize asmall manufacturer for creating an intelligent, easy-to-build and -service amplifier? Ican live with it. Repeat
after me: It's the sound that counts...
Tubes &bias, emotional &otherwise
The T8 inonublock uses a single
12AX7 for the input gain stage. A pair
of 12AU7s follow: the first splits the
phase, the second functions as acathode
follower. Most OTLs these days (and

B

ecause of the high-power limitations of the Transcendent OTL
monoblock's tubes, its manufacturer recommended against a highpower pretest Instead, Iwarmed up the
amplifier at 1W for one hour, following
which Itweaked the bias in accordance
with the directions in the owner's manual. The amplifier runs quite warm, but
not unexpectedly so for atube amplifier.
The Transc,endenes input impedance
measured 115k ohms, its voltage gain a
very low 20dB. Istrongly recommend
that, if your loudspeakers are of average
sensitivity, you pair this amplifier with a
preamp having at least 12dB of gain. (I
do not recommend a"passive" preamp
with the Transcendent.)
The amplifier was noninverting. Its
S/N Ratio measured 69.5dB from
22Hz to 22kHz, 69.4dB from 10Hz to

several push-pull designs) make excellent use of the MIG-sourced Russian
6C33C. Rozenblit much prefers the
Svedana EL-509, finding it amore consistent, reliable, sweeter-sounding output tube. The 509's plate rating is 35W
At idle, the T8 loads them at acool-running 10-15W, thus permitting the
"thermal reserve" needed for Ellington
or Elgar. If pushed, the plates will dissipate ahefty 70-75W of thermal energy.
Of course, peak requirements of atypical music signal are usually short in
duration. So while the T8s become
rather toasty when pumping out Beck
or Mahler, they handle big musical
moments with aplomb.
The rear panel houses line- and output-stage fuses, astandard IEC mainsin, Edison-Price binding posts, and
RCA input jacks. There's also asimple
bias-control adjuster augmented with a
cute yellow voltmeter packed with the
amps. Five minutes after power-on
you're looking for areading of less than

500kHz, and 82dB A-weighted. The
output impedance was at or below 0.37
ohms at lkHz and 20Hz, increasing to
0.47 ohms into a4ohm load at 20kHz.
This is alower output impedance than
that of most tube amplifiers with transformers. DC offset at the outputs fluctuated considerably, and while it remained under 10mV much of the time,
there were occasional instantaneous
peaks to above 60mV —still not high
enough to be of concern.
Fig.1 shows the Transcendent OTI:s
frequency response. Note that the highfrequency response falls off more rapidly into 4ohms than into 8, though the
difference in the audible range is of little
significance. The response deviation
into our simulated real load is small,
though it may be barely audible.
The 10kHz squarewave response in
fig2 has agood risetime, though there's
asingle half-cycle of damped overshoot

50mV across the speaker terminals (no
signal, speaker cables attached). Check it
again after an hour. After the tubes have
run in and stabilized, the manual suggests
leaving obsessiveness behind and checking the bias only every few months.
System
The Transcendent T8 OTLs were
dropped into essentially the same system as that used in the Graaf GM 200
OTL review. The Joseph Audio RM50s sounded best set up on acombo of
Shun Mook Diamond Resonators left
'n'right rear, with asingle AudioPoint
up front. We placed Harmonix RF-56
Tuning Bases on their sides — at woofer
level —to excellent effect, and tweaked
the soundstage with atrio of Mpingo
Discs on top. Imade extensive use of
both Shun Mook and Harmonix footers
throughout the system.
Digital front-ends included the suave
Ensemble Dichronos, the ever-bloomin'
Forsell Air Reference, and YI3A's seduc-

visible. This is also present as ajustapparent spike in the licHz squarewave
(not shown). The distortion curves in
fig.3 show reasonably good linearity
across much of the frequency band,
though the amplifier is clearly starting
to become uncomfortable into 2ohms.
The distortion waveform in fig.4 shows
significant amounts of both second and
third harmonic. Into 8ohms, the second harmonic is clearly primary, and
into 2ohms, the third (neither shown)
— more indications that you should
avoid very-low-impedance loads with
the Transcendent.
The 1kHz, THD+noise vs output
power sweeps in fig.5 also show the
amplifier's preference for loads of higher impedance. Indeed, if we were to use
1% as aclipping reference, the Transcendent barely puts out just under 4W

1100
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Fig.1
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Transcendent T8, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 10kHz): 1W into 8
ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 2.83V into simulated speaker load (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Transcendent T8, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

Fig.3 Transcendent 18, THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 5kHz): 4W into
2ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 2.83V into simulated speaker load, 1W into 8 ohms.
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tailed (but still charmingly romantic) in
comparison to the neutral and extended
Ensemble gear or the Forsell front-end.
(The Forscll fits between: more bloom
than the Ensemble, more detail than the
YBA. But each offers, in its own way,
true Class A sound.)
The VK-5i and
But the YBA 6Chassis weighs in at a
breathtaking $19k, making it arather
VK-P10 phono stage
unlikely match with the $6995 Transcendent monos ($3595 for asingle stereo
made atruly delightful
unit, which puts out 25Wpc into 8
match with the
ohms, 15Wpc into 4ohms). Getting real,
Iset up the BAT VIC5i line-level preamp.
Transcendents.
The VK-5i and VK-P10 phono stage
made atruly delightful match with the
Transcendents. (Sure, that's $4k for the Si
The only major change was in the
preamp department. Ibegan auditioning and $4k again for the P10, but both BAT
the T8s with the stunning YBA 6 and YBA make less expensive components with similar "house sound.") The
Chassis —review to appear next month.
It was just fantastic. Listening to the all- BAT combo sounded more juicy, liquid,
YBA front-end produced asound of breathing, and "emotional" than the
French preamp. Images were atouch
breathtaking beauty. The refinement
rounder and more immediately vivid
pouring out of the system flabbergasted
me. Of course, the CD1 was less de(and so more palpable) than with the

tive Cl)! Blue Laser. Analog revolved on
our Flywheeled Forsell Air Force One in
company with avan den Hul Grasshopper IV and derivative Symphonic
Line RG-8, as well as Clearaudio's
Insider. (A fresh run of green, mintyfresh dental floss transferred the "moving
energy" of the flywheel to the Forsell's
optional, heavier platter.)
In my experience, XL0 Signature
phono cable still reigns supreme, as do
the Illuminati 1)-60 and Ensemble
Digaflux datalinks on the digital side.
Hannonix and MIT Digital Reference
links also made for subtle changes in
soundstaging and tonal balance.
For most of the review period Imade
use of Synergistic Research's Designer's
Reference line-level interconnect, its
vivid green jacketing setting off the
fresh floss! Ialso enjoyed the occasional
foray into MIT-350 and Harnionix HS101 Harmonic Strings interconnect.
Ibegan with the bi-wire Cardas
Golden Cross speaker-cable arrange-

ment that had proved so effective with
the Graaf, but shortly thereafter found a
wonderfully synergistic match between
the T8s and bi-wire Goertz Alpha-Core
MI Ag speaker cables.

with a2ohm load at lkHz. As we often
do with tube amplifiers, however, I've
chosen here to define the lIcHz discrete
clipping levels as 3% THD+Noise. The
latter are at 41.3W (162dBW) at 8
ohms, 32.5W (12.1dBW) at 4 ohms,
and 17.8W (6.5dBW) at 2 ohms. The
voltage of the power line was 115-117V
during these measurements.
Irechecked these figures the next day
and obtained slightly higher readings:
44W into 8ohms (116V), 38.8W into 4
ohms (116V), and 21.5W into 2ohms
(115V). The only explanation Ican offer
for the difference is the fact that the
amplifier was operating for just over an
hour (mostly idle warmup) prior to the
clipping measurements on day 2, and for
about 3hours (idle warmup plus taking
most of the above measurements) before the clipping test on day 1.

A plot showing the output spectrum
resulting from a50Hz input (20.4W into
4ohms) is shown in fig.6. The second
harmonic here is at -48dB (0.4%), the
third at -42dB (0.8%). At 18.6V into our
simulated real load, the corresponding
results (not shown) were -45dB (about
0.6%) and -51dB (about 0.3%), respectively. Fig.7 shows the IM spectrum for a
19+201cHz input at 6.1W output into an
8ohm load. This is the maximum output possible with this input signal into
this load prior to visible clipping
(observed on a'scope). Transcendent says
that, for sonic reasons, they deliberately
limit the output power of the amplifier at
higher frequencies. The IM here is
-31dB (about 3%) at 18kHz, -42dB
(0.8%) at 171cHz, and -26dB (about
4.5%) at 11cHz. At 42W into 4ohms
(again, just prior to clipping), not shown,
the 19+201cHz IM spectrum looks simi-

lar, and the corresponding distortion is
just slightly higher (1-2dB).
The test-bench results here are mixed,
the T8's relatively mediocre IM distortion counterbalanced by its low (for a
tube amplifier) output impedance and
good, low-power THD+noise.
— Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.6 Transcendent TB, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 20.4W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Transcendent 78, IkHz waveform at 2W
into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.5 Transcendent T8, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 10W):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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Fig,.7 Transcendent 78, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 6.1W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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ultra-aesthete YBA preamp. And while
the BAT didn't develop the YBA's utterly transparent, limitless view deep into
the soundstage, it threw out adelightfully large and airy acoustic that billowed around me in the Ribbon Chair
to perfectly enjoyable effect.
The only caution here was the T8's
rather low overall gain — the BAT preamp had to be run up near the top of its
volume range. And we had to switch
the VK-P10 into its high-gain mode. If
you've got arelatively quiet, high-gain
preamp like the BAT, you'll have no real
problem with overall volume levels.
The burning bush
In the context of this review, I'll give, for
the moment, OTLs (that I've heard)
and some of the best single-ended amps
(ditto) the credit for having atop end
that's more open, alive, nuanced, detailed, and communicative than any
push-pull or solid-state nutcracker has
ever managed chez 10.
I'm still apush-pull kinda guy, and I'll
likely remain so. I'm not throwing
everything out the window for singleended or OTL technology. Yet ... the
wonders of this lob" are those special
moments of what I'll call high-end cog-

nition, when the music enters the mind
and polarizes the soul. In this way, the
Transcendents spoke eloquently.
The T8 may appear rather crudely
constructed, but its sound was at all
times refinement personified. How to
adequately describe that special openness in the highs that OTLs seem to

The T8's musical light
shone from deep inside,
the flame itself glimpsed
only beneath the glow.
It smoldered from within,
you might say.
embody? The Graaf certainly has it,
seductive, ravishing thing it is. And the
T8s had it, if in aslightly different way.
The first time Iheard such delicate,
lovely "light from within" —especially
evident on female vocals — was during
our single-ended spree last year. With
appropriate speakers, the single-ended
experience can be musically compelling, even (especially?) in the context of

contemporary high-end audio. But the
T8s' upper range wasn't lit so brightly
from within as those of the singleended/OTL amps we've heard. Rather,
its musical light shone from deep inside,
the flame itself glimpsed only beneath
the glow. It smoldered from within, you
might say.
In this way, the T8s were entirely
more self-effacing about their presentation of the upper frequencies than the
Graaf, which flaunts amore glamorous,
ritzy top end. (The Graaf can splash abit
if overdriven, something the Transcendents never did.) This wondrous
delicacy in the highs (and throughout the
rest of the frequency band) was born of
extremely fine detail existing down near
and interlaced into the noise floor.
Repeatedly, as Ilistened to many LPs and
even CDs, Iheard the Transcendents
"grain down" to the level of the master
tape. This was asubtle effect, it actually
took some time to fully appreciate.
In fact, some listeners thought, at
first, that the T8s were slightly rolledoff in the highs. This was not so.
Checking one recording after another
while listening for various high-frequency cues, Irealized ... they're in
there. The treble was presented natural-

Who does Bruce Rozenblit think he is?
onathan Scull: The question I
want to ask is, Just who do you think
you are?
Bruce Rozenblit: [laughs]
Scull:Just kidding. But really, here you are
claiming to have fixed all the problems in
Futterman's 071. design.
Rozenblit: Yes, exactly.
Scull: Well, that takes balls...
Rozenblit: Yes.
Scull: What defining moment launched
your audio-building career?
Rozenblit: Well, years ago Ipicked
up alittle EICO tube amp, their version of the Dynaco Stereo 70. I'd
never even heard tubes before, and it
was just unbelievable.
Scull: You weren't even atube guy?!
Rozenblit: Right, I'd never heard
tubes before, and thought it was a
ridiculous waste of time to even think
about such old technology. But when
Iheard them for the first time, Isaid
omiGod! And then Glass Audio magazine came along, and that had alot to
do with it too.
Scull: The question must be asked, Bruce:
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Asjine an idea as your OTL circuit nus)' be
why didn't anyone think ofit before?
Rozenblit: I'm adegreed electrical
engineen okay? That means ahell of a
lot. There aren't very many people in
audio these days who can say that.
Scull: Well, perhaps having an EE degree
isn't all upside It also means that you've been
indoctrinated, fyou ktww what Imean.
Rozenblit: Well, it gave me the tools
to learn. Futterman accomplished
some wonderful things, and Ihave
great respect for him. But there are
probably athousand guys who could
have done what Idid if they'd just
applied themselves to it.
I'll tell you what Ithink —a lot of it
was this incredible infatuation with
the Futterman mystique. Like he was
some kind of aGod. And he did get
some of it right. When you walk into
adesign project with that kind of
blind allegiance to acause, it's like
those right-wing fanatics. You know,
no matter what you tell them, they're
going to believe what they want to
believe. They're blinded to what's

really going on. And Ithink that had a
lot to do with it too. It's about openmindedness. It's about being creative.
It's about letting yourself go and trusting your intuition.
Scull: Wel4 your design obviously works...
Rozenblit: Right. I've got thousands
of hours of field time on the amps,
and nothing's ever happened. Nobody's ever damaged aspeaker and
none have blown up.
Scull: Since you're running in low-bias
class-AB, what about crossover notch distortion? Isn't that why everybody pushes their
designs into class-A — to avoid the zero
crossing point?
Rozenblit: Yeah, that's what they say.
Scull: Well?
Rozenblit: Well, you have to take an
opposite tack to get an an. to work.
That's one of the tenets of the design.
Scull: Don't get Zen on us, Bruce
Rozenblit: [laughs] You have to
approach this thing with ablank slate.
What do Ihave to do to make it
work? Iknew Ihad to get the heat
down because OTLs were just burn-
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ly, much like what Ihear at live music
events. The extraordinary level of unforced detail, tonal shading, and "color
depth" put many apush-pull design to
shame. The sense of openness was
much enhanced by asuperbly natural,
fast-paced presentation — not blazingly
fast, but rather with aspeed that powered the music along with natural timing and transient snap.
Paradoxically, to fully understand the
highs, we have to look at the midrange
and below. Somewhere around the
mid-lower midrange lies what I'd characterize as apowerband hinge of sorts.
From there to the bottom the T8s
seemed to shelve back slightly in their
power response. This didn't sound discontinuous or unmusical in any way.
On the contrary.
Another way to characterize it would
be to say that the amps possessed great
transparency above, and especially below,
the "hinge." We'll look at the bass in
more detail shortly, but the important
element here was the effect on voices:
female and especially male voca ssounded fundamentally less chesty and—to
use once again the most descriptive
word for the T8s — natural.
Importantly, this didn't create adis-

ing themselves up.
Scull: Are you saying that crossover distortion is not an issue at low power levels?
Rozenblit: Right—the only time
you'll see crossover distortion is when
you drive the amp into clipping.' But
by then things aren't linear anyway, so
what's the difference?
Scull: You use acathode-follower topology
in the amps...
Rozenblit: Yes, they provide aunity
gain stage on the output. That's my
outlook: Iuse whatever works. It's all
in the implementation, how you
string the different pieces together.
That's engineering. A lot of guys
won't use particular design elements.
They'll say you can't use feedback,
you can't do this, you can't do that.
But Isay, why not? If it works, use it.
Because otherwise you're cutting
1Imay be missing something here. Classic MSSover distortion, which occurs when one set of output devices in aclass-B design hands over to the
other, is constant and is therefore an increasing proportion of the signal as that signal reduces in level. It is
thus at its smallest, expressed as apercentage, when
the amplifier is on the verge of clipping. Perhaps
Bruce Rozenblit would like to expand on this topic
in a"Manufaaurer's Comment" letter.
—JA
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embodied "mouth in space" effect, but
there was definitely less of the heavy,
chesty stuff coming through. A fine
example of this is on the vinyl of
Cassandra Wilson's New Moon Daughter
(Blue Note 837183 1). Now New Moon
is anything but ahigh-end recording. In
fact, I've always found it to be rather

The soundstage is so
huge and acoustic,
so breathing and liquid,
so tight and fast,
so open in the highs...
it's really atranscendent
experience.
murky and overblown. But Cassandra's
music is compelling, her voice and
range amazing. If you cue up "Strange
Fruit," there's plenty of time — unlike
with the CD —to run back to the listening chair to catch the well-known
match ignition at the beginning of the
piece. My notes: "Smokinl The sound-

yourself off from being creative.
Scull: Lees talk speakers for amoment.
We had very good luck using the Joseph
Audio RM-50s on the T8s. They don't
drop below 7ohms and have arelatively
flat impedance atm. But Iunderstand your
amps will work into avariety of "normal"
moving-coil speakers.
Rozenblit: Well, for the monoblocks, any 8ohm speaker at about
86dB sensitivity or better is fine. And
actually, any 4ohrn speaker of at least
89dB sensitivity or better is okay too.
Just stay away from speakers that get
down much below 4 ohms. In any
case, the amp will make asolid 50W
into 4ohms.
Scull: Are most of your customers using
moving-coils?
Rozenblit: I'd say about 80°/o have
dynamic speakers.
Scull: What are some ofthe speakers they use?
Rozenblit: Well, Von Schweikerts,
Gallos, Merlins, E.S.P.s, and the big
Sound Labs are popular.
Scull: Not bad. Iunderstand you're coming out with apreamp?
Rozenblit: Yes, it's anew circuit. I
won't do anything that's a me-too

stage is so huge and acoustic, so breathing and liquid, so tight and fast, so open
in the highs... it's really atranscendent
experience." (Had to say that at least once
in the review.) Ithought —as Idid listening to anumber of female vocal recordings —that I'd never had it so good.
This lack of chestiness worked wonders on the boys as well. Ilistened to my
two favorite songs on vinyl: "Moon
Maiden" on The Intimate Ellington (Pablo
2310-787) and "Follow Me" by Sinatra
on Francis A. & Edward K. (Reprise FS1024). Really, it was captivating. Running
fully differential to the amps with the
BAT phono front-end, Itapped out the
following as Ilistened: "That's it! They're
here! The natural, light, open quality of
their voices is incredible. The sound
envelops me in an almost physical way. I
can't 'break away' to dissect the sound, it's
just washing over inc in awave of pleasure. Ithink l'in having an eargasm."
This lighter, transparent touch in the
lower midband and down affected the
entire midrange, of course. It was always...
just right. It didn't ravish me, as can the
Graaf or the single-ended amps we
auditioned — but on those occasions
when Iturned my attention to it, I
never found it wanting.

design. It's based on agrounded-grid
gain stage. It's very simple and uses just
three tubes. It's going to come out at
$1395, and Ihope to have it out by the
fall.
Scull: And you've written atube book?
Rozenblit: Yes, it came out June
15th — The Beginner's Guide to Tube
Audio Design. It's for audiophiles and
hobbyists who want to learn how tube
circuits work, and even how to design
their own. It's written in very simple,
easy-to-read language. There are formulas in it, but it's all fully explained.
Scull: And where would that be available?
Rozenblit: It's being published by
Audio Amateur Publications, and it's
available through all the usual audiophile channels for $24.95. It's asmall
book, about 100 pages, so you don't
get bo:41ed down with alot of hazarai.
It's very straightforward.
Scull: So interested parties can call; fax;; or
e-mail to get your white paper on OTLs?
Rozenblit: Yup, people do it all the
time. And Ilove talking to them. They
like talking to the designer —it gives
them confidence. And you know, alot
of them wind up buying!
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You're Invited to conradlohnson's
20th Anniversary Celebration!
There is no substitute for experience. conrad-johnson celebrates its 20th
Anniversary with the most musical and exciting designs in its history. Through
the years, c-j's success has come from performance, not marketing hype.
Overture proudly presents the Anniversary line up.
The Yen 1RT PRE-1MP $14.995
A technological tour de force. the Anniversary Reference
Triode Pre-amp is the most advanced tube pre-amp ever conceived and manufactured. Setting new sonic standards in
focus. dimensionality and overall musicality plus full remote
control operation. the ART is a limited edition of only 250
units world wide. On Display Non .at Overture.

The PREMIER 81 MONO AMPS $16.990 pair
The logical extension of the ART pre-amp. Seemingly unlimited dynamic
range and control. remarkable detail and focus. You must hear this
extraordinary combination. At 275 watts per channel (XS version 140
wpc In triode) the Premier 8As bring out the best in any fine speaker

The New PREMIER 14 PRE-AMP
One listen to the Premier 14 and you'll know ils descended from
the fabulous ART design. This fully (mote controlled pre-amp is
only bettered by the ART Also available the Premier 15 Phono
Equalizer at $3.995. conrad-johnson pre-amps start at $995.

The PREMIER 111 1MPLIFIER $3,495
Premier 11A Stereo Amplifier $3,495 (70 watts per channel) and
Premier 12 Mono Amplifiers $6,990 apair (140 watts per channel).
The perfect match to the ultra musical Premier 14, these amps offer
c-i's unique Premier performance in achoice of power and price
ranges. conrad-johnson tube amplifiers start at $1,995.
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Why Spend Thousands
When You Can Upgrade Your
CD Player For $2004500?
Introducing three new HIGHLY RATED low price audio upgrades
for CD and laser disc players from Musical Fidelity of England.
"X10-D mau be th
ost cos
effective CD upgrade ever" raves
Sam Te/hm Stereophile October,
1996. 'II takes the $500 Marantz
CD63SE and makes it sound more
like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player"
"A knock-out!" raves Alvin Gold in
Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
We thought we'd seen just about
every CD player add-on possible.
Then we discovered the "Missing
Link" X10-D, made by British
manufacturer Musclai Fidelity.
The XIO-D connects between the
CD player and preamp or receiver
to dramatically improve CD
sound. Features two 6922 vacuum
tubes in an ultra-low distortion
pure Class Aanalog output stage
and outboard power supply.

The one to buy ifyou just want
more of the music," reports What
Hi-Fi? in September, I99Z "It's a
bargain
Rating: Five Stars for
Sound and Value!"
Md more excitement to your CDs
and laser discs with X-ACT, the
new digital-to-analog-converter
(DAC) from from Musical Fidelity.
Plug in a CD or laser disc player
and you'll immediately notice a
sweeter, clearer treble, cleaner
midrange and firmer bass. Features
the advanced LC78835 18-bit, 8x
ibp of my list," raves Robert
Harley in May 1997 Stereophile.
"Excellent sound quality, HDCD
dearding, and price tag have earned
it my enthusiastic recommendation." Summary: "competitive
with the Best $1,000 processors."

"XIO-D transformed the sound.
especially in those areas where
the (CD player) itself was weak."
sums up Stereophile's Sam Tellig.
Musical Fidelity XIO-D CD player
upgrade. regular $249, now 199.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

oversampling DAC and pure Class
Aoutput stage. Easy-to-use!
Accepts coaxial or Toslink digital
outputs. The outboard power supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-ACT digital-toanalog convertor, regular $399,
introductory price only 299.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES! ln the US. Musical Fidelity
X" products are available exclusively through Audio Advisor—
the world's largest seller of high-end audio gear by direct mail.
Audio Advisor, Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E., Kentwood.
Ml, 49512. Phone: 16161 975-6100. Fax: 16161 975-6111
0 Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor. Inc.

Not only is the X-DAC the only
HDCD-compatible D/A convertor
available under $500, it's also the
best sounding in its price calss.
The X-DAC brings improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass,
and smoother treble to standrd
CDs, HDCD-compatible CDs, laser
discs, and more! Plus X-DAC is a
cinch to use. Connect it to the
digital output of aCD player, DAT,
or laser disc player and X-DAC
automatically figures out the sampling rate, processing method, and
more! Accepts coaxial and Toslink
digital inputs. The outboard power
supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCDcompatible digital-to-analog convertor, regular $595, now $499.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason, return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220

Web Site: httm/Avww.audioadvisoncom
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While the T8 had the OTL-like clarity of the Graaf GM 200, it was an altogether more subtle fonn of it. And this
clarity was no better revealed than when
listening to alovely LP called It Don't
Mean aThing Iflim Can't Tap Your Foot to It,
with Milt Jackson, Ray Brown, Cedar
Walton, and Mickey Roker (Pablo 2310909). (What's up with that title, Iwonder?) Icued up "Stress and Trauma,"
recorded in July '84 here in New York —
beautifully open, airy, layered, and spacious. Ifelt again that higher-order closeness to the music that Inever tire of
experiencing. Clarity in perfect union
with musicality, not one at the expense of
the other, as is often the case. The
midrange was just beautiful, integrating
perfectly with the rest of the frequency
spectrum, alive with fine detail, harnionics, and realistic transient snap.
I then stepped back 11 years to
another favorite Pablo, 71w
ekeepers
(2310-896), this one featuring Basie and
Ellington and recorded on the West
Coast. Iwas amazed; it sounded as if it
was made on the same day in the same
studio as It Don't Mean aThing...! Both
evinced astraightforward, clear, open.

musically compelling presentation with
abeautiful balance of initial transients,
harmonics, bloom, and space. Ireally
dug it.
So how does Rozenblies equal forward-voltage-gain fix work in the bass?
Very well indeed. Both Pablos feature
acoustic bass, and the nether regions
were excellent in every way. My notes:
"We go down, we go down well, we go
down deep. While wonderfully acoustic
and pitch-differentiated, the bass range
comes off as atrifle light. But, importantly, not lacking in musicality."
Tackling the all-important lowermidrange on down, Ispun my favorite
track on Echos f
Enja (Special Sampler
4000): "'Round About Midnight" by
the Bennie Wallace Trio. It's one of the
most brooding, contemplative takes
on this contemporary jazz classic that
I've ever heard. Very film noir. The T8s
captured the acoustic bass extraordinarily
well. The sound remained tight, full-bodied, pitch-differentiated, and authentically
acoustic at all times.
Looking for Rilly Big Bass, Iset up
the latest release from the evocative
English group Dead Can Dance, Spirit-

o

Futterman Redux

W

ecome now to the pièce de
résistance of the Transcendent T8 design. Mr. Rozenblit is justifiably proud of US Patent
#5,604,461, which he received on all
20 points of his application. (The last
OTL patent awarded was to Julius
Futterman back in 1964!)
Here's the gospel according to
Rozenblit. With Futterman-style
driver circuitry, the overall forward
voltige gain through the amplifier is
unequal due to the "parasitic" or
"degenerative" effects of negative
feedback. Futterman took the output signal and coupled it to aphase
splitter to compensate for the "degenerative" feedback of the output
stage in the "upper" tubes (upper
tubes being one half of series-connected push-pull pairs).
But Futterman applied the same
compensation to the "lower" tubes
as well, which don't require it. The
net result is that the "lower" tubes
deliver alower voltage gain through
the system than the uppers, thus
unbalancing the system. The signal
amplitudes may be correct, but the
gain is not. It is this unbalanced for-
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ward gain that produces DC offset in
the output stage proportional to output level. In fact, Rozenblit attributes
to this imbalance the weak bass and
poor sound typical OTLs make into
dynamic speakers.
The Transcendent patent provides
for equal forward voltage gains
throughout the system. Rozenblit: "A
floating unity-gain buffer — acathode follower —is referenced to the
output line. This connection adds the
correct amount of signal boost at the
grids of the `upper' tubes to overcome
the effects of degenerative feedback.
No compensation is applied to the
drive signal on the 'lower' tubes,
where it's not needed. The lower
tubes have afollower/buffer stage as
well for symmetry, to equalize the
impedance and rinse constants. In this
way the voltage gains of the two drive
signals are truly equal, verified by the
absence of any DC offset in the output as the amplitude increases. That
improves the bass and overall linearity, which reduces distortion and
allows the output stage to be biased
with avery low idle current, thus
reducing waste heat." —Jonathan Scull

chaser, on both CD (4AI) 46230-2) and
LP (4A1) DAD 6008). It sounded magnificent turned way up (Kathleen always likes to crank it). For the record,
when you turn the T8s up, they deliver.
The bass sounded large and in charge,
always in perfect control. The sense of
lightness was less noticeable at really
high spis, where the transparency, definition, and air really made my day.
The T8s aren't power power amps, in
the mold of the GM 200 or apair of big
VTLs. Yet when turned up, their thermal reserve works well at reproducing
larger musical efforts. The T8s may be
clippable, but despite some fairly concerted efforts, Icouldn't get them to do
so. For example, try Shostakovich's
"The Street" on Russian Pops, the new
Mark Gorenstein release from Pope
Music (PMG2015-2). In the back of the
hall there's atimpani that powerfully
energized our listening room. The T8s
handled these mighty dynamics, both
micro and macro, with anatural grace
and assurance that belied their modest
power rating.
Their imaging was also completely
first-rate. The second side of Spiritchaser
transplanted me in avisceral, very virtual-reality way directly into the
Middle-Eastern atmosphere that DCD
conjures up. The circumaural effect
was stunning, participatory, and downright fun.
Imaging specificity was also excellent.
Take Steve Hoffinan's terrific remastering of Bags Meets Wes! (DCC GZS1093), featuring Milt Jackson and Wes
Montgomery, of course. Icouldn't believe how great it sounded. Notes: "I've
never heard the vibes so well recorded.
Bags' vibraharp is unambiguously positioned in space, the Great Man poised
above, flying mallets in hand. It's involving (and perfectly easy) to follow him as
he glides back and forth, hammering
away at his instrument. The initial transient and harmonic wave-launch arc in
perfect balance, so acoustic and wonderful that it's giving Inc wood!"
Power to the people
You might say the T8 is the push-pull
amp for single-ended crazies, forgetting
for the moment that it's an CŒL. Ifound
myself enchanted by the monoblocks
right from the start. Their refined, transparent, ultradetailed, and, above all, natural presentation always got the best out
of any material Ithrew at them. They
were, at all times, effortlessly musical. At
the price, I'm licking my pencil point
and marking them down as areal bargain. Highly recommended.
S
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Sonic Frontiers Line-1 preamplifier and
Power-1 power amplifier
Muse Kastanovich

T

his is the first time I've reviewed a
tube pre- or power amplifier. Ihave
to admit that Iwas alittle scared at
first. Inever studied vacuum tubes in any
of my university electrical engineering
courses, so they're still alittle mysterious
to me. Yes, I've grown quite fond of the
1969 Fender Bassman 100 tube guitar
amp that Irebuilt with premium parts.
Still, those little glowing bottles suggest
perhaps more of amagical musical reincarnation process than do boring old transistors. Ican see something happening,
but just what are those hypnotic highvoltage sparks doing in there?!
Apprehension and mystique aside,
could Sonic Frontiers' special brand of
tube circuitry bring more life to the
music than acomparable transistor design? The Line-1 and Power-1 are the
least expensive units in Sonic Frontiers'
"regular" line of amplification. The overall design quality is more ambitious than
in SF's less expensive Anthem line of
tube amps, which are not remote-controlled. The supplied measurements
would certainly be respectable for atransistor design, and are better than many
other manufacturers' tube amp specs.
SF's Chris Johnson is quick to point out
how their "budget" amps outperform
other tube amps from respected manufacturers. (There isn't space here to go
through the detailed comparisons. If you
want to tabulate the exact differences,
you'll have to visit SF's Website, or obtain
some of their printed literature.)

Sonic Frontiers Line-1: Remotecontrolled vacuum-tube preamplifier.
Tube complement: six 6922. Inputs:
four RCA line-level, two XLR balanced, one tape loop, one surround
processor input. Outputs: two RCA,
two XLR balanced. Input impedance:
21k ohms balanced. Output impedance: 300 ohms balanced, 150
ohms single-ended. Frequency response: 2Hz-250kHz, +0, —5dB. S/N
ratio: 98dB A-weighted. THD+N:
<0.01%, 20Hz-20kHz, balanced or
SE. Maximum voltage gain: 18dB balanced, 12dB SE. Maximum input: 8V
RMS balanced, 4V RMS SE. Power
consumption: 80W in Operate, 40W
in Standby.
Dimensions: 19" W by 4.5" H by
14.25" D. Weight: 24 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
101591, 102125.
Price: $2495.
Sonic Frontiers Power-1: Push-pull
tube power amplifier. Power output:
55Wpc into 8 ohms (dBW), 20Hz20kHz, both channels driven with

can select between inputs, and offers
Standby/Operate, Mute, and Phase
Normal/Invert. It can select among four
different display brightnesses and Display
Off. It can choose mono mode (always
an 8dB stereo blend). The only control
exclusive to the front panel is setting a

less than 1% THD. Tube complement: four 6550C/KT88, six 6922.
Inputs: RCA SE, RCA inverted polarity,
XLR balanced. Frequency response:
5Hz-30kHz, +0, —0.5dB at 1W. SMPTE
intermodulation distortion: <1%,
20Hz-20kHz at 55W. Input impedance: 200k ohms balanced, 100k
ohms SE. Input sensitivity: 940mV
RMS for 55W output, balanced or SE.
Output impedance: 0.28 ohms at
IkHz. Rise time: 5ps.
Dimensions: 15" W by 9" H by 20"
D. Weight: 50 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
101170.
Price: $2495.
Common to both:
Warranty: 5 years, nontransferable
(1 year for tubes). Approximate
number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Sonic Frontiers, 2790
Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario,
Canada L6H 5T4. Tel: (905) 8293838. Fax: (905) 829-3033. Website:
http://www.sonicfrontiers.com

default volume for each input: Set volume and balance, then hold down the
desired input button for four seconds; the
setting will be stored. The preamp reverts
to these settings whenever switching
inputs; the settings arc not lost when
power is removed from the preamp.

Sonic Frontiers Line-1

The Line-I can do anything you want.
(Reminds nie of that great Journey
song, "Any Way You Want It," remastered on Timed, Columbia C3K
48937.) Its remote control is aparticularly pretty, handleable, and clickable
shiny aluminum flying saucer. The
mother ship is quite beautiful as well,
with ablack anodized aluminum panel
mounted in front of alarger shiny stainless-steel front panel. The cosmetics arc
classic Sonic Frontiers; enough said.
The remote controls balance and volume in 0.5dB steps, from "0" to "95.5." It
Stereophile, November 1997

Sonic Frontiers Line-1 preamplifier
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There are four sets of single-ended
(unbalanced) line-level inputs, as well as
atape loop, all on RCA jacks. Also on
RCAs is the surround-sound processor
(SSP) input. When selected, this input is
connected directly to the main outputs,
allowing system volume to be controlled by the processor. 'There are two
sets each of balanced XLR inputs (pin 2
positive), SE RCA main outputs, and balanced XLR main outputs. There is a1/4"
phone jack on the front panel, driven by
a dedicated headphone amp. When
headphones are inserted, all the preamp's
main outputs are muted. There are also
two !
s"mini jacks: one for an infrared
repeater, one for aRelay Trigger output.
The volume control knob changed
level more slowly than usual. This,
along with the large, clear LEI) display,
was good for quickly arriving at the
exact desired listening level. With computer control at their disposal (more on
this later), the SF design team has

added some nice unseen touches. The
volume smoothly ramps up after
changing inputs, immuring, or unplugging headphones.

T

anced mode were 87.1dB, 75dB, and
89.5dB, respectively.
The Line-l's frequency response was
superbly flat and so is not shown. Fig.1
shows the crosstalk — it's noticeably
better in balanced mode, but the audible difference should be negligible.
The THD+noise vs frequency plot
for the Line-1 is shown in fig2. Spectral
analysis revealed the unbalanced distortion to be mainly second harmonic,
with some third also present. The reason for the higher apparent distortion in
unbalanced mode relates to the input
level chosen for the measurements.
Fig.3 shows the THD+noise plotted
against increasing output voltage at
1 z. Note that the minimum distortion in unbalanced mode occurs at an
output ofjust over 200mV. Since this is
not nearly enough to drive any power
amplifier to its maximum output, Ielect-

he output impedance of the Sonic
Frontiers Line-1 at its main outputs measured 116 ohms (166
ohms balanced) in the left channel, 119
ohms (168 ohms balanced) in the right—
somewhat lower than specified (which
is in the right direction)) The input
impedance measured 10k ohms (21k
ohms balanced). Neither the input nor
the output impedance varied significantly at different settings of the main
level control. Volume-control tracking
was excellent, to within 02dB. The output impedance at the tape outputs was
148.5 ohms with either a25 ohm or a
600 ohm source impedance, indicating
actively buffered tape outputs.
The DC offset at the Line-l's outputs measured 2.1mV left, OmV right.
The preamp is noninverting from its
unbalanced outputs, with pin 2 positive in the balanced mode. Maximum
voltage gain measured 12dB unbalanced, 17.7dB balanced. Unity gain was at
a volume-control setting of "83.5."
S/N (reference 1V) measured 90.6dB
from 22Hz to 22kHz, 72.6dB from
10Hz to 500kHz, both unweighted,
and 93.8dB A-weighted. The corresponding S/N readings for the bal-

A straight line: The Line-1's circuit
is based on that of the SFL-2 preamp,
with some improvements. It is acrosscoupled, fully balanced topology
throughout. First is acathode follower
stage supplied by a constant-current
source. Next is acathode-coupled voltage amp, coupled to the output cathode
follower via 022p.F PPFX MultiCaps.
The output of the preamp is direct-coupled, with aservo used to minimize DC
offset. Direct coupling helps keep the
output impedance constant at avery
low value for atube preamp, just 150
ohms SE.
The power transformer has nine separate secondaries that feed 15 distinct
regulation stages. Ultrafast soft-recovery
diodes are used to help minimize AC

511000.10.1
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noise. The high-voltage supply uses two
regulators in series for better line rejection and lower impedance. Seven of the
regulators are mounted on a large
heatsink that also serves to shield the
main circuitry from the power supply.
Film capacitors —23 Wima and 5Solen
— are used in addition to the required
clectrolytics.
All switching is via sealed relays
mounted close to the inputs and outputs. One Crystal CS3310 two-channel
digital volume control ICI is used for
each channel, with each of the two sections handling one phase of the balanced signal. These controls include
FET switching elements and arrays of
well-matched resistors, and have no
mechanical contacts in their signal
paths. The close 0.05dB matching in the
1Note that only the control of these volume devices is
digital. The audio signal passing through them is not
digitized in any way.

cd to run both balanced and unbalanced
distortion measurements (and crosstalk
measurements as well) at an output of 2V.
Though still acceptable, the Line-l's
unbalanced distortion is considerably
higher than the balanced distortion at this
output
-Thomas J. Norton
$010000.011lf Senor rpm...

kffle I 1.0.0., co rm.., /KO

0OH

0001
11,

Fig.2 Sonic Frontiers Line-1, THD+noise vs frequency at 2V output into 100k ohms (from
top to bottom): unbalanced, balanced
(right channel dashed).
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1 Complete sets of measurements were taken in
unbalanced mode for both the Sonic Frontiers Line- I
and the Power-1, with selected measurements in
unbalanced mode. Unless otherwise noted, the measurements presented here arc for the unbalanced configuration:
—TJN
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Fig.1

Sonic Frontiers Line-1, crosstalk (from bottom to top at ikliz): L-R, R-L, unbalanced;
R-L, L-R, balanced (10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Sonic Frontiers Line-1, distortion (%) vs
output voltage into 100k ohms (from top
to bottom at 1V): unbalanced, balanced.
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device helps maintain the exceptional
reported common-mode rejection of
60dli for balanced operation.
The tape output is isolated with quality Burr-Brown OPA2604 op-amp
buffers. The headphone output also
uses these Burr-Brown ICs in a
HeadRoom' processing configuration
mounted on its own small circuit board.
There is extensive use of Soundcoat
chassis-damping material and E.A.R.
compliant feet to reduce mechanical
vibration.
Sound
After installing the tubes and breaking
the Line-1 in for about 50 hours, I
swapped it into the system in place of
the Audio Electronics AE-2 MOSFET
preamplifier I'd been listening to for
months. This was not exactly afair comparison: while the AE-2 is quite agood
preamp in its price range, at $599
the AE-2 costs only about athird as
much as the Line-1. In addition, the AE2 is aclone of Nelson Pass's Bride of
Zen, designed specifically to drive the
low input impedance of the Zen power
amplifiers that reside in my system.
Ihad amoment of doubt when I
thought the Line-1 might blow up
when trying to drive the low, 4k ohm
input impedance of my Zen amps. I'm
sure many olde-tyme, classic tube preamps cannot drive the Zen amp.
There was no problem. The Line-1
passed this acid test with flying colors,
driving the Zen without skipping abeat
or busting anut. The sound was obviously more detailed and more powerful, with aneutral balance. Despite the
expected synergy between the Zen and
Bride of Zen, the Sonic Frontiers' higher
fidelity was quickly proving it asuperior
choice. It was aclear enough improvement for me to box up the AE-2.
The Line-1 was providing extremely
clean, clear sound. Listening to Journey's
digitally remastered Frontiers (Columbia
CK 67723), Iwas totally freaking out.
These new Journey CDs sound fantastically better —even the cover art has been
improved. And get this: they're selling
them at budget price! I'll take the lot!
It was so much easier than Iremembered to hear each one of Steve
Perry's vocal tracks on Frontiers. Surely
part of this transparency was the improved CD, but Icouldn't discount the
Line-1's contribution. Neal Schon's guitars were coming out of the woodwork,
with interesting guitar sounds everywhere. The Line-1 laid bare the complexities of the mix, so that Icould enjoy not
only awell-balanced whole, but also focus
Stereophile, November 1997

in on any individual sound Iwanted to.
Partway through the review period,
Sonic Frontiers sent aslightly upgraded
Line-1. Back to the factory went
*101591, and into the system went
#102125. Inoticed that the tubes were
marked differently on the new sample,
and was told that some other small
changes had been made to improve the
performance. It was difficult to hear any
difference on first listen, as both Line-Is
were so transparent. Idid hear asmall
improvement, though: Silences were a
little blacker through the newer model.
It was time to replace the Zen monoblocks with the Power-1.

Partway through
the review period,
Sonic Frontiers
sent aslightly
upgraded Line-1.
The new Kimber Hero interconnects
(basically an XLR-terminated PBJ with
an outer jacket), along with the Power-1,
allowed balanced operation from the
preamp input all the way to the speaker
crossover. Iput on an album of nothing
but great songs: the Cranberries' To the
Faithful Departed (Island 314-524 234-2).
There was anice inner glow. The bass
guitar was well articulated, and Dolores
O'Riordan's voice had avery special
presence: both angelic light and bestial
power. What acombination.
All the frequency regions were given
the same weight. Hearing everything
equally well on this carefully mixed album made me think that the balanced
operation referred to more than just two
parallel signals for each channel. It could
just as well have referred to the balance
that Iheard in the music.
To investigate the soundstaging capabilities more, Ibroke out the ORTF
purist-miked CDR masters of my first
album, Bladzie 2 by Fluid Truth. Iscrutinized an alternate take of "Walking on
the Clouds," the first song Iwrote about
Native Americans. The soundstaging
was very good—the 20' of space between the mike position and the
drumkit was convincingly portrayed.
The reflections of the sound from the
thin wooden walls of the barn where
we recorded could be heard, and all instruments were precisely placed in the
2To get acopy of this CD, or just to ask questions
about audio, e-mail me at MuseKl@aol.com

soundstage. However, listening to this
and other purist-miked discs, there was
alittle less immediacy and air than I
remembered. Tube amps in general
seem to have agood reputation for superior imaging and space. In my limited
experience, however, single-ended
MOSFET amps tend to surpass tube
amps in this department.
In terms of low distortion, timing,
and dynamics, the Line-1 with balanced
connection was difficult to fault. By not
using any compression, Igave my CD
more extreme dynamics than are found
on most rock CDs. The preamp did not
pull back the reins on any of this powerful energy but let the music run as freely
as possible, for avery exciting ride. The
bass in particular was quick, tight, and
controlled.
The Line-l's HeadRoom headphone
output sounded magnificent driving a
pair of Sony MDR-CD999 'phones. It
was more detailed and neutral-sounding than any headphone output I've
ever listened to. Sonic Frontiers really
dedicated some resources to this very
serious headphone output. With the
right pair of cans, one could listen

Associated Equipment
CD transport: Rote! IIDD-980.
Jitter reduction: Theta TLC, Sonic
Frontiers UltraJitterbug.
D/A processor: The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-2 with
Parts Upgrade Kit.
Preamplifier: Audio Electronics
AE-2.
Power amplifiers: Home-built
Zen monoblocks, Pass Labs Aleph 3.
Loudspeakers: B&W 804, Signet
SL256.
Headphones: Sony MDR-CD999.
Speaker cables: Straight Wire
Maestro (hi-wire pair), TARA Labs
RSC Reference Gen2.
Interconnects:
Kimber
PBJ,
Kimber Hero XLR, Sound & Video
Audiflex Gold V, Straight Wire
Maestro XLR.
Digital cables: Sound & Video
Digiflex Gold Iand Digifleac +Plus,
Illuminati DV-30.
Accessories: RoomTune JustaRack
with solid brass nuts, home-built isolation transformer power conditioner,
AudioPrism CD Stoplight, ASC
Alpha Wedge foam panels, tapestries, and William O. Taylor's With
Custer on the Little Bighorn.
—Muse Kastanovich
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through this output indefinitely, with
almost no listening fatigue.
Sonic Frontiers Power-1
The Power-1 shares many design traits
with the other Power-series amps from
Sonic Frontiers. 3 Its chassis looks fairly
conventional, the transformers hidden
under acover at the back. The tubes arc
proudly displayed, rising above the polished stainless-steel front section (those
who need more safety can use the sturdy tube cage provided). Set into the
black aluminum (gold is also available)
front panel arc the Power and Standby
buttons, each with an indicator LEI).
On the back panel arc high-quality
Cardas speaker posts and three sets of
inputs —SE inverting, SE noninverting,
3RJR reviewed the more powerful Power-2 amplifier
in May '97 (V0120 No.5, p.I53). Iam currently working on areview ache top-of-the-line Power-3. —JA

A

fter its pretest, the Sonic }Irontiers Power-1 was typically but
not uncommonly warm for a
tube amplifier. Its input impedance
measured ahigh 103.4k ohms. Its voltage gain into 8ohms was 26.7dB (27dB
balanced). The measured output impedance varied between 0.36 and 0.4
ohms, depending on frequency and
load —in any event, far lower than that
of most tube amplifiers. Iwould expect
S/31.30.31E Sam
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Fig.4 Sonic Frontiers Power-I, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at 10kHz):
1W into 8ohms, unbalanced; 2.83V into
simulated speaker load (0.5dB/vertical div.).

Sonic Frontiers
Power-1 power amplifier

and balanced — with a separate
input/mute selector switch for each
channel. The amp comes with its speaker outputs optimized for 8ohm loads. If
desired, it can be set for 4ohms by a
Sonic Frontiers dealer.

The amp is balanced
from input to output, including the output transformer. Each channel of the Power-1 uses three 6922
dual-triode tubes as an input cathode
follower, and two cascaded differential

the load-dependent performance variations to be finite but relatively small.
DC offset measured OmV in both channels. S/N (ref. 1W into 8ohms) measured 81.6dB from 22Hz to 221cHz and
80.9dB from 10Hz to 500kHz, both
unweighted, and 92.5dB A-weighted.
The corresponding balanced measurements were 88dB, 85.8dB, and 94.9dB,
respectively. The Power-1 was noninverting in unbalanced mode, with pin 2
positive in balanced mode.
The frequency response is shown in
fig.4 (the results for other load conditions
and for balanced operation were virtually
the same); the results into our simulated
real load show only relatively small —
though possibly audible — deviations
due to the amplifier's output impedance.
The Power- l's 10kHz squarewave
response is shown in fig.5. The result
here is fair —though not at all unusual
in atube amplifier —with asingle cycle
of damped overshoot visible on the

leading edge. (There is also a little
damped overshoot visible on the 11cHz
squarewave, not shown here.)
The Power-1's crosstalk (fig.6), while
not the best we've measured, is certainly well within the range of audible
insignificance. The THD+noise vs frequency result (fig.7) indicates a respectably low distortion in the midband,
even into a2ohm load, with the usual
rise at the top of the audio band. The
corresponding distortion results for
the balanced mode (fig.8) are slightly
though not dramatically lower than the
unbalanced measurements. The waveform of the distortion (1kHz) at 2W
into 4ohms, shown in fig.9, is predominantly third harmonic plus noise. The
same is true into 2ohms (not shown),
though higher harmonics become more
evident into this lower-impedance load.
Into 8ohms, the distortion is heavily
second harmonic (not shown).
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Fig.5 Sonic Frontiers Power-I, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.6 Sonic Frontiers Power-1, crosstalk
(from bottom to top at IkHz):
R-L, L-R, unbalanced; L-R, R-L, balanced
(10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7 Sonic Frontiers Power-1, unbalanced
mode, THD+noise vs frequency at (from
top to bottom at IkHz): 4W into 2ohms,
2W into 4ohms, 1W into 8ohms, and
2.83V into simulated speaker load.
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The Incredi

S
olid la The most affordable Counterpoint power
amplifier, yet nothing is sacrificed.. metal film resistors,

S

olid 8a Line-stage preamp is an all solid state design
with 6inputs plus 2tape monitor loops with tape to tape dubbing.
Fully complementary circuitry and direct coupling insure superlative
bass and imaging. Solid 8a uses custom-made analog modules,
trimmed to their exacting secifications for best performance.
List Price $1195

polypropylene capacitors and CPM transformers. No wonder the
Solid la was called "one of the 10 Best Buys in audio today" by
Martin G. DeWulf in Boundfor Sound magazine.

ale Price $588

MPS Master Power Supply

I74c

MPS

I=eberey

fi

Sale Price $799

List Price $1495

More Counterpoint Power Amps

Call for
current
Price

The MPS is amulti-stage power supply designed to attain maximum
sound performance &reliability from your Audio Alchemy DDE &
DTI combinations. The digital stage is specially tuned for the
DTI •Pro models which not only results in better sound but also
much better reliability. Your DTI •Pro will run cool and last longer.
DTI •Pro's will not overheat with the MPS Power supply!
•Separate Transformers for DDE and DTI Sections
•Fully Regulated DC Outputs
•Fast Schottky Diode Rectifiers
•Low ESR Output Capacitors
•Built-in AC Line Filtering & Shielded Power Cable
•Selectable AC Mains Voltage (110-240v)
•Designed & Manufactured by Monolithic Sound

Unbelievable Value... True Audio Magi

•Solid 2a o ers 200 watts per channel with awalloping 170 amps
lof peak to peak current! Direct coupling is used throughout in
combination with hilly-regulated low level stages for accurate
reproduction of frequency extremes.
•Solid lam atrue mono block version of the Solid la listed above.
•NPS MONO is the best power amps ever built by Counterpoint.
Class-A vacuum tube input stage coupled to an IGBT solid state
output stage that delivers 150 watts with 250 amps of peak to peak
current! Silver and Black finish available on most models.

Most audiophiles know that Audio Magic makes some of the
finest Silver cables available at any price. Not aproblem if
you want to spend Thousands on your cables.
The problem is that most of us can't afford "any price".
Many of us have other things to spend that kind of
money on like children, food, house payments,
cars, etc. That is why we have been so
excited about Audio Magic's other cables.
What many audiophiles are not aware of is that Ata5io Magic now has an
entire line of Silver cables that are not only very affordable but, they are
also incredibly great sounding. Even though their interconnects start at
only $49 apair and speaker cables at $79 apair, they are true "high-end"
from sound quality to build quality to materials quality.
Affordable Magic —
¡AUDIO(
Audio Magic "Spellcaster II" 1meter pair ...$449
!MAGIC!
Audio Magic "Excalibur II" 1meter pair ...$225
Audio Magic "Presto II" 1meter pair...$169
Audio Magic "Apprentice II" 1meter pair $125
Audio Magic "Sceptor-II" 1meter pair... $89
Audio Magic "Amulet II" 1meter pair. $49
Audio Magic Sceptorl2C Speaker Cable 8' pair...$79.95
Audio Magic Sceptorl4C Speaker Cable 8' pair...$129.95
Audio Magic Sceptorl4C Bi-wire Speaker Cable 8' pr $149.95
Audio Magic Eaccalibur Speaker Cable 8' pair... $379

Solid 2a Sale Price $1699
Solid lam Sale Price $109 9pr
$1990pr
NPS Mono Sale Price $44 95pr
$8995pr
*MORE DEALS...NEW, DEMO, ETC.
Ust Price $3495

list Price

list Ptice

Counterpoint
Counterpoint DA11.5a“,,,...,— $1099...
Alchemy OM 90.1 ClawA
k
Alchemy UltraDac w/PS-3
$288.00—,
Alchemy DDE v1.1 w/PS-I $199.95...
Alchemy DITB w/Basic PS $119.95—i
Alchemy DAC-Man w/Basic PS $69.95.—i
Alchemy DTI-Pro 32 w/PS-4 $899.95.—
Alchemy Pro 32 "AD/2" Software 489.95
Alchemy DTI-Pro w/PS-4
$399.95—,
Alchemy DTI v2.0 without PS $299.95....
Alchemy DTI v2.0 w/PS-4
$319.95—,
Alchemy DTI-Plus w/Basic PS $149.95...
Alchemy ED! w/Basic PS
$179.95..
Alchemy
$119.95,—,
Alchemy DDS-III cn Transport $349.95—,
,

$2995e=

Alchemy ACD-2 CD Piawr $279.95,—.
Alchemy DST Digital ease $99.95—
Alchemy DST Dugnal cable
Audio Technica
Acurus A-80 power amp $299.95—d.
Denon PRA-1500
Soundstream DAC-1
Musical Design SP-2
Aucliomagic Dragon n.p.r $27.9%—i
Audiomagic Sceptor
$55.95—
Audiomagic Apprentice im $96.00—
Audiomagic Presto
119.95—
Audiomagic Excalibur p.$149.95—
Audiomagic Spellraster
Audiomagic Spclka.ster wi.. $479.95....
Straightwire Maestro-11
$149.95d-

*http://members.aol.corn/hcmaudio

for complete pite list

800-222-3465 • 916-345-1341 • Fax 916-345-7269

AUCii0

P.O. Box 7385, Chico, CA 95927
e-mail address: hcmaudio@aol.com • On the WEB :
http://memhers.aol.com/hcmaudio

plate-loaded voltage gain stages. A
unique feature is the voltage amp topology, which allows balanced feedback
with both balanced and SE inputs.
The output stage uses one pair of
Svetlana 6550C power pentodes in
ultralinear configuration. Each output
tube has its own bias control and indicator LED. Using the supplied plastic
driver, biasing the .tubes is quick and
safe. Ibiased the amp twice during the
review period to ensure proper operating conditions.
With the Power-1, Sonic Frontiers
has tried to create an amplifier with
better overall bench measurements
than traditional tube amps, while not
losing the best sonic qualities of tubes.
At the same time, with its use of the
highest-quality parts, the Power-1

of the Smashing Pumpkins' Melon Collie
and the Infinite Sadness (Virgin 840861 2).
Billy Corgan's tentative yet always
expressive singing came across in avery
sweet and personal way. The interesting
POWER-ONEDERFUL SOUND: The
artificial effects added to different
Power-1 first entered my system after a instruments gave them all unique characters - for example, the various
50-hour break-in period, and its sound
was obviously impressive. While lacking mutated guitar sounds that inhabit
"Thru the Eyes of Ruby."
some of the accessible coherence of the
The Pumpkins' omnipresent rhythsingle-ended Zens it had replaced, it had
mic intensity was toned down just a
more control in other areas: There was
touch, but in general the pace and timplenty of accuracy and extension in the
ing were quite good. Jimmy Chambertreble, and the bass was just atouch more
lin's drumming on "By Starlight" was
solid. Unlike "classic tube sound," and
center-of-the-earth solid. I've admired
like the Line-1, the sound was exceptionhis drumming for some time; the reasons
ally clean and clear, with very black
silences. There was perhaps atouch less were made quite plain when listening
through the Sonic Frontiers gear.
bloom in the soundstage, however.
Talk about solid drumming - how
Ithrew on the Twilight to Starlight disc

attempts to equal the performance of
the best transistor amps in the areas
where they have been most highly
praised. A tall order indeed!

The Power-l's THD+noise vs output
power curves (at 1kHz) are shown in
fig.10. The output increases only marginally as the load is decreased from 8to
4ohms, and the amplifier clearly starts
to lose steam into 2 ohms. The measured discrete clipping levels (1% distortion at 11tHz) are shown in Table 1.
Fig.11 shows the Power-1's output
spectrum reproducing 50Hz at an output of 54W into a 4 ohm load (%

power). The second harmonic at
100Hz is at -54dB (02%), the third
harmonic at -48dB (0.4%). The spectrum in fig.12 shows the intermodulation artifacts in response to acombined
19+20kHz signal at 39W output into 4
ohms, alevel just before visible clipping
occurred with this test signal. The
largest artifact here, at -38dB or about

12%, is at 17kHz. The 1kHz (and
18kHz) artifact is at -47dB or about
0.45%. The result into an 8ohm load at
comparable power was similar and is
not shown. These are acceptable if
unexceptional results.
Overall, both of the Sonic Frontiers
units evaluated here performed well on
the bench, and certainly above average
for tube electronics.
-Thomas J. Norton
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Table 1 Sonic Frontiers Power-1:
Discrete Clipping levels
(1% THD+noise at tkliz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
W (dBW)
W (dBW)
Load

2000

.00

.00

8

73 (18.6)
118V
75 (15.8)

4

elbw

.00

ohms
74

(18.7)
117V
71.2 (15.5)

116V
2

51.1.04...I So. emms Pam

116V

77.3 (18.9)
118V

1000

1

80.7 (16.1)
116V
53.9 (11.3)
116V

Tor. in rn•
1)00

Fig.9 Sonic Frontiers Power-1, IkHz waveform at
2W into 4 ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.11 Sonic Frontiers Power-1, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 54W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Sonic Frontiers Power-1, balanced mode,
THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at !kHz): 4W into 2 ohms, 2W into
4 ohms, and 1W into 8 ohms.
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10

Fig.10 Sonic Frontiers Power-1, distortion (
04 vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
10W): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms.
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Fig.12 Sonic Frontiers Power-1, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
39W into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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phany: The Best of Chaka Khan (Reprise
45865-2). Again, the sound was abit
threadbare through the Aleph 3, while
the Power-1 provided amore satisfying weight to instruments. The Aleph
3 did have "Ain't Nobody" bumpin'
and groovin' until my poor head had
to bob back and forth in celebration
of its royal funkiness. That was
g000000d. This SE MOSFET amp facilitated an almost tactile connection to
the performer that the Power-1 couldn't quite match.
The Power-1 mapped
The next CD up was the HDCDout the spaces between
mastered version of Stephen Stills' first
solo album, Stephen Stills (Atlantic
drumbeats precisely,
82809-2). I'm quickly growing horribly
fond of this album, which I'd never
revealing the mood of
heard until a month ago. There's a
stereo-effect steel drum on "Love the
the drummer himself.
One You're With" that was more recognizable through the Pass amp. The
Of course, once Load was in the disc bass was less satisfying with the Pass,
though — nice and quick, but less
drawer, Ihad to listen to "The Outlaw
meaty. By comparison, the Power-l's
Torn." Irepeated this track, using it to
bass was HUGE.
compare balanced and unbalanced conPlaying in an identical system with
nections between preamp and amp.
The cables were almost identical: Kim- identical recordings, the Power-1 could
ber PBJ and Kimber Hero. As SF states
not dethrone the overachieving, "Class
in their literature, the two modes of A Recommended" Aleph 3.
connection sounded very similar,
Conclusions
though balanced sounded a touch
The Sonic Frontiers Line-1 is avery
smoother. The SE might have had abit
convenient preamp to use, with as many
more dynamic snap in the treble and
inputs and features as anyone is likely to
midrange, but this was avery subtle disneed. Its sound quality is difficult to
tinction. Overall, Ipreferred the balfault. It adds little enough coloration
anced connection for the effortlessness
and distortion to signals passing through
of its sound.
it that hearing and separating its characteristic sound from the sounds of the
AGAINST THE ALEPH 3: For amore
rest of the system is very difficult. This is
ambitious single-ended/balanced comparison Ihooked up the Pass Aleph 3 what agood preamp needs to accomSE MOSFET power amplifier, which I plish to do credit to the connected
reviewed in the April 1997 Stereophik source equipment, and this the Line-1
can do. Recommended.
(Vo120 No.4, p.196). The first CD up
The Power-1 provides the saine topwas one that Inoticed had been served
particularly well by the Power-1 in a notch parts and build qualities as the
Line-1. Its unique circuit design ensures
previous listening session: Kathleen
exceptional measurements for atube
Battle's French Opera Arias, with the
amp. For one thing, the low output
Orchestra of the Bastille Opera (Deutimpedance will keep the frequency
sche Grammophon 447 114-2).
response flat into any loudspeaker.
The top octave was alittle silkier with
The Power-1 doesn't provide quite
the Pass amp, the soundstage was larger,
as clear a window into the original
and the orchestra had more in-room
music-making as the similarly priced
presence. However, the middle of the
Pass Aleph 3. It did, however, manage
midrange sounded a bit recessed
to better the Pass amp in harmonic
through the Aleph 3. The frequency
rightness and bass slam. This is very
balance was more realistic on the Sonic
good performance at the price, and the
Frontiers, the Pass sounding alittle too
Power-1 is recommended for its suthin. Ipreferred Battle's timbre with the
SF amp, but preferred her timing and perbly balanced rendering of voices and
instruments. It also creates asynergistic
dynamics with the Pass. Her vibrato was
match when paired with the Line-1,
easier to hear with the Pass.
Iunveiled the big guns. The first particularly when using the balanced
S
one was the HDCW-mastered Epi- connection.

about Lars Ulrich on "Bleeding Me,"
from MetaIlica's Load (Elektra 61923-2)?
Ilove to listen to agile, super-powerful
drummers play slow beats. They're like
cocked catapults, straining to hold back
the great force they could unleash if
they wanted to. Again, the Power-1
mapped out the spaces between drumbeats precisely, revealing the mood of
the drummer himself.

Stereophile, November 1997

MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists"
Improve your FM reception.
Add a
MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna
This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will greatly
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one MAGNUM

DYNALAB ST-2, the rest are
only copies.
USA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
EXPORT & CANADA:
8Strathearn Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791-5583

ÍComponent Storage +

+ Quick, no tool assembly.
+ Solid sied support system.
+ 15 st ttttt lard models.
+ Custom units available.
+ Flexible shelf spacing.
+ Solid oak, walnut, cherry
or black MDF shelves.

Combo 4R
(kt your free information kit today!
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GOODWIN'S
HIGH END

Highly EVOlved!

Apogee
ASC Tube Traps
Audio Research
Avalon Acoustics
Basis
CAL
Classé
Crosby Entec
Day Sequerra
Dunlavy Audio Labs
Eminent Technology
Graham
Hales
Martin-Logan
Magnum Dynalab
McCormack
MIT
Parasound

You say you want an EVOlution!
MIT's new Shotgun

EVO

Interfaces — the MI-350

Shotgun EVO

Interconnect

and MH-850 "EVO Speaker Cable — revive the legendary Shotgun name for the new
standards in audio interface design. Musically and technologically revolutionary, the
new Shotgun EVO Interfaces feature MIT's Stable Image Technology (SIT") to deliver
sound quality that is simply sublime.

Quad

Put A New Spin on CD Reproduction

Revel

Spectral's new SDR-3000 CD transport coupled directly to the SDR-2000 Pro D-A

Runco

converter via Spectralink offers apurity of sound previously not thought possible
with compact discs.

Spectral
Stewart Filmscreen

A Shotgun Wedding?
The new MIT MH-850 Shotgun EVO PT breathes new life into Wilson WATT/Puppies.

Sunfire

MIT's new, dedicated interface replaces the original "tail" to deliver unparalleled artic-

Theta

ulation, transparency and "you-are-there" imaging and soundstaging. Elevate your trea-

Totem
Vandersteen
Von Schweikert
Wheaton Triplanar
Zoethecus

sured Wilsons to awhole new level of sonic performance.
Pure Classé
What a combination — Classé amplification with Martin-Logan reQuest speakers,
using MIT's innovative Output Power Squared (0P 2)dedicated balanced interconnects and speaker cables. This new thinking in high end audio system design produces
effortless, seemingly limitless power coupled with finesse and refinement.

Goodwin's High End
899 Main Street
Waltham, MA 02154

781-893-9000
Fax 781-893-9200
Tues-Thurs 12-8, Fri-Sat 12-6 or by appointment

Our new location — a6500 sq. ft. facility featuring five acoustically neutral listening rooms that provide acomfortable,
relaxed environment in which to evaluate the world's finest equipment — is just 20 minutes from Boston.
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Clearaudio Reference turntable, Souther TQ-1 tonearm,
and Silent Running Isolation Base
Michael Fremer

A

tthe CES debut of Lou Souther's
pickup arm well over adecade
ago, the only thing more eccentric than the arm itself was the LP
Souther brought along to demonstrate
the linear tracker's abilities. He'd drilled
asecond, way-off-center hole in the
label area, and was using it to create a
surreal, Dalf-esque demonstration: As
the record spun, the grooves shifted
abruptly from side to side, forcing the
arm/cartridge to swing wildly to and
fro. To the amazement of all, the totally mechanical system negotiated the
torture test without skipping aheat or
agroove.
Over the years, the Souther arm,
which uses quartz rods as rails upon
which ride three miniature stainlesssteel ball bearings, has been refined a
number of times. At the end of 1987,
the German Clearaudio company, best
known for its full line of well-reviewed
cartridges, licensed the arm from
Souther and now manufactures it in
Germany.' The arm is wired by Discovery Cable, who is also Clearaudio's
American importer.
Clearaudio sells the arm in combination with its Reference turntable — a
striking, compact, suspensionless,.solid
acrylic design featuring a standalone
motor and facilities for the simultaneous
operation of two tonearms. That combo
— sitting atop a custom-made (in
America) Silent Running Audio platform, also supplied by the importer and
available as an option —is the subject of
this review.
Friction in my diction
For acomplete look at linear-tracking
arms, airbearing and otherwise, check
out my review of the Rockport Series
6000 arm in the May 1996 Stereophile
(Vol.19 No.5, p.136). As Iwrote there,
records are cut in astraight line, and,
ideally, that's the way to play them back.
But dragging an arm across arecord
1The Souther arm in its Tri-Quartz Improved (TQ1)
incarnation was favorably reviewed for Stenvphile by
Steven Stone in April 1995 (Vol.18 No.4, p247). —JA
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Clearaudio Reference turntable: 0ring-drive, two-speed turntable with
AC synchronous motor and hardened-steel, bronze-plated, inverted
bearing.
Dimensions: 19.5" (500mm) W by
15.6" (400mm) D by 5.5" (140mm)
H in a"boomerang" shape. Weight:
18kg, excluding motor and tonearm.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
37072.
Price: 85500. Warranty: 10 years.
Clearaudio/Souther TQ-1tonearm:
Solid titanium, linear-tracking tonearm. Horizontal bearings: three miniature precision stainless-steel ball
bearings. Vertical bearings: Swiss
conical sapphire V-bearings on hardened C-420 stainless-steel axle. Rail:
3mm-thick reinforced quartz rods,
straight to better than 0.01mm.
Dimensions: Effective arm length:
approximately 2". Arm weight: 3gm.
Total weight of arm assembly: 620gm.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
5970110.
instead of pivoting it in an arc from a
fixed point creates aplethora of problems that, some would argue, outweigh
the benefits to be derived from a
straight ride across the grooves.
Floating the arm on athin film ofpressurized air —Rockport, Versa, Forsell,
Eminent Technology, Airtangent — is
one way of moving it across the record;
aservo motor system àla the Goldmund is another. Souther's all-mechanical method is the least complicated and
least expensive, but regardless of how
you do it, certain difficult problems
need to be addressed, and one of these is
the great disparity between vertical and
horizontal effective masses.
In afixed-point pivoted arm, because
the pivot-to-stylus length is the same in
both planes of movement, the effective
vertical and horizontal masses are
almost identical. In a linear-tracking
arm, where the entire package is
dragged across the record, these masses

Price: $1000 when purchased with
Clearaudio Reference turntable,
$2500 purchased alone.
Common to both:
Approximate number of dealers:
38.
Manufacturer: Clearaudio Electronic
GmbH, Grâfenbergerstrasse 15, D91054 Erlangen, Germany. US distributor: Discovery Cable Inc., P.O.
Box 420496, Summerland Key, FL
33042-0496. Tel: (305) 744-9903.
Fax: (305) 744-9961.
Silent Running Isolation Base:
Multi-density, multi-layered, resonant-damped, self-leveling, rigid, lowmass platform designed specifically
for Clearaudio Reference turntable.
Price: $500-$700, depending on finish; deluxe version, $950.
Manufacturer:
Silent
Running
Audio, 325 Hubbs Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11788. Tel./Fax: (516) 342
0556. Voice mail: (800) 485-3100,
Mailbox 840-0085.
arc very different. The horizontal mass
is the entire arm: cartridge, armtube,
bearing system, and counterweight. The
vertical mass, being apivoted system, is
the armtube and cartridge — amuch
smaller effective mass.
A cantilever/arm is aspring-loaded
system, and, contrary to what some have
stated, Idon't believe you can eliminate
the effect of inherent system resonances
by damping at the headshell. The system
will have both horizontal and vertical
resonant frequencies. In the case of alinear-tracking system, there will be two
disparate resonant frequencies. Due to
such asystem's large mass, its horizontal
frequency will be much lower, and easily
excited by groove eccentricities caused
by off-center pressings —which, unfortunately, is most of them. (See my May
1996 article for more details on this.)
You can damp the large horizontal
resonance with asilicone-filled trough
as Rockport and Eminent Technology
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do, and/or you can lower the horizontal
mass (thus raising the resonant frequency and reducing its intensity) by reducing the length of the amitube —as John
Bicht did in his airbearing Versa, and
Lou Souther did in his mechanical arm.
Both of these arms suspend the playback
mechanism directly over the record,
placing the vertical pivot inches behind
the stylus' travel across the record.
Problem somewhat solved — that's
one reason the Souther TQ-1 arm stays
in the groove (which is not to say that it
tracks properly) on wildly eccentric
records. But BIG problem created —
now even the most minute record warp
causes large vertical cartridge and cantilever excursions that result in highly
audible "warp/wow" and large changes
in vertical tracking angle (VTA). Indeed,
slightly warped records in my collection
that create no audible problems on any
other arm I've auditioned, pivoted or
linear-tracking, were unlistenable with
the Clearaudio/Souther combo. Especially classical and jazz piano recordings —I got seasick.
The Souther's anntube is attached to
aminuscule, ultra-rigid, solid titanium
rod that further reduces effective horizontal mass —a good thing, as Martha

Stewart would say. The rod hangs suspended from avertical bearing carrier
containing conical, Swiss-made sapphire
V-bearings on ahardened stainless-steel
axle, the latter acting as afulcrum with
the cartridge at one end and the counterweights at the other.
Three horizontal bearings—flanged,
train-wheel—like affairs — ride on two

Setup of the
Clearaudio Reference
is difficult any
way you look at it.
clear quartz rails, one affixed to either
side of an aluminum plate. The bearings
are arranged in atriangular fashion: one
rides the front rail, two ride the rear. A
small finger-grip protruding vertically
from the housing allows the user to slide
the arm back and forth across the record
once the cueing lever has been raised.
The entire mechanism is attached to
the turntable base via amassive pivoted
mechanism that can be swung up and
out of the way for easy record changing.
For safekeeping, this locks in place at

Clearaudio Reference turntable and Souther TQ-1 tonearm
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the top of its travel. If you don't slide the
arm itself all the way back before you
raise the mechanism, it comes crashing
down with aspringy thud and bounce
that may llave you soiling your pants.
No damage donc (to the stylus, anyway), but it's agood idea to get in the
habit of sliding the ann down anyway
before raising the mechanism.
Tonearm setup

Setup of the Clearaudio Reference is
difficult any way you look at it, and not
particularly precise no matter how
much time and attention you devote to
it. But I'll run you through the setup
procedure so you know what you're
in for if you're considering buying this
rig—the importer is not coining to your
house to set it up, Iassure you. And
even if your dealer does it correctly, the
man-hours required will cat up most of
his profit margin.
First, you attach the cartridge to the
headshell — that's easy — and then you
slide the titanium rod through ahole in
the bearing carrier, approximating the
"overhang" using Clearaudio's supplied
straight-line gauge, and finally securing it
with ahex-head set screw that, 110 matter
how hard you snug it down, allows the
rod to rotate about its azimuth axis. This
makes azimuth adjustment easy, but how
secure can the arm be if you can rotate it
at will?
Do this with the stylus guard in place
because you still have to slide the counterweight(s) onto the other end of the
rod and secure them with more hexhead set screws. Removing the stylus
guard once you've secured the counterweights, balance out the arm and attach
the spring-loaded Discovery cartridge
clips — for my money, the best in the
business — then carefully set vertical
tracking force (VTF). As with other linear trackers, you have to make sure the
stylus traces apath that makes abeeline
for the center of the spindle. If you don't
do this precisely — and Imean dead
on tangent — the stylus will "see" one
channel before the other, and you'll
have serious phase problems.
You do it by adjusting the straightline gauge so that the stylus rides parallel to the line. Once that's donc, loosen
the set screw and move the arm rod forward or back until the stylus kisses the
line from the outside to the inside of the
platter. Then you have to reset your
VTF, of course. And all this assuming
that the arm has been properly positioned on its mounting board for tangency — so check that too.
So far, this is all mostly standard setup
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procedure for alinear-tracking arm. It's
in setting VTA and the arm's level that
you run into real difficulties. The rail
mechanism attaches to the pivoted part
of the base via two steel rods. Sliding the
mechanism up and down on the steel
rods is what allows you to set VTA.
Think of aseesaw suspended by its fulcrum, with the stylus on one side and
the counterweight on the other. The
higher the fulcrum is from the plinth,
the higher the VTA — the back of the
arm goes up. Got it? But it's impossible
to precisely set VTA because sliding the
stiff mechanism up and down on the
rods is balky and imprecise. You're not
"dialing," you're pushing and pulling,
and obviously not during play. And if
you pull too hard you'll pull the whole
thing off, and that's no fun. However, a
screw mechanism allows you to set a
"reference" point.
Still, with agreat deal of work you
can get the arm parallel to the record,
which is agood VTA starting point. But
there's another adjustment you have to
make: leveling the rail mechanism relative to the record. When you lower the
rail/arm to play arecord, its travel is
stopped by two threaded rods protruding from the nonpivoting part of the
base. Screw the rods in, and the rail
slopes downhill toward the spindle.
Screw them out, and the arm faces an
uphill struggle.
Fortunately, the mechanism comes
with abuilt-in bubble level that makes
leveling easy. Unfortunately, "level" is
not where you want to set the rail
mechanism because, so set, the stylus
will stick in the groove. You have to set
it to slope downhill toward the label to
overcome friction. But doing so changes
the VTA. In fact, the VTA changes
across the record because the height of
the arm relative to the record changes as
it traverses the grooves! That is not a
good thing. What's more, the angle
makes azimuth adjustment tricky too —
if not impossible to set precisely.
With enough pushing, pulling, raising, and lowering of the arm mechanism on the steel rods, and of the leveling mechanism using the set of threaded
posts, you can get the system to work.
Keep in mind that, during this process,
if you get the VTA exactly as you want
it by eye but you've not sloped the rail
sufficiently, the arm will stick and you'll
have to slope it more, which will force
you to change VTA, which will force
you to readjust the slope, which will
get the picture?
This is all assuming you care enough
to really set this baby up correctly. If you
Stereophile, November 1997

don't, you can do ahalf-assed job and it
will play. But even if you do it right, the
arm is sliding downhill, using gravity.
That means the stylus must be biased
toward the inner groove wall the whole
way down — another not good thing.
The only force acting to balance out
gravity is friction (or "sticrion," as some

In order for alineartracking arm to track with
true linearity, it must
traverse the record so
that the stylus maintains
perfect tangency to
the groove.
call it), which causes the arm to not
want to move. There's enough stiction
in this arm to prevent movement when
the arm is level with the record surface.
Therefore, when you have gravity
pulling the arm toward the center of the
record, you have to hope there's enough
stiction pulling it the other way to keep
the stylus from riding the inner groove.
Is this any way to run arailroad?
But keep something else in mind: In
order for alinear-tracking arm to track
with true linearity, it must traverse the
record so that the stylus maintains perfect tangency to the groove. If there's
sufficient play in the bearings to allow

Associated Equipment
Lyra Clavis and Clavis Da Capo
phono cartridges. VP! TNT Mk.III
turntable, Graham 2.0 tonearm.
Audible Illusion Modulus 3A preamplifier, Sutherland PH-2000
phono section. VTL Signature MB
450 and Conrad-Johnson Premier
Twelve monoblock power amplifiers, Adcom 5802 power amplifier.
Aerial 8 and Audio Physic Virgo
loudspeakers, Audio Physic Terra
subwoofer. Yamamura Millennium
6000 interconnects and speaker
cables tluoughout. Yamamura Quantum AC cords.
Accessories: Vibraplane isolation
platform, Symposium Acoustics
boards, Shakti Stones, A.R.T. "Q"
dampers, Lloyd Walker Valid Points,
Yamamura Millennium Bearing
electronics and speaker supports.
—Michael Framer

either yaw (movement around the cantilever's zenith) or pitch (forward/backward play) so that, during heavily modulated passages, the arm is actually
pulled forward, the arm is not really a
"linear tracker." In fact, as it wi 4.les its
way across the record, its tracking error
can be worse than that of acorrectly
designed pivoted arm. And I was
shocked at the amount of yaw there
appeared to be in the Souther's bearings,
not to mention the clatter made by the
stainless-steel wheels on the quartz rails.
The job of the arm is to remain fixed
in space so that only groove modulations move the stylus/cantilever. You
don't want the cantilever's movement to
be able to set the arm in motion [which
will tend to cancel the cantilever vibrations
caused by the groove information—Ed]. At
the same time, there must be enough
bearing movement to allow the arm to
follow the groove spiral—a tough job,
to be sure. In the case of the TQ-1, a
whole series of mechanical circumstances makes the job even more difficult, if not virtually impossible —all in
an effort to rid playback of the minute
amounts of tracking error induced
when apivoted arm arcs across the
grooves instead of traveling in astraight
line. Is it worth the effort? That's where
listening comes in.
But first...
Clearaudio Reference turntable
The Clearaudio Reference turntable
consists of athick, solid slab of clear,
cool-looking, polished acrylic in the
shape of aboomerang (the shape is said
to scare off resonant modes — why, I
don't know), and a +2 1
/"-tall solid
2
acrylic platter (very popular in Germany) grooved for the 0-ring belt. The
bearing is aprecision inverted polishedball type conceptually similar to what
SOTA used. The spindle sits atop the
tall, flanged, 1"-diameter bearing sleeve,
over which fits the drilled platter.
This kind of platter arrangement is
risky business if the machining is not
precise. It is precise here. While solid
acrylic platters are fashionable, Idon't
understand why — aside from the fact
that acrylic is relatively easy to machine.
Supposedly, acrylic has amechanical
impedance similar to vines.2 But even
if this is true, vinyl is much softer than
2The idea is that by matching the mechanical impedance of the platter to that of the record, the amplitudes
of reflections of stylus/groove-induced mechanical
vibrations from the disc/platter interface arc minimized. UK audio writer John Crabbe has hypothesized that such vibrations within the body of the
record can lead both to areduced system dynamic
range and to afalse sense of reverberation.
—JA
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acrylic, and the resonant characteristic
of acrylic is high in frequency, way into
the audio band. Put this platter up to
your ear and tap it. Ping.
Having an 0-ring riding in agroove
means that motor height is critical to low
wow'n'flutter performance. If the 0ring starts to contact any of the groove
walls, you're finished — it will tend to
stick as it exits the groove. Because the
pulley height is adjustable on the motor
spindle, you'd better check that carefully
too to make sure the belt rides centered
in the groove. But the pulley is precisely
ground: both speeds were dead on.
The unsuspended plinth sits on three
cones. There are two round, massive,
tapped brass cylinders for arm mounting, and astandalone, high-quality AC
synchronous motor fitted with aplastic
dual pulley.
Turntable setup
Setting up the Reference 'table doesn't
take long, but you must place it on a
level surface, preferably one of low resonance. Or, better yet, one that acts as a
mechanical energy "diode" — like the
Symposium Acoustics board, which is
what supported my review sample. A
Vibraplane, Townshend Seismic Sink,
or Bright Star platform would also
work well. Later in the reviewing
process I received Silent Running
Audio's boomerang support. It's built
specifically for the Reference 'table,
though the company also makes impressively constructed vibrational control
stands for all other audio products. The
designer's background is in vibrational
control for nuclear submarines, hence
the Silent Running moniker.
My review sample came with
Clearaudio's gold-coiled Accurate cartridge already installed, aset of top-ofthe-line RCA/RCA Discovery Wire
Plus Four interconnects, and aSouther
Smart Clamp —a plastic coaster that I
consider inadequate for a$6500 arm/
'table combo. Never having heard a
Clearaudio cartridge in my system, Ilistened with caution for afew break-in
weeks before switching to known quantities: Lyra Claws and Claws Da Capo
cartridges. Ialso mounted the Clearaudio on aGraham ceramic armwand
so Icould assess its character on anothe4
more familiar arm.
The big picture
Given the Souther TQ-1 tonearm's
inherent mechanical idiosyncrasies, the
Clearaudio combo sounded much better
than it had any right to. In fact, it produced a big, downright intoxicating
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sound — rich, and reach-out-and-touchit transparent. The combo created a
gigantic, billowy soundstage left/right
and front/back, within which were
placed big images commensurate with
the staging. Image focus and stability
were much better than I'd expected, with
no perceptible meandering — which
really surprised me. Instrumental separation and individual image three-dimensionality were both first-class. Dynamic
performance was also impressive, if not
the last word in speed and control.
With the premounted Clearaudio
cartridge, though, the arm/'table sounded bright and somewhat hard in the

Accurate has no rubber damping and, at
the recommended 22gm, was not a
particularly impressive tracker to begin
with; mounting it on an arm that can
better fix it in space could only improve
its performance.
While exaggerated surface noise was
still aproblem, it was now less so, restricted to anarrower frequency band. That
proved to be the case with music as well:
brightness and hardness were reduced,
replaced by asomewhat wanner overall
picture with just anarrow rise that mildly
but pleasingly spotlit bells, cymbals, and
other percussion instruments. Bass was
more tightly focused too, with less bloat
and somewhat better extension — not
surprising, as the Graham 2.0's bass perTonally, the
formance is second to none in my listening experience.
Clearaudio/Souther
To assess what the Clearaudio/
combo added atrace of
Souther 'table/arm combo was doing, I
installed acartridge with which I'm far
brightness to the picture.
more familiar: the Lyra Claws D.C. I
also put the older Claws on aGraham
This, combined with
ceramic armwand so Icould directly
compare the Clearaudio/Souther and
an exaggerated lower
Graham 2.0/VPI TNT combos using
midbass, produced
duplicate vinyl.
While the cartridges are not identical,
apleasingly vivid, rich
they share afamily history, and while
the Audible Illusions 3A's phono section
overall tonal balance.
doesn't sound like the Sutherland PH2000, it was easy to reverse phono secupper midrange, with an edge tacked
tions to be certain of what Iwas hearonto female voices, brass, upper-register ing. Ialso reversed cartridges, putting
string tone, and sibilants, which were
the Clavis on the Clearaudio and the
rendered somewhat crisply. But comD.C. on the Graham. The things Ido
bined with avery warm and luxurious
for love ...
lower midbass, the overall effect was vivAfter exploring all of the various
Viv-VIVID! "Hi-Fi" vivid. Massed string arm/cartridge/phono-section permutasections lit up with rich, woody energy
tions, Iconcluded that, tonally, the
and an abundance of rosiny grit. Brass
Clearaudio/Souther combo added a
had bite and airy texture. The overall
trace of brightness to the picture. This,
picture was of aTechnicolor rainbow of combined with an exaggerated lower
instrumental colors and harmonic commidbass, produced apleasingly vivid,
plexity. Combined with the sensational
rich overall tonal balance. And that, plus
staging, the sonic picture was one Ifelt I the larger-than-life soundstaging and
could walk into, out of, and around.
inflated imaging, in turn created aparticGiven its subjective frequency balance,
ularly stimulating sense of three-dimenthe Clearaudio Accurate cartridge presionality and transparency. This combidictably exa14:erated surface noise to the
nation caused an immediate, exciting
point where records that had always
sonic rush that some will find attractive.
sounded quiet now offered up aconstant
ssshhhhhhing sound. And that was with
But is it what's in the grooves?
either 47k or 100 ohm loading and after
Playing Davy Spillane's Atlantic Bridge
considerable break-in. But was that the
(Tara/Cooking Vinyl 3019/009) — an
annftable or the cartridge speaking? An
album with some of the deepest, tightinquiring mind wanted to know. So I est bass I've ever heard on record —
installed the Accurate on a Graham
simultaneously on both 'tables proved
ceramic armwand and, using the Graham
conclusively to me that the Clearaudio/
2.0/TNT Mk.III with the VPI's air-bladSouther combo created the illusion of
der suspension, listened some more.
ultradeep bass by producing what Ican
The Clearaudio cartridge's perforbest describe as a"bubble" of out-ofmance was somewhat improved. The
focus lower midbass. The Graham
Stereophile, November 1997
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to hear it with an arm that produces really deep bass to be sure. While an inverted
bearing has the advantage of putting the
platter's center of gravity way below the
point of rotation, it also puts the business
part of the system where noise can develop close to the record surface. les atestaIt sounds like the
ment to the quality of the bearing that
the 'table is so dead-quiet. Since Iwas
familiar story of
unable to audition the $5500 'table with
single-ended
other arms, Ican't say for sure what it's
contributing to the sound the combo
triode tube amps:
produces. However, while motor, bearing, and machining qualities are high, so
The Clearaudio
is the price.
If you're considering asuspensionless
'table/Souther arm
'table like this, think carefully about
where you're going to put it: footfalls,
combo sounds great but
musical feedback, and other sources of
vibration come back at ya with a
in objective terms
vengeance. The Silent Running Audio/
performs poorly.
Symposium combo helps somewhat.
Once you get it set up correctly, the
tical is higher than the highest limits of Souther TQ-1 tonearm does make some
the Test Record, which puts it way into rich, lush-sounding, beautiful music. It
music's bass region. If this is the case, it may make some analytical-sounding
also works against the production of recordings sound more like "real" music,
Amore scientific audition
and it may make lush-sounding ones
really deep, fundamental bass.
After noting aconsistent set of differeven more lush and enjoyable. So if you
ences by using duplicate pressings of
like the sound, and for the most part I
some of my favorite and most familiar Testing, testing...
music, Iauditioned Hi-Fi News &Record It's important to note that the suspen- did, knock yourself out — but keep in
Review's Test Record, of which Ialso have sionless Clearaudio/Souther combo mind the punishment the stylus is mettwo copies. Idid so with all three car- fed back like amicrophone even when ing out to the grooves of your precious
tridges on both 'table setups. Track 1on it sat on the Silent Running Audio base records as it wanders around in search of
side 2features a300Hz tone recorded coupled in turn to the Symposium never-to-be-found mechanical stability.
It sounds like the familiar story of sinin both channels at avery high level, Acoustics platform. If Itapped the arm
+15dB. Through the Graham/TNT I or the record while the stylus was in the gle-ended triode tube amps: The Cleargot consistent breakup in both channels groove but the platter was stationary, audio 'table/Souther arm combo sounds
great but in objective terms performs
in addition to the 300Hz tone, which the drumming sound was intense. The
appeared centered between the chan- slab of acrylic suspended over the rails poorly. But while Ibelieve there is a
nels. With the Clearaudio, the distor- and running the length of the mecha- place for "softening" the sound, or for
tion meandered back and forth between nism appeared to act like adrum. Even ignoring measurements in favor of subchannels — first on the left, then on the when Itapped the turntable plinth, Igot jective performance — especially with
right—never stabilizing. The tone is an audible whomp from the speakers. what we know about the ear's sensitivirepeated at three different points on the Ditto the isolation base, though to a ty to even- and odd-order harmonic disTest Record. The results were the same at lesser degree — indicating the Silent tortion—I'm uncomfortable with making the source the place to lose accuracy.
all three points with both arms: stability Running's effectiveness.
As for the "Accurate" cartridge, Itook
Contrast that with the Graham/TNT
on the Graham, meandering on the
Souther. It appears that the Souther combo: Even at almost full volume, it out of the equation because of its
TQ-1 tonearm cannot track agroove with the stylus in the groove, Icould tap unfamiliarity. Ihope to hang onto it
long enough for afull review.
the record, the arm, the plinth, the
accurately and with stability. Period.
If you believe, as Ido, that accurate
Ialso tested the horizontal and vertical phone, or akeg, and there was barely a
resonant frequencies on both setups. The suggestion of ashort, sharp knock. That analog playback is not magic or unbriGraham/Clavis/D.C. and Graham/ difference is meaningful in terms of dled subjectivity but an exercise in
mechanical engineering, and that a
Clavis/Accurate resonances were right accurate sonic performance, folks.
turntable/tonearm should be no more
where you want them: in the 8-12Hz
and no less than a"reverse machine
range, centered between the warp-wow Conclusion
region at 6Hz and the start of musical The Souther/Clearaudio Reference tool" for extracting from the groove the
information an octave higher above combo is one cool-looking record-play- information engraved in it, then the
20Hz. I couldn't get the Souther/ back system. It's compact, exotic, and Souther TQ-1 tonearm is acolored
Clavis/D.C./Accurate to resonate at all makes pleasingly vivid-sounding music. device that, given its setup difficulties
in either direction — and if you think Taken as separate products: the Refer- and inherent geometric errors, makes
that's good, you've got your head ence turntable features what is clearly a little sense to me in the modern vinyl
screwed on backward! The TQ-1 must high-quality precision bearing that spins world. But you may conclude otherwise
S
have horizontal and vertical resonant true and is ultraquiet — though I'd want — listen for yourself.

2.0/TNT combo yields far betterfocused, tighter, deeper bass, the source
of which is much more clearly defined.
Icould hear this instantly. In fact, the
Graham/TNT combo offers amore
precise, sophisticated picture, with better resolution of inner details, better
top-to-bottom harmonic integration,
and more solidly rendered images. It
just doesn't sound as "involving" or
"exciting" at first.
Iput DCC's masterful reissue of Nat
Cole's Love is the Thing (DCC LPZ
2029) on both 'tables, and on the
Clearaudio Nat's vocal cords popped
forward slightly on edge, the body component of his voice lying back with a
rich, wann chestiness. The result was an
excitement and sense of inner detail that
the better-integrated, smoother-sounding Graham/TNT combo seemed to
lack. But over the long haul the latter
package struck me as much more
refined- and natural-sounding, and
much better focused.

Stereophile, November 1997

frequencies somewhere, and they're clearly outside both the desired range and
the Test Record's limits. Isuspect the horizontal is lower than the lowest limits of
the Test Record, which is bad, and the ver-
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Stereophile's "Class A" ratin
...not quite classy enough?
"...the [PASS] ALEPH 3deserves an even higher rating than Class A. It sounded
noticeably better than the other [Class Al amps in most respects"
Muse Kastanovich, Stereophile vol. 20 No. 4 April 1997

"...overall, the little [PASS] ALEPH [3] [$2,300] wins on points when compared against
the Connecticut behemoth. Astonishing." [Mark Levinson 333 $8,4951" ...it does indeed
look that Class Ain the "Amplifiers"— section of Stereophile's "Recommended
Components" is in need of an overhaul." John Atkinson, Stereophile vol. 20 No. 4 April 1997

"PASS ALEPH 3...frighteningly close to sounding like the perfect amplifier."
Muse Kastanovich, Stereophile vol. 20 No. 4 April 1997

"PASS LABS ALEPH 3, is by agood margin, the finest power amplifier
Ihave ever had in my system."

Muse Kastanovich, Stereophile vol. 20 No. 4April 1997

PASS ALEPH 1"...superb..." "...superb..." "...superb..." "...terrific..."
Anthon

H. Cordesman, Audio February 1996

"I positively dare all of you to go out and hear this [PASS ALEPH 3] amplifier
for yourselves —even those who currently own much more expensive amps
(heh—heh—heh)."
Muse Kastanovich, Stereophile vol. 20 No. 4 April

1997

"I agree...and, for that matter, you should definitely hear the entire superb/ terrific
PASS LABS line of amps and preamps at Stereo Exchange — $2,000 — $14,000."
B.E.V.P.S.X. October 1997

STEREO EXCHANGE
Authorized Dealerships: Audio Research •Audio Prism •Aerial •Angstrom •Arcam •Audiotruth •B&W •CAL. •Definitive Technology •Fanfare •Faroudja •Fort
•Golden Tube •Grado •Infinity •Kimber Kahle •Lexicon •Lovan •Marantz •Magnum Dynalab •McCormack •McIntosh •Meridian •MIT •Monster •Nakamichi •Ortolon •Pass •Parage

•Pioneer Elite •Platinum •ProAc •Proton •Rock Solid •Rotel •Sharpvision •Snell •Standesign •Straight Wire •Sumiko •Sunhre •Target •Threshold •Van Den H
•Von Schweikert •VPI • Wadia •Well Tempered •Yamaha •LLICASFILM THX HOME THEATER •CRT Projectors

and more

Much More

We do not mail-order NEW products outside our market area.

627 Broadway. Greenwich Village. New York 10012 •212-505-1111 •Fax: 212-995-5524 (Outside NYC •1-800-833-0071)
Open 7 days

Mon.-Fri. 11-7:30 pm •Sat 10:30-7 pm •Sun 12-7pm

www stereoexchange com
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Thorens TRT-2000 AM/FM stereo and RDS tuner
Don Scott

H

I-FI '96 saw the unveiling of
new FM tuners from Arcam,
Creek, Magnum Dynalab, and
asleek entry from Thorens, which has
decided to expand its line of products
available in the US beyond turntables.
Although Thorens needs no introduction as an established hi-fi manufacturer,
it has an interesting history: The company
was founded in 1883 in St. Croix, Switzerland, to manufacture music boxes and
movements, and progressed through
Edison-type phonographs in 1903 and
shellac record players in 1906 to high-end
turntables after World War II. (Its
TD124 turntable from the mid-'60s is
regarded as aclassic.) The first electronics
appeared in 1933 as various multiband
AM receivers, initially in cooperation with
Strassfurt Imperial, aGerman company. In
1948, aremote-controlled console and a
large table radio (New Century series)
were introduced. The company relocated
to Lahr, Germany in 1966. A high-performance receiver, the AT410, was first manufactured in 1976, and afuller line of components appeared in 1978: acaw-me deck,
speaker systems, and phono cartridges.
[nouns MS also the manufacturer ofthe professional EMT cartridges. —Ed.]
In 1994-95 Thorens turned its serious
attention to the high-end component
business (other than turntables) with the

introduction of the Consequence Series
of solid-state components — the TCD2000 CD player, TDA-2000 D/A converter, TTA-2000 preamplifier, TTP2000 amplifier, and the TRT-2000 RDS
tuner — along with three speaker systems. (The 2000 series is now available
in the US.) Most interesting is the 3000
series: the TRP-3000 tube preamplifier
and TRA-3000 tube amplifier with four
EL34s per channel, not yet imported
here. Based on the current wave of interest in alternate room-heating devices, I
urge 'Thorens to do so — at least on a
trial basis.
TRT-2000
The TRT-2000 is ablack, rather ru Kedlooking tuner, narrow and deep, and
styled so that two components can be
placed side by side in 17" of rack space.
The gold plating of its large tuning and
power-on knobs, four function buttons,
and hardware adds atouch of class. The
four front-panel function buttons are for
memory input of up to 54 station presets,
16 RDS station types, RDS display
modes, and manual input of station
names. The green display indicates all
modes, frequency, center-tune, signalstrength, and up to 14 alphanumeric characters (8 of RDS). The display can be programmed in German, English, French,

Thorens TRT-2000 AM/FM stereo and MS tuner

Stereophi/e, November 1997

Description: FM stereo tuner with
digitally synthesized tuning. Measured Specifications: Usable sensitivity: 0.95pV/10.78dBf mono,
6pV/26.78dBf stereo. 50dB stereo
quieting sensitivity: 14.50pV/34.45

dBf. Capture ratio: 1.5dB. Selectivity: 70dB alternate channel, 8dB
adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65
dBf: 80dB mono, 75dB stereo.
Stereo THD: 0.07%. Stereo separation: 50dB. SCA rejection: 45dB.
AM suppression ratio: 57dB. 19+
38kHz products: -45dB. Power
consumption: 16W.
Dimensions: 9.1" W by 3.8" H by
13.25" D. Weight: 10 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: 81300 (remote: 899). Approximate number of dealers: 300.
Manufacturer: Thorens GmbH.
Lahr, Germany. US Distributor:
Thorens of America LLC, 84-05
Cuthbert Rd., Kew Gardens, NY
11415. Tel: (718) 847-4289. Fax:
(718) 849-7698.

Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, and
the Scandinavian languages.
Certain functions can only be selected
with the $99 optional remote control:
high- or low-level signal input, direct
frequency input of a station, mono/
stereo, and recalling up to 16 program
types. The same multifunction remote
also operates other Thorens system components, and is included with the TCD2000 CD player. Needless to say, the
well-written manual must be read in
order to properly operate this tuner's
many memory functions and options.
The back panel has pressure-type jacks
for an AM antenna, 75 ohm F-type for
FM, single fixed-level RCA audio jacks,
and an attached power cord.
RF performance
Some day Iwould like arepresentative
from aEuropean manufacturer to visit the
US with his or her company's low-selectivity tuner in hand, and test it in New
Jersey midway between Philadelphia and
187
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New York; Richmond, VA, and Washington, DC; Long Island and Connecticut
—or in parts of California, where there is
at least one station on every frequency,
even when using asimple antenna—and
see if that tuner would get more than 20
of the 100 possibilities without overlap
and/or splatter. Then someone would
finally realize that atuner must be built
for the market it is to serve.
As you may gather from my dismay,
the Thorens TRT-2000 is not ahighly
selective tuner, it's best suited for sparse
RF environments, where it does well.
What signals it could get clearly were
distinguished by very low background
noise, even in stereo. Although the RF
circuitry is basic textbook and built
around the popular Mitsumi front-end,
the well-filtered and regulated power
supply undoubtedly contributes to the
TRT-2000's low noise and distortion,
and gives it some merit as an audiophile
product. Usable sensitivity was not overwhelming, but typical (0.9511V/10.78
dBf), and will be adequate as long as a
good antenna is used. All other RF factors were average, and are listed in the
specifications sidebar.

broadcast by astation, RDS data are sent
on a571cHz subcarrier along with other
subcarriers and the main programming.
The sender can encode call letters, station
type, alternate frequencies, selectionnow-playing information, time codes,
traffic information, weather warnings,
advertising, pleas for contributions, or
whatever astation desires. RDS-equipped
receivers can retrieve this information and
search for selected types of stations if that
information is being broadcast: COUNTRY,
CLASSICAL, NEWS, TALK, JAZZ, etc. For the
scrolling RADIOTEXT mode, amaximum
of 67-70 characters can be sent and displayed. The TRT-2000 performed well in
the RDS mode, obeying its listenerselected functions without fault.
AM section
AM is not necessarily apoor-fidelity

medium. In fact, the present FM stereo
system transmits the L-R portion of its
stereo signal on an AM subcarrier at
381cHz. This AM portion is not inferior
in any manner to the L+R main FM
main carrier, and follows all the rules for
AM modulation. Therefore, it can be
concluded that there is nothing in the
laws of physics to dictate that AM should
Sound
take aback seat to FM. The problem is
My reference at this time for A/B-ing not with the medium or the quality of
and judging overall fidelity, particularly
the transmitted audio from many AM
in the low-frequency range, is aRotel
stations (particularly the Canadian outRHT-10, stock but for an entirely differlets), but from AM receiver designers
ent four IF-filter set. Off-the-air referwho are dedicated to duplicating fastence audio is from WGIR (101.1
food-drive-up-window quality in audio.
MHz, Manchester, NH) for rock. It is
Although not the best AM tuner secone of the few stations that gets Alice in
tion Ihave seen or heard — that prize
Chains' "Over Now" right without any has not yet been won —the TRT-2000
rust — tight and distinct. For classical and
is astep in the right direction. It projazz, Long Island Public Radio, WPBX duced quiet, low-distortion audio with
(88.3MHz, Southampton, NY) and balanced tonal response in medium-toWFCR (88.5MHz, Amherst, MA) prostrong signal areas using ashort (10-20')
vide clean listening. Classical WFCC
wire antenna. The instruction manual
(107.5MHz, Chatham, MA) is also a states that the two AM antenna terminals
high-quality signal frequently used for
(ground and +) can be used for aframe
evaluation and listening purposes.
antenna (large loop); however, one is not
As mentioned in the RF section, disincluded with the tuner; nor is it available
tortion was noticeably low. Voices on the
from Thorens. Experimentation with
Saturday-afternoon Metropolitan Opera
35" of 20-gauge wire wrapped tightly
broadcasts sounded relaxed and natural,
and without overlap on one of the end
although slightly milked of ultimate
pieces of the tuner's styrofoam packing
detail. The flavor of the overall audio was
material produced fairly good directional
smooth, with deep-reaching bass, again
results. Iused about 8' of cheap 18-gauge
slightly lacking detail on string bass and
speaker wire as the two antenna leads,
bass lines of hard rock. Midrange, treble
each conductor connected to one end of
response, and stereo separation were on a the homemade loop antenna. Further
par with other good tuners, but did not experimentation would probably yield
still better reception.
stand out with a"WOW!" No SCA
birdies were heard.
Conclusion
RDS
With the Grundig Fine Arts Series
(reviewed Vol.16 No2) and the Onkyo
Approximately 600 stations now incorporate the Radio Data System. If T-431R (Vol.18 No.10), the Thorens
Stereophile, November 1991

TRT-2000 is the third RDS tuner I've
reviewed. The Onkyo and Thorens performed satisfactorily as RDS decoders
on signals above 511V/2520dBf; the
Grundig retrieved RDS information
with slightly less signal. However, what
is of most concern is overall RF performance and sound. The Onkyo tested
as the most selective of the group, but
had the poorest sonics. The Grundig
proved the most sensitive, with very
clean sound, but was on the too-bright
side because its de-emphasis was not to
the US standard.
The Thorens's evaluation falls on the
low side of middle. It sounds nearly as
clean as the Grundig, but with less good
RF performance than the other two.
The pluses are that the TRT-2000's AM,
although mono, is worthy of playing
through ahi-fi system without requiring
gag-and-barf precautions. In terms of
styling, the Thorens is awinner, and
looks at home with the company's other
components.
Herein lies my very limited recommendation of the TRT-2000: that it be
considered in an all-Thorens system, or
by the purchaser who wants reasonably
good AM and FM, with the advantages
of RDS and good looks.
S

Now You Can Go
To Hi -Fi '97 in
San Francisco
r19.95!

See show highlights and the most exciting
audio/video products available. Meet
industry legends &the staff of Stereophile at
the largest Hi-End Audio &Home Theater
Show of 1997— in your own home!
eHI-Fl '97 Show Review on Video
Home Entertainment Technology
Production

To Order Call:

1-800-663-7497
S19.95 plus shipping &handling
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GOMM "BIC Emir"

7-CAUCE SPEAKER CABLE
Stereophile, March, 1996, Interview, Ulrik Poulsen And His Amazing Flat Cables, p. 115, Jonathan Skull.
"And then there is Dan I) 'Agostino at Krell, who has become so enthused that we are now developing aspecia,
7-gauge cable especially for him. It'll be called Krell/Goertz.."

ONLY

So, for that extra muscle to drive that really high-power audiophile amplifier, Goertz MI AG 3"Faberge" Solic
Fine Silver and Goertz MI 3"Divinity" High Purity Copper is the answer. The Goertz "Big Boys" deliver punch
in the bass, and asound so revealing that we maybe ought to mark them: "Adults Only." In fact, the Goert2
MI AG 3 "Faberge" is arguably the heaviest solid fine silver cable ever made. An 8-foot pair contains mort
than apound of 99.99% pure silver. High fidelity solid fine silver spades will fit all high-end binding posts.

model
I0111111,1 111rik PouT.4.n

HAS

THE LOWEST INDUCTANCE
to match loudspeaker impedances.
VIRTUALLY ZERO DISTORTION
even with the longest cable runs.
VIRTUAL RUMINATION OP
•high frequency rolloff
•skin effect
•hum caused by adjacent power wiring
•cross talk between channels
•emitted EMI /RFI
•microphony from strand interaction

Priced Per Pair
DOOM

MI AG3 "Faberge" 7AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver Dimensions: 1.3" x 0.08" ..

Spades/Banana/Pin 8'...$2544 10'...$3168 12'...$3792

$156 /ft

Silver Spades 8'...$2568 10'...$3192 12'...$3816 15...5444

DOOM MI 3 "Divinity" 7AWG High Purity Oxygen-Free Copper Dimensions: 1.3" x 0.08" ....$26 /ft
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'

$464

10'

$568

$672

12'

Silver Spades

8'...$488 10...$592 12...5696

"One of the very best speaker cables I've ever experienced." Dan D. Agostino, President, Krel
Industries. The Goertz 7AWG cables were developed at Dan's request.
"Alpha-Core 's Gs,eriz speaker cables and interconnects resolves all i,ijornsarson in very high and low frequencies. Goert,
creates another layer of absolute silence in asystem. The flat low inductance design provides adeep sound stage that i.
wide, fast. and inunediate."
"Why play with firecrackers when someone hands you dynamite?... The sound knocked me out.
Clement Perry, Editor, The Audiophile Voice.
"Dwse Coertz speaker cables and interconnects just totally surpassed the sound quality of the speaker cables was usine
earlier Ididn't hate to strain to try to hear the differences. Transparencs soundstage. neutralits and bass were al
improved on dramatically. And the Goertz cables didn't even have to break in or wann up."

THIN AS A PENNY install under the thinnest carpeting.
EVEN THE UNTRAINED EAR
CAN CLEARLY HEAR GOERTZ
IS INFINITELY BETTER!

Dade MI AG2 "Cartier" 9AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver. Dimensions: 0.8" x 0.04"
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$1208 10'
$1497 12'
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin 8'...$2395 10' ...$2975 12'

ceeffi2

MI 2 "Veracity" 10 AWG High Purity Oxygen-Free Copper Dimensions: 0.8" x 0.04" ..$10"/ ft

Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$212 10'
$252 12'
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin 8'...$401 10'...5483 12'

XLR Rhoeum-plated

$72"/ ft

$1788 Silver Spades 8'...$1232 10'...$1522 12...51812 15'...$224
$3555 Bi-Wire-Silver Spades
8'...$2430 10'...$3010
$293 Silver Spades 8...3235 10'...5278 12'...5317
$564 Bi-Wire-Silver Spades
8' ...$436 10'...$518 12'...$60

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/1997, p. 153, Goertz MI AG 2and Ml 2 SSS Speaker Cables.
"JS WaS quite taken by these 9-gauge high capacitance silver cables calling them ultra-clean
fast He aim
admired their extreme high resolution and wonderful spatial qualities.''... The less expensive copper version is an LB jiworite.

Stereophile, March 1996, page 118, Jonathan Skull.
Sapphire RCA Solid Fine Silver pe per
'These cables sounded. WW1's' nil,
dean and deliginfillly fast. You'd think aflat ribbon would be an invitation o
.5m...$175 1m...$310 1.5m...$442 2m...$563 3m...$623 the RH Heebie-Jeebies, but this was absolutely not the case. Quite full bodied. apparent DC-to-light extension, extremi
high resolution. wonderful spatial qualities, these cables let the ladies amplifiers be all they might."
DOVAI2 Sapphire XLR Solid Fine Silver per per
.5m...$232" 1m ...$395 1.5m...$554 2m...$699 3m...$785 "But wait, there's more!"-only a very few minutes of break-in required!
not joking. Oh, blessed is he who caved
off the drudgery of break-in from this sublunary
this from an easy-to-handle cable that won't suddenly uncoi.
Doegn Tourmaline RCA High-Purity Copper per pair and gore house guests. and that was designed to lie flat under acarpet or against awall! The Goertz has relatively higl
.5m...$69 1m...$87" 1.5m...$105 2m...$125 3m...$155
capacitance. Inn the secret in the recipe is...rery low inductance. -

Duel,

0013112 Tourmaline XLR High-Purity Copper pe Per
.5m...$85 lm...$132" 1.5m...$155 2m...$177' 3m...$221
Stereophile Recommended Component 4/97, page
151, Goertz AG and Goertz Copper RCA.
Flat-eondueroe interconnects that DAS enthuses over.
Offers lower inductance than shielded cable, yet has excellent RF rejection. Impressive."
Stereophile, 3/96, p. 114, Interview, Ulrik Poulsen
And His Amazing Flat Cables, Jonathan Scull.
Scull: "tjkay
nie can) .out My earlier threat and come
back to dreaded RF!. Obviously your cable isn't atwisted
pair tea type that fights RFI, so...?"
Paulsen: "Because they have alow inductance, which pulls
both ways, the radiated fields of the cable itself are virtually zero. By the same token, it also makes the cables insensitive to outside fields. You can easily test this by bundling the
cables with power cords-you don't get any line-frequency
hum. And you can bundle them with other signal-carrying
cables. and you get no crosstalk whatsoever. You can also
easily check that they're impervious to broadcast frequencies, because you catit hear that there's no dirt getting into
your feedback loop at all.
GOERTZ Pnces and SpeedIcabons .000 10 change

_•
•
GOee MI AG1 "Tiffany"

12 AWG High Purity Solid Fine Silver
Dimensions: 0.4" x0.004" ...$41 /ft

Priced Per Pair

Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$705 10'
$889 12'
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin8'...$138710'...$171512'

$1033 Silver Spades 8.-5729 10...$893 12'...$1057
52043 Bi -Wire-Silver Spades 8'...$1422 10'...$1750 12'...5207t

002112 MI 1"Center Stage" 13 AWG High Purity Oxygen-Free Copper Dim: 0.4" x 0.004"
Spades/Banana/Pin 8'
$137 10'
$159 12'
$181
Bi-Wire-Banana/Spade/Pin 8'...$251 10...5295 12'...$339

ooeit2
High
Fidelity
Solid
Silver
Spade
$40/4 pc.
Includes 4Silver Spades,
Silver Solder, Heat Shrink.

C
0,11

d Pr,

M5r,<1.1 ,,
,-Sat

suoiiay

... $5"/ ft

Silver Spades 8'...$161 10'...5183 12...$205 15.522
Bi -Wire-Silver Spades 8' ...5286 10.5330 12'...$34

.ERRy RASI
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e-mail unto@needledoctorcom
http://www.needledoctor.com
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8 0 0 •2 29 •0 644
World's Largest Selection of Needles & Cartridges
Visit our web site or call for a free catalog!
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EPORT

Golden Sound DH cones and squares
Jonathan Scull

5

canning last April's "Recommended Components" listing, Inoticed
that several equipment footers I
hold near and dear had been dropped
for lack of recent comment. So Isat
down and turned my ear to several footers that were new to me, as well as afew
old friends.
A trio of the footers under test were
placed under the YBA CD1 Blue Laser
CD player, hooked up to the tape-in
hot-rod inputs of the YBA 6 Chassis
preamp with apair of Ensemble Masterflux interconnects. Cabling from the
6 Chassis to Forsell's The Statement
power amplifier was an additional run
of Masterflux or Synergistic Research
Designer's Reference. Apair of Monster
Cable M22S ran from the Forsell amp
to the single pair of huge locking WBT
model 0700 binding posts on the back
of the JMIab Utopia speakers.
These components weren't chosen
haphazardly. The CD1 Blue Laser is a
resonant box that sounded quite different with various footers. Indeed, as detailed in the CD1's full review (January
1997, p.140), the sound is different depending on whether the tray door is
open or closed, or if the player's casework
is in place or removed —not to mention
whether or not the display is lit. For the
record, Iran the CD1 with casework in
place, tray door open, display on.
The new Ensemble interconnect is
neutrality itself, while still keeping the
heart of the music intact, and the 6
Chassis is aknown (and extremely transparent) quantity, as is The Statement
amplifier. The Monster Cable? Hey, it
just sounded good!
The CD1 sat astride the top shelf of a
small Michael Green Designs ClampRack, normally set upon atrio of Harmonix RFS-66 Large Tuning Feet, dots
up. (The separate power supply was
sited on another shelf, up on three of
Michael Green's small AudioPoints.)
When using footers in threes, try apair
under the heavier end of the unit you're
working with, centering the third on
the lighter side. With aplayer like the
CD1, center one footer under the spindle motor, the other two under the
unit's opposite side.
Stereophile, November 1997

Let's get ceramic! Golden Sound DH
Cones are made of a"high-tech" ceramic
material that the paperwork claims is used
in the Space Shuttle and advanced military
rockets. "They have ahardness degree of
9.5, surpassed only by diamond. Their
design is based on the theory that the ability of materials to minimize vibrations and
resonance is correlated to the hardness of
the materials." They can be had in four
sizes: Jumbo at $70/three, Large at $50,
Medium for $40, and amere $20 for
Smalls. The Cones are nicely presented
in acozy little padded box.
DH Squares are fabricated from graphite-based composites and arc meant to
be used as cost-effective footers on their
own —or, better yet, under the ceramic
Cones. "Since DH Squares will help disperse vibration much faster than normal
material, it will boost the performance of
the DH Cones by 50%." All right then!
And at $10 each, they're areal bargain.
Ibegan with alovely CD, Musicfor Flute
& Guitar, with Gunilla von Bahr on flute
and Diego Blanco on guitar (BIS CD-90). I
love the "Tambourin" of EJ. Gossec
(1734-1829), arranged here by one of my
favorite guitarists, Laurindo Almeida. From
the booklet: "Gossec is something of a
French Haydn" and "'This freely modernized version is really adance from Provence
played on the one-handed flute and large
drum (tambour)."
Ibegan with the DH Cones by themselves. The entire presentation sounded
faster and more distinct than with the
Harmonix RFS-66 Large Tuning Feet
normally in place. (I had better results
with RFS-65 Small Tuning Feet, but
more about them in another Footer
Report.) Inoted alift in overall transparency, with aslightly tighter focus. The
tambour strokes sounded atad more distinct and sharp, balancing the initial transient and the follow-on burst very well.
While the midrange was somewhat less
well developed than with the Harmonix
footers, it was certainly rendered with
greater transparency. The top end sounded very open and quick, if atad less sweet
than what I'm accustomed to.
Fitting aDH Square under each of the
Cones, Isimply heard all of the good
qualities I'd noted more fully developed.

Description: Golden Sound DH
Cones: set of three Jumbo Cones
(1 3/
8"tall), $70; Large Cones, 850/
three; Medium Cones, $40/three;
and Small Cones, 820/three. DH
Squares: standard small size (2" by
2" by .5"), $10 each. Approx. number of dealers: 120.
Manufacturer: Golden Sound, P.O.
Box 1293, McLean, VA 22101. Tel:
(703) 847-2617. Fax (703) 4427966. Web: www.dhcones.com
The sound became more sweet up on
the Squares, the flute alittle more cutting, powerful, and pure-toned than
when using the Cones alone. The guitar
sounded atad less harmonic even as the
transients were better defined. One
other Astounding Tuning Factoid: the
soundstage moved more to the rear with
the Cones alone, and farther still with the
Squares placed under them. Go figger
Listening to "Sankofa," from Cassandra Wilson's Blue Light
Dawn (Blue
Note CDP 781357 2), the results were
consistent. Iheard that welcome lift and
transparency in the midrange and up,
the bass became tighter, and all three
vocal parts were slightly more distinct
from one another. Adding the Squares
to the Cones recovered more harmonic
bloom while retaining enough of the fast,
transparent quality to make it worthwhile.
In general, the DH footer solution created awonderfully palpable and airy sonic
construct. The highs and upper midrange
were beautiful and open, the midrange
had just the right amount of juice, the
lower midrange wasn't boomy at all, and
the bass extension was excellent (if not digging so deeply as do some unusual footers
from Austria I'll be coming to in afuture
issue). Nevertheless, the nether regions
were just fine, and always in proportion to
the rest of the presentation.
Using the DH Squares alone provided a
pleasant surprise. The sound was softer than
the Cone/Square combo by quite abit, but
nevertheless got high marks for asweet and
pleasant presentation, ifone somewhat more
restrained and closed-in than the full kit
managed. Overall, DH Cones and Squares
came out very near the top of the heap. S
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FOLLOW-UP
John Atkinson
Mark Levinson No.3805 preamplifier
"Comping," they call it at Madriga1. 1
Once acircuit and its board layout have
been finalized, active and passive components are substituted one by one in an
exhaustive series of listening tests to
determine the places where use of apremium part, or one of closer tolerances,
results in an audible benefit. This finetuning process cannot be open-ended,
howeve4 as products do have to, shipped.
So what happens when new parts
become available, or new manufacturing
processes allow abetter-sounding part to
be used without financial penalty?
All manufacturing companies deal
with this question continually, but with
Madrigal's Mark Levinson brand, we've
become accustomed to the decimal progression: the No20 monoblock became
first the No20.5, then the No20.6; the
No30 D/A processor metamorphosed
into the No30.5, the No31 transport
into the '31.5. But the pattern was broken
when the substitution of anew printedcircuit-board material transformed the
No38 preamplifier into the No38S.
The Mark Levinson No38S has been
my reference preamplifier for the past
three years,2 but as a result of major
"comping," the '38S was transformed
this past summer into the No380S. The
circuit and pcb material are the same,
the remote-controlled, MDAC-based,
0.1dB-step, balanced volume control is
the same, the appearance is the same,
even the price ($6495) is the same —
but the substitution of 106 passive components in strategic places resulted in a
sufficiently large sonic improvement
that Madrigal felt anew model designation was called for.
So how does the new preamplifier
sound?
First, don't listen to the piece until it's
warmed up — out of the box, my sample
was rather upfront in its presentation.
But after two hours it settled down, and
Iwas able to do some serious listening. I
1Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc., 2081 South Main
Street, P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CI' 06457. Tel:
(860) 346-0896. Fax: (860) 346-1540. Internet:
httpWwww.madrigal.com
2 My Stereophile review appeared in July 1995 (Vol.18
No.7). You should refer to that review, and Robert
Harley's earlier review of the No.38 (Vol.17 No.8), for
funciional and technical descriptions.

Stereophile, November 1997

used both the '380S and the original
review sample for extended periods, as
well as doing A/B comparisons at
matched levels (something made trivially easy by the preamps' repeatable and
well-calibrated level settings).
Second, how do you describe the
sound of something that's superficially
identical to your reference, but better?
Audiophiles habitually refer to sonic differences between two components in
terms of differences in frequency balance:
A had more bass, B had more treble, C
had a depressed midrange. But when
comparing the two Levinson preamps, I
kept hearing how similar they were on
these terms. There were no response or
balance differences that Icould confidently hang my hat on, yet there was amusical rightness to the sound of the '380S that
Iconsistently preferred. Stereo images
seemed better defined, and individual
sonic objects within those images had

more of arounded, fleshed-out character.
In the deathless prose of Sam Tellig, there
was simply more "there" there. And more
"air" there, if you will.
This was an area where the original
'38S had been showing its age in light of
the performance offered by two of the
preamps I've been listening to in Wes
Phillips' system: the Conrad-Johnson
Premier 14 and Ayre K-1. Not that the
'38S was asonic slouch — far from.it. In
fact, when we used it to provide some
gain to drive the disc-cutting amplifiers
when we mastered Stereophilès Sonata
LP (see "Cutting Up," Vo120 No3), we
were impressed by how little it got in
the way of the music. But the No380S
just went that essential bit further. A
small difference in objective terms, but
one that is, subjectively, enormously
important. I can confidently recommend the No380S as my solid-state
preamplifier of choice.
S

seeratferze sound
"Our focus is on providing the knowledge, unique products,
and expertise you need to create a stellar system."
Rich Brkich -Consultant, Engineer, & Owner of Signature Sound

D.H. Labs Silver Sonic Cables
Silver coated conductors +
Special Teflon dielectric +
Vibration damping materials =
Affordable superior performance cables!
Interconnects from $85/pr. and loudspeaker cables from $88/pr.

Caztech SE-845
28W Single-Ended 845 Triode Pure Class A -Zero Feedback
All hand assembled in Canada!
The exquisite sound of 845 Mono Tube Amps for only $2,995 pr.
Call, write, fax, or E-mail us for more info on this incredible amplifier bargain.
ASC• Audient Technology •Blue Circle •Black Diamond •Cardas •Caztech
Coincident Speaker •Creek •DH Labs •Golden Tube Audio •Grado •JENA Labs
JPS Labs •Joule Electra •Merlin Music Systems •Muse •Rega •Reference Line
Room Tune •Spectron •Tice Audio •Townshend Audio •VonSchweikert Research

8409B Shallowcreek Road, Liverpool, NY 13090
PH:315-622-4137 •FX:315-622-2993
E-mail: info@SigSound.com •VVebsite: www.SigSound.com
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NEWS

In analog accessory news, III t.! Orbitrac 2is now in stock, at $34.99. As
vinyl junkies and Stereophile readers know, Michael Fremer started avir-

Breakthrough.

tual one-man campaign to bring back this vital record-cleaning accessory. Black Diamond Racing has gone one better with their new reference isolation platform. The Shelf for the Source, used to great effect
under CD transports and turntables. Also covered by Michael Fremer (March
'97) is the Disc Doctor Miracle Record Cleaner and accompanying
brush. A pint of fluid (concentrate) for just $19.99; brushes are $24.99.
One customer sums up the response we've been getting: "Changing to
the Disc Doctor's fluid is comparable to making the switch from adry brush
to avacuum record cleaner Easily the quietest surfaces I've ever heard."
See for yourself! The new Grado Reference phono cartridges provide
wonderful sound for the buck, starting at only $35, with ten models up
to $1200. We especially like the Platinum, which competes with some
other well-known names at $300 retail. ABritish company called Milty
has an analog reissue of their own: the Zerostat anti-static gun, for LPs
(which they invented). at $49.99. Those who remember the '70s will remember the original Discwasher version of the Zerostat. Sennheiser has
awinner in the HD600 headphones ($349.99), the new top-of-the-line,

The underground mags are often lbe Ji es!

with even more transparent sound than the Class AHD580, John Atkin-

lo den* breakthrough produce and/be

son's reference. For the single-ended diehards in the crowd. 3M has new
vibration control sheets ($8.99 or five for $29.991 and tube dampers

Electra Glide AC able anollxrlingfor Ibm

($3.49). These guys really know what they're doing, and at these prices,

small but imporiani publicalions.

you can afford to experiment! We've got Sam Tellig's favorite contact cleaners, the XLO Contact Enhancers, at less than abuck apiece ($9.49 for

This cable uses proprielmy fiat conducknIs

for 10 or $44.99 for 50). While Audio Alchemy continues its reorgani-

maiklivin an enfic alloy and beats all CV/II-

zation, we've snapped up remaining stock —and we've got some very
popular models at prices you won't believe. (Let's just say that we've seen

/Jelílíon al any priCe. Period II baslidler and

most used pieces selling for more We've got the AD 1.2 upgrade chip

',lore open soundand aquietness nol epe-

for $89.99, plus the new Monolithic Sound power supply upgrades, which
far exceed the performance of any Audio Alchemy original power sup-

dewed before. Music Dired is the exclush.e

plies. New accessories are in and exciting! Express Machining has intro-

mail order dealer for Ibis evciling compa-

duced "The Lift," the only tonearm lift available new today! Place this

ny See idly lbey kit -11

near the base of your manual tonearm, and it lifts at the end of an LP!

err&

lbe

No-obligafion lrial. Retail price. $599.

Michael Fremer of Stereophile sings its praises too. In chrom for $99.99
or gold-plated (wow!) for $129.99. We've also got anti-static spray from
Nordost, at a$29.99 retail. Thor Audio has anew burn-in device
called the "Phono Bum" ($324.99) which burns in an entire system com-

musicdirect

pletely by simulating an analog cartridge output instead of using digital hash.

Apature
Arcici
Audient Technology
API
Audio Prism
Audioquest
Bedini
Benz Micro

Black Diamond Racing
Bright Star Audio
Creek
Elac
Ensemble
German Acoustics
Gold Aero
Grado

Harmonix (Combakl
Highwire Audio
Lightspeed
Mango Audio Labs
McCormack
The Mod Squad
Monster Cable
Nitty Gritty

Pertechonist Audio
Rega
RingMat Developments
RoomtuneiMIc ha el
Green
Sennhelser
Solidsteel
Sound Anchor

There is a$5 charge for catalogs mailed to Canada or outside North America, refundable on your first order

Music Direct •800 449-8333
in Illinois 312 433-0200
fax 800 411-1280

312 433-0011

http://wwvv.amusicdirect.com
e-mail mdgamusicdirect.com

Soviek
Sumiko
Svetlana
Synergistic Research
Target
Townshend Audio
Versalab
VPI

S8 Sauk »lee
COI

BASIL & IIIS ORCHESTRA

JVC Xti CO

Sn

VINYL

AND

CD

NEWS

Blue Note offers ten superb reissue titles, remastered by Michael

Impress folks on your holiday list! Ask about
Music Direct gift certificates for your audiophile!

Cuscuna at abargain price of $15.99! John Coltrane: Blue Train •
Can.
i•.111 Adderley: Soinethin .Else •
Dexter Gordon: Go! Lee Morgan: The
Sidewinder •
Wayne Shorter: Speak No Evil •Herbie Hancock: Maiden
Voyage Art Blakey Moanin' Hank Mobley: Soul Station •
Horace Silver: Song For My Father •
Sonny Rollins: Volume 2MCA Hendrix reis-

IE

sues back in stock. Imports with different tracks/order! First Rays
of the New Rising Sun Electric Ladyland Are You Experienced? Axis.
Bold as Love New! Band of Gypsys [Hendrix reissues are US and UK pressings -please askl JVC XRCDs -absolutely the best-sounding CDs
on the market! 525.99 each. Mighty Sam McClain: Give dup to Love
and Keep on Movin .•
Jimmy Rogers: Bluebird •
The Montgomery Brothers: Groove Yard •Bill Evans: Everybody Digs Bill Evans •
The Poll Winners •
Count Basie: 88 Basie Street •
Doug MacLeod: Come to Find arid
You Can't Take My Blues -Duke Ellington: Duke's Big Four Warner
Britain announces vinyl issues of some of the best pop in the catalog! $27.99 each. Fleetwood Mac: Rumours •Donald lagen. The
Nightfly •Van Morrison: Moondance Rickie Lee Jones: Rickie Lee
Jones •Paul Simon: Graceland •Ay Cooder: Paris. Texas •Randy New-

What diçlinguidws one mail-order Wed

man: Little Criminals. Talking Heads: Remain in Light European heavy

lit' from (miller? »ale Dired goeS helve
lije' usual audiophile reeordingS

vinyl also available on: Miles Davis: Sketches of Spain •
Carole King:
Tapestry Rickie Lee Jones: Pop Pop Black Sabbath: Black Sabbath New

Mgt ,

EMI heavy vinyl: The Band: The Band •
Syd Barrett: Barrett •
Beach Boys:

range reimport Ll's and CDs. plus lbe nee!

Surfs Up! Blondie: Parallel Lines •
Kate Bush: Hounds of Love •
Deep Pur-

Intd.szittnim in the audigibile None* Weir

ple. Shades of Deep Purple Iron Maiden: Iron Maiden •
Jethro Tull: Thick
as aBrick •
John Lennon: Imagine •
Marillion: Misplaced Childhood •
lggy

abn got agrall selecnan ofaudio acceerie.

Pop: Lust for Life •Oueen: A Day at the Races •Cliff Richard: Cliff

plus aknollialeable staff 10 answer your

Richard -Rolling Stones: Sticky Fingers Frank Sinatra: Come Fly with

(yellow/Ind net ma .pull dark. Jut know

Me •
Boxy Music .foxy Music •
Waterboys: This is the Sea •
Wings: Band

loll 're aluars getting the best from us.

on the Run And don't forget the opulent Pink Floyd box set, containing
six of the classics! Just $15999.

ke why thorium& of sill/stied customers
already think were the bel. Call Iolldive
our tale analog.

musicdirect

Acoustic Disc
Analogue Productions
Alto Edition
Audioquest
Blue Note reissues
Chesky
Clarity
Classic Records

Music Direct •800 449-8333
in Illinois 312 433-0200

fax 800 411-1280 .
312 433-0011
http://www.amusicdirect.com
e-mail md@amusicdirect.com

OCC
Decca/London
Delos
Deutsche Gramophone
DMP
Domestic vinyl releases
Dorian
EMI reissues

Fantasy
Golden String
GRP/Impulse
Harmonia Mundi
JVC XRCD
King Super Analogue
Mapleshade
John Marks Records

MCA Heavy Vinyl
Mercury
Mobile Fidelity
Opus 3
OJC
Pope Music
Proprius
RCA Living Stereo

Reference Recordings
Sheffield Lab
Sony Legacy
SteepleChase
Telarc
Three Blind Mice
Water Lily
Wilson Audio

Hours: M-F. 9to 6central time. Sat. 10 to 3For acatalog, simply leave your name and address on our voice mail.

Audio Research
is the one tube equipment maker
with aglowing 27-year heritage.
When choosing tube equipment,
consider its lineage. Since 1970, a
single name, Audio Research, has
headed the tube-electronics field —
(onsistendy.
The Audio Research dynasty
has included generation after generation of state-of-the-art models.
It's agenealogy of criticallyacclaimed units ranging from the
heralded SP-3 preamp series of the
seventies to today's
majestic REFERENCE ]
LSIS Preamp (top) and VT100 Amp
preamplifier.
Now you can
buy Audio Research from adealer with an even
longer history and an equally-esteemed heritage: Lyric, the choice of high fidelity connoisseurs since 1959. We're very pleased
to have the newest members of the
Audio Research tube family playing in
our showrooms. Please visit us in
Manhattan or White Plains soon to hear
how phenomenal they sound.
Inside the VT100
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NAGRA
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PROCEED
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SPECTRAL
STEWART
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NBS CABLE
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TARGET
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SONANCE
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usic fans all have their weird,
obscure favorites. In fact, it's a
badge of honor to torment
friend and foes with casually tossedoff references to long-dissolved bands,
one-album wonders, and composers
who wrote two string quartets and
promptly died.
One of my innermost musical obsessions has always been Rainer Ptacek. In
my travels, it never ceases to amaze me
how, when his name is mentioned, closet fans step out of the woodwork. Iwish
Ihad anickel for every time some music
collector reacted to the mention of
Arizona (Ptacek's home) with azestful,
"Oh, do you know about Rainer?"
Though Rainer (he goes by the single
name, pronounced RYE-ner) is one of
this country's least renowned songwriters and instrumental virtuosos, in
almost 15 straight years of writing about
music Ihave yet to meet an artist I
respect or admire more. He is, to use a
cliché, the genuine article. Of all the
white men I've ever seen and heard play
the blues, Rainer is far and away the
most inspired and inspiring, both in
terms of his expressive voice and his
twisting, agile hands on electric, acoustic,
and especially National Steel guitar.
But he's much more than abluesman.
As a founder of one of alternative
music's most unpredictable acts, Giant
Sand (Trouser Press nails their style best: "a
play-free-or-die aesthetic"), Rainer is
both anational cult figure and the spiritual center of the Tucson scene. With his
electric trio Das Combo, he showed he
could get funky and downright rockin'.
But it's as asolo, sitting on astool singing
his own sly, wise, sad originals, that
Rainer's at his best.
Born in East Berlin and raised on
Chicago's southside, Rainer is alongtime resident of Tucson, Arizona. For a
decade or so this quiet craftsman and I
lived in that same desert burg — he the
brilliant player, Ithe eager, spongelike
music editor then deep in the throes of
being aclub rat. In many ways, he single handedly kept my spirits up. When
I'd seen one band of hair farmers too
many or had tumbled into adepression
about the miles between my ears and
the nearest real opera (Rainer's an opera
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fan as well), Icould always count on the
fact that there was still one world-class
talent in town to believe in.
That goes for Rainer offstage as well
as on. Instead of giving in to road life/
no life, Rainer decided to stay home and
raise afamily. And though he and his
wife Patty have been together 17 years
and have three great kids, the difficult
act of balancing family and career was
completely lost on this young rock critic. My answer, of course, was to write a
snotty piece about how local musicians
deal with not being big stars. To find out
how Rainer dealt with "failure," Idescended into the dusty bowels of Tucson's famed Chicago Music Store to find
him at his day gig, repairing stringed
things of every genus: Telecasters,
Flying V's, Guadagninis, ancient banjos,
even cellos that looked as if they'd been
owned by aTownshend or aC,obain.
Instead of throwing me out on my
cheeky arse, Rainer pondered my insulting question, looked me in the eye, and
summoned up a concise, "well, duh"
reply that exposed (even to me) the
naiveté of my supposed thesis. From
then on, Iknew that if Iwanted wisdom
instead of self-promotion, soul instead of
vapidness masquerading as profundity,
the hobbit-hole basement of the Chicago
Store was Tucson's Delphi.
A lot of musicians have felt the same
way. Guitar players in particular are
drawn to Rainer. Every time Chris
Whitley or the late John Campbell came
to town to do ashow, they'd turn up at
Rainer's house to pay their respects.
Every once in awhile abig limo pulls up
and out jumps one of Rainer's biggest
admirers, Z.Z. Top's Billy Gibbons.
Rainer's fame even spread to England,
where, of all people, Led Zeppelin throat
Robert Plant became afan. A few years
ago, Plant and Ptacek recorded aseries of
limited-edition singles together.
In the spring of 1996, just after the
birth of his first daughter, guitarist/
songwriter Rainer Ptacek was diagnosed as having malignant and inoperable brain tumors. It quickly became
apparent to him and Patty that if
the cancer didn't kill him, the medical
bills would.
In August, atribute record of Rain-

er's music, Inner Flame, was released
on Atlantic Records. The proceeds will
go toward his medical bills. Organized
by Robert Plant and Giant Sand's
Howe Gelb, this album features
Rainer's spare, prophetic songs performed by Plant and Page, Emmylou
Harris (now there's ajuxtaposition you
don't see every day), Evan Dando,
Victoria Williams, Vic and Tina Chesnutt, PJ Harvey, Madeleine Peyroux,
and others. Given that variety, the disc
sounds about like what you'd expect
— abizarre mishmash. Like the original versions, most of the tunes here
have the kind of austere arrangements
that accent Rainer's evocative imagery
and mystical melodies. Rainer himself
duets on two songs, and both his voice
(which reminds some of Dylan, others
of Mark ICnopfier) and his guitarwork
are strong throughout. Predictably,
Harris' rendition of "The Good Book"
is ethereal. Evan Dando's "Rudy with
a Flashlight" is surprisingly tender.
There are afew missteps: PJ Harvey's
noisy stab at 'Losin' Ground," where
she runs her voice through aprocessor, is annoying and the Chesnutt's
cover of "Where's That At?" is too
slack. Overall, though, it's avery good
effort.
While this tribute is aworthy idea,
the best way to experience Rainer is
to go out and order some of his
records. The best are Rainer & Das
Combo, The Texas Tapes (1993, Demon
Fiend CD 734); Rainer & Das Combo,
Barefoot Rock with... (1994, Demon
Fiend CD 756); Rainer, Nocturnes Me
Instrumentals) (1995, Glitterhouse [Germany] GRCD 363); and my favorite:
Rainer, Worried Spirits (1992, Demon
Fiend CD 723).
Just as this issue was going to press,
Rainer's condition took aturn for the
worse. Once remissive, the cancer had
returned more virulent than ever. Ifear
that by the time you read this he will be
gone — leaving his music and the way
he lived his life as the seeds of alegend
that will, in that cruelest of all artistic
ironies, allow this beautiful man and
his artistry to grow infinitely larger in
death than they could in life. Vaya con
Dios old friend.
S
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three blind mice
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/Gold CD

CD's: $14.99 /Gold CD's: $27.99

1009 /2009 Shostakovich: Symphony *5
(
SAMPLERS .1
1005 /2005 Lori Lieberman :Home of Whispers
vof 1or 2. $6" so.
1015 /2015 Russian Pops: Prokofiev, Shostakovich
Vol. 3Alum.: $6"/Gold: $971
1012 /2012 Strauss: EM Heldenleben & Der Rosenklavier Waltzes
1011 /2011 Tchaikovsky & Prokofiev: Romeo & Juliet /West Side Story
MUSIC 1010 /2010 Chopin: Waltzes, Nocturnes, Scherzos, Bo/lades, Fantasies,
LP
/Gehl Co
110g LP's 523.99' /Gold CD's 522.99'
2029 / 1104 Nat King Cole: love Is the Thing
(I
I
2036 / 1110 Jefferson Storship: Red Octopus
2039 / 1115 Harry Belofonte: Jump Up Calypso
NA
/ 1114 Art Pepper: Intensity
2037 / 1111 Elvis Presley: Elvis is Bock
2032 / 1108 John Coltrane: Lush Life (SROM) en"M‘
2033 /NA
Jefferson Airplane: Surrealistic Pillow
NA
/ 1113 Miles Davis All Star Sextet: Quintet with Milt Jackson
2030 /1105 Jethro Tull: Aqualung (CD=524.99/LP=527.99)
2040 /1117 Elvis Presle :24 Karat Hits (CD=S29.99/2LP=S34.99
LP's ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING TITLES!!
aucloquest 1045 Robert Lucas /Completely Blue
imusif-s 1044 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder /Corne to the River
1038 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder:
It Down (SROM)
LP's: $17.99
1041 Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD 521.99)
CD's: St 2.99
1042 Mighty Som McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Downhome Blues
_
RR-77CD Vivaldi: For Diverse Instruments
CO's/LP's: 180g LP's:
RR-72CD Dick Hyman: Swing Is Here
$12.99*
516.99' ,
RX-1000 RR & XLO: Stereo Test & Burn-In CD - ___'p,,
,,,44.r,,,.,
RR-76CD Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
REFERENCE RR-68CD Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
RECORDINGS RR-75CD Janacek: The Makropoulas Case/Cunning Little Vixen
RR.74CD Chadwick:
hrodite Suite, Suite Symphonic & Elegy

P

AA.P 034
APLP/CD 027
APLP/CD2003
APLP 033
APLP 032
APLP/CD 036
APLP 038
APLP 039
APLP 035
ANALOGUE

•
LP'S IL GOLD CD'S: $29.99
Junior e s: Roodoo an Blues
ALUM. CD'S: S14.99/515.99
Janis Ion: Breaking Silence (SROM)
Buy 4 or more: SCALL
Jimmy D. Lane: Long Gone (LP: $24.99)
Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD available)
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for e24" on Gecko & Alum. CD
Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP, Gold & Aluminum CD available)
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
I AN:COMM/9 Combine, These 2NI...
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods I
LI", Into One Gnat (,old Ur!
Miles Davis: Prestige 5 LP Box Set Ltd. Ed. of only 2,5001 $199.99 (SROM)

PRODUCTIONS
REVIVAL
CDS: $14.99
LPS. $17 49
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3013 Art Pepper: So In Love
3012 Art Pepper: New York Album
3014 Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
3016 Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr. Blues
3017 Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Mon
3015 Albert Kin: I'll Play the Blues For You (LP Only)
TINGE, NEW GOLD CD1 -$15.9feade (Limited Time Offer Act Fast)
04432 Andy McKee Quintet: Sound Roots
03632 Jack Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
MANY MORL
04332 Datevik: Ballads From The Black Sea
GRI .Ar TIII Fti
03852 Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Tonk Sax
AL'AILABI.1.9
02632 Norris Turney: Big, Sweet & Blue NOW IN GOLD!
02752 Sweetmon: Austin Back Alley Blues NOW IN GOLD!
56292 Clifford Jordan Quartet: Live At Ethel's NOW IN GOLD!

.50NYM11.511111501,1PIPOOLOCEPS
64413
66226
64368
64408
64426
64274
64425

Janis Jop in: Pear
Carole King: Tapestry
Fronk Sinatra: The Voice
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Roger Waters: Amused To Death (40.00)
Dulce Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige
Stevie Ray Vathn: Couldn't Stand We...

PREMONITION RECORDS -CD:
PREM-1919
'REM 737

64
57206
64403
53814
64411
64405
52944
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Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
LIST
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robt. Johnson: Kilo/ the Delta Blues

$1 4.99 & LP: $27.9

it ,:cm Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) Mill (1ST ALBUM)
• • Barber: Cole Blue (CD & 180g LP) STEREOPHILl R204

GOLD CLYS: $29.99
CD8001
CD8002
CD8003
CD8004

"IDEAT SOUND!"

Stradivarius On Gold
Massenet: Le Cid
Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni
Favorite Opera Arias

CD8005
CD8006
CD8007
CD8008

Here At Last
Breath Of Air
Mon Mamoru Quartet
Rachmoninoff
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competitors adverffied or catalog price!!

MOBILE FIDELITY Gold CD's:$22.99*
Anadisq 200q LP's Out-of-Print! $22.99 & Up!
Call For List. uy Before They're Gone!

LP SALE:$29.99
WAS 534.99

Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180g LP,

Q: Horn section, piano, boss, drums, guitar 8. xylophone.
Now!: Bluenose bebop at its best! Piano, boss, drums & sox
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
Block Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, bass, drums.
Green Caterpillar: Masan, Smocks Trio + 2(guitar & congas).
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio ploys standards.
Blue City: Isao Suzuki Quartet + Kozumi Watanabe (guitar).
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & boss).
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Lote night piano trio jazz at its finest!
Blow Up!: Imo Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you La ecohless!
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
Scandanavian Suite: Big band jazz like you have never heard before!

CD

•
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ORDER
TOLL FREE
800-782-3472

687
676*
694
692
696
701
699
705
700
695
703
704
691
684

Ten Years After: Cricklewood Green 8. Sssssh (2 LPs on 1CD)
Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat w orld '
s
Zoot Sims With Kenny Drew Trio: In Copenhagen **
\I
\S
Bernard Herrmann: The Mysterious Film World
Largest
Harry Edison 8, Eddie Davis: In Copenhagen
Selection Of
Bernard Herrmann: Great Film Classics
Out Of Print
Guns & Roses: Appetite For Destruction
1/
2 -Speed 8.
Don Henley: Building The Perfect Beast
D2D LP's!!
Moody Blues: Long Distance Voyager
The Velvet Underground: And Nico
New &
Bud Powell Trio: Bouncing With Bud
Used!!
2& 3CD/LP Sets
John Hiatt: Riding With The King
690
bliivuim I, Utu,,
& Out-of-Print
Steve Winwood: Steve Winwood
650
U2: The Joshua Tree
hems Additional
Robin Trower: Brid!e of Si! hs
706
Herbie Hancock: Mon-Child
Cost

Classic Records Gold CD's:

RTHCD5052
LSOCD6006
LSCD2322
VSCD4053
VSCD4043
VSCD6021
JPCD5001
LSCD2313
VSCD4035
LSPCD1993
CSCD6224
CSCD6038
MSRCD60835
CSCD6009

22.9

Jennifer Wornes: Famous Blue Raincoat (OUT-OF-PRINT $25.00 /LP. 30.00)
Harry Belofonte: At Carnegie Hall (2 CD's $37.99 /2LPs Also $46.99)
Shostakovich: The Age Of Gold & Symphony #1 (LP Also $26.99)
Ella Fitzgerald: Clap Hands, Her Comes Charlie (LP Also $26.99)
Ella Fitzgerald: Let No Mon Write My Epitaph (LP Also $26.99)
Billy Holiday: Songs For Distingue' Lovers (LP Also 526.99)
.
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (LP Also $26.99 SROM) 13115120131
Venice: Solti (LP Also $34.49 Special Deluxe Jacket!)
ypirf
Louis Armstrong: I've Got The World On A String
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood (LP Also $26.99)
De Fella: The Three Cornered Hot
Tchoikovsky: 1812 Overature
1
Shirley Horn: With Horns
Strovir,ky Potrotirldi 6

•

Classic Records 180 • LP's: $26.9
CS8163
Miles Davis: Kind Of Blue (Special Deluxe 2LP Set $41.99)
SR90114 Fennell: Hi-Fi A La Espanola (Mercury Living Presence $29.99)
CR5005-12 Dusty Springfield: The Look Of Love (12" Single Cut at 33 1/3 & 45RPM $9.99)
JP0779-12 Bill Henderson: Bring In The Clowns (12" Single Cut at 33 1/3 & 45RPM $9.99)
LSC6094
Albeniz/Ravel: lberia(complete) /Rapsodie Espagnole(2 LP Set $46.99)
CS3-67899 Dead Man Walking: Soundtrack & Score (150g 3 LP Box Set $41.99)
LSC2241
Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overature /Reiner & CSO
M56036
Beethoven: Sym. #3 /Wolter /CSO
MS6113
Brahms: Sym. *4 /Walter /CSO
CS8127
Duke Ellington: Jazz Party In Stereo
BST4074
Horace Parton: On The Spur Of The Moment (Blue Note $29.99)
BST1588
Sonny Clark: Cool Struttin' (Blue Note $29.99)
BST84114 Ike Quebec: Soul Samba (Blue Note S29.99)

DECCA

LPs: S34.

EMI

LP's: $29.99

Buy 4 or more: 99.
SCAM.
Buy 4 or more: SCALL
ADEC 4173 Bernard Herrmann: Music From the Great Movie Thrillers
ADEC 2243 Albeniz: lberio /Turing": Danzas Fontasticas
ALON 6013 Debussey: Images Pour Orchestre
MD 3345
Elger: Coronation Ode
MD 8534 %mini: Violin Concerto # I
MD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
MD 608
De Folio: 3Cornered Hot
MD 162
Orff: Carmina Smarm

Many More Titles Available!! Call For Complete List.
European 180g LP's IWEA, EMI & More $24.99 to $29.99
Pink Floyd: Dark Side 01 The Moon
Ry Cooder Paris Texas Soundtrack
Ricky Lee Jones: Ricky Lee Jones
Miles Davis: Sketches Of Spain
Tolking Heads: Remain In the Light
Randy Newman: Little Criminals
Oscar Peterson: We Get Requests
Jirni Hendrix: Are You Experienced

Jethro Tull: Stand Up
Santana: Abraxas
Paul Simon: Groceland
Carole King: Topostry
Miles Davis: Tutu
Ricky Lee Jones: Pop Pop
John Lennon: Rock & Roll
Pink Floyd: Relics

Jimi Hendrix: Band of Gypsies
Fleetwood Mac: Rumours
Von Morrison: Moondance
The Roaches: First LP
Donald Fagan: The Nightfly
Block Sabbath: Black Sabbath
ELF: Brain Salad Surgery
Uriah Heep: Demons & Wizard.:

LPs $21.991 CD's $12.99/ Gold CD's $22.99
Sara K: Hobo
1D159
Women of Sony

JD155
1D147
JD154
.1D157
.10152
JD141
.11)145
CD10
0001
0012
0004
0020
0027
0025
0029
0014
0013
0023
0017
0026
0029
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Livingston Taylor: Bicycle
Bodi Assad: Echoes of Brazil
Best of Brazil -acompilation
Christy Boron: IThought About You
Rebecca Pidgeon: New York Girls Club
Poquito DRivero: Portraits of Cubo (SROM)
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CD's for ONLY $15.99!!)

The JVC XRCD Sampler: Selections from 1st 10 XRCD Titles
Mighty Som McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM)
Tiger Okoshi: Two Sides To Every Story (SROM)
The Bill Evans Trio: Everyone Digs Bill Evans
Doug MacLeod: You Can't Take My Blues
Joe Beard & Ronnie Earl: Blues Union
CD's 29.
Nancy Bryon: Lay Me Down
Buy 4 or more S26.9
Terry Evans: Puttin' It Down (SROM)
Bennie Wallace: The Old Songs
023 Yamamoto Trio: Midnight Sugar
Doug MacLeod: Come to Find
0015 Jimmy Rogers: Bluebird
John Coltrane: Black Pearls (SROM)
030 Yamamoto Trio: Misty
Mighty Som McClain: Kr
in Movin•
0024 Robert Lucas: Luke & the Locomotives
Nancy Bryon: Lay Me D
0021 Count Basie: 88 Basie Street

HIE ELUSIVE DISC OFFERS THESE OTHER GREAT LINES OF AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS!

Abkco •AS M •American Gramophone •Arnencon Pressing L.Ps •ASI •Alheno •ATR •Audio Directions •Audite Bainbridge •Bei••
•Cops: •Cordas •CBS •Cello •Centur y•Chandos •Chesky •
Clority •Concord •Crusoders •Crystal Clem •[bred Disk Labs •Diuwasher •DMP •Doi ion •East Wind •Editions EG •Ern Amy •Emu. i• u
•
IJ.,k •Foire •Foduno •EOW •Gecko •Gemini •Gomel? •GML •Golden
String •Harmon* Mundi •Hot Club •Hyperion •Indio Novigotion •John Marks Records •Kiku •King •Klovier •Linn •Lynto •M &K•MA •MCA •Meontime •Mercury •Nobel •Nautilus •Nimbus •Nopa •North Star •Novias
•Odin •Opus 3•Proprios •Quartet •(Ines II •Boni Shonkor •RCA Living Stereo •Ryko •Solisbury Labs •Son Fron sco Sound •Sheffield •Sonic Arts •Stereophile •Supe Anologue •Sweet Thunder •Tocet •Taurus •Telarc •Toshibo
•Trend •Umbrella •Vanguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •Windham Hill •Ask About Other Lobel,

BEST PRODUCTS!
ORDER OR INFO
BEST PRICE!
BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc@aol.com
BEST SERVICE!
'GUARANTEED!!

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-3472
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AOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:
UBY
SCALL v,i, Trade SCALL
:EFERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade $CALL THE GLIDER
AC H20; MO.9; 10.4 SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
$750
AC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
AC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
AC-20E11
$150
With 1
rode SC,414
UKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
$CALL
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CARTRID(;ES & TURNTABLES

:ARTRIDGES:
Moving Coil/High Output
flue Point Special Cartridge
Slue Point Cartridge
'earl Cartridge

Black Pearl Cartridge
SCALL Oyster Cartridge
SCAD- TURNTABLES:
SCALL Pro-Ject 6Turntable
$84 .99 Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

,110

NITTY GRITTY ›•u

564 99
539 99

SCALL
KALI
"I', etried better tames. arms.carlridgm. prramps. cables, and isolation schemes.
...none hate mer citen me the kinds tor 'monuments in iiiikr redo., •

.eta,
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Ir tOlt listen In records. tOn nerd a rentird•cleaning machine. Period." CM." Greenberg. Slerrophilt. .lint .94. Vol.17 05

ECORD CARE PRODUCT
1.
.thinual applii
. .fluid.,.
washing & naming while vacuuming.
'1.14

oodgrrain Cabinet
TEM #-ANI 1.0
soon. 1.5 - Auto scrubbing. &

', ODE

,(J

SCALL

MI modalime olmmoolottsto•
xamion. slide-out waste fluid tray.
on Solid Ook Cob.*
tiny! Woodgroin Cabinet
Moo NY».
MOOf I5
TEM P.ANIT1.5
SCALL
SODEL 1.51F1 - Auto fluid pplication. scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
gs
ITEM #ANIT1.5F1
(KAU
NODeL MINI-PRO 1 - Wet scrubs & vacuums both sides simultaneously.
SCALL
iir4ITy
l
Voodain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
$39.99
II
GR ITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$19.911
)UST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
$3499
vinyl for 1.5h, 2.5Fi, Mini Pro 182
20.99_Acrylic
__ .-all models)

lecord Cleaning Brush:
/ac Sweep Kit: (4 Vac-Sweeps)
Zapstan Kit: (4 Capstans)
.71/ Buffer &Loser Buffer Pods:

$13.99

RECORD 4 CD CLEANING_FLUID5 $13.99 Purifier 2 16 oz
$15.99
$13.99 (for all LP's) 1/2 gal. -536.99/1 gol..... $59.99
513 99 Pure CD
4oz
$13.99
Ultra

ULTRA DELUX
CLARIFIER
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LP's

$114.99

"Best Tweak
of 96!"

$349.99

krona.. don,...r1
perfoema. eiv COY'

Battery

Liartner:
$34.99
Eliminator: $15.99

auclioquest cables It accessories

RCA Interconnects: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available (MVO .$CALL
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal &Midnight. All lengths available (NEW) SCALL
Emerald X4 Toneorm Coble: (NEVI) $129.99 Pro Tonearm Cable: (NWI)
SCALL
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners( Ultra high purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF &Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner •'Improves CD sound!'
$26.99
Sorbothane Little Feet: (Pock of 4) .... $32.99 Sorbothone Big Feet: (Pock of 4)
$49.99
$134.99
Purist Audio System EnhancerTiFic
The ultimate burn rn and demagnetization Disc! gMffellle
Gruv -Glide H
$19.99
Improves sound. removes static. improves tracking, records and stylilast longer

GEO-DISC"

$24.99
By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
Precision cartridge alignment system. achieve critical alignment vv/in .003 inch in moments.
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HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': $949.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
•Add Benz-Micro Glider: $1,549.99
HW-191R Turntable v./ New VPI Low Mass Arm*: SCALL
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $CALL
•Add Benz-Micro Glider' SCALL { FREE eu,,t carturs s
•OtrIfit CARTRIDGES 6 • •

A,oiloble)

'This is akiller cartridge. more lifelike.
more holographic, more involving.... more musical.
...the Glider is way recommended.'
lai
Dronwell.Sterenpfule. Aug '9ó. V01.19 tat

want one of the cult hancr)-rowerel
go iltunagnehicrs front

cari

Acmhens. - •

:

2.0mv &Medium -1.0mv

"Eversone uho's 11110 analog is sure to

INNER -40c ea $30/100
MEE 20C ea $15/100
Pesealables - 40c ea $30/100
Mon Rice Paper • $8/10 Pack $70/100

ORDER BY FAX 765 778-2669
ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc •aol.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715

'

• ,o,o Package Poces For

ALL VPI Turntable Mode's'

•

made

in u.s.a.

1VIRNTABLES:
Source!!
KW 19 JUNIOR -A totally dead solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clomp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to FIW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
suu.
KW 19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor &ormboard, black acrylic
platter and spring suspension
SCALL
HW -19 MARK IV -TNT bearing &spindle assembly. 20 lb, acrylic plotter.
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only a 2V 16" space,
TNT 3platter &bearing
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by asolidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable too larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
steed:Is:1e
TNT SERIES 2.5 &

%MALL

SCALL

SCALL
"ALL

3-The ultimate in turntable technology

TONEARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable toneorm reference that is extraordinary in its ability to extract information from on LPs grooves. Soundstage is wide &deep with
air & separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images &top to bottom coherency is
unmatched. 5star rated in TAS issue 1061
SCAM
GRAHAM 1.5 BASIC -Award.winning uni pivot design. Fully upgrodeable.
SCAM.
We offer all models of Graham Tonearms and Accessories!! Call for details.
SME Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced orm on the market!
SCALL
We offer all models of SME Tonearms, Turntables & Accessoriesn Coll for details.
AUDIOQUEST PT-6; PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable) & PT-8 (Pro Cable) Adjustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
NEW VPI LOWMASS -VPI's newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!
CLEANING MACHINES: MBEIPIE
"...have Mind thy
to be art outstanding
performer. The reran, sudeces are microscopitally clean & are so pristine they look new!" Midi! , Magazine

HW-16.5 Semi-Automatic
$399.99
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

«ALL
!MALL

Features: Self-contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at .same time: Bicleaning; pushbunon controls: 'The
most deluxe record cleaner on the market!"
,
fice ,'9 ,1441

14W-17F -$849.99
Fully automatic!!
Cooing loo ',It-reuses
life al nIMOri ,

ACCESSORIES:
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter GREAT UPGRADEll....

'MAGIC' BRICK -EMF contra/ device $59.99 STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE- .. $14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL -

$399.99
S17.99

$5.99

K.A.B.SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph Speed Readout: A, u, or ),
Win .03%! Holiest
accessory /or vinyl junkies ,4.,..d..g.întJ
$84.991

16.5 lbs.

Audio Prism

Illoeimbro
Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
smm
smaisossailos
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rotin
(3 pack)
mek

CD BLACKLIGHT

...and these little guys WORK! ...I'm keeping
them under all my near." -Corey Greenberg.
Swreophile.%pr. '92 Vol. 15. 44
ea:el!)

Cmobolo g mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon troces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducmg jitter results in your
music sounding more
natural, 3-D & dynamic
with significantly less
glare &edge. ... $39.99

"The mat works in atrig way. Idid not have to grain

M.. CD

STOPLIGHT"' to hear the improvement. Improved definition. detad. dynamics, amore analog-like ,o undstage .
To
173
tell you the truth. 1...hegged Victor for amat ors the
$14.95 /3 OR MORE $12.95
ifüi ksmay
spot." - Sam Tellig. Stereophile, Apr. '9b Vol. /9 #4
-The

'mgr. cmcnt ma. a‘tonishIng" Dick Olshce
.Mai

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

Your Ultimate

SPECIAL!!!

150+page 1$3" U.S.A. / $5" INTL.
CATALOG J
VISA

"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

FRIFIEWITH ORDER!!

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:

UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (add. items .50c ea.)
/3-Doy Select: 1-3 Items $7 (adtl. Items Si ea.) /
2nd Day Air- 1.3 Items. $8 la& Items SI 2$ ea .l
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAXI
CANADA: lut Item $7.00 (odtl. items S1 9)

SOUND WORKS
Take Your System to the Next Level

Affordabe High-End Performance
If you've already bi-wired your speakers, you know what adifference bi-wiring makes. What you may
not know is how much more performance you can get, simply by using MIT's 12 or T4 Multi-Bandwidth
Biwire Interfaces.
Our most-affordable Biwire Interfaces feature Mils exclusive Multi-Bandwith Network Technology,
engineered for the special signal needs of the woofer and the mid/tweeter bands. The 12 and 14
Biwire Interfaces effortlessly deliver MIT's unmatched sonic hallmarks — better bass, clearer mids
and smoother treble. The 12 and T4 Biwire Intrerfaces give you superbly focused, detailed sound, with
outstanding dynamics and musicality. Best of all. MIT delivers this other-world performance at realworld prices. Go to the next level with MIT Biwire Interfaces.

SOUNDWORKS invites you to COME SEE OUR NEW STORE and audition these wonderful interfaces from MIT, along with our other fine products, in the country's finest soundrooms (including our
own MIT 2C31) certified room).
Acurus/Aragon
Aerial Acoustics
ALR Jordan
Ampro
Apogee
Audio Artistry
Audio Physics
Audio Research
B&K
Balanced Audio Technology
Bose
California Audio Labs

Custom

Creek/EPOS
(WO Audio Furniture
Denon
Dunlavy
EAD
Energy
Fanfare FM
Genesis Technologies
Grado
Harman Kardon/Citotion
KEF
Kinergetics

InsiaHallo!'

Klipsch
Klyne
Krell
Lexicon
Magnum/Dynalab
Martin-Logan
McCormack
Melos
Micromega
Mike Moffat Labs
Mirage
MIT

M&K
Muse
NAD
Nakamichi
NHT
Niles
NSM
Parasound
Pioneer/Elite
PS Audio
RCA/Proscan
Rh LSubwoofers

Specialist

SOUNO -441 ORKÉ

• We Take

Ratel
Sennheiser
Snell
Sony/Sony XBR
Sonic Frontiers
Spectral
Stewart Filmscreen
Vandersteen
VPI
Vidikron
Wadia
Wilson Audio

Trades

301-929-8600

10526 Connecticut Ave, Kensington, MD

BUI

LDING

LIBRARY

Steven Stolder

L

ike many angular talents, Nina
Simone is astudy in extremes—
alternately needy and aloof, earthy
and regal, agitated and serene. Along
with her poise and insight, there's
always been avehemence and indignation that simmers on the surface of her
songs. Simone is a quintessentially
American performer, albeit one who
renounced her homeland in 1969 and
wrote in her 1991 autobiography, /PUt a
Spell on Iiiii, "every time Iarrived in the
USA something terrible happened."
One would be hard-pressed, however, to find amusician more reflective of
the place and period that shaped her
art, though she's by no means achameleon. To the contrary, while the world
changed around her, Simone simply
drew upon amusical base so broad that
folk, jazz, soul, and cabaret cliques
would at various times claim her as their
own. Meanwhile, she didn't feel much
of aneed to answer to any of them.
À la Billie Holiday, Simone's phrasing
is conversational. She is, however, more
histrionic than most of herjazz peers, frequently exploring dramatic extremes that
owe more to Judy Garland than to Ella
Fitzgerald. Her husky, emotive alto can
be warm and inviting in one breath, only
to turn strident and alittle scary the next.
Never one to be accused of prudence,
Simone is apt at any time to defy good
musical sense in the interests of discovering the emotional essence of alyric.

s
Nina

imo

EiMEIRICF sFvMOliRi
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Born Eunice Waymon on February
21, 1933 in Tryon, North Carolina, the
tall, at times masculine-looking Simone
displayed her musical gifts early. Her
family couldn't afford to pay for lessons,
but alocal piano teacher took up her
cause, organizing acommunity fund to
pay for the youngster's classical schooling. She graduated as valedictorian of
her high school in 1950 with amission
to become abarrier-breaking black concert pianist. At first rejected by Philadelphia's Curtis Institute, she later studied at Juilliard. Skilled as an accompanist, her career as asinger had an unlikely beginning: the Midtown Bar & Grill
in Atlantic City. On her first night there
(which according to her was also the
first time she'd ever been in abar), she
befuddled barflies with piano-only
improvisations based on classical and
gospel works, one lasting three hours.
While at the Midtown, she adopted the
alias Nina Simone (Nina was anickname from aboyfriend; Simone sounded classy to her) so that her Methodist

minister mother wouldn't find out
where she was working, and, after
much coaxing from the lounge owner,
finally began to sing.
Three years passed before Simone
first entered arecording studio. When
Sid Nathan, the head of Bethlehem
Records, routinely decreed the songs
she'd cover and the musicians she'd
work with, Simone, who still fancied
herself amomentarily misplaced concert pianist, replied that things would be
done her way or not at all. Thus she
established aprecedent for tackling a
staggering array of standards, folk songs,
hymns, and contemporary pop hits. She
did so with a musical sensibility that
embraced nearly the full range of American music while also incorporating
African and European influences.
Little Cirl Blue (Bethlehem 30042)
was an auspicious start — it included her
sole American chart hit in Gershwin's "I
Loves You Porgy," as well as ajaunty
version of"My Baby Just Cares for Me"
that climbed the UK charts nearly three
decades later when Chanel used it for a
perfume commercial. (With characteristic corrosiveness, Simone has dismissed "My Baby" as "one of the slightest [songs] I'd ever recorded.")
In 1959 Simone moved to Colpix, the
recording adjunct of Columbia Pictures.
She remained there through 1964, marrying ex-cop Andy Stroud in 1961 and
installing him as her manager the next
year, shortly before their only child, a
daughter, was born. Anthology: The Colpix
Years (Rhino R2 72567) is a superior
overview of that particularly prolific
period. Culled from 10 albums (five of
which are still available domestically or
as imports), it presents the singer on low
boil. The selections range from such
sophisticated standards as Ellington's
"Solitude" and Billie Holiday's "Fine and
Mellow," to traditionals ("Little Liza
Jane," "Cotton-Eyed Joe," "Black is the
Color of My True Love's Hair"). It's
apparent that Ray Charles' early
'60s crossover success swayed
Simone to take amore commercial direction. Thus, the likes of
Ellington's "Do Nothin' Till You
Hear from Me" are marred by
hackneyed arrangements and
florid background vocals.
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Acurus
Adcom
AMX
Angstrom
Anthem
Aragon
ASC/Tube Traps
Audio Research
Audioquest
Avalon
Basis
Benz
Clearaudio
Faroudja
Genesis
Grado
Graham
Krell
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalah
Martin Logan
McCormack
MIT
Phast
Pioneer Elite
ProAc
Proton
PSB
Runco
Sharpvision
SME
Sonic Frontiers
Spectral
Sunfire
Theta Digital
Thiel
VAC
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Vidikron
VPI
Wilson Audio
hethecus
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THETA

Casablanca

"With its great flexibility,

superb sound,
and striking appearance,
it's hard to see how you can go wr

with the Cas

—Tom Nor ton „VereopM
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Digital Done Right
PROGRESSIVE AUDIO PROUDLY PRESENTS an EVENING with NEIL SINCLAIR,
of THETA DIGITAL April, 1998

Get to know us on the Web.

http://www.progressiveaudio.com

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO

(614) 299-0565

1164 N. High Street •Columbus, Ohio 43201

liff SNITZER/MICHAEL OCHS »OWES

the Rising Sun," "Four Women," "See
Line Women") are supplied, and there
is no shortage of highlights, along with a
few blunders. If you're looking for asingle two-disc introduction to Simone's
artistry, however, The Colpix Years is the
superior summary.
Simone has recorded erratically since
parting with RCA in 1974. During her
self-imposed exile she's been iffiliated
with avariety of labels, with several titles
available only as imports. Originally cut in
Brussels for the CFI label, 1978's Baltimore
(Epic/Legacy ZK 57906) is something of
an oddity. The repertoire ranges from the
Randy Newman title track to the Hall and
Oates hit "Rich Girl" to the traditional
"Balm in Gilead." (Simone complained
that she had "no say whatsoever" in the
song selection.) Sidemen indude studio
pros Andy Newmark, Will Lee, and Eric
Gale, who explore reggae and rock
rhythms that have since dated a bit.
Nevertheless, the material matches her
A multifaceted performer and personality, Nina Simone has never fit into any neat categories.
maturing voice, making Baltimore an
An increasingly politicized perspecestimable accomplishment
Five of Simone's Colpix records were
Live at Ronnie Scott's (DRG 91428),
tive informed Simone's late-'60s work.
concert recordings, asetting that suits her
Her friends included Black Power firerecorded in London in 1984, is an
idiosyncrasies while protecting her from
intense set highlighted by amedley of
overproduction, and one she's returned
brands H. Rap Brown and Stokely
Carmichael, and she made no attempt Simone's heartbreaking original, "If You
to frequently. At the Village Gate (Roulette
to disguise her militancy. "The King of Knew," with Brecht/Weill's "Mr. Smith."
CDP 795058 2) captures aparticularly
This album towers over the rather flat
intimate 1961 performance. Backed by a Peace is dead," she announced to an
audience the evening after Martin
Let It Be Me (Verve 831 437-2), cut later
trio that includes her favorite sideman,
Luther King's assassination. "I ain't
in the decade at the Vine St. Bar & Grill
guitarist Al Shackman, Simone ranges
in Hollywood. Finally, A Single Woman
about to be nonviolent, honey!" In the
from the yearning "He Was Too Good to
late '60s she left the US for political
(Elektra 61503-2), her lone American
Me" to asprightly eight-minute-plus verstudio album of the past 19 years, is a
sion of "Bye Bye Blackbird" that displays
reasons, going first to Barbados, then
heavily orchestrated and reflective colon to Liberia and France.
her keyboard skills.
lection. One can quibble with the mateIn 1964 Simone moved over to the
Simone's RCA years are best explored
rial (three Rod McKuen songs?), and
through three nonoverlapping collecPhilips label. Most of her records from
'64 through '67 are available in aseries of tions: The Essential Nina Simone (RCA piano chores are handled by LA vet
single-CD twofers: In Concert/I Put aSpell 66307-2), The Essential Nina Simone Vol2 Michael Melvoin on all but one track.
Still, "Dr. Nina Simone" (as the credits
on You (Mercury 846 543-2), Pastel (RCA 66428-2), and The Best of Nina
read) remains acommanding vocal presSimone (RCA 4374-2-R). CharacteristiBlues/Let It All Out (Mercury 846 663-2),
ence. Because the nights when she
and Wild is the Wind/High Priestess of Soul cally, she plunged into arange of songrecorded this disc were such a huge
books and styles between 1966 and '73,
(Mercury 846 892-2). All are worthstanding-room-only success, Ronnie
while, though Pastel Blues is particularly
when she put out nine LPs for Nipper.
Scott's booked her for areturn engageThe Essential volumes skip about deliriconsistent. Simone was ignited by the
ment a few weeks later. In typical
civil rights movement, and her fed-up
ously, from then-current top-40 covers
Simone fashion, she did not show up.
tirade "Mississippi Goddam" ("And I ("Ain't Got No"/"I Got Life" from Hair,
In her autumn years, Simone is
"Angel of the Morning") to rock (Dylan
mean every word of itr she testified
more elusive and eccentric than ever,
before aNew York crowd) surfaces on In
and George Harrison were favorites)
yet still full of her trademark fire. Now
Concert, ariveting 1964 document that to supper-club standards ("My Way,"
also includes astunningly theatrical ver"Cherish"). These compilations do a living in the south of France, she's
recently had two run-ins with the local
good job of sorting the wheat from the
sion of Weill/Brecht/Blitzstein's "Pirate
chaff, as does Saga of the Good Lifé and law. She received asuspended jail term
Jenny." Also available from the Philips
Hard Times of Nina Simone (RCA 66997and was ordered to seek counseling
years are Broadway, Blues, Ballads (Verve
after firing a scattergun at a pair of
314 518 190-2) and Don't Let Me Be 2), asmartly sequenced 16-track vault
teens who were making aracket near
collection that surfaced earlier this year.
Misunderstood (Mercury 834 308-2). The
The Tomato Collection (Tomato/Rhino
her home. A short time later she was
former finds Simone in fine voice, but
found guilty of causing and fleeing an
R2 71712) is awandering profile of the
the lush arrangements are clichéd and
accident that injured two motorcyclists.
first decade and a half of Simone's
distracting. The latter would have been
Hardly the type of behavior one anticrecording career. Alternate takes, most
more useful as aperiod survey had it
ipates from an esteemed song stylist
included something in the way of of them live, of aselection of Simone
S
stalwarts ("Cotton-Eyed Joe," "House of nearing her 65th birthday.
informed liner notes and session credits.
Stereophile, November 1997
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Free Air
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The Little

$249

The Little/More Power $449
The Supreme

$449

The Cosmic

$599

e411 »
- 0

Sennheiser 545

$159

Sennheiser 580

$259

prices shown repre-

Sennheiser 600

$349

sent only afraction of

The

products

and

the total number of
Etymotic ER4S

$299

headphone products
available. We also

The Home

$599

Grado SR60

$69

configure a variety of
headphone listening

The Maxed-Out Home

$999

Grado SR125

$149

The MAX

$1333

Grado RS1

$695

Stereophile Reviewers Speak
about portable headphone stuff
About the Etymotic ER4S:
"For recording engineers, Ithink
the ER-4Ses would be an indispensable tool--isolation plus accuracy make a difficult combination to top. For travelers, I
can't recommend anything more
highly. They help me arrive more
rested—through the reduction of
rumble---and in a great mood,
since I've amused myself on my
journey."
Was Phillips, Vol 18 No 7. July 1995
About the Supreme:
"With some products, to see
them is to want to possess them:
the HeadRoom Supreme falls into
that category...A remarkably wellthought-out,
well-engineered
product at an excellent price.
Long-distance travel will not be
the same again. Highly recommended—give that 800 number
a call!"
John Atkinson, Vol 17 No. 1, Jan 1994
About the Traveler Bag.
"...for the one specialized task of
consolidating everything you need
for portable high-quality listening,
this bag is incredibly well-thoughtout...lt has simplified my travels—
and helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot.
That's better than an upgrade
to first class."
Wes Phillips, Vol.18 No 10. Oct 1995
The Supreme has appeared twice
as an Amplification Component
of the Year Runner-Up: 1994 and
1996. It is currently rated Class
B on the Recommended Components List.

Stax SRM-3

$1360

Stax SRM-T1S

$2150

systems which

in-

clude headphones,
amps,

and

acces-

sories at discounted
system pricing.

Handy Cross Pen and

Antigravity Velcrism averts

Certs pockets provide

player/concrete trauma

lightning access to

Comfy shoulder strap
caresses the stressed
and weary traveler's

important business

neck and

tools.

shoulder.

See...cushy
spot for
amp and
CDs.
Bottom entry flap

Headphone

provides easy access

cable entry slot

to rear panels and

and slack cable

cable snake pit.

compartment

Includes pocket for

reduces annoying
cablus cunfusa.

extra batteries.

Inside and outside
top lid pockets carry accessories
like Etymotics or nose hair scissors.

Once you have your HeadRoom Traveler system you'll hardly miss
your home stereo at all—in fact you'll look forward to your next
road trip. [Geez! Imust be nuts...airports suck.) OK, but your
next trip can be filled with hours of high quality listening with a
HeadRoom Traveler System. $499 -$1499

Stereophile Reviewers Speak about
HeadRoom Home Headphone Stuff:

...with every HeadRoom
headphone product

About the HeadRoom Audio Image
Processor:
"From disc to disc Ialways found the
processed signal an improvement,
even where the effect on the imaging was vanishingly slight. But the
true worth of the HeadRoom circuit
will be revealed with extended listening—I don't want to underestimate its
importance by stressing the subtle
nature of the change. It's a cumulative benefit, reducing listening fatigue
by a substantial margin. In fact, Isuspect that subtlety is one of the most
reliable indicators of the correctness
of the processing...I could listen for
hour after hour, with noticeably less
effort."
Wes Phillips. Vol 18 No. 1. Jan. 1995

you buy.

About the Sennheiser 580:
"Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open.
back dynamic headphones with full,
extended low frequencies...JA's dynamic headphone reference."
Recommended Components List. Class "5"
Vol19 No.10, Oct 1996
About the Max:
"Articulate—that's the one word that
best describes Max. Oh, there are
others: fast, rich, complex—and paradoxically simple as well...Ultimately,
however, Imust keep returning to that
least definable of qualities, but the
one that most inhabits my love for
Max: the coherent articulation of the
essence of music...The headphone listener today does not lack for choices
when it comes to headphone amps...
I'd have to say the HeadRoom Max is
the one to beat...I want one!"
Wes Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb. 1997

Don't laugh! We're dead serious! We're so certain that a
HeadRoom headphone system will get you out of your seat and
dancing, that we also include a30-day satisfaction guaranty with
every purchace. To learn more about your next air guitar, call for a
FREE 48 PAGE CATALOG

The stunt man shown above
e not aprofessional

or check our web site at

www.headphone.com.

Please try this at home

HeadRoom
Be of Sound Mind
Order Direct. 30-Day Satisfaction Guaranty
Web Site -http://www.headphone.com

800 828 8184

Limit one air guitar per household Offer does
not include. surfboard crook neck squash.
cricket bat croquet meet. lawn flamingo
oversized 880 spatula. probing medical
equipment power tools. and other objects used
to intensify the air guitar expenence
HeadRooin

Is

not responsible for air guitars and

hotel rooms damaged in excessive erhuberance

HeadRoom Corp -521 E Peach -Bozeman MT 59715
PH 406 587 9466 -FX 406 587 9484

EIRE BACK...
Better Than Ever With:

•Custom
Design &
Installation

• Five Stateof-the-Art
Sound
Rooms.

•Dedicated
•Experienced
Home Theater Sales Staff.
Rooms.

And we're taking the best products along with us! Just listen to this list:
•ASC
•Audio
Artistry
•Classé
•EAD
•EgglestoneWorks
•Faroudja
Labs

•Genesis
•KEF
•Krell
•Marantz
•MIT
•Monster
Cable
•Revel
• Rotel

•Runco
•Sound
Anchor
•Spectral
•Stewart
Filmscreen
•Target
•Townshend
•Vidikron

•Vienna
Acoustics
•Wadia
•We also carry
custom
cabinetry by
Quantum
Fine
Casework.

FRONT ROW CENTER THEATER & SOUND
5435 North Federal Highway (One Block North of Commercial Blvd.)
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308 •Telephone 954/351-8985 •Fax 954/351-8986

Take the challengeSynergistic Research Seminar
comes to Deja Vu Nov. 20th!

•er4
,
4

On Thursday Nov. 20th at 6pm, Synergistic Research's Richard Segal is coming to Deja Vu and will demonstrate
Synergistic Research's latest system dependent cable technology! You will hear first hand how well Synergistic Research
cables complement different systems and components- comparisons will be made to many of the
industry's leading cables. As part of this very special event, we are offering you up
to an 80% trade-in allowance for your old cables toward Synergistic Research! (Restrictions apply, not all
At Deja Vu, we special-

brands are eligible.)

ize in offering you components that complement your current system as well as offering you that new dream
system. We take the time to get to know your system, your expectations and your
budget. Attention to your needs is why we are proud to offer the complete line of Synergistic Research cable
technologies. We work directly with Synergistic Research system technicians when matching the perfect cables to your system.
1361 Chain Bridge Road McLean VA 22101
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remarkable effects, and find aconsiderildegard von Bingen was born
able language to express her revealed
900 years ago, when the shad- g
view of God and Man.
ow of Imperial Rome still lay I
In choosing which of Hildegard's
long over Europe. She first saw the
compositions to include, Anonymous 4
light, literally and figuratively, in an age
has placed some emphasis on those that
of absolutes. Troubled by visions as
employ erotic imagery (mostly derived
achild (she called it "the living light";
from the Song of Songs) to describe the
the modern diagnosis is migraine
relationship between the martyred
with severe visual disturbance), she was
Ursula and her heavenly Lever. While
given at the age of eight to aChurch
Hildegard is hardly alone in such analovenial and simoniacal, whose absolutes
gies between the sensual and the spiriwere breaking down under simultuntual, the sheer intensity of her images
cous pressure from the logical disputahas remarkable power. Consider the
tions of Pierre Abelard in Paris, and
opening passages of "Favus distillans,"
the simple charismatic piety of the Alin Susan Hellauees lovely and evocative
bigensians in southern France. During
translation: "A dripping honeycomb
her long life, Hildegard became faHILDEGARD VON BINGEN
was the virgin Ursula /Who longed to
mous as amystic and seer, and also as
11,000 Virgins
embrace the lamb of God, /
and
the intensely practical founder and
Anonymous 4
H
jMundi 11M 907200 (Cl)). 1992 I(obinii G.
honey under her tongue..."
guardian of two monastic communiYoung prod.: Brad Michrl. rug. 1)1)1). TT: 7207
Ihave already risked my own credities of women. The question is: Why
Performance ****1/2
bility as acritic by gushing with effusive
the sudden modern fascination (eviSonics *****
praise for the singing of Anonymous 4,
denced in aspate of record releases) with
so why stop now? The medieval mystic Julian of Norwich
awoman whose life and world are almost incomprehensible in
spoke of "self-naughting," the total abnegation of the ego,
20th-century terms?
as essential to achieving the goal of oneness with God. On a
Ibelieve the answer to this question lies, at least partly, in what
more earthly plane, this describes the vocal achievement of
early-music conductor Marcel Pérés calls "... a'planished' conAnonymous 4: they simply become apart of the music. Their
ception of spirituality illustrated by the 'New Age' movements."
performance of "Favus distillans" will dazzle you, its combinakis easy to dismiss the New Age salad-bar approach to faith, and
tion of the erotic and the spiritual being carried, like Hildegard's
discuss Hildegard as though she were just another medieval
feather, on an upward wave of breath and sound. The hypnotic
liturgical composem but this is to miss her essential nature.
quality of Hildegard's music, intended to encourage the listener
Irecently saw atelevision program that compared the logical,
in the contemplation of the sacred text, is perfectly conveyed.
witty, almost-modern figure of Abelard with the acscetic and
In this they are aided by the excellence of the recording.
visionary Bernard of Clairvaux; needless to say, the latter mine
Robina Young has (as usual) avoided the popular equation
off far worse. Like the verities of the Middle Ages, this modern
between lots of reverb and mysticism. It's true that Anonymous
absolute —the unquestioned denial, as Chesterton wrote, that
4, when performing live, prefer large reverberant spaces, and
any miracle at all can take place —is also breaking down. The
the Campion Center where this CD was recorded is such a
followers of the New Age who adopt Hildegard as one of their
place. But the microphone placement achieves aperfect balance
own are more right than we might care to admit. After all, what
between direct and reflected sound, and nothing is artificially
other 12th-century mainstream Benedictine liturgical composer
emphasized; this is what alive performance would sound like.
created an artificial language, or gave such aprominent place to
women in the celebration of Christian ritual?
The modern women of Anonymous 4seem well aware of What about all these virgins?
The legend of St. Ursula and the 11,000 virgins runs thus: A
the essential contradictions in Hildegard's life. They have choBritish princess was betrothed to apagan king. Wishing to avoid
sen as their program an abbreviated reconstruction of the
marriage with an infidel, she delayed the wedding on the preDivine Office for three of the canonical Hours of the feast day
text of making apilgrimage. She sailed off with athousand local
of St. Ursula, for whom Hildegard held aspecial reverence (see
sidebar). To flesh out this reconstruction, they use the works of virgins; when word got out, 10,000 more joined up. They made
contemporary composers where no appropriate music of it to Rome, but on their way home stopped off in Cologne,
where they were promptly martyred by the Huns (in spiflj
Hildegard's has survived. 'This serves not to dilute Hildegard,
15th-century armon to judge from Hans Memling's painting).
but rather to emphasize those eccentricities of style that set her
The ()lieu] versions of the story mention only 11 virgins max,
apart from her contemporaries. Compare, for example, the
but what are afew orders of magnitude among friends? The
straightforward text of the hymn "Jcsu corona virginum"
metaphorical quality of the story must have profoundly affected
(from a13th-century manuscript), to the sophistication of lanearly Christians; the legend appears constantly in texts well
guage and metaphor of Hildegard's "Cum vox sanguinis."
before and after Hildegard. It was not until 1969 that the cult of
Hildegard von Bingen may have been an unpolished Latinist
St. Ursula was formally suppressed.
-Los Berkeley
and an untrained musician, but she was able to achieve
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CL ASSICAL
BEETHOVEN
Piano Concertos 2& 5
Evgeny KINS111, piano; Jutics Lcviiic. 1111111.1111101lia
Orchestra
Sons, Classical SK 62926 (CD). 1997. Grace Row,
prod.; Charles Harhutt, rug. DIM. TT: 68:46
Performance ****
Sonics ****

I

sit possible for anyone in the late
20th century to deliver afresh response to Beethoven's much-played
concertos? Maurizio Pollines last set of
Beethoven piano concertos, released a
few years ago on Deutsche Grammophon, left one in despair. How could a
pianist of his patrician talents turn in
performances so artistically tired? With
Evgeny Kissin's recording of Concertos
2and 5— with any luck, the first in a
series—hope is restored. While this
recording doesn't depose any of the
greats, it sits well alongside them.
Kissin's performance of the modest,
youthful Concerto 2(actually the first to
be written) is perhaps the most remarkable achievement here. The piece's
thematic material often seems half-formed and fragmentary, as if pointing the
way to greater achievements to come.
Kissin makes these fragments seem poetic in their incompleteness, partly with his
imaginative turns of phrase, partly
through the harmonic richness he gives
to everything he touches. He also makes
each new section seem like a major
event, announcing it in transitional passages played with extraordinary flair.
Kissin's "Emperor" doesn't attempt
to get away with mere technical heroism, or to breeze through on Beethoven's long-lined lyricism. It's aboldly
drawn interpretation, with much credit
going to James Levine's ready, eager
accompaniment. Kissin's hallmark is the
way he organizes the phrases to form an
engaging sense of narrative. He also
conspires with Beethoven to confound
expectations. Beethoven was great at
hinting at the arrival of acadence, bypassing it completely, then showing you
the most glorious manifestation of whatever musical ideal he was developing.
Kissin underscores this by using subtle
rubato during these hinted cadences, or
sometimes by speeding up in ways that
only add to the excitement.
This is an "Emperor" with grandeur.
Many pianists have grasped for that quaiity, but it usually requires asingular relationship between pianist and conductor,
Stereophile, November 1997

The Composer in his study—Benjamin Britten's incidental music for aradio play has been recast into
aconcert piece.

era," The Rescue 9
.
1
Penelope actually reveals
agreat deal about Britten's approach to
even this presumably mundane wartime
activity. Obviously, the composer took
his "ephemera" quite seriously — the
music accompanying Dame Janet Baker's
dramatic narration is indicative of great
care, imagination, and thoughtful application of the composer's considerable creative powers.
BENJAMIN BRITTEN
As with all successful collaborations of
words and music, the music doesn'tjust
The Rescue of Penelope, Phaedra
accompany the text; it helps elucidate
Dame Janet Baker. narr.,[,r: Alison Hagley, Athene;
and contextualize it. Certain themes and
Catherine Wyn-Rogers, Artemis; John Mark
Ainslev. 1Icones: Williaiis Dazeley, Apollo; Lorraine
particular instruments accompany events,
Hunt: soprano (Pile** Halle Orchestra, Kent
describe characters, and identify moods
Nagano
Erato 12713-2 (CI)). 1996. Martin Sauer, prod.; Don
and atmosphere. Of course, these techHartridge, mg. 1)1M. TT: 5109
niques have been used before, but
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Britten's devices blend perfectly and naturally into the musical and structural fabric: they don't call intrusive attention to
n 1942, Benjamin Britten, who had
themselves.
been granted conscientious objecStrewn throughout the piece are
tor's exemption from military sermany attractive melodic passages and
vice, began work on several BBC radio
orchestral expressions that make you
projects. This work led to aunique colwish for more: the little melody that
laboration with Edward Sackville-West:
wants to become afull-fledged song in
composing incidental music for Sackville-West's radio play, The Rescue of the exchange between Hermes and
Athene in Part Two; the orchestral inPenelope, adramatization of events from
troduction to that same scene; and the
Homer's Odyssey. This world-premiere
impressive orchestral conclusion. The
recording of the "concert version of the
radio drama" is areworking of the origi- performances, from Baker's narration to
the four solo voices to the orchestral
nal radio production, which included
considerably more dialog and an hour accompaniment, are first-rate. No one
and ahalf of music. In order to make a is trying to make grand opera out of
this; they're atrue theatrical ensemble
cohesive concert piece, arranger Chris de
creating scenes, characters, and action. It
Souza has bound musical sections from
isn't monumental, but it's certainly not
the original score, including vocal solos,
"ephemera" either.
together with anarrative text.
Phaedra, described as a"dramatic canDespite its virtual dismissal by Britten
tata" for mezzo-soprano and small orbiographer Humphrey Carpenter, who
chestra, was written more than 30 years
lumps all of Britten's radio compositions
together under the label "BBC ephem- after Rescue. Besides being Britten's last

such as existed between Edwin Fischer
and Wilhelm Furtwângler. More recently, Daniel Barenboim has attempted to
achieve it on his own in concert, with
eccentric results. With Kissin, such
grandeur seems effortless. Maybe such
qualities are possible only with full-time
pianists.
—David Patrick Stearns
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major composition for solo voice (a
tribute to Janet Baker), it also is an
example of his mature operatic vocal
style. As it toys with atonality, the work
remains anchored in tonal principles,
even though the anchor occasionally
moves, from the A major opening to
the C major conclusion. Soprano Lorraine Hunt assumes asuitably mezzo
quality for this work's essential vocal
demand, conveying the emotions of the
distraught, suicidal Phaedra as she prepares to die, having been rejected in
love by her stepson Hippolytus. Hunt
leaves us no doubt about her emotional
condition, and Britten's music creates
an ominous, fateful scene. It's not exactly "pretty," but it's extraordinarily effective, an achievement especially admirable when you consider Britten's own
fragile physical condition in the summer of 1975, the year before his death.
Although purists will want the London
recording with Britten and Baker, this
digitally recorded version with the very
able Hunt, Nagano, and Halle is afine
alternative, particularly when paired
with Reswe.
-David Vernier

•
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W orks for
Wind
orchestra

—Dan Buckley

GRAINGER
Works for Wind Orchestra

„os

THE0.1. COI.

A

the harp, both classical and folk.
In the years between that CD and
this, Jordanova's approach to improvisation has grown more liquid and
shamanistic, while her skill in mixing
and balancing her sonic elements has
taken sculptural relief and shape. Likewise, her work illustrates aunique lexicon of timbre, sonority, and color
exploited to orchestral dimensions by a
virtuoso visionary. On Dance to Slap,
Jordanova gives fuller range to her own
personal explorations. Without the palpable political imagery of the ethnic
VICTORIA JORDANOVA
fighting in her former country, she has
managed to express profound sadness
Dance to Sleep
and dark uncertainty.
Victoria Jordanova, harp, electronics, percussion, samThe featured work on the new CD
pled sounds; Lima Carmichael, clarinet
Emergency Music/CRI 755 (CD). 1997. Victoria
is her six-movement Modules for Harp &
Jordanova, prod.; Joseph R. IbIton, exec. prod.;
Electnmics, whose first movement, "Dance
Robert Wolff, eng. DDD. TT: 5025
Performanc
to Sleep," is also the title track. The secSonia ****1/2
ond movement, "Birds," takes on a
slightly fi inky character as Jordanova
link of the harp, and familiar sonic draws prehistoric cries from the windimages fill the mind: the crystalline ings of her bass strings and prickly, closecharacter of the Mozart Concerto, ly harmonized tones from the upper regfor example, or the lush sensuality of ister. By contrast, the third movement,
"In-Between" is astudy in perspective
Ravel's Introduction and Allegro.
But to hear Victoria Jordanova's akin to viewing amurder scene in slowwork is to shatter all musical illusions of ly pulsing light through partially closed
the harp. The Yugoslavian-born baby- blinds. The throbbing music pops into
boomer, whose 1994 release Requiem for sonic view unpredictably. "Paddleboae"
Bosnia was one of the most profoundly takes on atimeless, floating character, its
moving political works of this decade, implied sense of rolling pulsation underhas created aclassically based sound as stated but palpable, like arippled wake
rolling under athick canopy of trees
groundbreaking in its approach to the
harp as Henry Cowell's plucking and throwing murky shadows. "The Saw,"
tapping inside the piano, or Diamanda with its high pitch bendings and warm,
deep tones, is soothing, while "Static
Galas' extensions of the vocal art.
Requiem for Bosnia was a haunting Jam" builds to amenacing crescendo like
Phil Spector gone mad, only to abruptly
musical landscape sculpted from the
sounds of abroken piano, electronically drop out to the afterglow of harp.
The other major work on the CD —
altered and unaltered harp, and achild's
voice. The works that filled that CD — Mute Dance, for clarinet, harp, percusthe Four Preludes for Harp, Once Upon sion, and sampled sounds — is inspired
a'Time, and Variations for Harp — car- by and darkly evocative of the tradiried on with amixture of Jordanova's tions of Jordanova's homeland, the
singular instrumental voice, yet refer- crossroads of Europe, Asia, and the
enced them to the larger traditions of Middle East. Over ominous drones and
Stereophile, November 1997

understated, asymmetrical backbeats,
clarinetist Laura Carmichael delivers
elongated, Middle Eastern-inspired lines.
Jordanova's work is evocative throughout, yet is never brittle or jarring. Here is
an expressive new voice who will forever change the sound of her instrument.

Hill Song No2; Ye Banks and Braes 0' Ronnie Doon;
Faeroe Island Dance; The Lads of Wamphrey
March; Irish Tune from County Derry; Shepherd's
Hey!: The Merry King; Molly on the Shore;
Country Gardens; Colonial Song; The "(him
Suckers" March; Lincolnshire Posy
Clark Rundell, Timothy Rcynish, Royal Northern
College of Music Wind Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 9549 (CD). 1997. Ralph Couzens,
prod.; Don Hartridge, mg. DDD. TT: 60:58
Performance ***
Sonia ***1/2

I

es practically abreach of PC these
days to call anything a"band" unless
it's in afootball stadium, aholiday
parade, or acircus. The concept of the
symphonic wind ensemble, essentially a
band reduced in size with minimal doubling on parts, and with alean, clear
sonority, was pioneered by Frederick
Fennel at the Eastman School of Music
in the 1950s and adopted widely by
music schools and universities elsewhere.
'This new volume of Chandos' ongoing overview of Percy Grainger is devoted to works he wrote for what he called
"the band." Some of the works in this release were first recorded by Fennell and
the Eastman Wind Ensemble for Mercury Living Presence. If these folks at
Royal Northern want to call their band
aWind Orchestra, fine. It's that, too.
Grainger, an Australian by birth and a
one-time resident of the British Isles,
ended up in the US, where he took up
citizenship. In 1917 he enlisted in the
Army, in which he served enthusiastically as abandsman and instructor for
the duration of the Great War. As acomposer, Grainger was well suited for band
writing, as he specialized almost entirely
in miniatures — short pieces adapted
from or in the style of folk material from
Anglo-Saxon and Celtic traditions. In a
way, Grainger is as important to commemorating those traditions as are Holst
and Vaughan Williams. In his own way
he rivals Bartók in having done so in a
harmonic language that conveys asense
of loss and pain as industrialization
marched in to blur and homogenize
these traditions. Just listen to his 1951
arrangement of "Country Gardens,"
based on his very first thoughts on the
piece from 1908. Even in this most famil211
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iar and jolly Grainger piece there are dark
moments and reminders of mortality
Chandos has made great strides in
leaving well enough alone. Recent
releases from this company contain very
little to remind listeners of the excessive
post-production of earlier recordings.
The ensemble on this recording lives in
avery believable space (identified as the
Broadcasting House, Manchester). The
space is broad and resonant, but individual lines and textures remain clear at all
times, and at every level of density. The
Royal Northerners play with asense of
motivation and accomplishment that
appear to be thoroughly professional in
every sense. The dance-tune performances are lively and spunky. The sustained pieces, such as "Irish Tune from
County Deny (0 Danny Boy)," are
played with eloquent calm and not a
hint of mawkish sentiment.
Volumes 1-3 of the series (Orchestral
Works, Songs for Baritone, and Works for
Chorus and Orchestra, respectively) are
equally worthy of interest, especially to
those seeking fresh and novel repertoire.
—Richard Schneider

LAMENTATIONS
Music of Palestrina,
Victoria, Gesualdo, Ta//is, Byrd,
Kirbye, Ramsey, Weelkes, Josquin,
Tomkins, Allegri
Timothy Brown, The Choir of Clare College,
Cambridge
Col
na Classics 11555012 (CD). 1997. Tim Handley,
rug ADD? TT: 71:16 (Includes extra video Cl).
TT: 72:24)
Performance ****
Sonics ****

mended for avoiding that white-toned,
arch approach to this music that most
British groups seem to adore, and their
pitch, sense of drama, and clean attacks
are to be admired as well. The recording,
from two different churches (taped a
year apart), has fine ambience and clarity
Included as abonus is avideo CD,
playable (after some help from the techsupport people at my computer company) on my CD-ROM drive. It's very
odd, with ajumpy, computer-generated
look (rather than afilmed look, which I
can only assume it has when played on
aDVD player), and the sound is lousy.
But it's great fun to play with, and
Columns, alabel new to me, doesn't
charge for it. Video or not, this is aluscious program of devotional music,
some of it not frequently recorded.
—Robert Levine

MAHLER
Symphony 9
Jesus López-Cobos, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Telarc CD-80426 (2 CDs). 1997. Erica Brenner, prod.;
Thomas Knab, rug. DDD. TT: 85:44
Performance ****1/2
Sonics

B

runo Walter, Leonard Bernstein,
Herbert von Karajan, Jesús
López-Cobos.
Three weeks ago, if I'd been asked
whether any of those names seemed out
of place among the others, I'd have had
an immediate reply — and Idon't need
to tell you which it would have been. It's
not that Ihad alow opinion of LópezCobos; Isimply hadn't heard much of
his work. Consider me convinced.

5

orrow is the theme of this beautifully put-together and performed
Cl). Opening with Palestrina's
subdued setting of the Stabat Mater and
moving through two settings of 0
vos Otnties, by Victoria and Gesualdo
(the latter of which, with its amazingly
weird chromaticism, is one of the reasons to own this CD), we get to a
melody-rich Lamentations ofJeremiah by
Tallis — agood place to take abreak.
William Byrd, George Kirbye, and
Robert Ramsey arc represented by brief,
potent pieces, and settings of "When
David heard" by Weelkes and Tomlcins
offer nice comparisons. A deep, dark
"Absalom fill mi" by Josquin, as well as
his lainent for Ockeghem with its sad
ending of falling thirds, lead us to
Allegri's widely recorded Miserere, here
sung very slowly and very handsomely.
The mixed Choir (there are four
women) of Clare College is to be comStereophile. November 1997

López-Cobos' reading of the Mahler
Ninth stands tall among the very best,
namely those listed above. Iwouldn't
even argue too strongly if you claimed
that it is the best. But let's throw in the
name of recording engineer Thomas
Knab for some of the credit, too. Together, López-Cobos and Knab reveal
details I've never heard before in this
music.
López-Cobos gives us ahighly articulated performance without sounding
too careful or premeditated, the way
Bernstein's reading with the New York
Philharmonic often does. In slower sections, where many conductors founder,
López-C,obos always finds some detail,
some thread of melody or rhythm, to
maintain momentum. And while others
dwell on Mahlees preoccupation with
death, López-Cobos finds room for the
composer's joy of living. If the symphony contains the world, as Mailler wrote,
López-Cobos seems to uncover amore
complete world than most.
The Cincinnati orchestra's playing is
beyond reproach, and seems to fuel itself
on the energy of its conductor. The sound
does ample justice to their efforts, with
extremely realistic tone colors, superb
natural detail, rich textures, and ravishing
string sound. Although the notes make
much of the Spatializer technology used
in the recording, which is supposed to
create a "surround-sound" effect from
two channels, Iheard no such effect—
just an exemplary stereo soundstage.
This is simply the finest combination
of music and sonics that Iam aware of
among recordings of Mahler's Ninth.
And even without the extraordinary
sound quality, the performance would
be one to treasure.
-Robert Hesson
TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphonies 5& 6
Symphony 5, excerpts from Eugene Onegin
Elisabeth Lindemicier, soprano; Rudolf Kempe, Berlin
Philharmonic
Testament SBT 1100 (Cl)). reissue 1997. Paul Baily,
remastering eng. ADD. TT: 73:09
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
Symphony 6, Suite 3
Rudolf Kempe, Philharmonia 8c Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestras
Testament SIIT 1104 (Cl)). reissue 1997. Paul Daily,
remastering rug. AAD. TI': 66:44
Performance ****
Sonics ****

R

Jesus López-Cobos

udolf Kempe (1910-1976) is
finally getting the attention he
deserves in the reissue market.
Perhaps because most of his best work
at Covent Garden, Berlin, and Vienna
came out on pre-stereo LPs that are low
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Love and the Lionheart

Paul Hillier
PAUL HILLIER: Chansons de Timer«
12th- and 13th-Century French Low Sore
Paul Hillier, baritone; Andrew Lawrence-King,
harp, psaltery, portative organ
Harmonia Mundi HM 907184 (CD). 1997 Robins G.
Young, prou; Brad Michel, en& DIM). TT: 69:40
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****
RICHARD COEUR DE LION: linsibadour
Tionvères Songs
Ensemble Alla Francesca
Opus Ill OPS 30-170 (CD). 1997. Lawrence
Heym, prod., mg. DDD. TT: 59:13
Performance ****
Sonia ****

II

tmay be hard to believe in the
self-important 20th century, but
no one in history wrote more
movingly of Love than the troubadours and Trouvères of 12th- and
13th-century France. If you doubt this
assertion, you have only to consult the
material on these two discs. It's truc
enough that medieval poetry was
often conventional or beaten into
literary molds (just as in our own
time), but at their best, these lyrics
transcend their own ethos and become
genuinely timeless. Consider this,
from Gacc Brulé: "So well do Iremember the kiss /Igave that in my
mind /There is no moment—and this
betrays me — /When Ido not feel it
on my lips." To say that these lines
could have been written today does

on many reissue priorities, he's been
mainly left to used-LP collectors. What
an oversight! His Tchaikovsky Symphony 5is aperformance with everything: the early stereo sonies arc still
breathtaking, the Berlin Philharmonic
is at the top of its form, and Kempe
gives one of his most deeply compelling performances. Symphony 6 is
similarly interesting, though the Philharmonia isn't as accomplished, the
mono sound is adrawback, and the disc
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not do honor to the poets of the past,
but to those of our time.
Paul Hillier and Andrew LawrenceKing are certainly the ideal musicians
to interpret the 13th century for us.
Both have been performing medieval
song for many years, and it shows in
their beautifully assured and polished
style. Hillier's solid baritone and
direct approach to the material allow
its essence to come through, while
Lawrence-King (unquestionably the
best harpist ever to record this repertoire) is an absolutely ideal accompanist. Even in the more complex
works, such as "Ausi comme unicorne
sui," in which Love is described in the
conventional language of feudalism,
Hillier and Lawrence-King go straight
to the heart of the matter.
Like many figures of history, Richard the Lion-Hearted has been subject
to agood deal of revisionism of late.
Not only have his military successes
been questioned and his virtues
buried under mountains of his faults,
but he has even been "outcd." This
difference of opinion is not unique
to our age, however, Richard's contemporaries had similar feelings. The
troubadour Bertran de Born called
him "Oc et Non" ("Yes and No"),
while the anonymous author of "Redit
etas aurea" (performed beautifully
here by Alla Francesca) praises his
excellent government of England (the
cash cow for his beloved Crusade).
One thing is certainly to Richard's
credit: he loved music and musicians.
Deconstruct however we will, we cannot deny the power of the mythology
those musicians helped to create.
Alla Francesca has no revisionism
in mind; its lovely CD might well
have been produced by John Ford,
who liked to "print the legend." There
are two sirventes (political satires) here,

filler of Suite 3is pretty trivial stuff.
In both symphonies, Kempe amazes
because of his ability to personalize the
music almost to aFurtwânglerian degree
without taking interpretive liberties.
That's partly because Kempe had ahuge
range of ways to attack anote — sometimes sliding into it, sometimes leaning
into it, sometimes hitting it square on
the head — and could infuse that with a
myriad of meanings. He was also agreat
colorist, finding highlights in a given

but one was written by Richard himself against his enemies, while the
other does not mention him. The rest
of the tunes are either love songs or
works praising the Lionheart. Chief
among the latter is the famous planh
(lament) "Fortz chausa est," written
after Richard's death by the troubadour Gaucelm Faidit As acelebration
of the Crusader King's patronage of
the arts, these selections are aperfect
choice. Perfect too is the -voice of
mezzo Brigitte Lesne, ideal for medieval music and sounding much like
the descriptions we have of the joglars
(professional minstrels) who originally
performed these works. (There were
alsojoglaressas, women who made their
livings as musicians.)
It should be said, considering the
number of medieval music recordings
available today, that no one is absolutely certain how these songs were
performed in period. There arc some
sketchy descriptions in manuscript
sources, and some illuminations that
show musicians and singers at work,
but agreat deal is still guesswork and
intuition. Even so, these two discs represent vivid and involving realizations
of the Middle Ages, speaking with a
voice that is undeniably true to the
spirit of those times.
Sound is fine on both of these CDs
as well, especially on the Hillier
Chansons, which is as transparent and
natural as any I've heard. Instrumental
tone is good to excellent on both, and
soundstaging is realistic as well, although the HM suffers from atouch
of the Skywalker Ranch problem: the
side wall seems absent, and consequently the ambience does not spread
as wide as possible. But this is definitely a quibble where audionerds
ought not to tread; pay it no mind.
—Les Berkley

chord or orchestral flourish that one isn't
likely to forget. That, plus adeep feeling
for the music, tended to conspire in
most potent form in places such as
Symphony 5's more confessional moments in the first movement, or the
middle section of Symphony 6's waltz
movement. Here one perceives the
music as if for the first time — when, in
fact, you know perfectly well it isn't.
Both recordings are important for
anyone who cares alot for Tchaikovsky;
Stereophile, November 1997

Ayoung George Walker tickles the ivories.

but if you must get only one, make it 5.
It may be one of the greatest Tchaikovsky symphony recordings ever made,
even if the Eieene Ontgin excerpts that fill
it out aren't in the same league.
—David Patrick Stearns

GEORGE WALKER
The Music of George Walker
George Walker, piano; Gregory Walker. violin; Phyllis
Bryn Jolson, soprano
CRI 719 (Cl)). 1997 Joseph R. Dalton, Robert Wolff,
engs. 1)1)1). TT: 62:10
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2

A

nenthralling collection of music
by the first African-American
to win the Pulitzer Prize begs
the question: "Why have we not known
more about George Walker?"
A single-CD survey of selected songs
and chamber works spanning the years
1940-1970, The Music of Geore Walker
demonstrates the composer's stylistic
versatility, depth, and innovation. Thoroughly rooted in the European classical
tradition, his music unpredictably traverses C,oplandesque landscapes, energetic and tonally ambiguous worlds, and
finally outright atonality. In every language Walker pursues, however, there is
astamp of authority, individuality, and
personality that makes his music compelling listening.
Walker, who won the Pulitzer Prize
in 1996 for Lilacs for Voice and Orchestra
(commissioned by the Boston Symphony Orchestra), was born in 1922 in
Stereophile, November 1997

Washington, DC. He started piano
lessons at age 5, and by the time he was
14 had been awarded afour-year scholarship to Oberlin College, where he
graduated at the top of his class with a
degree in piano and organ performance.
From there he went to the Curtis institute and studied with such notables as
Rudolf Serkin, Mieczyslaw Horszowski,
William Primrose, Gregor Piatigorsky,
and Rosario Scalero.
He was the first black Curtis graduate, and the first African-American to
perform with the Philadelphia Orchestra. Walker taught over the years
at Dalcroze School of Music, Smith
College, and Rutgers University, where
he chaired the department until his
retirement in 1992.
The works included on the current
collection — some newly recorded
(1994-95), some from the CRI vaults
(1983) — include works for solo piano,
and 11 songs written from the 1940s
to the 1960s. Walker himself is the
pianist on all the works, with son
Gregory playing violin in the sonata
and soprano Phyllis Bryn-Julson performing the songs.
In all of the solo piano works, regardless of style, one is impressed by Walker's broad, organic sense of formal architecture, fondness for dramatic contrast,
and his rhythmic vitality and innovation
— the latter likely rooted to no small
degree in his knowledge of the organ
litera-tare. He eschews coloristic devices and unusual sonorities in favor of
arich, traditional sound palette. There's a
Webernesque compactness of form to
his work, coupled with avery human
expressivity. Even in works of marked
atonality, Walker's impulse connects
with rather than distances his listener. As
aperformer as well, Walker comes off as
authoritative, virtuosic, and soulful.
Many of the same qualities carry over
to the Violin Sonata. The writing for
violin alternates between songlike lyricism and jaunty expressivity. The interplay between the instruments is masterful, as is his contrasting at times of the
piano's massed sound against the more
intimate violin. Gregory Walker is
plainly achip off the old block, delivering with great authority and presence
throughout.
The songs are as outstanding as they
arc varied. Walker's instincts for setting
the English-language texts are impeccable. In "Sweet Let Me Go," for example,
the dark, tonally unresolved setting lends
an unsettling undercurrent to asinger
under sexual attack. In "The Bereaved
Maid," Walker generates acycle of loss

—from resignation and rage to disbelief
and, finally, sad resignation.
In somewhat atonal settings of two
Emily Dickinson poems ("What If ISay
IShall Not Wait" and "I Have No Life
But This") he offers the singer tough
challenges, from half-spoken/slid bits
reminiscent of Pierrot Lunaire to large
intervallic leaps and vocal extremes. In
all, Phyllis Bryn-Julson proves up to the
task, delivering with idiomatic style and
dramatic impact.
You may not have heard of George
Walker before, but after this disc, you'll
find yourself combing the record stores
for more.
-Dan Buckley

ROCK
THE PHILLY SOUND
Kenny Gamble, Leon Huff,
& The Story of Brotherly Love
Epic Associated/Legacy Z3K 64647 (3 CDs). 1997
Leo Sacks, compilation prod.; Tony Martell, exec.
prod.; Tom Ruff, cng. AAI)? TT: 337:10
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

T

here's an occasional tradition at
Stereophile called "Beer Friday."
Every so often, the cry for suds
goes up, and in no time the petty-cash
box is raided and conviviality reigns.
One particular Friday afternoon, just
before one of these festive occasions
commenced, the mail brought The Philly
Sound boxed set. As lifetime fans, John
Atkinson and Iimmediately turned silly
—as fast as you can say "Fat Tire Amber
Ale," we were playing air bass, air
Fender Rhodes, and doing our white
level best to conjure up Teddy Pendergrass. Unfortunately, too much beer
and too many out-of-tune choruses of
"The Love ILost" had passed by the
time we began trying to make the point
that some of this really ivas good music.
In the mid-1980s, when it became
clear that the disco monster had finally
and irrevocably been staked through its
polyester heart, afew brave souls began
advancing the theory that maybe alot of
great soul music (albeit some with overactive high-hat cymbal work) had been
sucked into the disco inferno. Much of
what is now considered worthy of reappraisal came from Philadelphia International Records, and has now been
collected in this welcome compilation.
In the history of funk and soul, few
have been more underappreciated than
the producing/writing team of Kenny
Gamble and Leon Huff. Funkier and
less pretentious than Motown, glossier
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Leon Huff and Kenny Gamble: The men behind
the music.

than Stax/Volt, the mainstream yin to
George Clinton's Mothership yang, the
"Philly Sound" that Gamble and Huff
masterminded was unabashedly cheesy,
hugely tuneful, relentlessly upbeat, and,
well...just great pop music.
Although they developed agloriously overdone production style — multipart vocal arrangements, lots of keyboards, and occasional tsunamis of overdubbed violins—Gamble and Huff had
range as writers. The duo wrote socialcomment songs for the O'Jays like
"Rich Get Richer," "Don't Call Me
Brother" and "Love Train," the last of
which also became their biggest hit
thanks to alush, irresistible arrangement,
call-and-response vocals, and a big,
bouncy bass line. With Billy Paul's "Me
and Mrs. Jones," the team sailed over the
moral dilemma of lyrics extolling an
affair with amarried woman by spinning
out along, sexy, slow-dance classic. And
when it came to just plain selling
records, Gamble and Huff could turn
on the syrup and get sticky-sweet in
numbers like the Three Degrees'
"When Will ISee You Again" and the
Olays'"I Love Music."
The most eloquent embodiment of
Gamble and Huff's artistic vision, however, was Teddy Pendergrass, then lead
singer for Harold Melvin and the Blue
Notes. "If You Don't Know Me By
Now" is probably the finest moment on
record for both the singer and the producing duo. Pendergrass' full-blooded
vocals arc also at the center of "The Love
ILost," atune whose Fender Rhodes
intro and final extended refrain —"I lost
Stereophile, November 1997

it /Sorry Ilost it" —are two of the alltime sweetest kernels of '70s excess.
Although anthologies like this inevitably leave alot out, this three-disc set
is adecent sampling of the Gamble/
Huff legacy. The Blue Notes' other hits,
including "Wake Up Everybody," are
here, as arc most of the great (nays
singles, like "For the Love of Money"
and "Back Stabbers," and the huge hit
"TSOP (The Sound Of Philadelphia)"
of the studio's house band, MFSB
(Mother, Father, Sister, Brother).
There are plenty of oddities as well.
The Jacksons' "Enjoy Yourself" was recorded for PIR. And then there are early
singles with Wilson Pickett ("Don't Let
the Green Grass Fool You"), Dusty
Springfield ("Silly, Silly Fool"), and the
bizarre, Gamble and Huff-produced
duo of Labelle and Laura Nyro ("The
Bells"). Because Gamble and Huff considered their music to be more than just
dance music (and because, as Producers,
they actually knew what they were
doing), these many-layered productions
are surprisingly well recorded for their
time, with vibrant high ends and big bass
articulation.
While soul-music fans and children
of the '70s will be particularly susceptible to this set's guilty pleasures, Isuspect
that Prodigy fans will find that the
music hasn't aged well. But for anyone
who's ever stood plastered against a
cafeteria wall during ajunior high
dance desperately trying to screw up the
courage to open themselves to certain
rejection (me), or for players who
looked forward to taking a crack at
these gems (JA), or for anyone prone to
air-instrument and imitative vocal binges (both of us), The Philly Sound is hard
to resist.
-Robert Baird
TOM RUSSELL
The Long Way Around
Hightone HCD 8081 (CD). 1997. Tom Russell, Hank
Bones, Andrew Hardin, prods.; Fred Reminert,
George Morgan. engs. MD? IT: 67:20
Performance ****
Sows ***1/2

ery few great songwriters have
voices to match. Consequently,
other people end up making hits
of their work. But certain songwriters,
Dylan being the obvious example, find
ways to meld their careers as performer
and songwriter until people begin to
say, "No one does his (or her) songs better than he (or she) does."
A hard-to-classify talent who doesn't
appear on alot of musical radar screens,
Tom Russell has quietly become his

own songs' best friend. Best known as a
songwriter whose work has been recorded by Johnny Cash, Suzy Bogguss,
Nanci Griffith, Joe Ely, and others,
Russell is aWoody Guthrie-ite, afar
westerner (dashes of "kai-otes" and
"wide open spaces"), and awell-traveled
song craftsman who is infinitely wiser
and more memorably tuneful than 99%
of the big-name singer/songwriters out
there. Most of all, he's amaster of miniatures. In "Manzanar" (sung here with
Katy Moffatt), for example, he details a
Japanese-American family's wounded
pride when they're forced into aWWII
relocation camp. In the gorgeous opener, "St. Olav's Gate," he paints what
seems to be an autobiographical portrait
of achance rendezvous in Oslo, complete with black-market vodka, buskers
playing "Waltzing Matilda," and bagpipes squeezing out "old Claire de Lune."
In one of his best tunes, "Haley's
Comet" (done here as aduet with Dave
Alvin, who's recorded the best-known
version), he paints asad portrait of rock'n'roll pioneer Bill Haley's last days.
Instead of the standard greatest hits
record, Russell's decided with this disc
to re-record agroup of his best-known
tunes, many in duets with the likes of
Moffatt, Alvin, Jimmie Dale Gilmore,
Nand Griffith, and Iris Dement. Nine
of 71:e Long Way Around's 17 tunes were
recorded live in St. Louis during atwonight stand and, as live recordings go,
are nothing special sonically: Russell's
guitar and voice front and center, everything else drifting away on either side.
The studio work is more evenly balanced and detailed.
On this set and also on his most
recent all-studio disc, the excellent Rose
of the San Joaquin (Hightone HCD
8066), Russell shows that he's worked
his Johnny Cash-like baritone into a
good fit for his songs. As asidelight, he's
also spread his wings and found success
recently as producer of the much-acclaimed Tulare Dust tribute to Merle
Haggard. Despite these forays, Russell's
songs will always be the reason to listen.
That's not to say that he's immune to the
usual songwriter pitfalls: some of his
melodies and song structures sound too
much the same. And well-worn subjects
like the GI-turned-junkie who never
came home from 'Nam, covered here by
"Veterans Day," already have more than
enough songs written about them.
But when Russell's on, he's one of a
kind. From the descending chorus lines
of "Outbound Plane" to lyrics like "Has
anybody here seen the woman Ilove /
She'll fight down and dirty when push
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Third Time's the Charm
first two, much-acclanned CDs.
On End cfthe Summer, an album full
of evocative songs that get even more
interesting when you stroll through
the lyric sheet, she's gone electric and
found a few heroes. "Are You Out
There" is really alove song to the heroic late-night, small-station deejays who
play cool, cutting-edge records and
speak directly to listeners weary of
generic songs and mainstream patter.
Williams, who is 30, understands the
passion of great radio and the compassion of those moved by it. Set to an
infectious tune and amoody Daniel
Above: Matraca Berg
Lanois-like backdrop, "Are You Out
Left: Dar Williams
There" blends the vision of apoet with
DAR WILLIAMS: End of the Summer
the feistiness of ateenager just discovRazor & Tie RT2830-2 (Cl)). 1997. Steven Miller,
prod, eng. AM)? TT: 43:52
ering herself and what's really out
Performance ****
there. On "Teenagers, Kick Our Butts,"
Sonics ****
the singer implores today's youngsters
MATRACA BERG: Sunday Morning to Saturday
Night
to continually challenge the system,
Rising Tide RTD-53047 (Cl)). 1997. Emory Gordy,
and with crafty foresight warns them
Jr., prod. (except "Some People Fall, Some People
Fly." Emory Gordy, Jr. & Randy Scruggs, prods.)
to understand when, someday, another
AM)? TT: 4005
generation comes along to kick theirs.
Performance ****
No wonder so many kids relate to her
Sonics ****
candor. On "What Do You Hear in
nayear when Shawn Colvin and These Sounds" she takes us right onto
Jewel have been conspicuous exthe therapist's couch. (She's admitted
ceptions to the rule, the road for
that her own experience with one
probably saved her life.)
most recorded singer/songwriters is
still full of bumps and bruises, usually
With electric songs interspersed
leading deep into obscurity "Hey,
with acoustic ones like the sweet "If I
ain't that America..." But Dar WilWrote You," dedicated to Townes
liams and Matraca Berg, two articuVan Zandt, aseamless thread of relate storytellers who've turned their flection and optimism runs through
End of the Summer. The set's only nonlives into song with intimacy poetic
savvy, and fireside-chat charm, arc deoriginal, the rootsy, album-closing
termined to take paths less traveled.
cover of the Kinks' 'Better Things" (a
Williams and Berg have each just minor hit from their Give the People
released their third and best CDs, and
What They Want album) finds the
both are on career rolls.
singer assuring afriend that the doubt
New Englander Williams is a and sadness of today will give way to
Wesleyan grad who recorded acouahappier tomorrow. But in Williams'
clutches, the tender giddiness of Ray
ple of homemade tapes back in the
early '90s before stepping into the
Davies' original is replaced by amore
national spotlight. If the title of the
guarded optimism. Things don't alsecond one, All My Heroes Are Dead,
ways work out, as Williams knows,
suggested acynical, idealistic folkie at and it's part of her considerable gift as
odds with her surroundings, the six
a singer that she brings out the
years since its release have seen a vulnerability in this song while regraceful evolution for this ingenue
maining cautiously upbeat.
who once aspired to playwriting.
Born and bred in Nashville, Matraca
She's toured and recorded with Joan
Berg has become one of country
music's most respected songwriters,
Baez, appears on the new Heritage collection of newly interpreted Amwith the reputation of turning out fineerican roots music (which also inly crafted songs filled with hope, vision,
cludes Willie Nelson, Mavis Staples,
and vulnerability. Some of the most
Jane Siberry, and others), and has sold
evocative hits of the past couple years
well over 125,000 copies each of her —"You Can Feel Bad," "Cry on the

il
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Shoulder of the Road," "Wild Angels,"
"Everybody Knows," "We Danced
Anyway," and "Strawberry Wine" —
have come from her pen to light up the
radio when sung by Patty Loveless,
Martina McBride, Trisha Yearwood,
and Deana Carter. With Sunday
Morning to Saturday Night, Berg proves to
be much more than areliable songwriter — she's one hell of asinger, on a
par with Mary Chapin Carpenter, Pam
Tiflis, and Bonnie Rain.
Like Dar Williams, Berg has asharp
eye for detail and akeen memory, and
isn't afraid to share her experiences. In
"Some People Fall, Some People Fly,"
she addresses her own marriage and
concludes that, at the crossroads where
the infatuation has wons down, some
couples break up while some dig
deeper. On "The Resurrection," the
album's bold closer, Berg subtly
weaves together the yearning for more
innocent times with arequiem for the
country singers of yesterday who've
been forgotten in the gold rush of
modern-day Music City. "Dreams die
hard around here," indeed. Berg
remembers her town when its soul
was still rough around the edges and
when, as achild, she'd tag along with
her singing mother and aunt when
they'd do session work. She still hears
that traditional sound in her head, and
her songs continue to be rooted in it.
The bittersweet wonder and realization that proved "Strawberry Wine"
acareer-maker for Deana Carter is
evident throughout Sunday Morning.
In the bluesy "If IWere an Angel,"
the singer recalls the sad taste of missing her mother terribly after leaving
home for the first time, and in "Back
When We Were Beautiful" she sings
from the perspective of an elderly
woman haunted by her aging reflection in the mirror.
But while Berg's songs are always
poignant, at its heart this is afun, contemporary record whose songs probe
the past in search of a meaningful
future while not forgetting to live for
the moment at hand. Produced by
Emory Gordy, Jr. (Patty Loveless,
Delbert McClinton, George Jones),
Sunday Moniing to Saturday Night is filled
with the passion and real-life characters that populate her radio hits. Only
this time, they're coining straight from
the force's mouth.
-David Sokol
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Tigris Integrated &
Headphone amplifier
Class A Push-Pull
Dual Mono All Tube
4x12AX7 4x6V6
8xEL84/6BQ5
3Pentode/Triode options
0-12 dB adj. Feedback
$2495

(
Meadowlark

( -Audio

"disappearing loudspeakers"
Kestrel $995 Shearwater $2000
Heron $4000
Advent
PS8

ATI
Meso

AMC

MK

Engineering

895 indion Trod Rood Li/burn GA 770 931 0606
New and Used Audio
Tube and Soho' State
Clayton
Rego

Creek

DH

Salamander

AUDIO NEXUS
EAD ULTRADISC is here! The reference standard DSP-7000 and
DSP-9000 Series Ill D/A converters have been joined by the ULTRADISC-2000T CD transport and the ULTRADISC-2000 CD player,
both using the finest available stable platter transports. EAD also has a
full line of A-V products, including the THEATER MASTER processor and
Theater Vision laser disc player.
FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission line and
tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess clarity and openness far in excess
of their cost!
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for $980!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much larger
designs.
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line drives
are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need more
power? Go for the full size DNA 0.5 or DNA 1.0 amps!

lobs
Designs

Meadowlark
Sherwood

Audio

N.E.W.

Newcastle

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
MELOS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of their preamps and
D/A converters make musicality available to all budgets. Highly praised
in TAS and Stereophile. YOU MUST HEAR THE SHA GOLD.
PLATINUM As stunning to the eyes as they are to the ears, these
loudspeakers are aesthetic jewels that fit beautifully into any setting.
"...the most musical loudspeaker of its kind Ihave ever come across.",
LJohnson, AVI.
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre products!
(Sorry, no moil order on Rote!.)
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system? The
VCC- Icenter channel speaker is the best in the industry!

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •Balanced Audio Technology •BEL •B& K•CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste
Chang Lightspeed •EAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Forte •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo
Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kahle •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •NAD •Nakamichi
Nitty Gritty •Platinum •Power Wedge •PS8 •Rotel •SME •Sota •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI
* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
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comes to shove /She'll win every round
if the fight goes according to plan /
With the smile of an angel and the eyes
of Roberto Duran" (from "The Eyes of
Roberto Duran") to "U.S. Steel," atune
whose subject and approach owe much
to Guthrie (and where Russell's vocal
performance is uncannily Cash-like), to
border-town epics like the tale of a
fighting cock, "Gallo del Cielo," Russell
has built an impressive body of songs
that, like Dylan's, may now have no better interpreter than their writer.

where asupple duet with Newton gives
way to rollicking rhythmic exchanges
with the drummer. And James Newton
is the most accomplished, adventurous
flutist in all ofjazz. From his fluid, boppish elisions in "Inch Worm" and the
rapid-fire cubist passages of Atkinson's
"Hit It" to the Dolphy-esque blues
cadences of "Oblong," Newton simply
has more power, projection, tone, and
rhythmic abandon than anyone else on
the instrument. He moves easily from
the funky lyricism of Andrew Hill's
"Nicodemus" to vocalized passages of
Roland Kirk-like harmonics and multiphonics on Cyrille's rolling tribute to
Art Blakey, manipulating his instrument
like amacho tenor man or awacky
drummer.
Together, the trio swings in the most
plastique, open-ended manner imaginable, treating free forms with more elegance and grace than they're usually
accorded, for aspaced-out yet deeply
rootsy recital.
-Chip Stern

needed extra bucks on the side. With
artistic integrity and genuine love of the
music at the heart of the company, it's
not surprising how top-notch the quality of performances are on the 4-CD retrospective Debut sampler released by
Fantasy Records. Fantasy, the caretaker
of several esteemed jazz indies including Prestige and Riverside, gives snapshot views of Debut's catalog by compiling highlights, most of which have
appeared on various Original Jazz Classic
CDs or the 4-CD boxed set, Charles
— Robert Baird
Mingus: The Complete Debut Recordings
(12DCD-4402-2).
A word of warning about sonics:
quality varies from scratchy, poorly
JAZZ
miked live material to surprisingly good
studio performances (recorded, like so
many during that era, in Rudy Van
ANDREW CYRILLE TRIO
Gelder's home studio in New Jersey).
Good to Go, With aTribute to Bu
Apologies are offered in the informative
booklet. Reissue obstacles included damAndrew Cyrille, drums; James Newton, flute; Lisle
Atkinson, bass
aged master tapes, missing masters
Soul Note 1212292-2 (CD). 1997. Flavio llonandrini,
(which required transfers from 78s, 45s,
prod.; Aldo Borrelli, eng. AAD? TT: 67:45
Performance ****
and LPs), and the ru 14:ed conditions of
Sonics ****
the original live recording sessions. But
THE DEBUT RECORDS STORY
the compelling content is worth the disood to Go is avividly recorded Music by Charles Mingus, Max Roach, Miles Davis, tractions: This boxed set is packed with
Charlie Parker, Paul 13Iey, John Dennis, Kenny
trio recital, each instrument
diamonds in the rough.
Dorham, Spaulding Givens, Hank Jones, Shall Hadi,
delineated with power and preThe proceedings begin on an inauspiJ.J. Johnson, Bennie Green, 'Thad Joncs, Jimmy
Knepper, John LaPorta, Alonzo Levisiter, Ada
cision, though atad more perspective
cious note with several tracks featuring
Moore, Sam Most, Oscar Pettiford, Bud Powell,
and ambience might have made things
Charlie Parker recorded live at two
Hazel Scott, Billy Taylor. others
more involving for this finicky listener. Debut/Fantasy 41)CD-4420 (4 CDs). 1997. Ed New York venues. The playing is highly
Michel, compilation prod.; Michael Semanick, cog.
Nevertheless, this close-up, ultra-live
inspired (especially on aspirited rendiAA1). 'TT: 5:07:13
recording puts you right in the center of Performance ****
tion of Tadd Dameron's 'Hot House"),
the action, with three master improvis- Sonics ** 1/2
but the sound quality is so muddy and
ers at the height of their powers demthe editing at times so sloppy that the
onstrating ahighly disciplined, intuitive
onflicts between artistic vision music is almost unlistenable. But once
brand of collective interplay.
and commercial motivation are you get through that stretch, it's fairly
For drummer Cyrille, an adventuras old as the recording industry clear sailing. As might be expected, Minous percussion virtuoso who has match- itself. Musicians balk at record-compa- gus and Roach appear frequendy, toed wits with everyone from Bill Barron
ny edicts and start their own labels gether in trios (including asuperb threeand Mary Lou Williams to Cecil Taylor in order to command total creative tune sampler with pianist Bud Powell)
and Muhal Richard Abrams, Good to Go control over their music. However, be- as well as with their own various ensemmay very well be his most engaging cause they're such time-consuming and bles. Mingus' work throughout is excelrecording as aleader. The varied and money-exhausting endeavors, home- lent, whether in duo settings (with pialistener-friendly selection of vamps, spun labels rarely survive. While today's nists Billy Taylor and Spaulding Givens,
swing, and ballads balances out the relatively inexpensive CD technology aka Nadi Qamar), quartets, quintets, an
more visceral moments of emotional has made it possible for hundreds of octet, and, for aThad Jones date, even a
meltdown, as on the drummer's own jazz, rock, pop, and blues musicians to full orchestra.
"Fate," where the trio proceeds from place "product" into the hands of fans,
The early highlight is the bebop summit of Dizzy Gillespie and Parker
some down-home fatback into aseries most leap at the chance to go for broke
of rhythmic transformations that man- with the majors if drafted.
recorded at Massey Hall in Toronto in
The most successful artist-driven jazz
1953. "Perdido" ends disc 1, and disc 2
age to abstract the theme without totally losing its essence. Here, and on record company for its time was Debut, opens with "Salt Peanuts" and "A Night
Newton's "Olmecas," Cyrille employs founded by Charles Mingus and Max in Tunisia." Rhythm section? How
impeccable dynamics and touch to Roach in 1952. In its five-year existence about Powell, Mingus, and Roach? The
craft some marvelously resourceful me- Debut proved to be alaunching pad for concert proved to be the last recording
lodic variations.
rising stars of the jazz world as well as a session of Diz and Bird together. The
In Lisle Atkinson the drummer has a vehicle for established artists (including chemistry is strong, the feeling loose,
master bassist capable of the most Mingus and Roach, both bandleading the delivery delightful.
resounding tonalities, focused low-end rookies then) to get their music heard.
Other noteworthy performances inpunctuation, and fleet, g, uitarlike pas- In the case of Miles Davis, the label pro- clude afour-trombone group led by IL
sages —as on the cover of "Inch Worm," vided an opportunity to pick up afew Johnson, trumpeter Kenny Dorham's
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AUDIO/VIDEO
CABLES

You are invited to audition

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

&
MORE
Computers

DON'T PAY

People

EXORBITANT PRICES

!FOR TOP QUALITY!

has equaled the high priced brands.
Sonic equivalents of the high priced
brands at afraction of their price. LA T
demystifyies wire technology Ask for
explanation literature
& MORE

COMPONENTS
CD players - solid state and tube
Pre-amplifiers - solid state and tube
Amplifiers solid - state and tube

and

We also Feature:

L A T International, Inc has years of
experience in wire manufacturing and

Evanston
84'-864-9565
Ilinsdale
630-789-1990
Libertyville
84 --36.2-6594
Chicago
312-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldmund,

now

SPEAKERS!

Gradient,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,

An idea who's time has come

Martin-Logan,
Micromega,

SPEAKER

Proceed,

CLONE

Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
and many more.

aUDIO consul:rams
the finest in stereo

Audio amMdco Sped:dims Since 1967

1-800-598-8771
TOTVVIN@SPEAKERCLONE COM

Integrated amplifiers
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges
Speakers
& MORE

HOME THEATER
Video & Audio wire and cable
Speakers -free standing
Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands
& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for a free complete catalog of all
our Audio/video products that also
includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24

SOUNDINGS

Since 1986
has enjoyed a following
both locally and
nationally of people
who know and love
the experience that a
Fine Music or Home
Theater System can
bring to their lives
Our knowledgeable
staff appreciates and
understands the magic
as well as the
technology necessary
to help you customize
your need for
Fine Music and Home
Entertainment

SOUNDING

hours per day. Fax 609 428 1832

1

Krell, Thiel, Theta, Angstrom,
Balanced Audio Technology,

Black Diamond Racing, Conrad Johnson,
Eggleston, Audio Magic, Cardas,
and much more...

•Trade-ins welcome

AUDIO/VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS ASUBSIDIARY OF
LATINTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES. INC.
3.,.............
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303-759-5505
469" E. Evans,
Denver, CO 80222

•Call tor great selection

Dl high end trade-ins and demos

•30 day exchange

•Free shipping
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debut as aleader, two mightily swinging
tunes by Oscar Pettiford (who plays
cello while Mingus takes over the bass e
duties), three reflective beauties by the
Miles Davis Quintet, an upbeat keyboard demonstration by Paul Bley, and
afine jump blues by trombonist Jimmy
Knepper's quintet. There are also plenty of revelations. Pianist John Dennis, a
1)ebut "discovery" from Philadelphia,
performs in various settings but strikes
pay dirt with a solo piece, "Variegations." Saxophonist John LaPorta bops
through a hot original "Fluid Drive"
with his quintet, and pianist Hazel Scott
flows through two standards with
Mingus and Roach.
The Debut Records Story's final track is
by tenor saxophonist Shafi Hadi's sextet
(with baritone sax ace Pepper Adams),
which swings mightily through the
leader's spirited original "Joldi" (unissued until the CD era). That September
1957 recording session proved to be the
Clifford Jordan playing what he felt.
finale for Debut, formed five years earlier by abassist who was still working
tures Jordan with his rangy big band at
for the post office and adrummer on
the verge of starting his own brilliant
Condon's, aonce-thriving jazz room in
career.
-Dan Ouellette
upper Greenwich Village. In typical
Mapleshade fashion, Sprey recorded the
performance live to two-track analog
CLIFFORD JORDAN
with no board, using custom-made
BIG BAND
plexiglass panel mikes (the band called
them "tomato catchers"). The setup conPlay What You Feel
veys the wonderful aliveness and viClifford Jordan, Junior Cook, Lou Orcnstein, Willie
brance that you heard if you sat in front
Williams, tenor saxes; Charles 1)avis, John Jenkins,
alto saxes; Roben Eldridge, baritone sax; Kiane
of Jordan and crew at this railroad
Zawadi, trombone, euphonium; Benny Powell,
car-shaped club. (I know — Iwas fortutrombone; 1)izzy Reece, I
Sickler, 1k:in Pratt,
nate enough to hear the band there
Joe (;ardner, trumpets; Ronnie Mathews, piano; Ed
Howard, bass; Tommy Campbell, drums
once.) It sounds great, with superb transMapleshade 03232 (CI)). 1997. Clifford Jordan, Larry
parency and ahumongous soundstage.
Willis, prods.; Pierre Sprey, prod., cng. AAD. Tr:
69:43
For my tastes, there arc nothing but
Performance ****
excellent renditions here, mostly of
Sonics ****
Jordan originals. "Down Through the
lifford Jordan, who died far too Years" is agorgeous ballad that spotyoung in 1993 at age 62, was an
lights both Siclder's heartfelt trumpet
unsung giant of jazz. Both as a work and the leader's idiosyncratic
melodic flow and tonal wannth, with
sideman (with JJ. Johnson, Charles
those incredibly rich low-register tones
Mingus, Horace Silver, and Max Roach)
and crying middle-upper range. "Charlie
and as aleader, the Chicago native deParker's Last Supper" is another luscious
livered consistently magnetic perforslow tune that weaves between asweet
mances characterized by his resplendent, human-sounding tone and hardballad and a down-home blues — an
ideal platfonn for Jordan's Bird-based
swinging, extremely musical improvisaexposition, and that of altoist John
tions that were deliciously easy on the
ear. Sadly, his refusal to be involved with Jenkins, another Parker devotee. Jordan's
anything but the highest musical stanrhythmic whammy and mix of complexdards limited rather than expanded
ity and accessibility are showcased on the
foot-stomping "Bearcat" and the medihis audience.
um-up rip-roarer "Third Avenue."
The big man's fans were, and are,
legion and lifelong; I'm one, and so is Among the standards are Monk's "EviMapleshade's Pierre Sprey, who recorddence" and Dizzy Gillespie's "I Waited
for You."
ed the tenorist in several situations, inIf you want more of this band, check
cluding the splendid LiVe at Ethell's
out Down Through the Years (Milestone
(Mapleshade 56292). Here, Sprey cap-
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9197), also recorded by Sprey at Condon's, but released with less ardent postproduction values.
-Zan Stewart
JAMES BLOOD ULMER
Music Speaks Louder than Words
Janie. Blood Ulmer, guttar, vocals; Mullael
Ulmer, keyboards; Calvin "Hassen Truth" Jones.
acoustic bass; Amin Ali, electric bass; Rashied Ali,
Aubrey 1)ayle, drums
Koch Jazz 3-7833 (CD). 1996. James Ulmer, Kazunori
Sugiyarna, prods.; Alec Head, Joe Ferla, rile. DD1).
IT: 54:41
Performance ****
Sonics ****

E

ven though he's best known as a
disciple of Omette Coleman and
his school of harmolodics, guitarist James Blood Ulmer has been experimenting with antimatter jazz since
the late '60s, when he was cooking up
his own brand of abstract funk with
Hammond B3 organ ensembles. However, Ulmer readily acknowledges the
Omette factor, calling his music "harmolodic diatonic funk" — a countrymeets-electric-blues-infused free interchange of movement that spurns the
traditional lead/rhythm instrumental
hierarchy.
Ulmer further celebrates Coleman
with his latest album, Music Speaks
Louder than Words, arousing collection
dominated by compositions written by
the free-jazz maestro. ("Ihis album was
originally released on the adventurous
Japanese label DIW and scooped up for
US audiences by Koch Jazz.)
Ulmer emblazons his distinctive electric guitar voicings — searing riffs,
blistering single-note runs, quaking
chords, lots of tonal distortion — on
each track. His ramble through "Lonely
Woman" teems with impassioned intensity, and his launch into "Street News"
brims with discordant beauty. "Cherry
Cherry" rocks with asteamy cauldron of
funk, and "Elizabeth" buoys with bluesy
bounce. The intrepid Ulmer, once
deemed the missing guitar link between
Wes Montgomery and Jimi Hendrix, is
typically brilliant throughout, performing sans cliché abalancing act between
chaos and order.
Interspersed throughout the collection
arc three of Ulmer's own funk tunes,
pop-ish excursions that, instead of disrupting the hannolodic flow, actually succeed because they serve as palate-cleansing pauses. Uhner adds afine touch at the
end, too, when he delivers "Rap Man," a
perky tune that, in its funky chorus,
sounds like across between the Batman
and Ghostbustas themes. Blood's having
lots of fun here.
—Dan Ouellette
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Central and southern Illinois' High Performance audio and home theater dealer!
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Creek 4330R integrated amplifier
Editor:
Ijust hate it when 1get aterrific review
from that old dinosaur Sam Tellig. Does
he still work for you? Ithought he had
died and was buried years ago. Ido love it
when he says bad things about my products or me. Iget the opportunity to zing it
right back at him (and boy, do Ilove to
zing reviewers). But now he's gone and
given the Creek 4330R afabulous review.
What can Isay? Let me see ...
First, there is no such thing as "wee hifi," "wee drama"; perhaps "wee boy," "wee
mind," and, of course, "wee reviewer."
Second, Ihave no problem with the
volume control. It works fine every time.
Could it be his big fat hands that are causing the problem? If you want, Ican ask
Mike to design one with oversize buttons
just for him.
Third, I'm glad his ears are still improving. Could it be all that exposure to
Creek equipment that's done it, or is it all
the free malt whisky he drinks at the
shows? But whatever the reason, I'm glad
he likes the Creek 4330R so much. It is a
wonderful-sounding product.
Iguess Sam is not clead —yet. Roy Hall
Music Hall
Blaupunkt Las Vegas CDM147
Editor:
At Blaupunkt we were intrigued by the
idea of Stereophile magazine reviewing our
Las Vegas model car stereo CD receiver.
It's very useful to have aproduct evaluation from adifferent, yet very informed,
perspective. While the car-stereo press
frequently reviews Blaupunkt products
(usually quite favorably), we were eager to
know what an audio magazine of the caliber of Stereophile would say about the Las
Vegas to its typically very different type
of audio consumer. (Let's see some hands:
How many Stereophile readers went to
acar stereo crank-it-up event last weekend? Anybody?)
It was therefore disappointing that the
article seemed to focus on quibbles with
minor points without commenting on its
many sound-quality, performance, and convenience features. Beyond its excellent
sound quality, the Las Ve ps is easy to operate out of the box, yet also has some truly
unique advanced features that should appeal
to the audiophile in search of superior
autosound. Unfortunately, by devoting alot
of space to acouple of seemingly minor disStereophile, November 1997

tractions, your readers were denied any
comment—good or bad —about many of
the most significant aspects of the unit.
True, the scrolling point-of-purchase
message should have been deactivated,
and the retailer does this for 95% of the
radios sold. In case they don't, the instruction manual also states in two
prominent places that pressing the DIS
button for eight seconds turns the message off. Permanently.
While the Thummer works in most
applications, we advise dealers to offer it
on adealer-installed basis only to ensure
that a line of sight exists between the
transmitter and the receiver.
Considering the sophistication of your
readers, we feel that they would also benefit from having your comments about
other exceptional Las Vegas features, such
as its low-impedance (200 ohm), highvoltage (3.0V) line outputs; advanced
multipath managemenr, superior FM and
AM sound; and user-friendly CD-changer control capabilities, like Disc Select-ByName. Also neglected was the unit's
unique Direct Software Control (DSC)
Menu, which accesses 16 features with
just one button, including adjustable turnon volume, mute level, and scan times, as
well as Tuner Timer, aBlaupunkt-exclusive feature that works like aVCR timer,
switching automatically to adesired radio
station at auser-set time.
As the car had a simultaneous installation of anew amplifier and speakers,
attributing the sound anomalies you perceived solely to the Las Vegas seems abit
unscientific. However, the excess sibilance
and harshness you perceived may simply
be attributed to the increased frequency
response of CD. People become very
accustomed to the sonic environment of
their particular cars, and if they are not
used to hearing CDs in the car, the fullrange sound of the disc may initially seem
bright or even harsh when compared with
the limited high-frequency of other
sources such as FM radio.
If a driver prefers to minimize the
effects of the extra frequency response of
the CD, we suggest first adjusting the treble, bass, and/or loudness settings for the
CD source. As shown in the product literature and owner's manual, the Las Vegas
bass, treble, and loudness settings are separate for each audio source (CD, Aux-In,
FM, and even AM), and can be adjusted
without affecting the settings for the other

sources. Iencourage you to take advantage of the Las Vegas' auxiliary input jack
to evaluate the system with a good
portable CD player, or drag an extension
cord out to the driveway and hook up a
good home CD player. Then, with the
same CD playing on each source, you can
directly compare the sound of the internal
CD player, the CD changer, and the reference player.
At Blaupunkt, we welcome constructive criticism of our products when based
on areasonably thorough evaluation. In
this case, we think amore comprehensive
evaluation would provide your readers
with amore complete impression of the
Blaupunkt Las Vegas CDM147 receiver.
Jim Stevens
Product Manner, Blaupunkt
Audio Artistry Beethoven
Editor:
It gives me great pleasure to read
Shannon Dickson's review of the Audio
Artistry Beethoven loudspeaker. My goal
was to design aspeaker that communicates as much of the artistic performance
and the soul of the music as possible,
without intruding and adding its own signature and distortion to the reproduction.
Apparently Ihave succeeded in some
degree, since Mr. Dickson has enjoyed the
experience of listening to awide range of
program material, full of dynamics and
most subtle details. It has been my experience that it takes an open mind and
some "reprogramming" to replace the
sonic expectations that are based on our
numerous exposures to box-type speakers, their generic forms of distortion, and
their interaction with the listening environment. To me, live sounds in all their
variation are always the reference, and I
puzzle how we can usually recognize
their presence. The Beethoven speaker
has taught me afew lessons about what it
takes to bring us close to the illusion of
hearing something live.
John Atkinson states in his closing
paragraph that "measuring large dipole
speakers is always problematic, because
the underlying assumptions about the
measurement techniques and their relationship with the device under test are no
longer completely valid." This is certainly
true for the Beethoven speaker, where,
for example, any nearfield measurement
will not properly account for the canceling effect of the rear radiation from the
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speaker. The microphone sees agreater
pressure near the front of the cone
because the sound has traveled amuch
shorter distance than the sound from the
rear of the cone, which is blocked by the
baffle. At the listening position, though,
the two paths are more equal and differ
only by the baffle size. The corresponding
low-frequency sound cancellation is
equalized in the active crossover, fig.3. In
effect, the subwoofer response extends to
20Hz and below, as can be calculated
from the 12" driver impedance peak at
13Hz in fig2.
The whole team at Audio Artistry
appreciates that the reviewers have recognized the unique set of values that the
Beethoven brings to the music lover, and
we applaud their genuine effort to communicate those values in words.
Siegfried Linkwitz
Vice President of Engineering
Audio Artistry
Exposure CD player
Editor:
Music before hi-fi! Let's have music systems that make us laugh, dance, sigh,
smile, cry (or just tear up-I am abig boy
now). Escape isn't enough. Connect to
the beauty, the pain, the grace that's expressed through music. I'm convinced
that the most valuable and ultimately fun
systems somehow express what is most
important musically in our recordings.
That's where true value lies.
Thanks to Martin C,olloms for the kind
words. Rest assured that Exposure will
always put the demands of music and fun
before hi-fi.
Mike Pranks
Toffto
US distributorfor Exposure Electronics
Transcendent 18 On power amplifier
Editor:
Jonathan Scull's comments portray an
exact picture of the sonic characteristics of
my OTL amplifier. Iam in full agreement
with the recommendations made regarding speaker compatibility, gain, and so
forth, and tell my customers the saine
things. There are afew Transcendent owners who use passive preamps. It is all amatter of speaker efficiency, room size, listening tastes, and signal source. For most
installations, active preamps are the way to
go. Two-ohm speakers arc definitely out
of the question and incompatible. It would
have been interesting to see measurements
done at 16 ohms just to demonstrate any
performance differences as impedance
rises. This is useful information for people
who own electrostatics and dynamics with
high impedance characteristics.
The fit and finish of contemporary
high-end equipment has risen to stratospheric levels. Matching that benchmark
would easily push the T8s to well over
$10,000. Ihave chosen to pursue apractical approach and stress functionality in a

package that can be easily manufactured.
The marketplace will determine if my
choice was correct.
The amplifier definitely has an intentionally restricted high-frequency power
bandwidth. Iam convinced that the most
critical power range is below 1W, and
most significantly below 100 milliwatts.
This is where the subtle nuances are
developed that distinguish one amplifier
from another. The performance of the
OTL has been optimized for maximum
sonic accuracy without regard to measured performance. Extending the highpower bandwidth will cause the amp to
sound brittle.
The minute DC fluctuations noticed
are typical and mentioned in the owner's
manual. They are caused by constant
small variations in cathode emission and
are insignificant.
The editor's question regarding class-A
operation raises some interesting issues.
The answer involves examining the fundamental differences between tubes and
transistors. Iam by no means an expert in
solid-state amplifier design, but Ido understand vacuum tubes and can comment
on them with confidence. The following
discussion relates to the series-connected
output stage with complementary power
supplies. The crossover notch in push-pull
amplifiers that the editor refers to is, I
believe, largely asolid-state phenomenon.
The way atube translates voltage into current (called a"transfer function") is corn- •
pletely different from abipolar transistor.
The tube does not shut off at the zero
crossing of the output, but somewhere partially into the next cycle. This is called
class-AB. For aportion of the cycle near
the zero level, both tubes are in conduction and share the work. During highpower operation, one tube shuts down. As
the signal approaches the zero level (which
it always does to reverse polarity), both
tubes are in conduction again. Low-level
signals always operate in class-A. This is evidenced by the test that showed my 011
had extremely low distortion at low power
levels. If there were aspike from anotch, it
would have shown up there. Perhaps a
push-pull output transformer generates
additional distortion products when the
tubes transition from class-A to class-B, but
you will have to ask atransformer guy
about that one.
Bruce Rozenblit
Transcendent Sound
Sonic Frontiers Line-1 & Power-1
Editor:
All of us associated with Sonic Frontiers
would like to thank Muse ICastanovich,
Tom Norton, and the entire staff of
Stereophile for the very positive review of
our Line-1 preamplifier and Power-1
stereo amplifier.
As can be easily discerned from the review, each of these products was designed to
offer the best sound quality possible, while
Stereophrie, November
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ensuring that they were user-friendly, feature-laden, technically sophisticated, and
flexible for use in all environments (including headphones and home theater). No
more will audiophile consumers be faced
with the dilemma of having to compromise
their user habits in order to achieve some
mythic sense of "purity."
While it is unfortunate that "head-tohead" comparisons were not performed
with more relevant competitive equipment (je, other tube gear), it is nonetheless
gratifying to know that, for example, the
Power-1 can go "toe-to-toe" with Class
A-rated solid-state champs such as the
Pass in areas where one would historically
have thought atube amp would be at a
significant disadvantage. Nevertheless, this
goes to show just how important advancing the technical art is in achieving
the ultimate sonic potential of aproduct.
These ain't your grandpa's 1)ynaco!
Again, we invite any and all interested
audio consumers to compare for themselves — whether it is parts quality, build
quality/craftsmanship, technical sophistication, features, ergonomics, warranty,
price, value, or, most of all, musical satisFaction, we feel that both the Line-1 and
Power-1 arc without peers, especially in
the tube electronics world.
Finally, Iwould like to take this opportunity to make the following comments
about some particular points raised in the

review. The second sample of the Line-1
was submitted for two main reasons — the
software (which provides alarge portion
of the intelligent functionality of the unit)
was updated, providing additional features
that helped refine the ergonomics of the
unit, and a"running electrical change" was
incorporated that improved the unit's signal-to-noise by as much as 6dB (which
relates to Muse's comments about the
blacker silences).
With regard to Tom Norton's technical
measurements, Iwould like to point out
that the vast majority of our customers use
the preamp in its balanced mode —thus,
most all of the measurements (including
S/N) would be substantially improved
over what was offered in the review itself.
(That's how we spec them at the factory as
well, on our Audio Precision System Two
test center.) Moreover, Ithink it interesting
to once again note that Tom confirmed
Sonic Frontiers' ability to lead the industry
in the area of tube amplifier output regulation and conservatism of power ratings—
two factors that relate to our amp's ability to
work well into asurprisingly wide array of
speaker loads and efficiencies.
To sum up, our thanks again to Muse for
his extremely kind words on our Line-1
and Power-1. While these products do represent anew standard of sorts, given their
price in relationship to the technology,
features, and sonic quality provided, asub-
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stantial effort has been made by the
designers at SFI to outdo themselves. In
this vein, Iam happy to report that both
John Atkinson and Wes Phillips are currently engaged in the review of our
Power-3 and Line-3 ... each the culmination of over two years of product development effort by our talented design staff.
We look forward to their commentary on
these, the two reference products in the
Sonic Frontiers amp and preamp product
lineup.
Chris Johnson
President, Sonic Frontiers
Clearaudio & Souther
Editor:
We would like to thank both Stereophile
and Michael Fremer for taking the time to
review one of our many products. Unfortunately the dichotomy of this review
leaves me both amazed and bewildered, as
do Mr. Fremer's approach, reasoning,
and conclusions.
Mr. Fremer is correct that records are
indeed cut on alathe in astraight line
across the grooves, and are best played
back via linear-tracking arms. He is quite
wrong in his assumption that linear arms
create "a plethora of problems" as opposed
to pivoted arms. First and foremost, all linear arms will deliver proper left-right
channel balance across the entire record, as
opposed to apivoted arm's two null points
on the same record. His argument about
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"vertical and horizontal" masses does not
hold water. Nor does the one about placing the "pivot inches behind the stylus'
travel across the record." This position
allows the cartridge/cantilever more freedom in traversing warps without any
"audible warp/wow," as opposed to pivoted arms, whose lengths place tremendous
forces on the cantilever/cartridge combo
when encountering warps, causing compression of the stylus, and thereby creating
avery audible "wow/flutter" problem. His
assumption that only linear arms change
VTA when traversing warps, and not pivoted arms, is absurd, to say the least. Also,
Mr. Fremer alludes to the strength of rigidmount pivoted arms as opposed to linear
This is all well and good, except the pivoted arms he refers to are all unipivot
designs —hardly very rigid.
With regards to Mr. Fremees comments, he indeed did have the benefit of
the importer coming to his home for setup, and this proved fruitless. In spite of our
trying to show Mr. Fremer the correct setup (as he wanted to make many cartridge
swaps, etc.), upon our return to install the
isolation platform, my associate found the
tonearm to have been set up at least 0.5"
off-center from the spindle. In this position Mr. Fremer could never have gotten
overhang correct, nor would the cartridge
have tracked very well. It's one thing
when aconsumer has aproblem and calls,
but quite ludicrous when areviewer has
one and doesn't. Mr. Fremees setup problems were probably overstated in his
review, partly due to his fondness for
idiot -proof setup arms such as the
Graham or VPI, lack of understanding of
the Clearaudio/Souther TQ-1, or perhaps
because of his own ineptness.
In any event, Iwas amazed at the
amount of words expended on this tonearm, even after it had received aClass A
rating in "Recommended Components,"
and with the knowledge that Mr. Fremees
co-reviewer, Steven Stone, uses and has
used this arm as his reference for the past
seven years. Surely atelephone call to Mr.
Stone would have helped him through
any angst with the arm.
As concerns Mr. Fremees remarks concerning "the big picture," he was right on,
and this is a general consensus among
reviewers and the public alike. As for the
surface noise he heard, this, as well as the
brightness, could have been corrected by a
VTA adjustment. Also, had Mr. Fremer
bothered to read the cartridge literature,
or just called me, he would have been
informed that the 22gm tracking force
was apreferred one set by the factory, but
that the user could and should experiment
with tracking forces from 1.8 to 2.8gms
for the optimal VTF.
Again let me thank Stereophile and congratulate Mr. Fremer, for Ihad no idea he
held degrees in both Physics and Mechanical Engineering, though we all knew
228

he held aMaster's Degree as the "Analog
Maven."
Joseph De Phillips
Discovery Cable
Golden Sound DH cones & squares
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Mr. Jonathan Scull for
his excellent review of Golden Sound DH
Cones and Squares. Mr Scull found the
Golden Sound products compared well
with another isolation device that costs
seven times more. This reconfirms our
philosophy of designing value products
for budget-conscious audiophiles. Golden
Sound DH cones and squares can work
with top-of-the-line electronics as well as
budget ones. In addition, Golden Sound
products have found their way into renowned European recording studios. Placing Golden Sound DH cones under your
equipment or speakers takes less than afew
seconds, and you do not need to do an A/B
test to hear the difference. The effects of
DH cones and squares are cumulative:
when you place them under all components of the system, you will enjoy astunning musical experience.
Thank you again, Stereophile and Jonathan Scull, for the honest review.
Allen Chang
President, Golden Sound
NHT 2.51 loudspeaker
Editor:
Many thanks for the review of NHTs 2.51
loudspeaker (October '97, p209). We're
gratified Lonnie Brownell had agood time
with the product and understood the
design goals intended. By the way, Lonnie,
there are alot of us who have been trying
to stump Ken Kantor with "name that
tune" for years, only to be continuously
frustrated. Next time, try disco.
While I'm at it, I'd like to take the
opportunity to thank Wes Phillips for the
time he spent with us here at NHT in
preparation of his interview with Ken
(October '97, p.88). We had agreat time.
One sad note, however: While we hoped
that allowing Ken time to make his CD
would keep him sane, it was not to be.
Chris Byrne
General Manager, NHT

er, connected in parallel to the speakers.
However, the purpose of this connection
method is not to derive power from the
amp, but merely amusic signal. It is, in
fact, critical to the proper integration of
the REL that it be fed the exact same signal the speakers are being fed. Only by
connecting the subwoofer to the output of
the amplifier, and thereby feeding it exactly the same signal as the main speakers,
can the correct relationship of the woofer
to the stereo speakers be attained.
To clarify, let me add the following. All
REL subwoofers are self-powered and cannot be run any other way. The input impedance of the high-level input on all REL
subwoofers is 100Ic ohms, consequendy the
REL does not influence or diminish the
drive capability or performance of the main
stereo amplifier in any way, be it atube
(high output impedance) or solid-state (low
output impedance) design. We believe it to
be electrically transparent to the main
amplifier in every meaningful way. The
REL has sole responsibility for powering the
driver in the subwoofer.
So yes, Mr. Harley is correct in that the
Classé CAP-100 works splendidly with the
REL, but again, the REL does not derive
any of its power from the Classé, just the
music signal. With the REL fully connected to the system, the Classé (or any amplifier, for that matter) is free to drive any of
the speakers suitable for that amplifier, as if
the REL were not connected to the system
at all. Ihope this note clarifies the misinterpretation.
Stirling 'Trayle
Sumiko

Transfiguration Temper
phono cartridge
Editor:
As always, we appreciate the continued
coverage of analog products in Stereophile,
but would like to bring to your attention
some inaccuracies that have appeared as
of late.
In the July issue, Wes Phillips compares
his "long-term reference cartridge, the...
Transfiguration Temper" with another
high-quality moving coil. When comparing
output vole, Wes noted that the Temper
is substantially lower in output, but one
needs to simply look at the specifications to
Classé CAP-100 & REL
see there is a discrepancy. The TransEditor:
figuration Temper's 1
kHz output is rated at
We would like to make acorrection to a 3.54crn/s (the JVC test standard as used by
reference made by Robert Harley in his
both Immutable Music and Benz Micro),
report on the Classé CAP-100 integrated
while the other cartridge is rated at 1
kHz/
amplifier in the September 1997 issue. On
8an/s. This is almost like comparing two
p.133, in his "System Context" sidebar, Mr.
different power amps into different load imHarley states that the REL Strata II can be
pedances (8 vs 2ohms), or comparing two
connected to the output of the Classé,
speakers' sensitivities by measuring one at
thereby powering the REL with the am1m and the other at 3m. These discrepanplifier in the Classé and bypassing the
cies in phono-cartridge output voltage ratinternal amplifier in the subwoofer. This is
ing have been prevalent throughout Stereoamisinterpretation of the REL's system
phile reviews and are misleading to your
integration. The preferred method of conreadership. You should require auniform
necting the REL to asound system is inmeasuring standard for phono cartridges, as
deed via the outputs of the main amplifiyou do for amplifiers and speakers.
Stereophile, November 1997

Wes continues in that review by stating
that, "Compared to my reference, the
Transfiguration Temper — a cartridge
that costs 50% more —the Frog lacked an
extremely small amount of airy liquidity.
However, to another listener that liquidity could sound like an undesirable softening of detail." That other listener, your esteemed writer Michael Fremer, in his
review of the Transfiguration Temper in
July 1996, stated, "just the right balance
of snap and grit and smooth shimmer to
high-frequency transients ... vocal sibilants, which were never smothered or
smoothed over; neither did they sound
sharp or mechanical. They just sounded
real." "... the Temper was able to keep
going "up" after the transient without
getting lost in ahigh-frequency haze. It
presented the snap of real instruments
without adding an artificial-sounding
electronic edge."
Regarding the cost issue, while the
Transfiguration Temper's suggested retail
is indeed 50% higher than the review cartridge, this does not take into consideration the trade-in program pioneered by
Musical Surroundings and offered with
both Benz and Immutable Music phono
cartridges. As Ihave informed your readership since 1992, this program allows
music lovers to cost-effectively upgrade
their phono cartridges by trading them in
for superior, modern-day moving-coils.
The trade-in for other-brand cartridges
toward the Temper is $1000, netting the
end-user cost to $2800, and we provide a
$1300 trade-in allowance for other Immutable Music cartridges and Benz models. It is our long-time association with the
Benz factory in Switzerland and their ability to rebuild moving-coil cartridges that
provides us this advantage. In fact, more
music lovers arc taking advantage of the
Benz factory rebuilds on the famous cartridges of yesterday, including Koetsu and
Spectral.
Garth B. Leerer
President, Musical Surroundings
MIT at HI-FI '97 #1

Editor:
Reading Martin Colloms' comments about
the HI-FI '97 display of MITs new OP
Squared system (the Bay Area Audio room,
featuring Classé, Thiel, MIT, and ASC;
September '97, p.91) made me wonder
whether Martin and Iwere talking together
in the same room at the same time.
When Martin came into the display
room, Iexplained that Iwould be happy
to give him ageneral description of how
the OP Squared concept worked, but that
Idon't pretend to be an engineer, and that
if he needed more engineering-oriented
data, then one of our engineers (two were
present in the room at the time) could follow up.
After Igave him abrief overview, his
first statement was something like, "This
is just bridging the amplifiers using
stereophile,
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external means." Iexplained that the
Classé amps already have aStereo/Mono
switch, and hence didn't need our product for bridging, but that there are other
reasons for using the OP Squared system.
Iexplained to Martin that in the OP
Squared system, you do not use the
Mono switch, but leave the amp in the
Stereo mode. You do use the left and
right balanced inputs, but not in the
manner the amplifier manufacturer
originally intended. Iwas quite specific
about this. Idid not say that the cable
doubles the current, but rather that the
cable changes the operating system of the
amp to get the optimum power out of
each amplifier.
Iwent abit further, and related our
experience about the "proof of the pudding" demos that we had done in dealer
show- rooms, where we did an A/B/A
test using two CA-400 amps, first in
bridged mono mode, connected to the
speakers with our (much more expensive)
MH-850 Speaker Cable, then (after flipping the amp's toggle back to Stereo)
switching over to the dedicated OP
Squared cables. Engineering hoo-hah
aside (and Fm sure MITs engineers will
have something to say about this), this
empirical demo has never failed to turn
skeptics into believers. Perhaps we should
do this sort of comparison for Stereophile
magazine's reviewers, even though it
might have the aura of adog'n'pony show.
Next, Martin asked why there were so
many network boxes on the speaker
cables. Iexplained that the OP Squared
system converts the negative-phase output into a driven "inverted positive,"
which means that we treat it as an active
leg and apply MIT's network technologies, resulting in the apparent redundancy
of boxes.
Based on Martin's comments, Ican
only speculate that what he ended up saying in print is exactly what he'd predetermined prior to entering the room,
which is that many cable companies (including MIT) are selling "20' of packaged
copper strands and plastic" at wholly unreasonable prices. Martin's attempt to
lump MIT in with those cable companies
that claim supernatural results from attaching fancy connectors to out-of-the-catalog
OEM wire should be recognized as a
cheap shot. Martin completely ignores the
quality and cost of skilled labor, engineering effort, and parts that go into every MIT
product, and which rival those same aspects in amplifiers and other components.
Because MIT is an engineering-oriented
company where test and measurement are
as important as listening in product design
and development, we don't make claims
without having the scientific data to back
them up. That information was available
to Martin (and still is), as it is to any responsible journalist.
Please note that this is not the first
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time Martin Colloms has brought inaccurate information about MIT to your
pages. In his review of the Wilson X-I
Grand SLAMM (Vol.17 No.12), he inaccurately credits Transparent cables as
being used in the development of Wilson
Speakers, when in fact, up to that time, it
was MIT that was used in both engineering and in the supplied "Tails." At
the time, we thought it might have been
an innocent mistake.
What can we condude here? It is dea4
by the nature of his comments, that Martin
did not understand what sets the OP
Squared system apart from conventional
cables and bridged-amplifier configurations.
If my explanations (and the wall graphics in
the room illustrating the principles of OP
Squared) were confusing or didn't add up to
"engineering reason," why didn't Martin
accept my offer to bring one of Mfrs engineers into the conversation? Perhaps if he
hadn't been so ready to add us to his rogue's
gallery of "cable companies... promoting
their products beyond engineering reason,"
he might have gained aclearer concept of
what he was seeing, and have written about
Mfrs OP Squared system as an innovative
new way of upgrading an already good
stereo system.
Joe Abrams
Senior Salesperson
Music Interface Technolrgies

fully balanced operation for better signal
symmetry and common-mode rejection.
Often, putting a stereo amplifier into
bridged-mono mode inserts an internal
phase inversion stage into the signal paths
in the two channels of the amplifier, leading to poorer soundstaging and imaging
qualities as well as greater noise and distortion. In the OP Squared system, and
with the amplifiers it is designed to work
with, no extra stage of phase inversion is
used because the amplifiers are operated
in normal stereo mode and the two channels are highly symmetrical in operation.
In our experience, this results in an audibly greater sense of spaciousness. It also
results in higher common-mode noise
rejection for the system as awhole, leading to lower noise and subjectively deeper
background silences.
3) Most important, the OP Squared system employs MfT's patented network
technologies, called Opposite Phase Terminators, on both phases of the balanced
signal cabling all the way from the preamp
through to the loudspeaker. It is true that
fully balanced operation offers an improvement in sound quality over ordinary
unbalanced stereo operation, thanks to
lifting the speaker off of the system
ground and to the increased current control that the bridged channels exert over
the speaker. However, we believe that it is
MIT at HI-FI '97 #2
MIT's exclusive Opposite Phase TerEditor:
minator technology that makes possible
In his HI-FI '97 Show Report (September
the dramatic improvements in sound qual'97. p.91), Martin Colloms mentioned the
ity that our customers report to us. Their
MIT display in the Bay Area Audio room.
subjective experiences correlate well both
Mr. Colloms stated his opinion that the
with our objective measurements and our
MIT OP Squared system is simply a own subjective listening experiences. Lis"cable set arranged to bridge suitable amteners report that the MIT OP Squared
plifiers" and that such an arrangement is
system produces large, deep, and lifelike
"ancient history." Mr. Colloms also raised
soundstaging, enhances precise imaging,
questions about the amount of power
lowers noise, and greatly increases detail,
available from such an arrangement, and
resolution, and transparency.
implied that MIT was among many cable
We emphatically do not undervalue the
companies that promote their products
importance of the quality of the electronic
"beyond engineering reason." We at MIT
components used with the OP Squared
believe that our OP Squared system delivsystem. Mr. Colloms is right that it is the
ers significant improvements in overall
amplifiers, not the cables, that make the
sound quality compared to conventional
increases in voltage swing, current delivery,
forms of bridging used with many ampliand power possible. No passive comfiers. Here's why:
ponent can increase the amount of power
1) The OP Squared system architecture
delivered beyond that available from the
offers easy installation and use, letting
amplifier. Mfrs exclusive network techaudiophiles achieve optimal, fully balnologies and the balanced system architecanced bridge-mode operation from preture that the OP Squared system provides,
amp through to the speaker, without the
however, can and do improve the quality of
need to modify either amplifiers or cables
the signal power ultimately delivered to
— modifications which conventional arthe speaker.
rangements can require — because the
There is no question that a stereo
OP Squared system uses two stereo ampower amplifier has to be well designed
plifiers each configured in its normal stereo operin order to deliver the maximum power
ating mode. The OP Squared system's
theoretically possible from bridged difunique balanced interconnecting cables
ferential operation. Just to review, bridg(preamp-to-power-amp connections) autoing effectively doubles the peak-to-peak
matically provide the correct signal polarisignal voltage output of the amplifier.
ties to the amplifier inputs while maintainThis in turn doubles the current delivered
ing excellent shielding and signal balance.
to the load. Since power = voltage xcur2) The OP Squared system provides
rent, doubling each quantity ideally
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results in four times as much power delivered to the speaker. We actually named
the OP Squared systems in reference to
the elemental fact that output power is
proportional to the square of the signal
voltage (P =EA2/R) and to the square of
the signal current (P =-- IA2 x R). Of
course, each channel of the bridged stereo
amplifier contributes half of the total
power, so each channel sees its power delivery double.'
Naturally, amplifiers can have significant problems delivering the doubled
output current and handling the resulting
doubled internal power (heat) dissipation
in each channel. However, even if the amplifier cannot deliver the theoretical fourtimes increase at maximum output due to
internal losses proportional to current
flow, it can deliver the four-times increase
for signals only a few dB below maximum. We believe that this is the reason
that the typical subjective experience of
the MIT OP Squared system related to us
by listeners is one of asense of an enormous increase in system power, with a
correspondingly enhanced sense of effortless musicality. The OP Squared system's inherent synergy — the increase in
system power delivery, the increased current control over the loudspeaker, the
lowered noise floor, and the impact of the
Opposite Phase Terminator circuitry —
results in the OP Squared system's revelation of rich harmonic detail and accurate
microdynamics.
It would be too bad if Mr. Colloms'
negative opinions about cable companies
lead Stereophile readers to dismiss the MIT
OP Squared system out-of-hand as just
"packaged copper strands and plastic." We
sincerely hope that audiophiles will remain open-minded enough to consider
MITs products and to experience for
themselves the performance benefits that
MIT's OP Squared system can deliver in
their systems.
As an engineer and amember of the
MIT design team, Itake Mr. Colloms'
charges seriously. The simple courtesy of a
contact or call for more information by Mt
Colloms could have prevented misstatements that many will consider damaging
and inflammatory. The charges Mr. Colloms makes are serious, and Idon't think
that squeezing them into a"show report" is
the proper way to raise them:They deserve
serious editorial consideration about quality,
performance, and value. We at MIT welcome serious reflection on these important
issues.
Tim Brisson
Chie Engineer, Music Interface Technologies
1Mr. Brisson's argument is true provided the amplifier is not used near its current limit (as he suies ii, the
next paragraph). With a bridged pair of amplifier
channels, that remains the current limit of just one
channel. In effect, when atwo-channel amplifier is
used in bridged mode, its rated impedance capability is
doubled: ie, if it will comfortably drive 4ohms in twochannel mode, it will enjoy the saine level of outputstage comfort driving 8ohms in bridged mode. —JA
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lust Hi -Fi
239 Princess St

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cudahy
Cudahy News and Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599

Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Payne Audio Video
(304) 345-5312
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Okanogan
Steve's Discount Stereo
(509)422-3005

Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Décarie
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Laieunesse

Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books &MUSIC
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No 3Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville SL 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W Broadway #10I
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings SI
The Soundroom
2205 W Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

Quebec
C.O.RA.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri. Martinez
TeVFax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio Q Imports
Tel: (61) 3-01994-8413
Fax: (61) 3-9846-2407

BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
AT Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211 688

BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel 31 (73) 511 2555
Fax 31 (73) 511 7583
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De Hifiwinkel
Tel: 31 (40) 211 3388
Fax: 31 (40) 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel: 31 (13) 544 3444
Far 31 (13) 612 345

BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax: (047) 322-0305

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
PJOSS oration
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622

BRUNEI

MACEDONIA

National Distributor

T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 11 83 66

GREECE

CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
Tel/Fax: (562) 2-209-2134

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel. (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376
CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax 42 2-90001181

National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168

HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax (852) 2392-6328

INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel: 6221-692-7840
Fax 6221-625-1133

IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock. County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

DENMARK

r
i
iF i eu bben
Tel (459) 722-4941
e

ITALY

FINLAND
Turku
HU;Mesta Oy
Tel: (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-2504-808

National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

Strai •ht
One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands ,4 Audio/Video and Cat
Stereo. on]) afew mars in Amenca can
make this statement and virtually
all of us are located in college
towns adjacent to
hi-tech Un.crsitiet
Niles Audio
Acura»
Onkyti
Adcorn
Onkyo Integra
aid's/
Panama*
Akin
Alpine
Pioneer Elate
Aragon
PS Audit+
Atlantic Tech PSI3
Audio Control Rock Solid
Audi.Ft-chink. Flosinunie
H&K
Santa.
He[Vosges ti
Sennheiser
•FlikW
Sharp Vision
Cal Audi. lab Snell
C'clmeticen
Sonic Frontiers
(WD
Sony
Dentin
'Sony ES
Dunlav y
Sound Anchor
Forte
Straight Wire
Haller
"fora I-abet
harrnanfkardon Target
Infinity Comp Threshold
Kimber Kahle •Velodyne
KEE
VIL.. at Mort:
Klipsch
lexicon
•in store demo
Magnum-l)
required at
Mirage
KIEV>:
Mitsubishi
ISM & lows Si.
Monster ('able Laureate, KS NAN
NA1)
12 Showrooms
NEAR
MT-WI lOrmapre
Naltakmichi
ES 10am-6pm
flu

i

://www.kiefsay.com/

Al11)1()/VII)V()
913-842-1811
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SOUTH AFRICA

UNITED KINGDOM

Arts Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hit) Sound Studio
Tel/fax: (48) 58-520-639

National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

National Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: 01895 433 800
Fax: 01895 433 801

Warsaw
Sound Studio
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154

SPAIN

National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel: 0115 928 4147

POLAND
Gdansk-Oliva

GERMANY
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067

Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Fax: (011) 024-48841

l°r

FRANCE
Paris
Creations Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
Fax: (33) 40-20-9533
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222

MALAYSIA

National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188

PORTUGAL
Notional Distributor
Anadora
Alasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367

Notional Distributor

Fax: 0115 925 0625

Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
'Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

Audio T
Tel: 01734 585 463
Bury St Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St

SWEDEN
RUSSIA

MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 64 69 63
Fax: (596) 57 96 39

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
De. Britton
Tel (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenlca 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762
Neo Tek
Tel (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352
RG Sound,
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742

NORWAY

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah

National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

HiFi House
Fax: (99) 62-68-24-098

Berkshire

National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904

London
Kamla Hit)
Tel: 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel: 0171 403 2255
Oxford
Oxiord Audio Consultants
Tel 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel: 01284 724 337

VIETNAM

THAILAND
Bangkok
Music World Co.
Tel: (662) 276-3190
Fax: (662) 276-2456

TRINIDAD
Curete
Sandi Electrons
Tel: (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205

Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel/Fan :848651868

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

SINGAPORE

PHILIPPINES

National Distributor
The Adelphi
Music Box (fie)
Fax: (65) 33-42-106
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax :(65) 33-66-790

National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93

AUDIOQUEST •CAL •AUDIO

TURKEY
Istanbul

RKD Munk
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

MAGIC

REGA •CAMELOT •PAC •JPS LABS
GRADO •CREEK •AUDIOPRISM

E
POS

TOTEM •MAGNUM DYNA1AB •

AUDIBLE IU.USIONS •MUSICAL DESIGN
AudioWaves Presents

CAMELOT TECHNOLOGY

Uther v2 0

Arthur v3.0

•
Dragon Pro 2

halibut Powered S-Video (E:

Plus .
Merlin PRO, Dragon v2.0, Crystal Vision ...

-SALE
AUDIOPRISM knight 8Stoplight •
AUDIODUEST •
BEDIld Urn ,:•-• •
lPS LABS •GRADO Headphones •((AVE Digiflex Gold S39 •

ANAUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordableWauclio
P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 101.677.3299 audiowovescaool.com

800.510.4753

FREE SHIPrING
NO LOW DEAlER •
(All OS

711£

STORADISC'''
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes.

Custom

sizes

available.

Write

or call:

and

finishes

also

1-800-848-9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 Winteholl Street Ahorita. Georgia 30303
1404, 524-4534 foi 404, 659.5041
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STEREOPH/LEs ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX
lists every article that has appeared in Stereophile
from Vol) No.1 through Vo120 No.11 (1971
through November 1997), and every component
reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1 No.1. (Please
note that an index does not include the review or
article texts.) Currently available only on 51
/"or
4
3'/2"floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $19.95 to Stemophile Almost-C:omplete Index,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Ii; NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.

ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, 33 Mc Whist Loop #108, Frerlaiclabure VA 22406.
(540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.
THE AU1)10PH I
LE NETWORK — ONLINE.
Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected with
audiophiles worldwide since 1984. By modern: (818)
988-0452 (8N I), or Internet Telnet: TANatom now,
www.TANet.com on the Web. Featuring: classifieds,
databases, forums, online shopping, Internet e-mail,
newsroom, library, conferences, and Internet access.
Urite/data 24 hows: (818) 782-1676,Jax (818) 780-6260.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan, Pink
Triangle, Spendor, Music Reference, Creek, Rega,
Epos, Totem, Quad, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classe Audio, Fanfare FM, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage. MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence
Livapool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEx/Discover.

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial,
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) Note:
Rates will increase as of the January '98 issue. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
tinier, either by check or credit card: MasterCard,
Visa, American Express. MAIL TO: Starophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502. FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you
want your ad to mn in the January 1998 Stereophile,
you must submit it by November 1, 1997. Please
Note: Phone-in ads are not accepted. Please plan
on faxing or mailing in your ads on the form provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience.
free delivery We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Arums, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Rend Bnuhers SAM; 591 King Sr,
Charleston, SC 29403. (803)723-7276.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality tn;"-cl
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit our
showrooms at 251-11 Nonhan Blvd, Little Nick, NY 11363.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Aragon,
Arums, Audio Alchemy, /Limber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
MEC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C.,
Dcnsen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303)
399-5031, MST
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your

SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneann. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,® RO. Box 187
San Anselmo, CA 94979. (415) 457-7878.

AUDIO UNLIMITEI) OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio Artistry,
Audio Craft, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang,

MUSIC OR HOME THEATER? Take your choice:
Roben Harley's best-selling book, Ils Gnmplete Guide
to High-End Audio ($29.95), or the brand-new Home
1111WilT fn. Everyone ($19.95) —plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95
outside US). 30-day money-back guarantee. Call (800)
848-5099, or send check or Visa/MC information to
Atamila Publishing, PO. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM
87198-0805.

Chario, Coda, Dynavector, Ensemble, Fanfare, Graaf,
Graham, Kuzma, Magnum Dysulab, Magro, Meret,
Micromega, Micro-Seiki, Musical lksign, Music Metre,
Muse, Odeon, Onix, Rega, Spendor, Symphonic Line,
Systeindelt Tannoy, Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplanar, YEA, Zoethecus, and more. Call/fax John
Barna at (303) 691-3407, 2341 W Yale An; Englewood,
CO 80110.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EM), Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem, Vandersteen,
Von Schweikcrt, YEA. (608) 284-0001.

ELIMINATE THE BOOM IN YOUR ROOM!
with the ATA NF-1 Bass Notch Filter. A hit at CES!
Eliminates unwanted bass resonances. User-adjustable
frequency and attenuation. Transparent. No effect on
imaging or soundstage. Only $195 ($5 S&H). Arizona
Tube Audio, (800) 269-7078.

IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Arums, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power Wedge,
Audio Research, CAL, Chito by Kincrgetics, Ikfinitive
Technology, Dunlavy, EAI), Genesis, Grado, JoLida,
Krell, McCormack, Martin-Logan, ProAc, PSB, Rep,
Synergistic Research, 'Thiel, van den Hul cartridges,
VPI, and Wilson Audio. (515) 255-2134.
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ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sennie

YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We arc tubeproduct specialists. Call. No dealer? Call. Alón, AMC,
Anthem, AR, Audio Research, CAL, Cary, Diapason,
JMIab, MS, Townshend, WireWorld, more! Arizona
Tube Audio, (602) 921-9961. littpl/unowtstbeaudio,com
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-an audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classe. Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Unite/fax (804) 3585300. Richmond, VA.

SITREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
lists every record review published in Stenrophile
from Vol.10 No.1 through Vo120 No.11 (January
1987 through November 1997). Also includes
indexes to "Building aLibrary" and musician interviews, and indicates Records To 1)ie For and Recordings of the Month. (Please note that an index
does not include the review texts.) Available on
51
/"or 3'2" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
4
only). Send $9.95 to Stenvphile Retord-Review
PO. Box 5529, Santa
NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.
SINGLE-ENDED AUDIO — Kochel loudspeaker
97dB, 8ohms (-1, +2 ohms); Wavelength Audio, Cary
Audio, Golden Tube, Woodside, DPA Digital, Magnum
FM, Nirvana, MIT, Vampire, Townshend, Sound
Anchors, WE300B, KR-VV30013. Demo speakers —
call. Visa and MC. tmh audio, Dayton; OH. (937) 4392667, fax (937)439-2685, e-mail tmlnaudio@junocom .
ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for bi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DeCoursq Engineering Lab, 11828 WIterson Blvd, Culver
City, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, fax (310) 397-8498,
impthurch@aolcom
CORNER AUDIO, PORTLANI), OR. Quicksilver,
BEL Linaeum, EAD, Audio Physic, Immedia, Michael
Yee, Lyra, WireWorld, PSE, Mesa, Tice, Benz-Micro,
Klync, AMC. Sound Anchors, RPM, Sumiko,
Yamamura, Townshend, XL0, Audio-Technica, EEL,
Sanus, LAST, Weltronics, VP1, Clung Lightspeed,
CWD, Golden Sound, ASC, Nitty Gritty, and more.
Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome. (503)
227-1943.
SIGNAL GUARD RESONANCE-ATTENUATION PLATFORM. Dimensions, 19" by 16" by 3";
weight, 27 lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation, 14Hz-55khz, $349. Shannon I)ickson's review
upcoming in Stereophile. Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you,
or order factory-direct to open arcas. (914) 496-1067
Dealer inquiries invited.
TUBE TRAP...TUBE TRAP... TUBE TRAP...
Check bass-transients response of speakers and room
with ASC-MAIT test on CD. Send recording by mail
or e-mail for analysis. Call for details: Engineer, (541)
343-9727; info, (800) ASC-TUBE;fax (541) 343-9245.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. US and
Canadian orders only. Tice Audio Products, tel. (561) 5757577, fax (561) 575-0302.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE — Now offering
noise reduction and vacuum-tubed audio enhancement for any FM tuner ($295), and the finest in outdoor FM antennae, the APS-14 (see Stereophlle "Reconunended Components," April 1997) and APS-8.
APS, (860) 643-2733, e-mail antperf@tiacwm, or visit our
new Website: wunv.antatnaperfmnance.tom

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.
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USED & DEMO SALE Adcom GDA-700; Audio
Research M-300; li&W 801 series 3; Bryston 2b,
Conrad-Johnson Premier 10, Premier 14, PV-12; First
Sound Reference Pass II; Genesis 11.5; Krell KSA-150,
KSL; Mark Levinson No333, No.38; Mod Squad
D/A; NEAR 15M; Misc. Transparent Theta Pro
Gen.I11; Sonus Faber Minuetto; Wadia 12. More.
Audition Audio, (801) 467-5918, fax (801) 467-0290.
THE AUI)IBLE DIFFERENCE is proud to be
involved with the good people at these fine companies:
Angstrom, Audio Logic, BAT, Cary, C.E.C., Clearaudio,
Discovery, ESP, Fanfare FM, Graaf, Lamm, Magnum
Dynalab, mbl, McCormack. Pass, Pentagon, ProAc,
Proton, Thor Audio, Timbre. Verity, and more! Call
anytime to learn about our very generous trade-in policy and our monthly specials on mint-condition, preowned gear. Thank you and good listening. Ted, (860)
651-7945, or audihkrl@riar.ro or uivrehighendaudio.com .
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
Wcbsite at hup://reivulartlantrorn .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. 1)ownload our product literature. Not on
the Net? CaO for our Stern, Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-863Z also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to irifiefirOinuoirr ,or write to Fartlaw FM, Box
455, Bulialo, NY 14225-0455.
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES: Adcom, B&O,
Bryston, B&W, Carver, Celestion, Citation, Classe,
Definitive, Denon, Dynaudio, H/K, KEF, Lexicon,
Luxman, Mirage, Nakainicht NHT, Onkyo, Polk,
Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Sunfire, Tandberg, Thiel.
Velodyne, Walla, Wilson, many. many more. Shipping
throughout the world. Incorporated 1964. Norms, Inc.,
(770) 772-7700.
CABLE BLOWOUT! Reconfiguring my system.
Used WireWorld, Madrigal, Luminous, and AudioQuest at great savings. Call for availability and price.
(804) 378-3786, 5prn-11prn EST only

PLINIUS CLASS-A POWER AMPS IN CT! Also:
Voce I)ivina monitors and subwoofcrs, Alois
Alpha-Core Goetz flat cable, demo and used equipment
available. Private audition by appointment. For more
info, call Tat:nit-ad Audio, Unrasville, CT (860) 848-1300.
ACOUSTAT 3300 SPEAKERS, $1500. (816)257-5793.
APOGEE: BRAND-NEW SLANT 6 loudspeaker
with afidl-range ribbon's advantages. Only $1495/pair
plus shipping. Call (713) 523-8188.
WAI)1A 9 DAC, ($13,500) $6250; Wadia 27 DAC,
($8400) $6350. Both units mint. Shipping not included. Visa, MasterCard accepted...Jim, (303) 757-6707
DENON 1)P47F TURNTABLE, Shure VIS V. perfect condition, $350. (502) 781-2438.
DIGIFLEX GOLD I"...my first choice in adigital
cable at any price," Corey Greenberg, Sterrvphiln Vol.16
No.7, July 1993... and the price is only $59.95. Now:
Digelcx +Plus Advanced Digital Interconnect —special price $109.95 (regularly $142.95). Also: Analog
interconnects, video and speaker cables, and more.
Free full-line catalog from your Canare source: Sound &
Vides', (518) 822-8800.
STAX DAC XI-T converter, mint, ($12,000) $4500 or
trade. Paul, (718) 331-7861.
AUI)I0 ALCHEMY
32, ($1500) $650;
Theta DataLink, 1.0m, RCAs, ($250) $120; Monster
Sigma 1.0m, RCAs, ($750) $315; NliS 6-outlet power
snip, ($800) $375; NBS King Serpent II, 4', RCAs,
($1250) $600; NBS PowerCord IL 3-prong, 6', ($600)
$250; ProAc BurrOak Response 2.5, ($5000) $3600. (310)
798-5671, fax (310) 798-5681; e-maillidlohifi(riadrom
GENESIS DIGITAL
LENS, $1200;
Wadia
1)igimaster X32 DAC, $600. Both mint condition. Pete,
(281)333-2309.
CELLO AU1)10 SUITE, Audio Palette, and Master
Power Supply, mint, ($42,000) $18,000. Call (7/6) 3811535 en7lillp

SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-2 preamp, black and gold
faceplates, boxed, as new, $2300, will ship. Call (6/9)
789-4880, PST
MANLEY 350 SIGNATURE Reference monoblock
amplifiers, brand-new tubes, mint condition, stainlesssteel face, with cages and stands included, $2999 finis.
Mario, (416) 805-7000 or (416) 580-7000 days, (905) 2642500 evenings.
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600 high-definition amplifier, still in packing, rare bargain. (514)
287-1222.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-2, gold, tube upgrade,
mint, $2000; SFP-I signature, gold, mint, $900. (973)
428-0069.
PROCEED AMI'-2, PROCEED PRE, Stereophile
Class 11 components (April 1997). KEF Model 2reference speakers, black ash finish. Sennheiser HE 60/HE
V70 headphones and amp, Stanek Class A (April
1997). All equipment is brand new. Must sell. Paul,
(302) 798-2541.
PLACETE AUDIO l'REAMPS. The most transparent available today. Uses only the finest Vishay* S-102
resistors in all signal paths, including the 128-step volume control. Full IR remote control. Passive or
buffered. Five line inputs plus two tape decks. Custombuilt for your system. From $2000. No-risk trial. Call
(208) 342-6141 far deraik
FOR SALE: REGA PLANAR 3, Sumiko Blue Point
Special, $425; Meridian 518, $1200; Meridian 563,
$800; Meridian 500, $1200. All mint (305) 296-6056.
HALCYON PASSIVE l'REAMP, the finest attenuation system. Signal touched by only two light-dependent resistors. 1/ccast aluminum enclosures. PVA-1,
single input-output, direct connections, $395. PVA-4,
four inputs, $455. Custom modifications. Free shipping
in continental US. Call DC Sound, (904) 736-9572, lax
(904) 736-8798.

Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Established in 1980. Audio Advisor. Inc.. is the world's
largest seller of high-end audio products by direct marl.
Address 4649 Danvers Drive SE.
Kentwood. MI 49512

AUDIO
ADVISOR

Phone 616-975-6100 Fax 616-975-6111
;

iaçpii.;

http://www.audioadvisorcorn
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EXPERIENCE WHAT AUDIOPHILES and audio
reviewers have been raving about for years... Meld?,
Cable, lelifizy (805) 484-9544, e-mailfMagnan904(a)aohom ,
www.magnan.com .
THETA DATA II, AT&T, $1295; Arcici CLS stands.
$325. (602) 430-7906.
McINTOSH CR7 REMOTE, $495; CR8 remotes (2),
$435 each. MC754 monoblock power amps (2), $795
each; McIntosh XRT18 loudspeaker system, $4795;
MR7083 tuner, $1395; MQ107 Environmental
Equalizers (3), $495 each; Jamo ART wall speakers (3
pairs), $275 each; Jamo subwoofer, $295. Mint condifion. All prices in Canadian fonds. Tel. (519) 822-9975,
lax (519) 822-4474. E-mail: iwwork@web.net.

LIFT.

THE
A TONEAR/YI LIFTING device. Save
your records and stylus from wear. A thumbs up by
reviewers. Flawless performance for amillennium. See
it lifting on the Web! immo.expœssmachiningcom .$99.95
chrome, $199.95 gold; S&H, $6 US; other, $15. PO.
Box 641251, &infant; CA 95164-1251.
McINTOSH 275 COMMEMORATIVE amplifier,
factory-sealed, new in box, $4000. Bob, (704) 877-4819.
QUAI) ESL-63, MODIFIEI) by QS&D, with Arcici
stands, mint, $1700. (415) 593-5310.
VAN DERSTEEN 3A, LATEST, excellent, oak, with
stands, ($2800) $1800; Golchnund lineal digital cable,
1.5m, (MOO) $200. (412) 268-2313.
LOVE TUBES? READ THIS! Upscale Audio is
authorized for the best components, featuring Sonic
Frontiers, Anthem, Audible Illusions, Presence, joLida,
B&K, Meadowlark, PSI3, more, with an extensive
selection. The largest and finest inventory in the US of
genuine rare early vintage NOS tubes from
Telefunken, Amperex, Siemens. Mazda, Brimar, and
Mullard. No counterfeits. Performance selection featuring a521,000 Spectral Dynamics FFT Analyzer and
Tektronix 570 Curve Tracer. (909) 931-9686, sinew
upscaleandio.comille

WOULI) YOU LIKE TO IMPROVE your system?
We can help! Check out our new loudspeakers, startmg at $900/pain Cost no object? Try our DM-100,
$25,000. Interconnects, DACs, complete systems.
Fitt/Phone (603) 654-9826; e-mail machtaamakseellink
'nl ;Mach 1Mimics, 57 Stiles Fans Rd, Wilton, NH
03086, USA.
KINERGETICS BSC 200-100.5 subwoofer system
with mods, $1000; Stax Lambda Signature earspeaker,
$450; (2) Audio Alchemy Power Station Four power
supplies, $75 each; 2m pair Transparent Super interconnects (RCA). $250; 1m pair Transparent Super
interconnects (RCA), $150; 0.5m Madrigal digital
cable, Fatboy (RCA), $100..fini, (919) 477-4233 everiihqs.
KRELL MD-20, mint, $1600; Krell Studio, mint,
$1400. (407) 298-6036.
SONY CDP-X707ES, excellent, $1125. (201) 628-8141.
SYMPHONIC LINE RG-4 monoblocks, ($10,000)
$4990. Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, ($3750) $1800; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 D/A, ($4695) $1995; both Sienvphile
Class A components, both mint. (408) 484-9483.
KRELL KPS-20i, $6800; Krell CD-DSP, $1850. Call
Bob, (407) 363-9410, evenimn.
CARY PH301, $895. (630) 910-1919.
JBL HARTSF1ELDS. original pair, excellent condition,
walnut, $8995 FOB. Rick, (703) 590-6205.

Exhibitors: Reserve your space now!
Call Ken Nelson at (914) 476-3157.
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MARK LEVINSON REFERENCE digital combo.
Nos.31.5/30.5, mint, 1year old, ($25,000) $16,500 plus
shipping. (404) 305-4961.
MARK LEVINSON CLASSIC HQI) system, $4950,
perfect condition, original owner, with spare parts, can
ship overseas. David, (917)783-4376.
MARK LEVINSON No333 power amplifier, mint
condition, ($8995) $6850. Call Jerry, (520) 760-0742.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Anna-Sphere, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson,
Gershman Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, Martin-Logan,
nibl, MIT, NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent. Wadia,
and many more high-end components. Call for inventory list, or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 Sr,
Hushing, NY 11358. Tel. (718) 961-8842, fax (718) 8869530. High End Audio.
SME-3009 MODEL 2 TONEARM, old and excellent, brand new in box, 1400. (910) 643-8643.

HI NOTES' SPECTACULAR end-of-year sale.
Savings to 40% on selected demos. Choose from
Aragon, Acurus, Conrad-Johnson, CAL, Rega,
Meridian. Alón, PSI. Speaker Art, Fadel, Kimber, and
more. Call early for best selection. One year same as
cash available. Hi Notes, Perry, CA. (800) 808-4174,
unvinhinotts.rom .

High End...
Not High Price
Anthem
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Truth

The Westin Los Angeles
Airport Hotel, Los Angeles

For more information on 111 -F1'98. call
(505) 992-6600 or fax (505) 992-6677.

McINTOSH C22 PREAMP, MC225 amp, MR67
tuner; original owner, pristine condition. Group offer?
Bob, (248) 628-2431.

HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulafion, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, 5150/
meter pair, speaker cable, $100/running meter. Moneyback guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 457-8748 before
10pm EST

June 12-14 Consumer Days
(Open to the Public)

Come hear the latest industry buzz. Meet the hottest
designers. Attend exciting. educational
workshops and seminars. See the latest product developments. All this for
you and all free. Fax your preregistration request on your company letterhead to (505) 99.i-6677.

SONIC FRONTIERS LINE 1PREANIP, used only a
few hours, mint, 51250 OBO. (317) 580-1244.

THREE MUSE 300W MONO AMPS, mint, ($2000
each) $1500 each OBO. (505) 522-7347.

June 9-10 Academy Music
& Film Seminar Series
June 10-11 PœdyTieDa
(June 9-11 Trade &Press Only)

Trade Members:

THRESHOLD FET-10 PREAMP, latest series E
updates, mint, $825 OBO. (317) 580-1244.

NYAL-MOSCODE 300 MAXI, $250; NYAL
Minuet in A preamp, $200; a/d/s/ CD3, $250;
Acoustat Model 4with Medallion transformers, $700;
Sony SSM7 with stands, $700. (717) 291-9324.

The Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show

*Come see and hear hundreds of your
favorite brands demonstrated *just
for you.
•Exp.
erience the latest innovations
before they hit the market-you get
to see it first!
•Enjoy over 21 hours of fabulous
live music.
*Attend informative interactive seminars featuring some of the best minds
in the industry.
*Consumer tickets on sale in 1)ecember.

MUSE MODEL 22 SUBWOOFER, oak, ($1750)
$950 080. WircWorld Polaris IC, 1m, ($200) $70. All
mint. (703) 685-6659, 8arn-4pon EST

B&K

aeliumFib
America's Best Record Rack

The RACKIT" System
(since 1984)

Modular, stackable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mail order brochure
(phase mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design
(415) 822-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

California Audio Labs
Cary Audio
Counterpoint
Creek
Magnum Dynalab
Marant
McCormack

Monitor Audio
Rega
Sharpyision
Signet
Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Sumiko
Taddeo
Transparent Audio
Vandersteen
Von Schweikert
Well Tempered

MUMMORIS
V
V
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

716 264.0410
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SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2 1)/A, newest analog
section, NOS tubes, ($4695) $1800; McCormack SST1transport, (51495) $750; Audible Illusions L-1 preamp, NOS tubes, (S1795) $900; MIT 750 Series 11 hiwire. 25' pair, ($1600) $750. (860) 886-7984, EST
PASS Al2, $8700; Aleph P, remote, $2800; Aleph 5,
$2600; Cary CAD88SEI 20W triode integrated,
51800; 3005E signature. $2800; TAI) 4001, $650 each;
Edgarhorns, $1500. (801) 226-1018.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
'MiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate. Elna, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddstic. Hole°, Mills,
Yamainura etc. capacitors, resistors All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble.
TKI
Hexfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators. 1)eflex panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Pare Box 526, kermess, CA 94937, (415)
669-71801x (415) 669-7558.
YOUR ROOM IS A COMPONENT TOO!!! Echo
Busters decorative acoustical treatments upgrade your
most important component, your mom. Absorption,
Diffusion, and Bass Control packages tame acoustical
problems attractively! To get the most out of your system, "Echo Bust" your mom. (888) ECHO BUST
e-mail EchoBustergrotrom .
EARMAX — MI NIATURE TUBE HEADPHONE
amplifier (fourth yrmr!). PakMax (battery pack) with
carrying case: the only take-and-listen-anywhere tube
combo in the world! PreMax and TriMax rube electronics. Klimo preamps, the fabulous Morch tonearms,
the Verdier turntable (now with the exclusive, USmade PolyCrystal base and a nice price reduction!).
Maxecn(a) loudspeakers, Monopole connectors, Top
Hat tube dampers. D'Feet rewmance latupers, and
exciting analog accessories! Audio .111,1114,711171IS, BOX
100, Lincoln auk,
07035. (973) 633-1151.
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Want it? — NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect component
for your system.
You want it -NOW!
One thing is stopping you -money.
We can help -now.
Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for used
equipment, like yours -and we pay nos.
Since 1984, we have been buying and
selling the finest in new and used
audio equipment.

Why not call now?
Authorized Dealer for

SPECTRAL SDR-2000 PRO. as new with boxes and
manual, $6000 °Baits; (510) 370-6520.
FOR SALE: API POWER WEDGE line enhancer,
($300) $100; Sony DTC-60ES DAT player/recorder,
($1200) $525; Onkyo DAT player, ($900) $350;
Veoldyne F-I500 R, ($1200) $1000: Cardas 5C speaker cable, mint, half price; Cardas Golden Cross speaker
cable, hi-wire, half price; Standesign amp stands custommale for ARC Reference 600 (2) and Jeff Rowland St,
half price; Genesis Digital Lens, ($1800) $HOO OBO;
Illuminati 1)-60 liNC, mint, ($325) $175. All only afew
hours and mint. Ask for Tim, (573)686-4800.
WILSON WATT PUPPY 5.1, latest model,
Transparent Tails, mint, ($16,300) $9250. Ask for John,
(785) 825-7523, M-E 8am-6pon CST
EASTERN AUDIO —Used equipment specialist:
Adcom, ARC, Audio Note, BAT, Nowise, Bryston,
CAL, Cary. Chiro, Counterpoint, Creek. Dynaco,
1)ynalab, EAD, Esoteric, Fosgate, Goldmund, Luxtuan,
McCormack, Mchnosh, Pioneer Elite, PSE, Snell,
Theta, Threshold. Gill (718)961-8256 for inventory list, or
visit our S
I
1011 ,1001113 at 13302 41 Rd, nrishirre M:
vov93@avirorn .
JAMS DEFY 7MK.III

Ame

Chris, (214) 360-9388.

MARK LEVINSON NO29, ($3500) $1450; Audio
Research LSZ ($1500) $800; Spendor SP2/3 with
stands, ($2000) $1400; TARA Labs RSC Reference
Gen2, 8', ($360) $210; MIT MI330 plus interconnects,
lm, ($250) $150; 20', ($450) $260. Call (512) 231-8856.
INFINITY IRS GAMMAS, excellent condition, original packing and manuals, $4000; additional crossover/
servo drivers available. Gary, (316) 775-1368.
ALT1S REFERENCE DAC and CDT III transport,
latest, black, mint, ($10,000) $5500; Gallo Reference
speakers, latest, black, mint, ($4000) $2500; Highwire
700 [Si speaker cable, 10', spades, mint. ($700) $295;
Luminous digital cable. Ito. RCA, SSO. Caliph's, (914)
963-2013, 6- ¡Opus EST

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring:
•Quad
•Alon
•OCM
•B&K
•IBA

•Spendor
•Creek
•Von Schorikert •Coda
•Kimber
•Clayton
•Accuphase •Kora

Cash Paid for Audio & AV Eqpt.
E-Mail tsto@tsto.com

Stereophile,
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REFERENCE 3A MOI)EL M-2 loudspeakers, black
lacquer, mint, $995; Proton 440 tuner, $60; API power
cord. $85. (503) 257-0035.
THIEL CS5 (NY), $5350; VAC Renaissance 140s,
$8000; VAC CPA II, $2300; Tube Research 400s,
$14,000; Tube Research phono, $5500; Sans Pareil,
$3000; Infinity RS-1B, $1800; MIT tube, 8', $1000;
Transparent Reference, $1500; Audio Alchemy DTI
32, DDS, DDE v3.0, $1500; van den Elul Grasshopper
III, $1500. (510) 830-8369.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 PREAMP, 11
2 years ad,
/
mint, Stamphile Class A, April 1996. ($1695) $950.
(415) 776-7599.

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
Aerial
Theta Digital
ProAc
McCormack
Condor
Pass Labs
Paradigm
Lexicon
Von Schweikert
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
7keelett id

e,/casoltecDeuefflaby Zlee
Du4twoodf, geonea 3033K

(770)804- 8977

http://www.audiosolutions.com

320 Old York Road

WEBSITE-Catalog www.tsto.com

MICHELL OlUIE, state-of -the-art successor to the
Gyriarlec according to Engl.,' ids
widi SME V
and Blue Oasis cartridge. All mint, used only during
setup, $4500. Sonic Frontiers SFI)-2 Mk2, used 6
months, 53200. Plus UPS. (519)836-83391+n. 9prn EST

5576

Stereo Trading Outlet
HOME THEATER SHOWROOMS
1-215-886-1650

TIRAI) OF SEEING YOUR FAVORITE dealers
going to honte theater only? We're still dedicated to
audiophile systems and display methods. Eight showrooms plus in-house service department Lines include:
ProAc, Cary, Akin, Gershmann, Accuphase, Symphonic
Line, McCormack, Micromega, Golden Tube Audio.
Castle, Parasound, C.E.C., Creek, JoLida, lots of wires
and pre-owned equipment. We offer top dollar for
trade-ins! (313) 332-0404,
Arnanntix@aolrorn.

qii9iteeel Sounee

Quest, HarmonKardon,
Infinity, Marantz, Nad, NHT,
Niles, Panamax, Paradigm,
Paradigm/Reference, Sunfire, Terk

24 HR FAX 215-886-2171

AUI )10 RESEARCH IS2B Mk.II, mint condition,
new tubes, rated Stenvphile Class A (April 1996),
($3000) 51850 OBO; XL0 Signature Type 2balanced
interconnect, ($675) $300. (516) 673-3104, mornings Iscrr.

Also feai'uring high end used
equipment fully guaranteed!

Audio

Jenkintown, PA 19046

HIGH-END IN SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—
Featuring the exciting Caztcch SE 845 monoblocks.
Other brands include VAC., Presence Linestage,
Micromega, Meadowlark, Klimo, Magnan, Rega,
Kimber, and many more. Also featuring afull selection
of NOS tubes from Telefunken. Siemens, etc. Shore
Audio, (609) 390-4855.

Hi-Fi Farm

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, Va.. 24121
lCull Fur Infonnalion Toll Ere.,
1 • 800 • 752 • 4018
Online Ili WWW.hifif81111.1•11111

Magnum Dynalab
VPI
Pioneer Elite
Belles
Sony Video
Grado
Sony ES
Sumiko
Marantz
Tara Labs
Acurus
Kimber Kable
AMFI
Audible Illusions
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CITATION SYSTEM 7000 Home Theater—Most
pieces still in unopened boxes. Save big time!! Fatoudja
LD200, Zenith PRO900 projector. Phone 10am-11pm
PSTfax anytime Phone/far (808) 261-1215.
ARC REFERENCE 600 MONOS, ($30,000)
$20,000; ARC Reference One preamp, ($8500) $6200;
ARC CD2, ($3000) $2000; ARC VT100 amp, ($4500)
$3100; Audio Alchemy 1313S Pro transport, Sterophile
Class A, October 1996, ($1200) $550; Audio Alchemy
DDE v3.0 with remote, ($900) $500; Audio Alchemy
OM 150 amp, dual external power supply, half price;
Legacy Audio CODA 220W amp, ($1900) $900;
Audio Magic 1.5m balanced interconnect, ($1700)
$500; AudioTruth Diamond X3 balanced interconnect,
60% off, Krell ICAV-500 4-channel amp, ($4000)
$2300; Velodyne F-I500, ($1700) $1000. All mint, 1
year old or less. 0130 for all. Call 71m, (573)686-4800.
THIEL CS7 MORADO, ($9300) $5900; Pioneer
Elite LDS2, ($3500) $1995; McIntosh MC7100,
($1400) $1000; Audio Research V70, ($3995) $2800;
CDT 1, ($2995) $1995; four Boston Acoustics 595x
THX subs, ($500) $300 each; Infinity IRS Beta with
four PS Delta 250 amps, Blue Book, $7752, make
offer, McIntosh MR74, $450; three used Lexicon
processors (two CPI+, CP2). For more info, call Lany
at Custom Electronics, (402) 397-4434.
PROAC 35 RESPONSE, perfect, rosewood, ($8000)
$4800; Cary CAD-805 amps, low hours, ($8000)
$4000. Call Clint, (908) 528-6727
B&W 801 SERIES 3 loudspeakers, walnut, 11
2 years
/
old, mint, $2600; North Creek High Performance
crossovers for 801 Series 3, mint, ($1600) $750; Golden
Flute filter, ($390) $160; MIT2 hi-wire cable, 10',
($4OO) $125. Everything for $3500. All like new.
Shipping extra. (704) 862-3338.
MUSE 160 AMP, $900; Audible Illusions 3 Gold
Board, $800; March UP4 silver ommil,c, (2), $500.
(425) 836-5464.

Buy It!
Sell It!
Thru The

AUDIO
TRADING
TIMES

"The Nationwide Classifieds"
Each issue typically has over 1000 items
for sale from individuals and dealers
around the nation. Used equipment is
organized in an easy to find, alphabetized
format and mailed to our subscribers 2
times each month. Subscribers advertise
up to ten items for free. Non subscribers
pay just $3/item & run for five consecutive issues.. Phone ads welcomed.

Subscription Rates:
6mo/12

issues:$25 1yr/24 issues $45
Visa/MC or send check. Call for foreign rates
PO Box 27, Conover, VV1 54519
Ph.715-479-3103/Fax 715-479-1917
Call for brochure

io

NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIALS, just lots of used
equipment! For over 5years, thousands of audiophiles
have used our publication to buy and sell used audio
gear nationwide. Call today for your free brochure and
sample issue. Audio Trading Times, (715) 479-3103.

SWANS ALLURE, $2750; Accuphasc DP65, $3000;
Cary 300SE Signature, $2600; 300SE, $1900; SLP94,
$950; RAD CD1000 Series III, Cary tube output, $700;
Clear Image T4 line isolator, $750; Chateau monitors
with stands, $500; all mint. (303)424-0493 (Denver).

KOSS ESP/950 ELECTROSTATIC headphones,
leather case, packing, like new, $325. DB Systems preamp, separate PIS, M/C headamp, $95. (717)674-5877
&fore lOpm EST

CLASSÉ CA-100 AMP, 1year old, ($1500) $1050;
Conrad-Johnson PV-11 L preamp, ($1600) $995;
Straight Wire Maestro, Im, RCA, ($270) $130. All
mint. (808) 247-3253.

CLASSÉ CA-100 POWER AMP, black, mint condition, $1100 OBO. Call Stan, (630) 898-4196.

FOURIER TRIUMPH! 80Wpc OTL triode, ($4500)
$1400; Reference Line Preeminence One (the Two is
Stereophile Class A), ($2400) $1300; Dual turntable with
Shure V15, $400. All less than 50 hours and absolute
mint. (615) 895-9329 or (615) 898-2101.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING! What is fiat frequency
response without accurate phase response? Anyone can
reproduce the loudness of anote correctly; no one but
Ihniels Audio releases these notes in the same time
frame as the original performance! For those who are
familiar with the sound of unamplified instruments,
and who are interested in the accurate re-creation of
the original musical performance, 13aniels Audio offers
a complete line of phase-coherent loudspeakers
53500+, preamplifiers $2350+. Cl) players 51450+,
and cables. Daniels Audio Corporation, 1001 N. Humphrey
Ave, Oak Park, IL 60302. (708) 383-3319, far (708) 3833230. On the Web: unvredareielsaudio.rom
NORDOST RED DAWN, 2m, balanced, ($595)
$295; MIT 330 Pm Line, 1m, balanced, ($495) $250;
Sovtek GE, RCA, Groove Tubes, 6922, 5881, 12AX7,
and many more. Califo-r prices and info: (847) 949-397/.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-12L PREAMP with
Mullard tubes. $1250; ARC VT60 with Edison-Price
speaker terminals, $1300; CAL Sigma II IMC with
digital link. $490; Chito C-200 amp (Recommended
Component, SCHT Spring 1997), $650. All pieces in
excellent condition. Damn, (717) 272-7371.
FOR SALE: DUNLAVY SC-IV speakers, oak, local
pickup only (NJ), $2900 firm. VTL 225 triode
monoblocks, $1850 plus shipping. Harrison, NJ, (201)
482-1871.

r-N

,Sqililis
ELECTRONICS

Adcom •Anthem •Audio Alchemy
B&W* •Bright Star •Benz-Micro
Classic Records •Grado •Hitachi
Infinity •Infinity Compositions
Klipsch •Mirage •M.I.T.
M.I.T. -ZSeries •MonsterCable
Niles •Michael Green •Pinnacle
Roomtunes •RCA •RCA D.S.S.
Sony •Sony D.S.S. •Sony XBR
SOTA •Sound Dynamics
Salamander •Terk •Target
Velodyne •V.P.I.•Yamaha'
'Not available by mailorder

044401014010401.440
44411e
Audio •Video
Custom Installation
2000 Lincoln Way East, Chambersburg
(717) 263-4960
226 W. King St., Shippensburg
(717) 532-7373
Visit us at our Web site
www.innernet.net

BRUCE MOORE M125 monos with 6550s, used
three months. ($6600) $3300; Cardas Gold 5-C biwire speaker cable, 5', $525. Bob, (608) 271-9098.
E-mail: rgate@madisonk12.1ei.us
AUDI(YTRUTH DIAMONI) 3, 1m, RCAs, $525.
ProAc Response 2.5, $500; optional yew wood, $3700.
(310) 798-5671jax (310) 798-5681, hellohiJi@aolwm
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories (50e up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog. Virtual Mode, 1Old
Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
MERIDIAN DSP5500 DIGITAL SPEAKERS with
CD500 transport, 6months old, ($13,000) $7500. (8/8)
994-6048.
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURES, Anthracite,
very good condition, boxes, $1000. Local inquiries only
(NYC). (718) 645-3959.
LEVINSON NO331 AMP, ($5000) $3500; Nirry
Gritty Record Cleaner, $95; Counterpoint SA 220
amp, ($2500) $1575; Counterpoint 5000 preamp,
($3500) $1675; Linn Wok arm, $550; Sumiko SHO cartridge, ($1895) $850; Sumiko Blue Point Special, $175;
10-piece mini-RoomTune Pak, $125. (606)58/-3763.

Al-
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OMAHA
Give 'em

KRELL!

4110
—
1

Now in Stock
Full Power Balanced
600 /300 /200
', &Ile111.

•Acurus •Angstrom •Aragon •Atlantis
•sudio Power Wedge •Audio Research •CU'D •CAL
•Chiro by Kinergetics •Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •EAD •Genesis •Grado •HK •Jolida
•Krell •Magnan •Martin Logan •Magro •McCormack
•Monster Cable •Onkyo •ProAc •PSB •Regs •Sanm
•Stanclesign •Synergistic Research éThiel •Van den hi,
cartridges •VPI •Wilson Audio ,ind more.

Audio-Video
1.•0•G •1•C

The Midwest stItirnote Stereo Store
3702 Beaver
Des Moines, IA

Ave.
50310

515-255-2134
sue( iak on our WeIr.ite: http://www.audio-kIgic(iwn
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KRELL KRC-2 WITH REMOTE, pristine, one
owner, manual, all packings, $1400. (919) 636-8774, EST
KRELL KSA-200S, warranty, boxes, book, remote,
($7500) $3900; TEAC 2300R four-channel tape deck,
best offer. (909) 780-9771, keen@ticractitertdu.
ONE PAIR FUTTERMAN H3AA mono amps,
excellent condition, $3900. (212) 873-8404.
HAFLER XL-600, two monoblock/stcreo power
amps, mint, half price plus shipping. (650) 341-0835.
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER KIT, $399. Curved,
see-thins, full-range —just like you see in all the highend magazines. Blows away all brand names!
Complete brochure package, $2. David LIIC415,
Dept.
S, 924 Melton Rd, Oaktnont, PA 15139.

COIM #11, 100Wpc class-A, with warranty, $2750;
MIT MH770 Spectral hi-wire cable, wills warranty,
$3000: VII MB750 Signatures, ($13,000) $6500.
Made, (423) 670-4209.

JVC HIVISON-CAPTAIN, W-VHS high-definition
pm VCR model SR-W320U, ($9850) $4850. (409)
693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nets, holodeck@mytiad.
net.

YAMAMUltil SALE! All Millennium ables and accessories discounted. All Yamaniura speakers and electronics discounted. All A.R.T. cables and accessories discounted. Call or fax fur complete listing, including items
by other manufacturers. We ship worldwide. (415) 898806Zfax (415)382-0572, e-ntaik yarnsys@micnnvekcom

ARONOV LS-960 stereo tube amplifier, ($2000) $995;
LS-9601 stereo tube integrated amplifier, ($2500) $1495;
LS-9000 stereo tube preamplifier, ($1700) $895. (409)
693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 ttWns, holodndemyriad.net

AVALON ASCENT MKII, ($16,500) $9495. (409) 6939262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights, holodtrk@myriad.net
BARCO 1200HD, ($31,495) $21,495. (409) 693-9262
days, (409) 690-7558 nights, holodtrk@myriad.net

K1NERGETICS KSP-3 switching converter, ($2995)
$1995. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights,
holodeck@mytiadnet .
KRELL AUDIO STANDAR1), ($17,500) $12,249;
DSN-1 digital source selector, ($1000) $599. (409) 6939262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights, holodeck@myriadnet.

LEVINSON NO20.5 MONOBLOCKS, $6300;
Mac C22c, $1950; MC 275e, new in box, $3200. (704)
846-9290, jattice29@Caro.net .

COIM SYSTEM 2001 reference amplifier system,
($12,950) $9749. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
nights, holodtrk@myriadnet

MARANTZ CDR-1 pro digital recorder, ($7000)
$3995. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights,

MARK LEVINSON NO333 dual-mono amplifier, 1
month old, like new. ($9000) $6000 plus shipping;
Mark Levinson No.331 dual-mono amplifier, 1month
old, like new, ($4600) $3200 plus shipping. Call (404)
305-4961.

CONVERGENT AUDIO JI-1 Reference, ($19,500)
$12,495. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights,
holodeck@myriad.na .

MERIDIAN CDR pro CD recorder, ($6995) $3995.
(409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights, holodede@
myriad.net

DAY SEQUERRA FM REFERENCE with Urban
antenna, ($5885) $3749. (409) 693-9262 days, (409)
690-7558 nights, holtkleck@myriadnet

METEXAS OPULENCE II class-A preamplifier with
separate Shckar power supply and upgrades by
Audience, ($8800) $4395. (409) 693-9262 days, (409)
690-7558 nights, holodede@myriad.net

FACTORY-SEALED EQUIPMENT from McIntosh,
Adcom, XL0, Panasonic, BeaV. and CAL Audio; discount prices. Call for product selection. (404) 3054961.
INFINITY PRELUDES, factory-sealed, $1950/pair,
matching center, $450. Signet SL260s, $275/pair. (360)
563-0659.
KRELL FPB 300, 5months old, ($9000) $6500; Krell
KRC-3 preamp, ($3200) $2500; new MIT 750 bi-wire
speaker cable, 12', ($1200) $800. All with boxes, manuals. Call Dennis, (352) 365-6065.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 14, as new with
warranty, ($4000) $2995; two lm pairs Siltech FTM3,
below dealer cost, ($850) $495/pair. Tim, (806) 7564425 More 10pnt CST

Profflufica

AUDIO /PECIRLI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Angstrom
Amon
B.A.T.
C.E.C.
Cambridge
Celeste
Chord Co.
Creek
CWD
Donlan,
GoldenTube
Grade
H/K
Hales
Janis

Meadowlark
Nairn
Paradigm
Pro/1c
Rego
Roksan
Spendor

Sumiko
Su Mire
Symphonic
Tal
Target
Theta
Vandersteen

SAD THEATER MASTER, ($9995) $4995. (409) 6939262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights, holodech@ntyriad.net.
ESOTERIC P-2s CD transport, ($7000) $3995. (409)
693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights, holoderkenriad.
net.
FAROUDJA VP 400, ($20,000) $12,995; LD 100,
($14,950) $9950. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
nights, Isolodork@myriadnet
JADIS JI)-1 Reference CD transpon, ($16,950)
$7950. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights,
holodeck@myriad.net
JOULE ELECTRA VZN100 OTL monoblock tube
amps (pair), ($12,000) $8995. (409) 693-9262 days,
(409) 690-7558 nights, holodedentyriadna

VW •Me/

lei
reffllIFZIPM_F9
SWAM Uzli II I

Cartridge
Audio Technic°
Shure
Sumiko
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Accesaories
AudioGluest
AudioTruth
Kimber Kable
Sennheiser
Nitty Gritty
CV/D Furniture
Room Tunes
Turntable
Sumiko Project
Thorens
Denon
Video
Sharp
Proton
Marantz
Alchemy VPG
New -Used -Trade-in

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

•

NAKAMICH1 1000 Reference DAT recorder, $5900;
1)ragon transport and WA, ($9800) $5800. (409) 6939262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights, hoktdeck@myriadnet
N.E.W. DCA-33 class-A power amplifier, ($1900)
$995. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights,
holodede@mpiadnet .
PIONEER CO-V200 lascrdisc auto-change library,
($6680) $3680; Elite CLD-95 laserdisc player, ($2100)
$995; Elite CLD-92 laserdisc player, ($2000) 5995 (409)
693-9262 days, (409)690-7558 nights, holikink@myriadnd.

Pre-owned Hi-End Home
Audio 8Video
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains. NY 10601

Speakers
Martin Logan
Vandersteen
Mirage
M&K
Atlantic Tech.

2236 N.CLARK CHICAGO,II 60614 773.883.9500

MUSICAL CONCEPTS ENIGMA CD player,
($1200) $695. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
nights, holodak@myriadnet

In Southern California

Adcom
Bang &Olufsen
Byston
Cal Audio Labs
Classé Audio
Denon
Golden Tube
Lexicon
Marantz
McCormack

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

holodtdentyriaduct •

(818) 781-4700

AROM
.
TB-IF

Buy. Sell. Trade Consign
914-421-0069: Phone
914-328-3852: Fax
CAL Tempest

Acurus DIA 100
$769
Adcom GFA 5500 $595
Aragon 8002
$1049
4004 MKII
$1049
Golden Tube SE-40
w/cage (2) ea. $695
Krell KSA 250
$3195
Levinson 20.6
$6895
McIntosh
$1195
MC-40 pr.
Pass Aleph 3
$1395
Pre Amps
s449
Acurus LS-II
Aragon 18K
w/P&G pots
$695
CAT SL1 Ref. 51795
CJ PF1
$695
PV10
$795
Creek P42
$395
Jadis DPL
$2295
Krell KRC
$3195
KBL
$1695
Levinson 38s
$3995
McIntosh C712
$749
Roland Consumate $2895
Sonic Frontiers 1MCI $795

$695

EAD T-1000
$649
Levinson 35
$4
$09 5
5
Micro Mega Duo 2 79
Museatex CD-D 1 $849
Meitner
$495
$249
Theta Cobalt
111.1
Basis Debut Gold $4495
w/ET2.5
$5495
Goldmund
Studio &TB3
$1995
Krell
KPA wipwr supply $795
KPE
$495
2
in
sw/P15226
5s
$2595
Linn LP12
S4.311
Rega 2wine2so
$349
Revox G36 '4 track $595
Sota Saphire w/ET2 $1395
Walker Procenium $call
Omega Mikro
Scan
Real World Pwr Cords
6ft.
$125
UHOR's 8 more
$call
Valid Points Kit
Scall

Digital
ARC DAC 2
$1195 New equipment arrives daily.
Adcom GDA 700 $595 please cal if you are looking
Audio Alch DDE+ $195 tor something trials not listed
Trades and
Consignments welcome

ea=
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MARES CONNOISSEUR MODEL 2.0 phono preamplifier, ($6295) $4695. (409) 693-9262 days, (409)
690-7558 nets, Imlodeck@mriadnet
QUADRATURE DSP 4 I)SP loudspeaker system,
($11,400) $6400. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
nights, holodeck@myriadnet
REFERENCE
AIRTANGENT
TONEAR/v1,
($12,000) $6995. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558
nights, holodeck@myriad.net .
RUNCO LJR1 laserdisc player, ($5000) $2749. (409)
693-9262 days, (409)690-7558 nets, holodeck@mytiad.ner.
SIGTECH AEC 1000 SPAS digital nxim-environment
correction, ($5950) $4495; AEC 1000F digital roomenvironment correction, ($7250) $5435. (409) 6939262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights, holothrk@myriadtte.
SME MODEL 30 turntable, ($15,000) $9249. (409) 6939262 days, (409)690-7558 'ten hokultrk@myriad.net
SONANCE S2R, 8 pairs, a2", 2-way, round, inwall/ceiling speakers, ($245) $124. (409)693-9262 days,
(409) 690-7558 nights, holoderk@mpiad.net
VAC RENAISSANCE 140s, ($19.500) $12,495. (409)
693-9262 days (409)690-7558 nets holodak@myriadnet.
WADIA WA-4000 Reference A/D converter, ($4000)
$1995. (409) 693-9262 days, (409) 690-7558 nights,
holodede@myriadnet
WILSON X-1 GRAND SLAMM, ($67,500) $47,500;
VVHOW II subwoofer, ($9390) $7390; WATT 3 and
Puppy II loudspeaker system, ($16,300) $7895. (409)
693-9262 days, (409)690-7558 nets, holodnak@myriadnet
WILSON-BENESCH ACT 2 complete turntable
system. ($10,895) $6895. (409) 693-9262 days, (409)
690-7558 trWas, holodede@nrriadmet •
SACRIFICE —MUST SELL!! JBL Synthesis II S2A,
$850; Canton AV700, $200; Canton Fonissimo 4, $575.
All items brand-new in original boxes. Call (310) 9370944 for details

Hi-H '98 —
The Home neater & Specialty Audio Show
The Westin Los Angeles Airport Hotel
June 10-11, Trade Only
June 12-14, Open to the Public
8'x10' exhibit booths cost $2200; 13i18' rooms cost
$5,300. Check out additional sizes —call Ken Nelson
at (914) 476-3157, or fax (914) 969-2746. See more,
hear more —equal to three months of store visits. Enjoy
over 18 hours of live music. Public three-day tickets arc
$25 in advance, $35 at the door. Call (505) 992-6600,
or fax (505) 992-6677 to order tickets.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
WANTF.D: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs. Randall
Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270. Tel./frc (888)
872-6929.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London ffss bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Harvey Gihnan, 243 IV 76th St, Apt. 1B, New Yorie,
NY 10023.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
°Toole, PO. Box 138, Beanville, NY 12409, tel/fax (914)
679-1054.
PRIVATE COLLECTION OF OPEN-REELS.
Single reels and multiples. Send SASE for free list.
Open-reel players: Ampex, Altai, Panasonic. Abernathy,
695 Sunridge Drive, Lincohtton, NC 28092.
RECORDS FOR SALE: Hundreds of "Classical" titles,
including many HP listed, TAS recommended; "hot"
and otherwise highly collectible audiophile LPs. Write
or call for free list. First Chair Rtronls, PO. Box 629,
11Vkonvillo. M1)21793, USA. Tel: (301) 845-8997

words.

:1 Iprefer to pay by a Visa a MasterCard â American Express
Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

,.=1

General

WANTEI): TUBE-TYPE Western Electric, Maranta,
McIntosh, older WE. Tannoy speakers. (818) 441-3942.
WANTEI): OLD, NEW McINTOSH, MARANTZ,
JBL, EV, I3ozak, Altec, Tannoy, Jensen, 13yria, Fairchild,
EMT. Linn, SME, Thorens, Krell, Levinson, Cello,
Goldmund, Koetsta, tubes, etc. Maury Cork (713) 7284343, fax (713) 723-1301.
WANTED: CARVER ECS-U speaker control unit,
TX-11b tuner, and S1)/A 390t CD player. E-mail:
selvan@unisewt..corn .
WANTED: MARANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT, WE
1086 amps, BEL, AVO tube tester, Scquerra FM-1. Top
prices paid. (818) 241-3344, fax (818) 242-4433.

WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Maranta. McIntosh, Brook, Fisher,
BEL FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad,
ElectroVoice, Jensen, J13L, Tannoy, and others. Also:
Tubes: Western Electric 252A, 30013, and KT66, KT77,
KT88. Richard Shatisky, PO. Box 521, Belmont, MA
02178. (617) 484-5784, fax (617) 489-6592.

The Stereophile
RECORD-REVIEW I
NDEX

U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
My card # is

Wanted
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh. Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Maranta,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.

WANTEI): SONY CDP-XA7ES CI) player, Entre
subwoofers with crossover. Call Andy, (212) 940-8898.

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial, $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial al. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone .uid fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with order.
Visa/MC/AinEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Steramhile, Classified Ad Ikpartment, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads are
duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.
For example, if you want your ad to run in the January 1998 Stinvphile, you must submit it with payment by
November 1, 1997. (Rates will increase for the January 1998 issue.) Ad material that reaches us after deadline
will appear in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
for

180 GRAMS OF VINYL doesn't buy you good sound.
Good mastering does. It's an art, not ascience. Better
Records' free catalog has page after page of new, properly mastered LPs, most under $15, often with better
sound than their 180grn counterparts. We also review
and recommend the best of the new heavy-vinyl reissues. Hey, we do it all! (800)487-8611 or (818)980-3313.

WANTED: SUPERPHON MAXX 80b power amp.
(816) 741-1307 CST

Audio Mart Order Form

Li Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD & LP collections. No
collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock, alternative, audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASI)), more. 150,000
titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record Evchange,
20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881,
lutp://wwwprex.com .

Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile Irons Vol .10 No.1 (1987)
through this issue. Also includes
indexes to "Building aLibrary"

â CDs/LPs/Tapes

a Wanted

:1 Employment

and musician interviews.
Available on 54' "or 34 "floppy disks

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
• • • •

• • •

•

•

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
PO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
(Please indicate disk size.)

Name

Company

Street
State
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"Ube Stereophile Advertising Standards
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If «WV Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson ei Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10765.
Acarian Systems
140
Acoustic Image
210
Adcom
32
Aerial Acoustics
63
Ambrosia Audio
212
Analog Shop
170
Anthem
50
Antique Sound Lab West
104
ARS Electronics
216
Artemis Systems
135
Audio Advisor .... 151,162,235
Audio Alternative
220
Audio Classics
226
Audio Connection
210
Audio Consultants
222
Audio Den
239
Audio Forest
164
Audiolab
183
Audio Magic
140
Audio Nexus
220
Audio Outlet
188
Audio Plus (Cambridge Audio)
94
Audio Plus (1841ab)
20
Audio Plus Services (YBA)
22
Audio Power Industries ... 104
Aud ioQuest
244
Audio Research
48
Audio Solutions
237
Audio Trading Times
238
Audio-Video Logic
238
AudioWaves
233
AN Ensemble Music
224
138W Loudspeakers
14
Balanced Audio Technology
36
Billy Bags
133
Brickwall (Price Wheeler) ... 142
Bryston
84

Cable Company
168
Cary Audio
4-5
Champagne Audio
224
Chesky Records
142
Classé Audio
30
Classic Records
146
Conrad-Johnson
60
CSA Audio
158
David Lewis Audio
180
Davidson-Whitehall
233
Deja Vu
206
Denon Electronics
18-19
Dynaudio
86
Edge Electronics
69
Elusive Disc
198-199
Energy Loudspeakers
56
Ensemble
131
Fairport Soundworks
236
Front Row Center
206
Goodwins
176
Great Plains Audio
192
HCM
172
HeadRoom
204-205
Hi Fi Farm
237
Hologram Acoustic Technology
132
Home Entertainment Technology
189
Home Theater Shop
208
Hsu Research
126
Innovative Audio
218
Jason Scott (Electrocompaniet)
102
Joseph Audio
114
JPS Labs
132
JS Audio
229
KEF Electronics
38
Kief's
233
Kimber Kable
46

Krell
44
LAT International
222
Legacy Audio
150
Lyle Cartridges
71
Lyric HiFi
196
Madrigal
12
Magnepan
119
Magnum Dynalab
175
Marantz
72
Mango Audio Lab
227
Martin-Logan
68
McCormack
96
Meridian
70
Mondial
54
MSB Technology
144
Muse Electronics
138
Music Direct
194-195
Musical Surroundings
96
Needle Doctor
190
Now Hear This
28
Nuts About HiFi
144
Overture
155,161,183
Paradigm
10
Parasound
52-53
Parts Connection
83
Pass Laboratories
100
Per Madsen Design
236
Phase Technology
66
Philips
8-9
Precision Audio 8 Video
184
ProAc
76
Pro Musica
239
Progressive Audio
202
PSB
148
Quintessence
208
RAM Labs
218
Reference Audio Video
224
Revel
24
Rotel
34

Seneca Group
Sennheiser
Sig Tech
Signature Sound
Soliloquy Speakers
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sorice
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Connections
Sound Images
Sound Lab
Soundex
Soundings
SoundWorks
Speaker Clone
Squires Electronics
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Trading Outlet
Straight Wire
Sunshine Stereo
Synergistic
TARA Labs
Tannoy
Thiel
Tice Audio
Toys From the Attic
Tracking Angle
Transparent Audio
TreMa Sounds
Tubes by Design
Twisted Pair Designs
Velodyne
VTL
Wadia
WireWorld
XL0

138
80
90
193
2
50
16
175
106-107,156
166
83
227
138
152
222
178,200
222
238
174,186
237
92
216
94
26-27,58
100
42
140
239
102
74
137
212
77
40
62
243
136
63
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THE

L

WORD

Larry Archibald

C

onventional wisdom in the journalism business is "never apologize, never explain." Nevertheless, I must apologize. September's
"Final Word" caused hurt to afellow
journalist, which Inever intended.
In Septembe4 Icriticized Stereo Revieses
Ken Pohlmann for writing that his music
purchases would be suspended until
music media became more technically
advanced — higher sampling rates, more
bits, more channels. Whenever /'m discussed in other magaimes —such commentary is always negative —I always feel
it's an upper. "At least they noticed —at
least Iexist," say Ito myself. Ken apparendy didn't appreciate my notice, so I'm
here to say I'm sorry to have called him on
the carpet with so little charity.
Besides, it might distract from this
month's column, when Ihave something to really be against: DIVX. You
probably haven't heard of DIVX; if
we're lucky, this column will be the
only place you'll have to confront it.
As you can read in this issue's
"Industry Update," DIVX is an alternative form of DVD being promoted by
Circuit City, the country's largest electronics retailer. You don't need an alternative to DVD? Neither do I, and I
absolutely don't want one. DIVX is a
system combining the disadvantages of
software rental (limited plays) with the
disadvantages of software purchase
(higher price) with the disadvantages of
anew entertainment medium (regular
DVD players won't play DIVX; you
need a different one that costs $100
more) with the disadvantages of DSS
(you have to be hooked up by amodem
for it to work) with the extreme disadvantages of confusing the marketplace. I
fiercely wish it an early demise.
The inventors of DIVX are trying to
confront the reality that DVD is asellthrough form of movies-on-video,
rather than the traditional rental-first/
purchase-later pattern that has characterized videotape. What about Joe or
Josephine Sixpack, who just want to
watch amovie once or twice?
With DIVX, Joe and Josephine get to
buy alimited-use DVD for $5, play it as
often as they can within a48-hour period, then put it on their shelf for the next
year or two, at which trine they can put
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it in their DIVX player and watch it
again for an additional fee. (Their DIVX
player is hooked up by modem to DIVX
Central, which grants permission to
their player to run the film again.)
Alternatively, Jand Jcan at any time
"buy" the disc they've already bought,
turning over an additional $20 to their
DIVX masters for unlimited plays. My
guess is that they can't play it on their
neighbor's machine, whether it's DVD
or DIVX.

You don't need an
alternative to DVD?
Neither do L
And what about the situation they
face if miraculously, DIVX is out of
business and their modem gets a"disconnected or no longer in service" message when it calls? In ajust world, all
their discs would be automatically
playable forever. Ihaven't seen DIVX
address this problem — no need to talk
of going out of business when they're
just starting up — but my guess is that
Joe and Josephine will end up with a
shelf full of unusable discs.
DIVX is the work of anew company
called Digital Video Express, two-thirds
owned by Circuit City and one-third by
the law firm that came up with the idea.
Ican see alaw firm making aconsumerelectronics blunder like this, but what's
Circuit City's excuse? Could it be greed?
Circuit City already sells more brandname consumer electronics products than
anyone else. But some product is still sold
by others. With DIVX, CC gets acut
from any DIVX player sold by anyone,
and acut of every DIVX software sale (or
rental —which is it?). The movie companies that have announced support for
DIVX — Disney, DreamWorks, Paramount, and Universal — have been
rumored to be getting royalty guarantees
up front of $30 million per studio, according to industry newsletter Audio Week
So there's plenty of greed to go
around. Who could have doubted it?
And software companies are apparently
attracted by the more effective copy protection incorporated in DIVX. Ican
readily imagine Disney, fearing for

the theatrical-release integrity of their
world-popular animation features, embracing the additional protection offered
by DIVX. But, according to Audio Week
again, most DIVX supporters are planning simultaneous DVD and DIVX
releases — so what use is the additional
copy protection?
Industry reaction has mostly been
negative, other than hardware companies for whom Circuit City is the biggest customer. Warner's president said
DIVX supporters "have shot themselves
in the foot." Tower Records' Russ
Solomon called DIVX a"dumb" idea.
"Let's hope it's bad enough that Circuit
City will lose its ass." Other retailers
expressed varying amounts of dismay,
mostly about sending profit to Circuit
and the fear of confusing consumers.
That's my concern. If DIVX doesn't
confuse the marketplace, where's the
harm? It could turn out to be just another batch of DVD players out there to
prod studios into releasing more movies
on regular DVD, which I'm all in favor
of. And Idon't care if Circuit makes a
few extra dollars.
But nothing is clearer historically than
the consumer's distaste for alternate and
incompatible versions of the same thing.
Videotape survived the Beta/VHS battle, but the format's acceptance was
slowed by the conflict. Four-channel
sound in the '70s was plagued not only
by technical problems but also by different systems of delivering the same thing.
MD and DCC, the media that no one
wanted or needed, thankfully came out
at the same time, thus ensuring their
mutual failure (though Sony continues
to flog MD in this country now that it's
succeeded back home).
And DVD already took adual-format
hit back when the Sony/Philips version
did battle with the Toshiba/Warner
version. That cost the format at least a
year in release timing, for which the
consumer-electronics market as awhole
has been paying for the last year and
ahalf.
Is "Will they never learn?" too trite a
query to pose as DIVX tries to get started? Make DIVX auseful add-on down
the road, like HDCD. Let the market
decide — once there actually is aDVD
market.
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Technology alone does not ensure musical performance. In the
Wadia 850 we have refined our technical innovations using a
deep appreciation for music as our guide. The result is sound
so vivid and compelling, you will find yourself captivated by
the Wadia 850 - and even more, by the passion and power
of music.
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